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The Council’s Constitution

Introduction
The Council’s Constitution
Cherwell District Council has agreed this Constitution which sets out how the Council
operates, how decisions are made and the procedures that are followed. The processes are
intended to make the Council transparent and accountable to local people. Some of these
processes are required by the law, while others are a matter for the Council to choose. In
the case of any conflict between this Constitution and legislation, the legislation will prevail.
What is in the Constitution?
The Constitution sets out who has the power to take which decisions, how those decisions
are taken and the Codes and Protocols that are followed when we make decisions.
There are three parts:
1.

The Scheme of Delegation (who does what)

2.

The Rules of Procedure (how they do it)

3.

Codes and Protocols (the expected standards of behaviour)

In addition there is annually updated information (such as a list of current Councillors and
scheduled meetings for the year) that are not part of the Constitution but are available from
our website, or in hard copy.
The following is a list of annually updated information that can always be found on our
website (www.cherwell.gov.uk) or obtained in hard copy by contacting Democratic and
Elections:

Calendar of meetings (these are agreed for a whole municipal year ahead, that is from
May to the following April). Exceptional or special meetings may be added to this.
Meetings may be cancelled if there is no business or may be moved if there are
deadlines to be met, for example, to ensure a response to government consultation is
sent in time



Agenda for all meetings



Minutes of all meetings



A list of wards in the district



A list of district Councillors and contact details



Details of who on the Executive is responsible for what (called “Lead Members”).



Details of who is on which committee, joint committees and who represents the Council
on which outside body.
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How the Council Operates
The Council is composed of 50 Councillors with one-third elected three years in four.
Councillors serve a four year term. A Councillor elected at a by election will serve the
remainder of the four year term for the particular seat in question. Councillors are
democratically accountable to residents of their ward. The overriding duty of Councillors is
to the whole community, but they have a special duty to their constituents, including those
who did not vote for them. Councillors represent their communities and act as advocates for
individual constituents. They have to balance different interests and govern for the good of
the area as a whole.
Councillors must be registered voters of the Cherwell district, or must own or lease land in
the district for at least the last 12 months preceding their consent to be nominated, and
must not otherwise be disqualified.
Councillors have to agree to follow a code of conduct to ensure high standards in the way
they undertake their duties. The Code of Conduct is set out in this Constitution. The
Council’s Standards Committee is responsible for promoting and maintaining high
standards of conduct by members.
All Councillors meet together as “the Council”. Meetings of the Council are open to the
public and press, unless the Council has passed a resolution that they be excluded on the
grounds that information deemed to be “exempt” i.e. personal or confidential, as defined by
statute, is likely to be revealed. At Council meetings, Councillors decide the Council’s
overall policies and set the budget each year. The Council is responsible for appointing the
leader and various committees, and for holding the Executive and the committees to
account for the decisions they take.
Principles of Decision Making
Any decision made by the Council will be made in accordance with the following principles
and in accordance with the procedure rules set out in part two of this Constitution:






Proportionality: that is, the action taken will be proportionate to the desired outcome
Decisions will be taken following due consultation and taking into consideration
professional advice from officers
Due regard will be shown for human rights and all decisions will be based on balancing
the rights of the individual against the public good
Open transparent decision making
Clarity in the aim and desired outcome of decisions
Decisions will be taken that comply with the law and this constitution

When acting in a quasi judicial role the Council will follow a proper procedure which
complies with the rules of natural justice and the right to a fair trial contained in Article 6 of
the European Convention on Human Rights.
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Access to information by Councillors
All Councillors are entitled to inspect any document (except those only available in draft) in
the possession or under the control of the Council unless it contains exempt or confidential
information (as defined and set out in this Introduction) in which case Councillors will be
required to demonstrate a need to know. This does not preclude the Council from deciding
to provide Councillors with information over and above this entitlement.
The Executive
Under the Local Government Act 2000, Cherwell District Council chooses to have an
Executive with a Leader.
The Executive takes strategic key decisions. Individual Executive Members and officers are
responsible for many day to day decisions. The Executive is made up of a Leader and other
Councillors. The Leader is appointed to the Executive by the Council. The Leader then
appoints individual Councillors (called Lead Members) to the other positions in the Executive.
When major (or “key”) decisions are to be discussed or made, they must be published at least
28 clear days ahead of the decision being made. All meetings of the Executive are open to
the public and press except where “exempt” i.e. personal or confidential matters are being
discussed. The Executive has to make decisions which are in line with the Council’s overall
policies and budget. If it wishes to make a decision which is outside the budget or policy
framework, this must be referred to the Council to decide.
Certain decisions, in particular non-key decisions, may be taken by individual members of
the Executive (Lead Members).
The Council has discretionary powers to set up area committees or forums but has decided
not to do so at this time.
The Council may establish joint arrangements or joint committees in accordance with
current legislation.
Overview and Scrutiny
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee carries out the overview and scrutiny functions and
supports the work of the Executive and the Council as a whole.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee allows citizens to have a greater say in Council
matters and may hold public inquiries into matters of local concern. This may include
reviewing the work of the Council’s partners and other public sector organisations.
Overview and Scrutiny Committee meetings are open to the public except where exempt
matters are being discussed. The Committee publishes reports and recommendations
which advise the Executive and the Council as a whole on its policies, budget and service
delivery.
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The Overview and Scrutiny Committee also monitors the decisions and work of the
Executive as published in the Executive work programme. The Overview and Scrutiny
Committee can “call in” or challenge a decision that has been made but which has not yet
been implemented.
The Council also appoints members to any countywide Joint Overview and Scrutiny
Committee(s).
Non-Executive Decisions
Decisions on some matters (for example planning applications and Licensing) cannot, by
law, be taken by the Executive and are either taken by full Council or delegated instead to
“Regulatory Committees” or to staff. Terms of Reference for committees and delegations to
staff are set out in part one of this Constitution.
The Council’s Staff
The Council employs staff to give advice, implement decisions and manage the day-to-day
delivery of its services. The authority to employ staff below Head of Service level rests with
the Head of the relevant service. Directors and Heads of Service are appointed by the Joint
Commissioning Committee or by the Personnel Committee in the event that the relevant
post is not shared with South Northamptonshire Council. The Head of Paid Service is
appointed by full Council.
The Council has three statutory posts: Head of Paid Service, Chief Finance Officer, and
Monitoring Officer. The specific responsibilities of these statutory posts are:
Head of Paid Service
(as required by section 4 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989)


Responsible for overall management and operation of the Council which includes
management of the staff who work for the Council.



Must report to Council, Executive and all other committees when required to do so.



Responsible for ensuring the proper use of evaluation systems for determining what
staff are paid and reporting as and when required on the number and grade of staff
required.

Chief Finance Officer
(as required by section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 and frequently referred to as
the “section 151 officer”)


Responsible for the administration of the Council’s finances.



Has a specific duty to make a public report in specified cases of actual or anticipated
financial misconduct (section 114 of the Local Government Finance Act 1988).
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Must nominate an appropriately qualified member of staff to deputise in their absence.

Monitoring Officer
(as required by section 5 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989)


Responsible for ensuring that the Council acts within the law



Has a specific duty to make a public report if at any time they think that any proposal,
decision or failure to act by the council may break the law or give rise to a finding of
maladministration



Must nominate an appropriately qualified member of staff to deputise in their absence.

The statutory posts of Chief Finance Officer and Monitoring Officer have the right by law to
require adequate resources to be made available to them to carry out their role.
There is a Code of Practice which governs the relationship between staff and Councillors.
There is also a Code of Conduct for staff. Both these codes are in part three of the
Constitution.
Certain decisions are delegated to staff as set out in the Council’s Scheme of Delegation in
part one of this Constitution.
Legal and Financial Procedures
The Council shall have Legal and Financial procedure rules as set out in this Constitution.
Financial Regulations will be reviewed regularly by the Chief Finance Officer to ensure they
are fit for purpose. Council will approve all changes other than those required by the fact of
a change in law which the Chief Finance Officer has delegated authority to make.
The Contract Rules of Procedure will be reviewed regularly by the Chief Finance Officer
and the Monitoring Officer to ensure they are fit for purpose. Council will approve all
changes other than those required by the fact of a change in the law which the Monitoring
Officer has delegated authority to make.
The Scheme of Delegation sets out the authority to sign documents.
The Head of Law and Governance will keep the Council’s seal. All documents that should
be sealed will be sealed in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation as set out in this
Constitution. The Head of Law and Governance, or nominated deputies within Legal
Services, will seal all Council documents unless there are exceptional circumstances when
a Director or the Chief Executive has specific authority to do so.
Summary of the Rights of the Public
This summary of rights explains how members of the public can participate in the
democratic decision making processes of the council and how they can access information
relating to Council and committee meetings.
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Voting and Petitions
If you are registered to vote in the district you have a right to vote and sign a petition to
request a referendum for an elected mayor.
You may also present petitions to Council and committee meetings, providing that it meets
the requirements set out in the meeting procedure rules and the procedure rules for that
particular committee as set out in the Constitution.
Information
Members of the public have the right to inspect the Council’s accounts and make their
views known to the external auditor. The external auditor will visit the Council on a specified
day so the public can make their views known. Fourteen days notice of the visit will be
given in at least one local newspaper. The accounts will be available for public inspection
twenty working days before the auditor’s visit.
Complaints
You have the right to complain about the actions of the Council, the staff or Councillors to:




The Council under its complaint scheme
The Ombudsman after exhausting the Council complaint scheme
The Monitoring Officer about a breach of the Councillor code of conduct.

Responsibilities of the Public
The Council expects the public to behave responsibly in exercising these rights. The
Council will not tolerate violent, abusive or threatening behaviour to Councillors or staff
working for, or on behalf of, the Council.
The public are required to comply with various laws, by-laws, rules and regulations which
are enforced by the Council and may incur civil or criminal penalties if they do not do so.
Meetings of the Council and Committees
Notice of Meetings
The Council will give at least five clear days notice of any meeting by posting details of the
meeting at the Council’s main offices at Bodicote House, Bodicote, Banbury and normally
on the Council website (www.cherwell.gov.uk), unless the meeting is convened at shorter
notice as a matter of urgency.
Access to Agenda and Reports before the Meeting
The Council will publish copies of the agenda for meetings and reports which are to be
considered on the Council website at least five clear days before the meeting and copies
will be available for inspection at the Council’s main office. If an item is added to an agenda
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after publication, if it is urgent business, the report will be available to members of the public
as soon as possible and supplied to Councillors on the committee.

Agendas and reports will be supplied on request to members of the public. Agendas and
reports are available for a minimum of six years after the date of the meeting.
Reports included in agendas will set out a list of background papers (non published material
used in creating the report) relating to the subject matter of the report. These background
papers will be published on the Council’s website. They will also be supplied at the request
of members of the public and are available from the report author for a minimum of four
years after the date of the meeting.
The Council may make a reasonable charge for the supply of agenda, reports, minutes and
background papers to cover costs.

Attending a meeting
Members of the public may attend meetings of the Council and its committees, except, for
example, when confidential or exempt matters are being discussed. Unless otherwise
stated in the notice of the meeting, meetings are held in the Council’s main offices at
Bodicote House, Bodicote, Banbury. If you wish to attend a meeting Customer Services
staff at reception will direct visitors to the relevant meeting room.

Speaking at a meeting
Members of the public can request to speak at certain meetings. Further information on how
to speak at a meeting can be found in the meeting procedure rules and procedure rules for
the particular committee as set out in the Constitution.
Confidential and Exempt matters
Confidential
Members of the public will be asked to leave a meeting if it is likely that confidential
information will be disclosed. This will usually be stated on the agenda for the meeting.
Confidential information is information given to the Council by a Government Department on
terms that forbid its public disclosure or information that cannot be publicly disclosed by
court order.
Exempt
Members of the public may also be asked to leave a meeting if it is likely that exempt
information will be disclosed. This decision is at the discretion of the meeting and will be
made based on advice from officers. In making a decision to exclude the public, the
committee will apply the public interest test: that the public interest in maintaining the
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exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.
Exempt information is information falling into one or more of the categories set out in the
table below, subject to qualifications set out in the constitution. Exempt information is
permitted under the Local Government Act 1972 Schedule 12A as amended and the
paragraph numbers on the following page are the paragraph numbers in Schedule 12A.
If reports to be included in the agenda contain confidential or exempt information they will
be marked ‘not for publication’ together with the category of information likely to be
disclosed.
Paragraph Category
Number
1

Information relating to any individual

2

Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual

3

Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person
(including the authority holding that information)

4

Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or contemplated
negotiations, in connection with any labour matters arising between the authority or
a Minister of the Crown and employees of, or office holders under, the authority

5

Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be
maintained in legal proceedings

6

Information which reveals that the authority:
(a) to give under any enactment a notice under or by virtue of which
requirements are imposed on a person; or
(b) to make an order or direction under any enactment.

7

Information relating to any action taken or to be taken in connection with the
prevention, investigation or prosecution of crime

Minutes of a Meeting
The Council will produce minutes of meetings that record the decisions taken by a
committee and the reasons for the decisions and options considered in the case of the
Executive. When exempt or confidential information is disclosed at a meeting a summary
minute will be published in the public minutes in addition to exempt or confidential minutes,
if required. Minutes will be published on the Council website and will be available on deposit
at the Council’s main office for a minimum of six years after the date of the meeting.
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Executive Work Programme Incorporating the Private Executive Meeting Notice and
the Notice of Intention to make Key Decision
Members of the public can find which major decisions are going to be discussed and
determined by the Executive from the Executive Work Programme. The Work Programme
is published on the Council’s website on a monthly basis.
The public have the right to:

Vote at local elections if they are registered



Sign a petition for a local referendum for an elected mayor



Contact their local Councillor about any matters of concern to them



A copy of the Constitution



Attend meetings of the Council, Executive and committees except where, for example,
personal or confidential matters are being discussed



See reports and background papers and any records of decisions made, except where
confidential or personal information would be disclosed



Address meetings of the Council, Executive, and various committees, subject to the
Council’s rules for public participation at meetings



Find out, from the Executive Work Programme, what major (key) decisions are to be
discussed or decided by the Executive and when



Inspect the Council’s accounts and make their views known to the external auditor
(known as the district auditor)



Complain to the Council about the standards of service, action or lack of action by the
Council or its staff



Complain to the Ombudsman if they think the Council has not followed its procedures
properly (however, this can only be after using the Council’s own complaints process)



Complain to the Monitoring Officer if they have evidence which they think shows that a
Councillor has not followed the Council’s Code of Conduct



Film, record and broadcast meetings of the Council, the Executive and Committees
which are open to the public subject to the efficient running of the meeting not being
adversely affected.

The Council welcomes participation by its residents in its work and undertakes extensive
consultation about its policies and services. For more specific advice on your rights, please
contact the appropriate Council department, or if you are not sure which department to
contact, ask for the Democratic and Elections team.
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Rules about this Constitution
Suspension: the rules of procedure in part two of this constitution may be suspended
where such a proposal is made and seconded at a formal meeting and the suspension is
agreed upon by a majority of those present. The purpose of any suspension should be to
enhance the democratic process rather than restrict it. The right of an individual councillor to
request that details of their vote or abstention on any particular item is recorded in the
minutes of the meeting cannot be suspended.

Interpretation: this constitution will be interpreted in accordance with the advice given by
the statutory officers at any formal meeting or their representatives at that meeting.
Publication: the Constitution will be made available on the Council’s website and hard
copies of the whole or any part will be available on request subject to the payment of a
reasonable fee if anyone wishes to have their own copy.
Changes: the Monitoring Officer is responsible for assessing the effectiveness of the
constitution and recommending changes in the light of legislation or best practice. The
Monitoring Officer may make factual changes to the Constitution as necessary in order to
ensure that the Constitution complies, and keeps up to date, with the law.
Any significant proposed amendments to this Constitution shall be agreed by Council. The
Monitoring Officer shall ensure that, where appropriate, members of relevant Council
committees are consulted on proposed amendments, prior to their consideration by Council
and that the responses to the consultation are included in any subsequent report.
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Delegation of Functions
Council Terms of Reference
Terms of Reference for Executive and Executive Lead Members
Terms of Reference for Committees
Officer Scheme of Delegation

Delegation of Functions

This section of the Constitution summarises which part of the decision making process is
responsible for which function. The allocation of functions follows the Local Authorities
(Functions and Responsibilities) (England) Regulation 2000 as amended.

1.2

Council Terms of Reference

Meetings of Council will be conducted in accordance with this Constitution and in particular
the Council Procedure Rules.
The functions of Council are principally to:


Approve the Budget and Policy Framework



Set Council Tax



Formulate Council policy



Provide a forum for Members to debate issues of importance to the district



Provide a forum for holding the Leader of the Council, Executive Lead Members and
Committee Chairmen to account



To hear addresses and receive petitions on matters of importance to the District from key
organisations and the public in accordance with this Constitution.

Additionally the Council has the following specific functions which may not be delegated or
Council has decided not to delegate:


Taking decisions in respect of functions which are not the responsibility of the Executive
and which have not been delegated by the Council to Committees, Sub-Committees or
Officers;



Adopting and changing the Constitution, the Council’s Code of Conduct and Members’
Allowance Scheme
Revised: October 2016
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Appointing the Leader of the Council



Agreeing and/or amending the terms of reference and delegation for Executive Lead
Members and committees, deciding on the composition of committees and making
appointments to and removing Members from them



Appointing representatives to outside bodies unless the appointment is an executive
function or has been delegated by the Council



Consideration of notices of motion and reports within the terms of reference of Council



Deciding referred planning applications



Appointing the Electoral Registration Officer and Returning Officer



Appointing the Head of Paid Service and confirming the appointment of Monitoring
Officer and Section 151 Officer



Considering reports of the Auditor, Head of Paid Service; Monitoring Officer and Section
151 Officer



Making decisions about any matter within the Executive arrangements where the
decision maker is minded to make it in a manner which would be contrary to or not wholly
in accordance with the budget and policy framework



Making, amending, revoking, re-enacting or adopting bylaws and promoting or opposing
the making of local legislation, Personal Bills or Private Members Bills



Responding to appropriate bodies with regard to boundary reviews or other electoral
issues



Changing the name of the area, electoral areas and parishes;



Functions relating to parishes and parish councils, including the size of Parish Councils,
dissolving, grouping and separating parishes



Functions relating to changing governance arrangements for Parish, Ward or County
District boundaries and community governance



Functions relating to establishing, creating and removing polling districts, altering the
years of ordinary elections of councillors and parish councillors



To consider the making of agreements with other local authorities for the placing of staff
at the disposal of those authorities.



All other matters which, by law, must be reserved to Council or local choice functions that
Council has decided to reserve to itself.

Policy Framework
The policy framework consists of all high level Council policies and strategies including those
which are reserved to council by law. This includes, but is not limited to the Community Plan,
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Corporate Plan and Local Development Framework.
In cases of uncertainty the Monitoring Officer shall adjudicate whether a decision to be taken
forms part of the Policy Framework and requires Council approval
Budget
The budget consists of the allocation of financial resources to different services and projects,
proposed contingency funds, the council tax base, setting the council tax and decisions
relating to the control of the Council’s borrowing requirement, the control of its capital
expenditure and the setting of virement limits.
In cases of uncertainty the Section 151 Officer shall adjudicate whether a decision to be
taken forms part of the Budget and requires Council approval.

1.3 Terms of Reference for Executive and Executive Lead
Members
Executive Terms of reference
This part of the Constitution together with the Executive Procedure Rules principally
constitutes the Executive arrangements as set out in the Local Government Act 2000. The
Executive arrangements set out here are interrelated to other parts of the Constitution.
The Leader of the Council is responsible for all executive functions as defined in the Local
Government Act 2000 as amended. These may be made by the Leader of the Council, the
Executive collectively, exercised under joint or area arrangements or delegated to individual
Lead Members or Council officers.
The Executive may not make decisions on matters which they are prohibited from making by
the Local Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities) (England) Regulations 2000 and other
subsequent legislation.
The Executive shall only make decisions within the budget and policy framework except in
cases as set out in the Executive Procedure Rules.
The Leader of the Council has determined:
The Executive shall collectively make all Key Decisions on behalf of Cherwell District
Council.
The Executive may choose to delegate these to a Lead Member, officer, area committee or
joint arrangements with another authority or refer them to the Leader of the Council for
decision.
Executive Lead Members shall in the first instance make all Non-Key Decisions within their
area of responsibility unless delegated in this Constitution to an officer. The Lead Member
may decide to delegate these to an officer, area committee or joint arrangements with
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another authority or refer them to the Executive for collective consideration, who in turn may
decide to refer it to the Leader of the Council for decision.
Officers shall take all decisions in the first instance delegated to them in this Constitution
within their area of responsibility. An officer may choose to refer a decision to a Lead
Member, who in turn may decide to refer a decision to the Executive for collective
consideration, who in turn may decide to refer it to the Leader of the Council for decision.
Even where Executive functions have been delegated, this does not prevent the discharge of
delegated functions by the person or body who delegated them. This shall be the case
should the decision maker find that a conflict of interest has arisen, then the function will be
exercised in the first instance by the person or body by whom the delegation was made.
These delegations may be amended by the Leader of the Council, however such
amendments shall not take effect until after they are reported to Council.
Decisions made under the Executive Arrangements
A notice of any decision made under the Executive arrangements shall be published and
sent to all Members as soon as is practical following the decision being made in accordance
with the call-in provisions of this Constitution.
Executive Terms of Reference
The Executive will consist of the Leader of the Council together with at least two, but not
more than nine, other Councillors appointed to the Executive by the Leader of the Council.
The Executive will conduct itself in accordance with this constitution and in particular the
Executive Procedure Rules.
The functions of the Executive are principally to:


Make recommendations to full Council on the formulation, adoption and revision of the
Budget and Policy Framework and all of the Council’s corporate strategies



Make Key Decisions within the agreed Budget and Policy Framework



Make decisions referred to it by Lead Members and officers with delegated decision
making powers.

Additionally the Executive has the following specific functions:


Setting the Council Tax Base



Performance Monitoring and Management



Developing Council Policy

Key Decisions
A Key Decision is a ‘significant’ decision that is legally within the power of the Council to
make, is not precluded by statute from being made under the Executive arrangements and is
not otherwise retained for decision by Council or delegated to a Committee of Council or
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Officer by this Constitution.
Significance - A decision is significant if it meets the financial and/or community impact
criteria:
Financial
A decision that will result in the Council:
 Incurring potential revenue expenditure or savings above an amount to be determined by
Council annually
 Incurring potential capital expenditure or savings above an amount to be determined by
Council annually
 Procuring or awarding any Contract having a total value exceeding £500,000.
and\or
Community Impact
A decision that is significant in its effects on communities living or working in an area
comprising two or more Wards in the area of the Council. That is a decision where:
 A significant number of users of the service in the Ward(s) will be affected and/or
 An impact that will last for a number of years, or be permanent; and /or
 A significant impact on communities in terms of environmental and social well-being.
The following are not regarded by the Council to constitute key decisions:
 Implementing approved budgets or policies and strategies where there is little or no
further choice involved and the main decision has already been taken by the Council in
agreeing the budget and policy framework.
 Implementing approved actions and targets in annual service plans.
 Decisions by the Head of Finance and Procurement which are part of the ordinary
financial administration of the Authority, notably those relating to investments, within the
agreed Treasury Management policy.
 Implementing projects for which specific conditions have been attached by external
funders, such as the Government or European Union.
 The award of contracts for the provision of works, goods and services, within an agreed
policy and budget and where a decision has been made.
 Changes arising from amendments to statute where there is little or no discretion.
Executive Lead Member Terms of Reference
Areas of responsibility are determined by the Council and are assigned by the Leader to
individual Members of the Executive (Lead Members) whom s/he appoints. The Leader may
re-allocate functions between Lead Members during the Council year.
The function of an Executive Lead Member is to:


Have general responsibility for the standards and performance of functions within their
area of responsibility
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Make recommendations to the Council on the formulation, adoption and revision of the
Budget and Policy Framework and all of the Council’s corporate strategies



In the first instance make Non Key Decisions within their area of responsibility as
allocated by the Leader of the Council



In the first instance make decisions referred to them by officers with delegated decision
making powers

Executive Lead Members shall in the first instance make all Non-Key Decisions (as defined
below) within their area of responsibility unless delegated in this Constitution to an officer.
The Lead Member may choose to delegate these to an Officer or refer them to the Executive
for collective consideration if any of the following circumstances apply to the matter under
consideration:
 A proposed decision is deemed to be controversial either by the Lead Member or the
relevant Director or Head of Service, or such Officer has registered major concerns about
the proposed decision
 It impacts on more than one area of Council activity
 It has major resource implications
 It does not fall squarely within current policies
 The individual Lead Member has a disclosable pecuniary interest (whereupon s/he shall
take no part in the collective decision).
If the relevant Lead Member is not available or unable to exercise his delegated authority at
the appropriate time and in the view of the Director the decision cannot wait until their return
or a meeting of the Executive, the Leader of the Council or in his absence the Deputy Leader
shall have reserve powers to take a decision on the issue in question.
Non-Key Decisions
All decisions that are legally within the power of the Council to make, are not precluded by
statute from being made under the Executive arrangements, are not Key-Decisions and are
not otherwise retained for decision by Council or delegated to a Committee of Council or an
officer.

1.4 Terms of Reference for Committees
Accounts, Audit and Risk Committee Terms of Reference
(8 members with unnamed substitutes)


Ensuring that the Council’s corporate governance arrangements are adequate and
operating effectively in practice.



Considering the Council’s Code of Corporate Governance and the Annual Governance
Statement.
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Monitoring the effectiveness of the Council’s risk management procedures, the internal
control environment and counter fraud and corruption arrangements and report any
concerns to the Executive.



Endorse the annual Risk Management Strategy and recommend it to the Executive for
adoption.



Approval of the Council’s Statement of Accounts.



Considering any reports of internal or external auditors and agreeing the action to be
taken from those reports including any recommendations to the Council.



To consider and make recommendations on the internal audit plan.



To consider a report on the effectiveness of the internal audit system at least annually.



To consider risks associated with significant partnerships entered into by the Council and
to receive reports on the management of those risks.



To receive the District Auditor’s management letter and make recommendations arising
from it.



To produce an annual report to Council on the activities of the committee

Appeals Panel Terms of Reference
(10 members with no substitute members who shall not be members of the Personnel
Committee)


To hear and determine any appeals by employees in accordance with the relevant
Council procedures.

Budget Planning Committee Terms of Reference
(12 members with unnamed substitutes for each political group, but with specific reservation
of a place for the Executive Lead Member holding the area of responsibility for financial
management)
The Committee will:


Provide strategic overview of all matters that could significantly impact upon the finances
of the authority



Oversee the implementation of the forthcoming and on-going financial reform that will
significantly affect the Council



Provide advice on the impact of business and housing growth in the district and estimate
the financial impact of such growth



Be responsible for supporting the budget setting strategy and process for:
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o the general fund
o capital programme
o assets
o treasury management
o reserves
o investments
o recommending the Committee’s preferred option, for formal consideration by
Executive, in light of the Council’s stated priorities.


Have a planning horizon which will be medium term ( five years) including the medium
term financial strategy



Will also focus on major projects facing the Council that will have a significant impact on
the resources of the Council as well as the budget setting round for the forthcoming
financial year.



Be responsible for considering how the council responds to: changes in the way the
council is funded, value for money and other legislative initiatives and reforms.



Innovate and challenge the way the Council manages its budget and financial affairs.

Joint Appeals Panel
Area: The Joint Committee shall exercise its authority for the areas comprising of Cherwell
District Council and South Northamptonshire Council
Membership: The Committee shall be comprised of 6 councillors, 3 from Cherwell District
Council and 3 from South Northamptonshire Council with 2 named substitutes from each
authority. They may not be members of the Joint Commissioning Committee. All councillors
including substitutes will receive appropriate training before they can participate as a
Committee member.
Quorum: will be 2 Members from each authority.
Chairman: the Chairman and Vice Chairman will be elected by the Committee and will be
representative of each authority.
Decision making: decision will be by a majority of Members of the Committee present and
voting.
Terms of Reference


To hear and determine any appeals by or grievance appeals against the Head of Paid
Service (Chief Executive) made by any member of the Joint Management Team who is
shared with Cherwell District Council.
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To hear and determine any appeals brought by the Chief Executive, Monitoring Officer of
section 151 Finance Officer against any disciplinary sanctions imposed short of
dismissal.



To hear and determine any appeals against any disciplinary sanctions imposed on a
member of the Joint Management Team who is shared with South Northamptonshire
Council excluding the statutory officers referred to above.

Joint Commissioning Committee Terms of Reference
(12 members, 6 from Cherwell District Council and 6 from South Northamptonshire Council,
unnamed substitutes)
The Joint Commissioning Committee is established pursuant to the Section 113 agreement
between Cherwell District Council and South Northamptonshire Council dated 9 December
2010 as amended by Deeds of Variation dated 28 July 2011 and 20 May 2015 and the final
shared services and confederation business case approved by both Councils on 23 February
2015 and 25 February 2015.
The Joint Commissioning Committee's remit is to have overall responsibility for the provision,
to the adopting councils, of shared services arrangements both in respect of services the
Councils have direct responsibility for and services provided to the Councils via the
confederation company and its delivery units (if established).
Membership of the Joint Commissioning Committee is 12 members (who should not be
directors of the confederation or its delivery units (if established) from each of the councils,
currently this is 6 from Cherwell District Council and 6 from South Northamptonshire Council
and will be reviewed if another council was admitted to the shared working programme and
confederation (if established). Political balance will apply to the appointment of members by
each of the Councils.
The quorum for the committee is four voting members of which at least two must be from
Cherwell District Council and two from South Northamptonshire Council.
Functions
•

To have responsibility for and to take any decision on staffing matters, (other than those
delegated to officers) and any other non-executive decisions function specifically
delegated to the committee by the respective councils, for any shared service
established for the councils (including those shared services provided via the
confederation company and its delivery units if established).

•

To have responsibility for and to take any executive decisions (other than those
delegated to officers), specifically delegated to it by the respective Executive
arrangements of the councils with regard to any shared service established for the
councils (including those shared services provided via the confederation company and its
delivery units if established).
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•

To ensure that any shared service meets the requirements of the councils in furthering
the objectives of their respective corporate plans.

•

To set and monitor performance standards and budgets for shared services, (including
those provided by the confederation company and its delivery units if established),
providing intervention where required.

•

Through their commissioning officers to manage (on behalf of the councils) their
contracts and arrangements for service delivery (including with the confederation if
established).

•

To take all executive decisions with regard to any established and future shared service
and all executive decisions relating to any joint local authority owned company
established pursuant to a shared service business case.

•

To approve the nomination of elected members and officers to be appointed as Directors
by joint local authority owned companies,

Shared Management
In the case of shared Chief Officer posts:
•

To act as the interviewing panel for the Head of Paid Service (Chief Executive), making
recommendations to the councils for formal appointment.

•

To act as the interviewing panel and appoint chief officers (currently Directors and Heads
of Service) working across the councils (NB. Anyone involved in the decision for a
particular post must be present throughout the entire interview process).

Shared Posts
Where a business case has been agreed by the councils and a decision made to share a
service between them (including via the confederation company and its delivery units if
established) to:
•

Agree posts to be declared ‘at risk’, and to approve dismissal, including compulsory or
voluntary redundancy and the exercise of discretionary awards to any post where costs
are shared or are going to be shared. This excludes the dismissal of the Head of Paid
Service, the Chief Finance Officer or the Monitoring Officer on the grounds of misconduct
which must be the subject of a resolution of the relevant full Council following compliance
with the procedure set out in the Officer Employment Procedure Rules.

•

Determine the terms and conditions of employment of any posts where costs are shared
or are going to be shared.

•

Determine and review all policies affecting the employment of staff in posts where costs
are shared or going to be shared.

•

Approve the creation of new posts where this is an increase to the establishment and
there is no budget where costs are shared or are going to be shared.
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•

Approve any restructuring of teams involving more than five posts where costs are
shared or are going to be shared.

Statutory Officer Discipline
The role and responsibilities of the Joint Commissioning Committee with regard to Statutory
Officer disciplinary action is to:


Deal with minor instances of unsatisfactory conduct at an early stage.



Ensure that the Statutory Officer clearly understands the standards of conduct expected
of him/her.



Carry out, or make arrangements for, an investigation when any breach of discipline is
alleged.



Ensure that the Statutory Officer subject to investigation is kept up-to-date with progress.



Decide, in the most serious cases whether or not to suspend or (where the Statutory
Officer has already been suspended by the Head of Paid Service or Monitoring Officer
under their delegated powers) to continue the suspension of the Statutory Officer, in
accordance with the Statutory Officer disciplinary policy.



Report to Full Council (of the employing authority) in respect of a recommendation to
dismiss, having convened a Panel comprising Independent Persons in accordance with
the Officer Employment Procedure Rules.

Joint Scrutiny Committee Terms of Reference
The Joint Scrutiny Committee is established pursuant to the Section 113 agreement between
Cherwell District Council and South Northamptonshire Council dated 9 December 2010 as
amended by Deeds of Variation dated 28 July 2011 and 20 May 2015 and the final shared
services and confederation business case approved by both Councils on 23 February 2015
and 25 February 2015.
Membership of the Joint Scrutiny Committee is 5 members from each of the councils,
currently this is 5 from Cherwell District Council and 5 from South Northamptonshire Council
and would be reviewed if another council was admitted to the shared working programme
and confederation company (if established). Political balance will apply to the appointment
of members by each of the Councils. No member of the Executive (CDC) or Cabinet (SNC)
shall be a member of the committee.
The quorum for the committee is four voting members of which at least two must be from
Cherwell District Council and two from South Northamptonshire Council.
Functions
• To receive and scrutinise reports from the Joint Commissioning Officer Group detailing the
performance against targets that are included within the Contract and Commissioning Plan
and otherwise relating to the services provided through shared services (including via the
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confederation company and its delivery units, if established), any other major shared
contracts, (if entered into), and to be able to challenge internal and external providers and
hold members of the shared management team publicly to account.
• To receive and scrutinise reports from the Joint Commissioning Officer Group detailing the
financial performance of shared services (including those provided via the confederation
company and its delivery units if established) against savings targets detailed in the
respective Councils’ Budget and Medium Term Financial Strategies.
• To receive and scrutinise change requests and contract variations agreed or proposed
between the Joint Commissioning Committee or officers acting under delegated authority
and service providers (including the confederation company and its delivery units if
established) to include (but not be limited to) the introduction of new key performance
indicators, delivery of new commissions via the external delivery units, changes required
due to new legislation and commercial development opportunities.
• To engage with partner organisations, other relevant public sector bodies, private sector
organisations, trade unions, local residents or any other appropriate witnesses when
fulfilling the overview and scrutiny role in relation to the monitoring of contracts for services
provided by service providers (including the confederation company and its delivery units if
established) .
• To scrutinise decisions of and services reporting to the Joint Commissioning Committee
including the commissioning officers
• To apply the Joint Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules, including call-in arrangements,
when prepared and adopted by the councils.
• To hear any call-in requests with regard to any executive decisions made by the Joint
Commissioning Committee.

Licensing Committee Terms of Reference
(12 members and 5 named substitute members based on proportional representation with
each represented party having at least one substitute member)


To deal with applications to exhibit an unclassified film, or to change the classification
given to any film by the British Board of Film classification, for exhibition within the
District.



To deal with all matters which are the responsibility of the Council in relation to hackney
carriage and private hire vehicles licensed by the Council, except those delegated to the
Sub-Committee or Officers.



To deal with all matters which are the responsibility of the Council under the Licensing
Act 2003 except those which are delegated to the Sub-Committee or Officers.



To deal with all matters which are the responsibility of the Council under the Gambling
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Act 2005 except those which are delegated to the Sub-Committee or Officers.


To deal with all matters and determine applications which are the responsibility of the
Council in relation to Street Trading under Section 115 of the Highways Act 1980 and
Section 3, schedule 4 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982.



Any matter relating to proposed changes to the public rights of way network, and public
rights of access to open country and common land, which is not the result of the
consideration of a planning application.



So far as the responsibilities may arise under the relevant legislation, functions set out in
Part B of Schedule 1 to the Local Authorities Functions and Responsibilities (England)
Regulations 2000, relating to taxi, private hire vehicle, gaming, entertainment, food and
miscellaneous licensing.



Any miscellaneous functions relating to highways which may be the responsibility of the
Authority which are not discharged by the Planning Committees as set out in Part I of the
Schedule to the Local Authorities Functions and Responsibilities (England) (Amendment)
Regulations 2001.



To determine Public Path Order applications (which are not the result of the consideration
of a planning application) which the Head of Law and Governance proposes to refuse,
and (ii) (if approved) to confirm such Orders where no objections have been made within
the statutory period; and (iii) to determine whether to abandon or to refer to the Secretary
of State an Order to which objections have been made within the statutory period.

Licensing Committee Sub-Committee Terms of Reference


The hearing of, and decisions on, applications and notifications under the Licensing Act
2003 where this cannot be decided by the Head of Community Services because valid
representations/objections have been received and not withdrawn.



The hearing of, and decisions on, applications for review of a premises licence/Club
Premises Certificate under the Licensing Act 2003.



The hearing of, and decisions on, applications for and notifications under the Gambling
Act 2005 where this cannot be decided by the Head of Community Services because
valid representations/objections have been received and not withdrawn.



The cancellation of club gaming/club machine permits under the Gambling Act 2005



The cancellation of a licensed premises gaming machine permits where a permit holder
requests a hearing under the Gambling Act 2005



Consideration of temporary use notices under the Gambling Act 2005 where an objection
has been received unless each person who would be entitled to make representations
agrees that a hearing is unnecessary and that the Head of Community Services is
satisfied that a counter notice is not required.



Decision to give a counter notice to a temporary use notice under the Gambling Act 2005.
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To provide a forum for applicants who may wish to appeal against decisions of the Head
of Community Services in respect of Street Trading and provisions of facilities on the
Highway.



To provide a forum for applicants who may wish to appeal against decision of the Head of
Community Services in respect of animal welfare Licensing.

Note: The Licensing Subcommittee will be made up of any 3 Members to be drawn from the
membership of the parent Committee (excluding substitute Members). Members must have
received appropriate training and must have taken a non-committal approach to any lobbying
in respect of the appeal to be heard, otherwise they may not participate in the hearing. The
delegation of functions will be in accordance with the Licensing Act of 2003.

Overview and Scrutiny Committee Terms of Reference
(12 members who are not members of the Executive with unnamed substitutes)
The Committee will be appointed to discharge the functions conferred by Section 21 of the
Local Government Act 2000 or Regulations under Section 32 of the Local Government Act
2000
Functions
Within its scope and terms of reference, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee will:
(a)

review and monitor the performance of the Council’s services;

(b)

review and/or scrutinise policies, proposals, decisions made or actions taken in
connection with the discharge of any of the Council’s functions;

(c)

make reports and/or recommendations to the Council and/or the Executive in
connection with the discharge of any functions;

(d)

consider any matter affecting the area or its inhabitants;

(e)

exercise the right to Call-in, for reconsideration, decisions made, but not yet
implemented by the Executive.

(f)

consider matters arising from a Councillor Call for Action (CCfA) under Section 119 of
the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 and Regulations
thereunder; and

(g)

undertake the functions of the Council’s crime and disorder committee for the
purposes of Section 19 of the Police and Justice Act 2006, including CCfA relating to
crime and disorder matters.

Specific Functions
(a)

Scrutiny - Within its scope and terms of reference Scrutiny may:

(i)

review and scrutinise the decisions made by and performance of the Executive
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and/or Committees and the appropriate Officers both in relation to individual
decisions and over time;
(ii)

review and scrutinise the performance of the Council in relation to its policy
objectives, performance targets and/or particular service area;

(iii)

question Members of the Executive and/or Committees and appropriate Officers
about their decisions and performance, whether generally in comparison with
service plans and targets over a period of time, or in relation to particular
decisions, initiatives or projects;

(iv)

make recommendations to the Executive and/or appropriate Committees and/or
Council and/or any external bodies arising from the outcome of the scrutiny
process;

(v)

review and scrutinise the performance of major partnerships and other public
bodies in the area and invite written reports and/or request them to address the
Committee and local people about their activities and performance;

(vi)

require Members of the Executive, the Chief Executive, Directors and Service Heads
to attend to answer questions and give evidence on receipt of at least 5 days’ written
notice.

(vii)

question and gather evidence from any person, not a Member or an Officer of
the Council, with their consent;

(b)

Advisory and Review – Within its scope and terms of reference the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee may:

(c)

(i)

assist the Council and the Executive in the development of its Policy
Framework by in-depth analysis of policy issues, excluding those policy areas
which fall under the remit of the Strategic Planning and Regeneration
Committee;

(ii)

conduct research, community and other consultation in the analysis of policy
issues and possible options

(iii)

consider and implement mechanisms to encourage and enhance community
participation in the development of policy options,

(iv)

make recommendations to Executive and/or appropriate Committees and/or
Council and/or any external bodies arising from the outcome of the scrutiny
process.

(v)

review and scrutinise the performance of major partnerships and other public
bodies in the area and invite written reports and/or request them to address
Councillors and local people about their activities and performance.

Annual Report – The Overview and Scrutiny Committee will report annually to
Council on function on their workings and make recommendations for future work
programmes and amended working methods if appropriate.
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(d)

Work Programme – The Overview Scrutiny Committee will exercise overall
responsibility for the Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme and for ensuring that
this is sustainable with regard to the support and resources that are available to it and
that is considered in conjunction with other committees of the Council and their
respective work programmes in order to minimise duplication of effort.

Personnel Committee Terms of Reference
(12 members with unnamed substitutes who shall not be members of the Appeals Panel)


Determination and review of all policies affecting the employment of staff.



Monitoring of employment statistics for the authority.



To approve the creation of new posts where this will be an increase to the establishment
and there is no budget.



To receive and act on recommendations of the Council and Employee Joint Committee.



To exercise discretion on behalf of the Council in the decision to award any enhanced
pension rights.



To agree any restructuring involving more than five posts and/or compulsory
redundancies.



To select short lists of candidates and to appoint officers of the Council to posts at Head
of Service level or above (excluding the Head of Paid Service) in accordance with the
Officer Employment Procedure Rules, where the post is not shared

Planning Committee Terms of Reference
(18 members made up primarily of non-executive members, but with specific reservation of a
place for the Executive Lead Member holding the area of responsibility for planning matters.
12 named substitute members)
Except where there is a specific delegation to a Head of Service:
(a)

To determine and advise on all planning applications, all special determination and
prior approval categories and any local authority development proposals, subject to
the following provisos:
 That the Head of Development Management may refer any application to Council
for final determination, where the Committee is minded to approve or refuse that
application if the decision is fundamentally against local and national planning
policy and/or the decision is contrary to proposals formulated by the Executive or
relevant Lead Member.
 That in accordance with the relevant Council Procedure Rule at least one third of
Council Members have signed a statement to the effect that they are of the view
that a particular application is of such special significance to the District that it
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ought to be determined by Council.
(b)

To authorise or determine:
 Planning obligations;
 All matters concerning public path orders required as a result of planning
legislation;
 Advertisement consents;
 Conservation area consents and notices;
 Revocation or modification of planning permissions by order under planning
legislation;
 Any enforcement action including in respect of advertisement contraventions;
 Tree preservation orders;
 Consent to carry out work to protected trees;
 Listed building consents and notices;
 Certificates of alternative development;
 Direct action by execution of works, taking steps and/or carrying out operations, by
or on behalf of the Council under any current planning legislation, including the
recovery of any costs or expenses;
 Legal proceedings in respect of any breach of planning obligations;
 Any other notices, orders, demands, permissions, consents and grants under
current planning legislation; and
 Observations, comments and representations on development proposals being
determined by other bodies and/or in adjoining or nearby administrative areas.

(c)

To administer the registration and record keeping provisions contained in planning
legislation.

(d)

To exercise the Council’s statutory duties in respect of the Building Regulations and
associated legislation.

(e)

To exercise the Council’s statutory powers in respect of land drainage and associated
legislation.

(f)

To do anything which is incidental, conducive or calculated to facilitate any of the
Committee’s functions or which are necessary for the discharge of the functions.

(g)

To exercise all powers, duties and functions of the Council contained in or referred to
in the statutory provisions from time to time in force within the terms of reference of
the Committee.

Standards Committee Terms of Reference
(8 members)


The promotion and maintenance of high standards of conduct by members and co-opted
members of the Council and the Town and Parish Councils in the Cherwell district.
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The making of recommendations to Council on the adoption, revision or replacement of a
code of conduct for members and co-opted members.



The approval and administration of arrangements under which allegations of breach of
the code of conduct for members and co-opted members can be investigated and
decisions on such allegations can be made.



The determination of items (if any) that must be entered in the Council’s register of
members’ interests over and above any that are legally required.



The approval and administration of arrangements for the granting of dispensations to
members and co-opted members so as to permit their participation in meetings despite
the existence of a disclosable pecuniary interest.

Executive Urgency Sub Committee Terms of Reference
(3 members of the Executive including the Leader of the Council or Deputy Leader of the
Council if possible)
In the event of a level 2 contingency being declared by the Chief Executive or Monitoring
Officer or in their absence their appointed deputies, the Executive Urgency Sub Committee
shall make any decisions under the Executive functions of the Local Government Act 2000.
Emergency General Purpose Committee Terms of Reference
(3 members consisting of the Leader of the Council, Deputy Leader of the Council and
Leader of the Opposition with named substitutes of any Executive Member, any member of
the majority party group and any member of the opposition respectively).


In the event of a level 2 or 3 contingency being declared by the Chief Executive or
Monitoring Officer, or in their absence their appointed deputies, the Emergency General
Purpose Committee shall make any decision within the power of Cherwell District Council
or its committees that are not part of the Executive functions or reserved in legislation to
Full Council.

Decision Making Contingency Plan
Level 1 Contingency – Essential Decisions Only (for maintaining essential council services
and dealing with the contingency) – Members unable to act.
 Chief Executive (or a Director in their absence) to make all decisions under urgency
provisions in the constitution.
 In formal consultation process with Leader and Executive Members by whatever means
possible.
 Decisions would need to be formally reported at a later date.
Level 2 Contingency – Normal Business Suspended – very few Members able to act
 Suspension of all committees except Executive, call-in waived by Chairman of Overview
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and Scrutiny Committee.
Executive Urgency Subcommittee to take urgent decisions under the Executive functions
of the Local Government Act 2000.
Executive Lead Member decisions could be used as normal and could be maximised with
Executive delegating decisions to, Leader and Deputy Leader. Leader and Deputy
Leader both have reserve powers to act in case of inability of Executive Member to act.
Non-urgent Executive business rescheduled.
Emergency General Purposes Committee to take urgent decisions outside the scope of
the Executive.
Full Council to be summoned for urgent matters reserved to it e.g. setting the council tax.

Level 3 Contingency – Meetings without pressing business cancelled – limited number of
Members able to act.
 Regulatory and Executive committees meet to consider pressing business, all other
business rescheduled.
 Other meetings suspended.
For situations below level 3, normal meetings continue with greater use of substitute
members where possible.
Level of contingency to be declared by the Chief Executive or Monitoring Officer or, in their
absence, their appointed deputies.

1.5 Officer Scheme of Delegation
Scheme of Delegation to Officers
Introduction
This scheme has been adopted by South Northamptonshire Council and Cherwell District
Council and sets out the extent to which the powers and duties of the Councils are delegated
to officers under the Local Government Act 1972, the Local Government Act 2000 and all
other powers enabling delegation to officers. It is adopted with the intention of giving a
streamlined, clear and simple decision-making process. It should be interpreted widely.
Under this scheme officers must keep Members properly informed of action arising within the
scope of these delegations. Officers must liaise closely with the Cabinet/Executive on
executive functions and the relevant Chairman of the regulatory committee when the matter
falls within the remit of that committee.
All references to legislation shall be deemed to include any subsequent amendments to such
legislation
Officers shall inform the local Ward Member(s) when they exercise any delegated powers
specifically affecting their ward and when the matter is likely to be politically sensitive or
contentious unless legal reasons prevent this
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Under section 101 of the Local Government Act 1972 the Council may authorise an officer of
the authority to commission and monitor work for and on behalf of the Council by people who
are not officers of the authority and such people will be bound by this scheme, and the
obligations contained in it, at all times when engaged on Council business
References to powers of ‘the Council’ include functions of the executive.
The delegations are intended to be cumulative. Each delegation may be read on its own
unless it is specifically expressed to be subject to another.
All delegations to officers are subject to:
 Statutory requirements
 Contract and Financial Procedure Rules
 Consideration of the policies and plans of the relevant Council
 The Code of Conduct and adopted protocols
 The requirements of the Joint Management Team in relation to the overall
management and co-ordination of the Council's affairs
 Adequate financial provision within approved revenue and capital budgets having
been made for the likely financial consequences of any decision (subject to any
discretion permitted by the Financial Procedure Rules).
 Any acceptance of quotations and tenders must be in accordance with the Council’s
Contract Procedure Rules
 Having regard to any report by the Head of Paid Service, the Monitoring Officer or the
Officer designated under section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972
Where an officer has delegated powers, the Council or the Cabinet/Executive or a
Committee (as appropriate) can still exercise that power in a particular case if it considers it
appropriate to do so. Equally it is always open to an Officer not to exercise delegated powers
but to refer the matter up as appropriate
Exclusions
This Scheme does not delegate:
 Any matter which by law may not be delegated to an officer
 Any matter which is specifically excluded from delegation by this scheme, by a
decision of the Council, the Cabinet/Executive or a Committee or Sub-Committee.

Authorisations to other Officers
Officers with delegated powers may in writing authorise another officer or officers to exercise
those powers. Such authorisations may be subject to limitations and conditions. The officer
with the delegated powers must keep a register of all authorisations granted. Copies must
also be sent:
 to the Head of Law and Governance : every authorisation
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to the Head of Finance and Procurement: authorisations to order, purchase or settle
invoices

Reserve Delegations
The delegated powers held by a post may be exercised by the line manager of that post (or
by his/her line manager) if:
 that post is vacant
 the post-holder is not at work for any reason.
Consultation
Officers shall consult as appropriate and have due regard to the advice given. If for any
reason it is not practical to consult a person required to be consulted in the exercise of a
delegation then the person with the delegated power must consult someone else whom
he/she considers to be an appropriate substitute. In particular consultation must take place
with legal, finance and human resources as appropriate
Restriction on delegations to Heads of Service
Each delegation to a Head of Service is subject to a limitation that it shall not be exercised if
the Head of Paid Service, or a Director, or the Monitoring Officer, or Section 151 Officer, has
given a direction to that effect.
The Head of Paid Service, or a Director, may exercise any delegated power possessed by a
Head of Service whilst a direction is in force with respect to that delegation.
A Director, or in the absence of a Director, a Head of Service may exercise any delegated
power possessed by the Chief Executive if that post is vacant or the post holder is absent.
Transfer of Functions
Where the name of a post is changed, or its relevant functions become vested in a different
post, any delegated powers possessed by the post shall be retained by the renamed post or
transferred to the different post as the case may be. This includes any delegated powers
vested in a post by resolution of the Council, the Cabinet/Executive or a Committee/Sub
Committee.
Where a Division is restructured, the Chief Executive shall have authority to re-allocate the
delegated powers to other posts and shall give notice of this to the Head of Law and
Governance. Any use of this delegated power must be reported to the Full Council and/or to
the Cabinet/Executive as soon as practicable.

General Delegations to all Directors and Heads of Service
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All Directors and Heads of Service have the following delegated authority unless explicitly
limited to certain Heads of Service. The Director (Bicester) shall only have delegated
authority in respect of CDC.
Equipment
 Purchase of vehicles, plant and equipment for which expenditure has been approved
subject to any policy for standardisation (but if the purchase involves a leasing
arrangement this must be made by the Section 151 Officer).
 Hire of plant subject to inclusion of cost of hire within approved estimates
 Disposal of surplus plant, equipment and materials

Legal
 To take any steps to implement a decision of the Council, any Committee or the
Cabinet/Executive
 Service of requisitions for information as to ownership of, or other interests in, any
land or property under statutory powers
 Service of requisitions for information under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998
 The release of Council held information under the Data Protection Act 1998, the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Environmental Information Regulations
2004 subject to any consultation with the Head of Law and Governance on any
application of exemptions.
 To sign Statements of Truth under the Civil Procedure Rules 1998 on behalf of the
Council
 Authority to apply for planning permission in respect of small projects and minor
modifications to projects
 To sign licences and notices relevant to their service areas subject to consultation
with the Head of Law and Governance where necessary
 Authority to appear, institute proceedings, prosecute, defend, negotiate a settlement
and take any steps necessary in any proceedings on behalf of the Council where the
matter falls within the remit of the relevant service unit. Such authority to be exercised
subject to the Head of Law and Governance being satisfied as to the evidence and
the process being followed.
 To make decisions on any objection submitted which relates to a proposal, application
or other matter within their service area.
 Service of any statutory notices affecting their service area subject to consultation
with the Head of Law and Governance where appropriate
 To exercise the Council’s powers to enter land (and to authorise others to enter land)
for the purposes of any of the Council’s functions which the officer has responsibility
for enforcing or investigating.
 To instruct the Council’s Legal Service with respect to any legal matter concerning
their department or division.
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To exercise the Council’s power to publish information about its services including
deciding the content of any publication.
To exercise the Council’s powers to take any action with respect to the Local
Government Ombudsman after consulting the Head of Law and Governance on legal
implications . Where settlement by ex gratia payment or other action is proposed such
action is to be authorised by the section 151 officer
To decide the terms upon which services will be provided to the public (which may
include providing services on different terms to different individuals or classes of
individuals).
To exclude people from Council premises where they consider this to be warranted in
the interests of health and safety or for the maintenance of order.

The Chief Executive must be informed of any decision to exclude under this paragraph.
 To assist any outside body concerned with the manager’s Division or Department and
to make representations to them.
 To exercise the Council’s powers of competence to promote or improve the well-being
of South Northamptonshire and/or Cherwell provided that this is connected with their
Division or Department.
 To exercise the Council’s powers in connection with any lost, abandoned or
uncollected property. NB. the Head of Environmental Services has responsibility for
dealing with abandoned vehicles
 To respond to consultation papers relevant to the officer’s department or division in
consultation with the relevant portfolio holder/lead member where appropriate.

Financial
 To authorise expenditure relating to their approved capital and revenue budgets in
accordance with the Financial Procedure Rules.
 To exercise the virement powers permitted by the Financial Procedure Rules.

Contracts (exercise of these powers is subject to compliance with the Financial
Procedure Rules)
 To tender or quote for and, if successful, to carry out any work which is put out to
tender by the Council.
 To tender for and enter into contracts to provide goods and services to anybody to
which the Council has express statutory authority to provide goods and services and
to fix charges where those charges are not prescribed by legislation.
 To use spare capacity of goods, plant or manpower by entering into contracts (or to
carry out work for another person or body).
 Authority to commence a procurement process leading to the award of a contract for
works, goods or services up to £150,000
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Authority to waive the requirement to seek tenders or quotations in relation to
contracts for works, goods or services below £5,000
Authority to approve negotiations with a tenderer submitting the most financially
advantageous tender to obtain improvements in price, delivery or content in relation to
contracts for works, goods or services below £150,000
Authority to approve the award of any contract for the procurement of works, goods or
services up to £150,000
Signing on the relevant Council’s behalf any contract for works, goods or services
below £150,000

Human resources
 Appointment of agency staff provided costs are contained within service budgets
 Advertisement of vacancies within establishment in accordance with adopted HR
policies
 Appointment of staff below Head of Service level
 To sign job offers and/or contracts of employment for Directors (by Chief Executive),
for Heads of Service (by Chief Executive, relevant Director or other officer delegated
by one of these)
 To agree flexible contracts and working patterns including job share, home working
and term time working (in consultation with the Head of Transformation)
 To confirm appointments on completion of probationary period
 To approve car loans where these are permitted as part of Council policy
 To implement the relevant Council’s employment procedures in line with the agreed
relevant Council policy (the power to dismiss in accordance with Council policy rests
with the Head of Paid Service or the Directors)
 To authorise officers to attend professional or educational meetings, conferences and
courses, and on-going training and qualification training in consultation with the Head
of Transformation
 To agree unpaid leave of absence and compassionate leave in consultation with the
Head of Transformation
 Granting of contractual salary progression within career graded posts in line with the
relevant Council policy (if any)
 To approve revised job descriptions and job titles where no grading increase is
involved subject to the approval of the Head of Transformation
 The general organisation of services within the policies laid down by the relevant
Council including capability and disciplinary
 To appoint employees to existing posts at the minimum level within the salary band
with discretion to appoint to any other point of the band provided this is within
approved budgets
 To decide whether or not to allow employees to undertake additional employment in
consultation with the Director of Resources and the Head of Transformation
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To authorise recruitment to any post on temporary employment to address operational
needs (at South Northamptonshire only - subject to a maximum of 9 months
continuous employment)
To grant extension of sick pay to employees (at South Northamptonshire only –
subject to a maximum of 12 months full pay)
To grant unpaid leave of absence (at South Northamptonshire only – subject to a
maximum duration of 6 months)
The dismissal of employees below Director/ Head of Service level in accordance with
the Joint Disciplinary Policy and Procedure

At Cherwell only - Subject to consultation with the Director of Resources, the Head of
Transformation, the Head of Finance and Procurement and the Head of Law and
Governance
 to determine new organisation structures below Head of Service provided that
changes do not affect more than five posts in any one restructuring, there are no
resultant compulsory redundancies, change is with the agreement of existing staff and
the change can be contained within service budgets.

List of Shared Joint Management Team with specific delegated powers
1.

Chief Executive

2.

Director of Community and Environment

3.

Director of Resources

4.

Director of Development

5.

Commercial Director (Bicester) – Cherwell only

6.

Head of Community Services

7.

Head of Environmental Services

8.

Head of Finance and Procurement

9.

Head of Law and Governance

10.

Head of Transformation

11.

Head of Development Management

12.

Head of Strategic Planning and the Economy

13.

Head of Regeneration and Housing

Delegation to Chief Executive
This post is Head of Paid Service and has responsibility for the overall management of the
staff who work for Cherwell District Council and South Northamptonshire Council under
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section 4 of the Local Government Act 1989 (full details of the responsibilities are set out in
the introduction to this constitution).
This post is responsible for ensuring the proper use of evaluation systems for determining
what staff are paid and reporting as and when required by either authority on the number
and grade of staff required.

Emergencies
If Cherwell District Council and/or South Northamptonshire Council need to act urgently in
any matter (including without limitation, complying with the Emergency Plan, the Business
Recovery or Business Continuity Plan or taking any action under new legislation) the Chief
Executive may authorise any action taken or expenditure incurred as necessary.
If the Chief Executive is unwell, unobtainable, has an inability to act or where there is no
Chief Executive in post, a Director may act in their absence. In the absence of any Director,
any Head of Service may act.
The Chief Executive, Director or Head of Service may delegate responsibility to another
nominated officer where appropriate.
All such action shall be reported to the relevant committee, Executive/Cabinet or Council as
may be appropriate.

Release of Information
Determination of appeals/review requests from people dissatisfied with a decision not to
release Council held information.

Suspension or Dismissal
The suspension or dismissal of a Director or Head of Service, subject to consultation with the
Head of Transformation, the Director of Resources and the Monitoring Officer and subject to
external professional advice being sought. No dismissal of the Monitoring Officer or the
Section 151 Officer can take place other than via a decision of full Council in compliance with
the Officer Employment Procedure Rules. A statutory officer (i.e., the Head of Paid Service,
Section 151 Officer and Monitoring Officer) can only be suspended by the Head of Paid
Service, the Monitoring Officer or the Joint Commissioning Committee.The Head of Paid
Service and the Monitoring Officer shall each have authority to agree settlement agreements
on the termination of employment of a statutory officer employed by the Council in
consultation with the Leader of the Council.

Anti-Social Behaviour
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Taking action under the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003, including the making of statutory
orders, where the Chief Executive is specifically named as the relevant Council Officer within
the Act.

Specific Delegated Powers for Returning Officer
Authority to take action, and make decisions, as necessary as Electoral Registration Officer
and Local Returning Officer
Assigning officers in relation to requisitions of the Electoral Registration Officer
Providing assistance at European Parliamentary elections
Power to fill vacancies in the event of insufficient nominations and make temporary
appointments to Parish Councils
Declaring vacancies in office to certain cases and giving notice of casual vacancies
Consulting on proposed changes to the scheme of elections
Duties relating to providing notice to the Electoral Commission and relating to publicity
To amend the Council’s Polling Districts and Polling Places Order as necessary.
To amend the adopted election fees and charges schedule to reflect operational
requirements
Directors
To take any decision, or exercise any power, which the Council has if the postholder
considers that a decision is urgently necessary in the interests of the Council and the
postholder consults the Leader of the Council, or in his/her absence the Deputy Leader of
the Council (or in the absence of either or both such other Cabinet/Executive members as
are considered most appropriate to the postholder) and the exercise of this power is reported
to the Cabinet/Executive for information (for executive decisions) or consults the Chairman of
the Council or appropriate Committee, or in his/her absence the Vice Chairmen of the
Council or appropriate Committee (or in the absence of either or both such other Council or
Committee members as are considered most appropriate to the postholder) and the exercise
of this power is reported to full Council or the Committee for information (in the case of nonexecutive decisions).
At South Northamptonshire only - to determine applications for Council grants (excluding
those in respect of which Heads of Service have specific delegated authority) up to a value
of £20,000 subject (in the case of grants exceeding £1,000) to consultation with the Grants
Panel.
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At Cherwell only- allocation of grants is delegated to Head of Community Services and
Head of Regeneration and Housing up to a value of £20 000 and in the case of Disabled
Facilities Grants to the Head of Regeneration and Housing up to a value of £30,000.
To grant renew refuse or cancel any authorisation that may be required under the Regulation
of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 so far as it affects their service area. This power may only
be exercised by Directors, or by the Monitoring Officer, or the Chief Executive
To respond to licensing applications in the Council’s role as responsible authority.
Director of Resources (Section 151 Officer)
To exercise any of the powers of the Head of Finance and Procurement
To exercise the powers vested under section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 to
ensure the financial probity of the Council. This includes the power to override the
determination of the Head of Finance and Procurement, when exercising their delegated
powers, if the Section 151 Officer considers it appropriate
Power under section 92 of the Local Government Act 2000 to direct the appropriate Director
or Head of Service in consultation with the appropriate portfolio holder/lead member to make
an ex gratia payment (at South Northamptonshire only – any amount: at Cherwell only up to £5000) or to provide other benefits to remedy complaints within the framework of the
Local Government Ombudsman Good Practice Remedies (February 2005) document where
necessary in consultation with the Monitoring Officer

Head of Community Services











To exercise the Council’s power with respect to nuisance parking. If the nuisance is
caused by an abandoned vehicle the Head of Environmental Services will exercise
the Council’s powers to remove.
Authorising the temporary use of off street parking areas for uses other than parking
The issuing of parking permits and season tickets for off street parking and for
residents parking schemes and Exemption Certificates for pedestrianized areas
The enforcement of parking and other stationary traffic offences
At Cherwell only - To make minor amendments to the Councils Off Street Parking
Orders subject to consultation with the lead member
Implementation of powers under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998
To exercise the Council’s powers to take steps to encourage visitors to the area
including the provision of tourist information where appropriate in consultation with the
Head of Strategic Planning and the Economy
To apply for funding from any third party for the purposes of the development or
improvement of Cherwell or South Northamptonshire or for the management of the
countryside
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To provide, maintain and develop a wide range of sporting, play and cultural activities
for the benefit of the community.
To promote, manage (in accordance with the provisions of any management contract
maintain and develop the Council’s sports centres, community centres, swimming
pools and other leisure facilities.
Where not already provided for by, or under, contract to fix the terms and conditions
upon which any Council leisure facility may be used by any particular class or group
of persons and to run pre-payment and advance booking schemes.
To allow events and exhibitions to take place in any facility.
To provide public catering services in facilities or at events provided by this service
area.

Environmental Health


To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to securing the safety of food
throughout the food chain, including imported food, and the condition of food premises
(including, but not limited to, powers of licensing and registration)



To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the control of infectious and
notifiable diseases



To exercise the Council’s powers to take steps to prevent or remedy any statutory or
public nuisance (including noise nuisance)



To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to regulation of processes, and the
control of emissions, with a potential impact on the environment (including the issue
and revocation of any consent, licence, or permit and taking any action to enforce the
provisions of this)



To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to Sunday trading



To appoint inspectors and authorised officers (including for the issue of fixed penalty
notices) under any legislation for any purpose which he/she believes relates to the
Public Protection and Development Management service area



To exercise the Council’s powers and duties with respect to:
 scrap metal dealers and motor salvage operators
 to control distribution of free literature
 tattooing, ear and body piercing and electrolysis
 pleasure boats
 loudspeakers in streets
 the burning of crop residues
 noise from certain premises at night
 alarm notification areas
 sex establishments
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 To exercise the Council’s powers for the prevention of smoking in designated places
and vehicles
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to persons on land without the owners’
consent. This power may also be exercised by the Head of Regeneration and Housing
where appropriate
 To exercise the Council’s powers:
 concerning the condition of any drain or private sewer
 to secure that any building has adequate or improved drainage and/or sanitary
conveniences
 concerning the condition of any cesspool
 concerning the use and ventilation of soil pipes
 concerning the remedial work including the service of notices in relation to
rainwater pipes, soil pipes and ventilating shafts and the apportionment and
recovery of costs
 concerning the alteration of a drainage system of premises
 concerning the drainage and condition of yards and passages
 with respect to the provision of washing and sanitary facilities
 to loan temporary sanitary conveniences where necessary
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the licensing of caravan sites,
camping sites and moveable dwellings
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to filthy or verminous premises, articles
or persons. NB this power is also exercisable by the Head of Regeneration and
Housing
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to water supplies, including private
water supplies
 To exercise the Council’s powers relating to controlled waste, graffiti, litter, rubbish or
anything on land in the open air. This power may also be exercised by the Head of
Environmental Services, who also has responsibility for abandoned vehicles
 To exercise powers under the Environmental Protection Act 1990 to issue fixed
penalties for littering and dog fouling. This power may also be exercised by the Head
of Environmental Services
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the control of noise levels on
construction or demolition sites
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the enforcement of the law about
health and safety at work etc.
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to smoke emissions from chimneys and
premises
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 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the control of emissions from
furnaces
 To exercise the Council’s powers to determine chimney heights
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to obtaining information about air
pollution or other information to protect the environment
 To exercise the Council's powers with respect to ruinous and dilapidated buildings,
dangerous buildings and the demolition of buildings
 To exercise the Council’s powers to prevent pollution of land, water or air or harm to
human health
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the review and assessment of air
quality
 To exercise the Council’s powers in respect of registration of users of radioactive
material
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the identification and remediation of
contaminated land
 To exercise the Council’s powers in respect of exhumation, burial of the dead and
burial grants to assist with cost of burials where there are no relatives who will fund
the cost
Licensing
All licensing matters will be dealt with in compliance with statutory guidance and
Council policies


To deal with all matters, and exercise the Council’s powers, including enforcement,
under the Gambling Act 2005



To deal with all matters, and exercise every function, and power, including
enforcement, relating to hackney carriage, private hire drivers, proprietors and
vehicles, and private hire operators



To deal with all matters, and exercise the Council’s powers, including enforcement, in
respect of animal welfare, the licensing of animals and animal associated activities



To deal with all matters, and exercise the Council’s powers, including enforcement,
under the Licensing Act 2003



To deal with all matters, and exercise the Council’s powers, including enforcement,
under street trading legislation



To deal with all matters, and exercise the Council’s powers, including enforcement,
under the legislation relating to street and house to house collections



Authorising the siting of market stall spaces and the letting of such spaces subject to
the necessary planning and highways consents
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To exercise powers to permit third parties to place objects over or on the public
highway, under section 115 of the Highways Act 1980

Community Safety


Taking action under the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 and any subsequent
legislation falling within the service area, where necessary in consultation with the
Head of Law and Governance



All functions under Part 8 of the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 (relating to high
hedges) NB see also powers under development management

Land Drainage
 To exercise the Council’s functions with respect to watercourses and land drainage,
including the power to serve statutory notices

Head of Development Management
Planning
A. To determine applications for:
 Planning permission (outline and full)
 Reserved matters approval
 Extensions of time
 Listed building consent
 Conservation area consent
 Advertisement consent
 Variations/removal of conditions
 Discharge of conditions
 Minor material amendments
 Non material amendments
 Certificates of lawfulness for an existing use or development
 Certificates of lawfulness for a proposed use or development
 Certificates of appropriate alternative development
 Applications under the Hedgerow Regulations
 Works to trees protected by a Tree Preservation Order
 All forms of deemed applications (arising from enforcement action)
 Responses to consultations from the relevant County Council or a neighbouring local
authority for the winning and working of minerals or the use of land for mineralworking deposits and waste developments (SNC only)
Apart from the following:
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1. All Major applications (full, outline [and reserved matters – SNC only]) except for
minor material amendments and the variations and removal of conditions.
Major applications are defined as;
 Applications for 10 or more dwellings
 Applications for new buildings where the floor space to be created is over
1000sqm
 Applications for commercial (non-householder) renewable energy
schemes, including single wind turbines.
 Responses to National Infrastructure consultations (SNC only)
2. All recommendations to approve a significant departure from the adopted
development plan or other Council approved policies and/or strategies
Whether an application is considered to be a ‘significant’ departure will be determined
by the Head of Development Management (or the line manager that is responsible for
Development Management and reports to the Head of Development Management) in
consultation with the Chairman of the CDC Planning Committee / SNC Planning
Committee (or Vice Chairman in the Chairman’s absence).
When deciding if any departure is ‘significant’ the criteria that will be considered will
include, but not be limited to, the following;
 All relevant policies in the development plan and whether the policies are up to
date
 Other CDC/SNC policies, guidance and strategies
 Government policy
 Scale and type of development
 Site history
 Whether conditions or a legal agreement could address any potential conflict
3. Applications called in by a member of the Council within 25 days [SNC], 21 days
[CDC] of the registration of an application subject to the following:





The call in request must be for material planning reasons
The request must be made within 25 calendar days [SNC] , 21 calendar days
[CDC] of the registration of the application as valid (the day after registration to
count as day one)
The request must be made in writing on the appropriate form or via an e-mail
containing the same information shown on the appropriate form (SNC) or by
letter or email (CDC)
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The request must be sent to the Head of Development Management (or the line
manager that is responsible for Development Management and reports to the
Head of Development Management) and the Chairman of the CDC Planning
Committee / SNC Planning Committee
The request MUST contain all the relevant information

On receipt of the call-in request the Head of Development Management (or the line
manager that reports to the Head of Development Management and is responsible for
Development Management) will either agree, or refuse, the request in consultation
with the Chairman of the CDC Planning Committee / SNC Planning Committee (Vice
Chairman in the Chairman’s absence).The criteria for deciding whether to allow a callin request will include, but not be limited to,
 whether material planning reasons have been supplied,
 views of parish or town council,
 level of public interest,
 scale and type of development,
 site history,
 statutory time frame for decision,
 relevant development plan policies, council guidance and strategies
 whether the committee could legitimately reach another conclusion than the one
reached by officers and/or the extent to which they are considered to have the
potential to “add value” to the final scheme.
At SNC, once the request has been agreed or refused;
 the relevant form giving reasons for the decision will be completed and signed by
both parties
 the date that the committee will consider the application will be given
 the form (or e-mail) will be returned to the councillor who made the request
 If the councillor is unable to attend the meeting, he/she will be encouraged to
appoint a substitute or to submit comments in writing
 a copy of the form will be placed on the relevant (public) application file
At CDC the councillor who called in the application is encouraged to attend, or send
another nominated member to speak
4. Applications submitted by;
 Any Officers of CDC/SNC with management responsibility in a personal capacity
 Officers employed in the Development Management Service
 Councillors of CDC/SNC (other than applications relating to works to trees)
 A member of staff or Councillor of CDC/SNC acting as agent or advisor or
consultant
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where in any case the Council determining the application is the Council of which the
relevant person is an officer or member. For the avoidance of doubt any officer in a
joint role shall have this provision applied at both Councils.
5. Applications affecting the Council’s own land or where the Council is the applicant
(other than applications for works to trees advertisements or for public information
purposes)
6. Any application which the Head of Development Management considers should be
referred to CDC Planning Committee / SNC Planning Committee (at CDC in
consultation with the Planning Committee Chairman (Vice Chairman in the
Chairman’s absence)) because of its controversy or significance.
When deciding if an application is controversial or significant, the criteria that will be
considered will include, but not be limited to, the following;
 Consultation responses
 Representations
 Level of public interest
 Relevant development plan and other Council policies, guidance and strategies
 Government policy
 Scale and type of development
 Site history
 Whether CDC Planning Committee / SNC Planning Committee could realistically
and legitimately take a different view from the officer’s recommendation and/or the
extent to which they are considered to have the potential to ‘add value’ to the final
scheme.
B. To determine the following;
 All notifications, determinations and prior approval applications (which include those
proposals relating to agricultural developments, telecommunications, demolition of
buildings, electricity board works and the removal of public pay phones)
 All requests for screening opinions
 All requests for scoping opinions
 All requests and applications for revisions to s.106 agreements
 Responses to all consultations from the County Council and neighbouring local
authorities that ARE NOT Major applications (CDC only)
 Responses to all consultations from the County Council and neighbouring local
authorities that ARE NOT major applications (except those applications for the
winning and working of minerals or the use of land for mineral-working deposits and
waste developments) (SNC only)
 Responses to all consultations from neighbouring local authorities (including County
Councils) that ARE major applications (except at SNC those applications for the
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winning and working of minerals or the use of land for mineral-working deposits and
waste developments) SUBJECT to the relevant case officer consulting with the
Chairman of CDC Planning Committee / SNC Planning Committee (or the ViceChairman in his absence) and relevant Ward Councillor(s) (including adjoining Wards
as considered necessary) in advance of a response being issued. The case officer
will notify the Chairman of CDC Planning Committee / SNC Planning Committee and
relevant Ward Councillor or the date of the Committee meeting at which the adjoining
authority/County Council will be considering the application.
 Works to trees in conservation area
 Applications for Hazardous Substances Consent
Information about applications
The power to decide what information is needed before a decision can be taken on any
application
Acceptance of Land
To exercise the Council’s powers to accept the transfer of land, where the land is, or is to
be, transferred to the Council under planning obligation or for another planning purpose
Notifications of Development and applications under Permitted Development Rights
including Article 4 Directions
To take any action in response to notifications of proposed development required to be
given before exercising permitted development rights, and to deal with any subsequent
application for consent
To issue Article 4 Directions, in consultation with the portfolio holder/lead member
Planning Enforcement
To take any enforcement action including the issue and service of any statutory notice
which includes, but is not limited to,
 enforcement notices (of any kind)
 stop notices
 temporary stop notices
 breach of condition notices
 listed building enforcement notices
 planning contravention notices
 hazardous substances contravention notices
 advertisement discontinuance notices.
 untidy site notices
 repairs notices
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To exercise any statutory power to withdraw any such notice, to waive or relax any of
their contents, or extend a period for compliance.
Building Preservation Notices
To serve, and withdraw, building preservation notices on unlisted buildings. The reasons
for the notice, and any question of potential compensation, must be reported to the
earliest available meeting of the Planning/Development Control Committee
Urgent Works Notices
To serve urgent works notices where the Head of Development Management is satisfied
that it is necessary to serve such a notice without delay to avoid damage or the risk of
damage to an unoccupied listed building. The reasons for the notice and any question of
potential compensation must be reported to the earliest available meeting of the CDC
Planning Committee / SNC Planning Committee.
Trees
 To instruct the Head of Law and Governance to make and confirm Tree Preservation
Orders
 To take any action which the Council has power to take to require the planting of any
tree.
 To serve compensation directions concerning applications for works under a tree
preservation order.
 To revoke or vary a tree preservation order.
 To determine all applications for felling, topping, lopping or uprooting trees subject to
a Tree Preservation Order
Hedgerows and High Hedges
To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to hedgerows and high hedges including
registration, administration and determination of notifications under the Hedgerow
Regulations
Planning Agreements
To authorise the Council to enter into a planning agreement relating to an application
which can be decided by the Head of Development Management.
Conservation
 To designate and review Conservation Areas in consultation with the relevant portfolio
holder and approval of Conservation Area Appraisals and associated management
plans in consultation with the portfolio holder/lead member
 Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas - to make any grant (of no more than
£2,000) that the Council has power to make in connection with a listed building or
another building of architectural or historic interest or conservation areas
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Provision of revisions to the Local List of Buildings of Architectural or Historic Interest
and public consultation on such revisions subject to consultation with the portfolio
holder/lead member

Building Control
Street naming and numbering
 Naming and renaming of streets, the renumbering of streets, and the renumbering of
properties, subject in all cases to consultation with the appropriate Ward Member(s)
and, in the case of renaming where an objection has been received in response to the
statutory notice, to consideration of the objection and final determination by the lead
member in the case of Cherwell and by the Magistrates Court in the case of South
Northamptonshire
 Numbering of properties
 Provision of nameplates
Building Regulation Matters
 Issuing of approvals or consents to plans submitted in accordance with the Building
Regulations, rejection of those not in accordance with those Regulations and approval
of applications for relaxation or dispensation from those Regulations
 Collection of charges payable under the Building Regulations and the repayment of
charges where refunds are due
 Agreeing or challenging estimates submitted for calculating Building Regulation fees
and charges
 Revision of Building Regulation fees and charges to ensure full cost recovery of the
service subject to consultation with the Section 151 Officer
 Variation of individual charges from the prescribed scale of fees and charges, if
required, subject to consultation with the Section 151 Officer
 To carry out the necessary statutory duties in respect of Initial Notices issued by the
Approved Inspectors supervising work instead of the Council
 To deal with any consultation concerning the safety of any sports ground
 To exercise the Council’s powers to require sufficient sanitary facilities to be provided
in buildings
 To exercise the Council’s powers to require taller chimneys to be erected following the
erection of a building
 To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to consents for cellars below subsoil
water level
 To exercise the Council’s powers to require the provision of entrances and/or exits or
means of escape from premises
 To exercise the Council’s powers to require the provision of food storage places in
houses
 To exercise the Council’s powers in relation to the use and ventilation of soil pipes
 Taking action in respect of dangerous structures
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Approval of temporary structures under the Public Health Acts and the Building
Regulations and the renewal of such consents
Service of all statutory notices and taking action when Building Regulations are
contravened in consultation with the Monitoring Officer where this involves legal
proceedings to ensure that they are satisfied as to the evidence
Service of notice under the Building Act 1984, authorising works of demolition and to
exercise the Council’s powers with respect to demolition of buildings
To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to ruinous, dilapidated or dangerous
buildings or structures, or sites which are dangerous or detrimental to the amenity of
the area
To carry out the necessary statutory duties, in respect of Initial Notices issued by
Approved Inspectors supervising work instead of the Council.
To exercise the Council’s powers to take enforcement action against people erecting
unsafe structures used on public occasions.

Highways
To consent to the stopping up of small areas of highway in consultation with the Ward
Member where authorised to do so by legislation

Head of Environmental Services







To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to abandoned shopping and luggage
trolleys.
To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the regulation of waste carriers.
To exercise powers under the Environmental Protection Act 1990 to issue fixed
penalties for littering and dog fouling
All matters relating to:
 Abandoned vehicles
 Cleansing of streets
 Statutory notices on provision of dustbins
 Removal of obnoxious matter
 Discharge of agency powers under sections 132 and 149 of the Highways Act
1980, for the removal of unauthorised signs or marks on the highway (is this
agreed agency in both Oxfordshire and Northamptonshire?)
 Acquisition, management and hire of vehicles, plant and equipment, subject to the
Council’s Financial and Contract Rules of Procedure
Taking action under the Clean Neighbourhoods Act and Environment Act 2005 where
necessary in consultation with the Head of Law and Governance who must be
satisfied as to the evidence
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To exercise the Council’s powers relating to controlled waste, graffiti, litter, rubbish or
anything on land in the open air including abandoned vehicles. This power may also
be exercised by the Head of Development Management ( with the exception of
dealing with abandoned vehicles)
Investigating and prosecuting offences under the Environmental Protection Act 1990
subject to the Head of Law and Governance being satisfied as to the evidence
The use of parks, open spaces and recreation areas for special functions
The planting and maintenance of trees on Council-owned land or Council-controlled
land
The provision of advice relating to trees and recommending to the Head of
Development Management the making of Tree Preservation Orders in an emergency
Dealing with applications for works to trees in Conservation Areas
Approving the standards for adoption of open space land in planning agreements
Managing the maintenance of monuments and public clocks in the Council’s
ownership
The provision of street furniture on land other than recreational land
The making of temporary traffic orders under section 21 of the Town Police Clauses
Act 1847 relating to special events on the highway and the power to waive charges for
the making of such orders in exceptional circumstances
To exercise the Council’s powers for the control of pest and vermin, the prevention of
damage by pests and the control of pigeons and birds in built up areas
To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to seizure of stray dogs, and dog
control orders

Head of Finance and Procurement










The power to opt to tax properties for VAT purposes
Raising of loans to meet the capital requirements of the Council for such amounts and
on such terms as are considered necessary, subject to the Council’s Capital
Programme decision on financing and whether the Council is, or wishes to continue to
be, debt free
Borrowing in sterling from banks up to a prescribed limit by way of overdraft, subject
to not breaching any debt free status
Raising and repayment of temporary loans in sterling
To accept terms and conditions attached to any government grants
To amend the constitution as required consequent on changes to the thresholds in
European procurement regulations
To enter into lease agreements
The arrangement of all necessary insurances
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Refunds of rates for a maximum period of six years on commercial industrial premises
where clerical or arithmetical error has been made on rateable value subject to
consultation with the Section 151 Officer
Investment of all surplus Council funds in accordance with the Council’s annual
Treasury Management Policy and to exercise the Council’s powers generally with
respect to the investment of money
To exercise all the Council’s powers and duties to bill, administer and collect the
Council Tax, the National Non Domestic Rates and outstanding community charge
liability including the power to enforce collection and exercise the Council’s discretion
To exercise the Council’s powers to authorise officers and agents to represent the
Council in any court or tribunal or at any hearing on local taxation or benefit matters,
and to serve warrants in respect of these matters
To exercise all the Council’s powers with respect to the administration of Housing and
Council Tax benefits
Award of discretionary housing payments up to £5000
To make arrangements for the control of the Council’s financial affairs generally
To exercise the virement powers permitted by the Financial Procedure Rules
Authority to write off up to £10,000 on business rates
The writing off of any bad debts up to a maximum of £5,000
The writing off of bad debts where debtor is bankrupt, insolvent or has ceased to trade
The writing off of balances over the £5,000 limit for bad debts and the £10, 000 limit
for business rates where this cannot be collected because of the committal of the
debtor for non-payment of Council Tax or business rates
To determine applications for Council grants up to a value of £20,000 [Cherwell only]
To determine application for Council grants up to a value of £1000. [South
Northamptonshire only]

Head of Law and Governance









To institute, defend, prosecute or appear in any legal or other proceedings on behalf
of the Council (including proceedings to seek warrants and all steps necessary to
pursue or defend such legal proceedings)
To settle by compromise any legal proceedings which have been started
After consultation with the Head of Finance and Procurement and the appropriate
instructing officer of the Council's instructing service area to settle claims brought by
or against the Council.
To authorise officers to appear in legal proceedings on behalf of the Council.
To instruct Counsel or external Solicitors on any matters likely to affect the interests of
the Council and generally to administer the budget for the Legal Service.
To sign and serve all notices prior to, or in the course of proceedings, in accordance
with any statutory powers or any functions of the Council
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To nominate representatives to outside bodies where any vacancy arises after the
annual Council meeting or before the first Thursday in May in any year, but only after
consultation with the Chief Executive and the Leader of Council
To approve reasons for the absence of Councillors from any meetings and the
declaration of vacancies of any seats of the Council.
To make changes in the membership of Committees and Sub-Committees occurring
during the municipal year.
Determination of ad hoc and permanent amendment to the list of “approved” duties as
set out in the Members’ Allowances Scheme
To authorise attendance by a councillor at a national conference or seminar
After a subcommittee hearing to accept or reject any proposals from the applicant in
consultation with the Chairman of the relevant subcommittee
Setting and reviewing charges for the supply of Council held information under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000
The setting of fees for the supply of background papers pursuant to the Local
Government ( Access to Information) Act 1985 as an exemption to the standard fee
prescribed from time to time
To take any action necessary to ensure compliance with legislation regarding data
protection , freedom of information law or environmental information
To administer the register of local land charges, carry out official searches and to
respond to enquiries of local authorities and determine the fee charged for responding
to these
To exercise all of the Council’s relevant powers and discretions, and to perform all of
the Council’s relevant duties, in relation to the law relating to the sale, mortgage and
re-purchase of former Council houses
To give or withhold consent which the Council has the right to give or withhold under a
term in a contract
The signing of certificates under the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1999
To make and confirm Tree Preservation Orders
Authorising amendments to the constitution where required by statutory changes or
administrative error
Where there is any confusion or doubt to determine which committee a matter shall
be determined by
In consultation with the Head of Development Management to determine whether the
charge for payment of all or part of the Council’s legal costs for the preparation of
planning agreements should be waived
Making orders granting parish meetings specific parish council powers
Making of temporary appointments to parish councils
Making of orders under section 39(4) of the Representation of the Peoples Act 1983
removing difficulties arising in respect of the election of parish councillors or the
holding of a first meeting after an ordinary election or where a parish council is not
properly constituted
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To approve street closure applications where there is no objection from any statutory
consultee
To administer to Council’s arrangements for dealing with complaints of Member
misconduct
To authorise the Head of Community Services to enter into a Traffic Penalty Tribunal
(TPT) s.101 Joint Committee Agreement under the Local Government Act 1972



To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to rights of way. To determine Public
Path Order applications. To make Public Path Orders and to confirm them where no
objections or representations have been made within the statutory period, or where all
objections and representations so made are withdrawn



Submission of representations on public rights of way proposals affecting the district

Head of Regeneration and Housing


To nominate persons for tenancies or long leases granted by registered social
landlords in accordance with the priority given by the allocation scheme approved by
the respective Council.



To determine all applications for persons presenting themselves to the Council as
homeless and to determine how any duty which the Council may have to such
persons is performed and to keep the policy on homelessness under review



To decide housing register and homelessness appeals where the relevant housing
manager has been personally involved with making the decision which is the subject
of the appeal



To exercise all the Council’s powers with respect to the statutory housing register



To manage the hostels for the homeless, including granting and terminating tenancies
and licences and evicting occupiers



To provide housing advice services to the public



To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to the provision of affordable housing
by registered social landlords



To respond to consultations by the Homes and Communities Agency/relevant
government agency concerning its development programme



To exercise powers with respect to persons on land owned by Cherwell or South
Northamptonshire without permission



To exercise powers with respect to bringing private sector empty dwellings back into
use



To exercise powers with respect to the provision of advice about facilities/services for
the disabled
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To exercise powers to provide works of maintenance and improvement to properties
owned by, or rented to, the elderly or disabled



To exercise powers with respect to the overcrowding of housing accommodation



To exercise powers with respect to houses in multiple occupation



To exercise powers to secure the repair, maintenance, demolition, closure and
improvement of sanitary conditions of dwellings



To exercise powers with respect to private sector housing accommodation



Service of statutory notices under housing legislation where required in cases of
urgency



To exercise all powers under the Housing Act 2004



To provide housing accommodation during private improvement works



To authorise those officers or agents or consultants acting on behalf of the Council
who may exercise statutory powers of entry or statutory powers to require the
production of documents under the Housing Acts



To exercise the Council’s powers with respect to filthy or verminous premises, articles
or persons. NB this power is also exercisable by the Head of Community Services



To exercise the Council’s powers for the control of pest and vermin, the prevention of
damage by pests in respect of residential properties NB. This power is also exercised
by the Head of Community Services and the Head of Environmental Services.



To exercise the Council’s powers to take steps to prevent or remedy any statutory or
public nuisance in relation to residential premises.



To exercise the Council’s powers in respect of the condition and occupation of canal
boats in its area, including powers of entry and inspection.



To exercise powers relating to community interest companies and similar vehicles
including participation and running of such companies



Granting of housing advances in accordance with the approved scheme and ancillary
matters and the granting in exceptional cases, of housing advances not in accordance
with approved schemes subject to consultation with the portfolio holder



To promote group repair and area renewal schemes



To exercise powers with respect to grants including disabled facility grants, for
improvement and maintenance of housing. This includes the amendment or minor
revision of grant policy in consultation with the portfolio holder/lead member subject to
there being no budgetary impact arising and where the grant is for a parish council the
determination shall be in consultation with the Head of Community Services



To exercise powers for making loans including, but not limited to, the Flexible Home
Improvement Loans Limited
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Authorisation of legal proceedings for offences under the Rent Act, the Landlord and
Tenant Act, the Protection from Eviction Act and the Housing Acts subject to the Head
of Law and Governance being satisfied as to the evidence



Day to day estates management of the Council’s investment portfolio of land and
buildings including lease renewals, surrenders, assignments and rent reviews and any
role in community land trust developments



Agreements to the grant or acquisition of easements and wayleaves (to an unlimited
value at CDC and up to a value of £20,000 at SNC) subject to consultation with the
portfolio holder/lead member



Agreements to the grant or acquisition of leases and licences up to a value of
£100,000 per annum (CDC) or £20,000 per annum (SNC).



Agreements to purchases and sales of land up to a consideration of £250,000 (CDC)
or £20,000 (SNC) subject to consultation with the portfolio holder/lead member



Variation or release of restrictive covenants up to a value of £250,000 (CDC) or
£20,000 (SNC) subject to consultation with the portfolio holder/lead member



Settlement of compensation claims submitted on behalf of or received by the Council
relating to the use of statutory powers to acquire an interest in land



Submitting and settling appeals on rating assessments



Agreement to waive right of pre-emption reserved in the sale of Council property in
consultation with the portfolio holder/lead member



Service of Notices relating to additional shared ownership shares

Head of Strategic Planning and the Economy




Submission of representations to the Highway Authority on traffic management
proposals affecting the district
Making any non-substantive updates and corrections necessary to facilitate final
publication of any policy documents following Cabinet/Executive approval
To exercise the Council’s powers to take steps to encourage visitors to the area in
support of the local economy except the operation of tourist information centres which
falls within the responsibility of the Head of Community Services

Head of Transformation




To submit any post for re-grading and, after considering a job evaluation report, alter
the grade of any post or refuse application for re-grading
To authorise career graded posts and the progression of staff through those career
grades
Agreement to changes to establishment posts provided such changes are contained
within existing budgets
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To produce, implement and review the Council’s recruitment and retention policies
Administration of car loans in consultation with the Head of Finance and Procurement
Recovery of all sums due to the Council at the end of employment with exception of
those subject to credit agreement
To implement a corporate skills and development training programme and to approve
applications for post entry training and to enter into agreements with employees
requiring them to pay the cost assistance in certain cases
To authorise payment of relocation and disturbance allowances and to enter into
agreements with employees requiring them to pay the cost assistance in certain
cases
The implementation of national and local agreements with trade unions in consultation
with the Head of Finance and Procurement in relation to wages and salaries
To amend job titles (other than for members of Senior Management Team)
To grant early retirement on medical grounds to employees in accordance with the
Council’s HR policies
Approval of extensions to sick pay at full or half pay as provided for in the National
Conditions of Service
Issue of pensions protection certificates under Regulation 23 of the Local Government
Pensions Scheme Regulations 1997 in consultation with the Head of Finance and
Procurement ( not available from 1/4/2008 but updates on previously issued
certificates may be requested)
Setting aside the policy on recruitment of qualified staff where appropriate
professional qualification is not readily accessible
Application and monitoring of the corporate equalities policies at Cherwell and South
Northamptonshire
Authority to conclude compromise agreements with employees on matters of dispute
relating to their employment in consultation with the Head of Law and Governance
and in consultation with the Head of Finance and Procurement on the amount of the
settlement
To take any necessary steps to secure the health and safety of employees,
contractors, members and visitors when on the Council’s premises or otherwise
conducting the business of the Council.

Schedule of Proper Officer Appointments
Head of Paid Service
This post has responsibility for the overall management of the staff who work for the
authority under section 4 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989 (full details of the
responsibilities are set out in the introduction to this Constitution).
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This post is responsible for ensuring the proper use of evaluation systems for determining
what staff are paid and reporting as and when required by either authority on the number
and grade of staff required.
Section 151 Officer
This post has day to day responsibility for the Council’s financial affairs under Section 151 of
the Local Government 1972 and Section 114 of the Local Government Finance Act 1988 and
provides strategic financial advice to the Council. Full details of the responsibilities are set
out in the introduction to this Constitution.
Monitoring Officer
This post is responsible for the Council’s Code of Conduct and advising the Council’s
Standards Committee on any potential breaches. Full details of the responsibilities are set
out in the introduction to this constitution.
Electoral Returning Officer and Returning Officer
Authority to take such action and make such decisions as are necessary as Electoral
Registration Officer and Returning Officer/Acting Returning Officer (for Parliamentary and
European elections)/Deputy Returning Officer (for County Council elections)/Counting Officer
(for referenda).
Assigning Officers in relation to requisitions of the Electoral Registration Officer
Providing assistance to the Returning Officer at Parliamentary, European and County
Council elections and to the Chief/Regional Counting Officer for referenda.

Power to fill vacancies in the event of insufficient nominations and make temporary
appointments to Parish Councils.
Declaring vacancies in office in certain cases and giving notice of casual vacancies.
Consulting on proposed changes to the scheme of elections
Duties relating to providing notice to the Electoral Commission and relating to publicity.

Proper Officers and Authorised Officer Appointments
The relevant postholders listed below have been appointed as Proper Officers for the
purposes of the adjacent legislative provisions.
An officer with line management responsibility for an officer listed in the list of Proper Officer
and Authorised Officer appointments may exercise the power in the absence of the Proper
Officer/Authorised Officer.
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The Proper Officer (Medical) shall be such officer as the Health Protection Agency may wish
to appoint.
The Section 151 Officer shall act as the Proper Officer in respect of any other statute where
specific arrangements for financial matters have not been made under this scheme.
The Head of Law and Governance shall act as the Proper Officer for any other legislative
provisions where specific arrangements have not been made under this scheme.
Except for documents to be executed under seal, any officer of the Council to whom powers
have been delegated shall be the Proper Officer for the purpose of authenticating any notice,
order or document which he/she is authorised or required by any enactment to give, make or
issue.

Legislation in these tables includes any amendments, re-enactments and subordinate
legislation. Legislation is listed in date order.

Legislation Act

Section

Purpose of appointment

Proper Officer /
Authorised Officer

Landlord and
Tenant Act 1927

S.23

To serve and receive notice
on behalf of the Council

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Public Health
Act 1936 (as
amended)

S.45

To serve notice on owners
of buildings with defective
sanitary conveniences
capable of repair

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.50

To serve notice on owners
of overflowing or leaking
cesspools

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.79

To serve notice to require
removal of noxious matter

Head of Community
Services

S.83

Service of any Notices for
the taking of any other
action for the cleansing of
filthy or verminous
premises.

Head of Regeneration
and Housing or Head
of Community Services

S.84

To serve notice requiring
remedial action where there

Head of Regeneration
and Housing or Head

NB
prospectively
removed by
Control of
Pollution Act
1974 s.109(2)
but not yet in
force
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Legislation Act

Prevention of
Damage by
Pests Act 1949

National
Assistance
(Amendment)
Act 1951

Landlord and
Tenant Act 1954

Section

Purpose of appointment

Proper Officer /
Authorised Officer

are filthy and verminous
premises, persons or
articles

of Community Services

S.85 (see
also s.35
Public Health
Act 1961

Remedial action where
there are filthy and
verminous premises,
persons or articles

Head of Regeneration
and Housing or Head
of Community Services

s.275

By agreement to carry out
works in default on sewers
or drains

Head of Community
Services

S.287

Power to enter premises

Head of Community
Services, Head of
Regeneration and
Housing

S.2 – S.7

Duty to control rats and
mice in district

Head of Environmental
Services, Head of
Community Services
or Head of
Regeneration and
Housing

S.22

Powers of entry

Head of Environmental
Services, Head of
Community Services
or Head of
Regeneration and
Housing

S.1(1)

Certification of the need for
a person in need of care
and protection to be
removed to suitable
premises without delay

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

S.1(3)

The person who may make
application to court of
summary jurisdiction or to a
single justice to obtain an
order authorising the
removal of a person in need
of care and protection

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

S.66

To serve and receive
notices on behalf of the
Council

Head of Regeneration
and Housing
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Legislation Act

Section

Purpose of appointment

Proper Officer /
Authorised Officer

Milk and Dairies
(General)
Regulations
1959 (as
amended)

Reg.20

Milk treatment orders

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

Public Health
Act 1961

S.34

Accumulation of rubbish

Head of Community
Services or Head of
Environmental
Services

S.36, SS.83,
84 and 85 (2)
Public Health

Service of any Notices for
the taking of any other
action for the cleansing of
filthy or verminous premises
including power to require
vacation of premises during
fumigation.

Head of Regeneration
and Housing or Head
of Community Services

S.37

Prohibition of sale of
verminous articles

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.13 (3)

Appointment as a Parish
Trustee

Head of Law and
Governance

Local
Government Act
1972

S.83 (1) to (4) Witness and receipt of
declaration of acceptance of
office

Chief Executive

S.84 (1)

Receipt of notice of
resignation of councillor

Chief Executive

S.88 (2) and
Schedule 12

Convening a meeting of
Council to fill casual
vacancy in the office of
Chairman

Chief Executive

S.89 (1) (b)

Notice and filling of casual
vacancy

Returning Officer

Local
Request for an election to fill Returning Officer
Elections
a casual vacancy in respect
(Parishes and of parish councils
Communities)
Rules 1986
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Legislation Act

Local
Government Act
1972

Section

Purpose of appointment

Proper Officer /
Authorised Officer

S.96 (1) and
(2)

Receipt of notices and
recordings of disclosures of
interests

Head of Law and
Governance

S.99

Convening of meetings

Chief Executive

S.100 and
Schedule
12A

Access to information

Head of Law and
Governance

S.100 (except Admission of public
100D)
(including press) to
meetings

Chief Executive

S.100D

Listing background papers
for reports and making
copies available for the
public to look at

Head of Law and
Governance

S.100D (1)A

Compilation of lists of
background papers

Each Head of Service
for their service area
reports

Section 100D
(5)A

Identification of background
papers

Each Head of Service
for their service area
reports

S.115 (2)

Receiving money due from
officers

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer

S.146(1)(a)
and (b)

Declarations and certificates
with regard to transfer of
securities

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer

S.151

Financial administration

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer

S.173 - S178

Keeping of records of
Members’ Allowances

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer

S.191

To receive applications to
undertake OS work under
the Ordnance Survey Act,
1841

Head of Development
Management

S.204

Receipt of Licensing
applications and make the
appropriate representations
in respect of the same

Head of Development
Management
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Legislation Act

Local
Government Act
1972

Section

Purpose of appointment

Proper Officer /
Authorised Officer

S.210

To exercise powers in
respect of charities

Head of Law and
Governance

S.214(3) and
Article 9 of
the Local
Authorities'
Cemeteries
Order 1974

To grant exclusive rights of
burial and sign the
necessary certificate.

Head of Law and
Governance

S.223

Authorisation (appearance
by persons other than
solicitors in legal
proceedings)

Head of Law and
Governance

S.225

Deposit of documents

Chief Executive

S.228

Inspection of documents

Head of Law and
Governance

S.228(3)

Accounts for inspection by
any member of the Council

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer

S.229(5)

Certification of photographic
copies of documents

Head of Law and
Governance

S.234

Authentication of documents Head of Law and
Governance

S.236(9)
and (10)

Sending of copies of
byelaws to parish councils,
parish meetings and county
council

Head of Law and
Governance

S.238

Certification of byelaws

Chief Executive

S.251 and
Exercise all functions of any Head of Law and
Schedule 29 enactment passed before or Governance
during the same session of
Parliament as the passing of
the LGA 1972
S.270

Except in the case of
financial powers or matters,
to act as the Proper Officer
in respect of any other

Head of Law and
Governance
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statute where specific
arrangements have not
been made in the Scheme

Local
Government Act
1972

Various
Sections

Any requirement in relation
to parish authorities
specified in the Act (or other
legislation).

Head of Law and
Governance

Schedule
12para 4 (2)
(b)

Signing of summons to
Council meeting

Chief Executive

Schedule
Receipt of notice regarding
12Para 4 (3) address to which summons
to meeting is to be sent

Chief Executive

Schedule
14Para 25

Certification of resolution
passed under this
paragraph

Head of Law and
Governance

Schedule
16Para 28

Deposit of lists of buildings
of special architectural or
historic interest

Head of Strategic
Planning and the
Economy

Schedule
16S.191(2)

Applications under Section 1 Head of Strategic
of the Ordnance Survey Act Planning and the
1841
Economy
The purposes of issuing
planning decision notices
and for all building
regulation purposes

Head of Development
Management

Schedule 16 Receipt of deposit lists of
protected buildings

Head of Strategic
Planning and the
Economy

Schedule 29 Adaptations, modifications
and amendments of
enactments.

Head of Law and
Governance

Part VA

Access to information

Head of Law and
Governance

Health and Safety
at Work Act 1974

S.19 – S.25
/ 39

Appointment of and
termination of appointment
of Inspectors and various
enforcement powers

Head of Community
Services

Local
Government Act
1974

S.30 (5)

To give notice that copies of
a Local Commissioner’s
(Ombudsman) report are

Monitoring Officer
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available
Control of
Pollution Act
1974

S.60 – S.61

Construction site noise

Head of Community
Services

Local Land
Charges Act 1975

S.9

To act as local registrar for
the registration of local land
charges and the issue of
official search certificates

Head of Law and
Governance

Local
Government
(Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act
1976

S.16

Requests to obtain
particulars of persons
interests in land

Heads of Service

S33

Restoration of supply of
water, gas or electricity

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.41 (1)

To certify copy resolutions,
orders, reports and minutes
and copy instruments
appointing officers to
perform certain functions

Head of Law and
Governance

Local Authorities
Cemeteries Order
1977 (as
amended)

Article 10

To sign exclusive rights of
burial

Head of Law and
Governance

Refuse Disposal
(Amenity) Act
1978 (as
amended)

S.2A

Fixed penalty notice in
respect of abandoned
vehicles

Head of Environmental
Services

Local
Government
(Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act
1982

S.13 – S.17

Skin piercing

Head of Community
Services

S29

Protection of buildings

Head of Regeneration
and Housing Services
or Head of
Development
Management
(depending on type of
premises)

S.27

Repair of drains, private
sewers etc

Head of Community
Services
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S.35

Blocked private sewers

Head of Community
Services

Local
Government
(Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act
1982

Control of sex
establishments

Head of Community
Services

Representation of S.28
the People Act
1983

Acting Returning Officer at
Parliamentary Elections

Returning Officer

S.67(1)

Receipt of appointment of
election agents

Returning Officer

S.67(6)

Publication of names and
addresses of agents

Returning Officer

S67(7)(b)

Appropriate officer for local
election purposes

Returning Officer

S.81(1)

Receipt of return of election
expenses

Returning Officer

S.82(1)

Receipt of declaration of
election expenses

Returning Officer

S.87A(2)

Delivery of copy of returns
to Electoral Commission

Returning Officer

S89(3)

Copy and inspections of
returns and declarations.

Returning Officer

S.131

Providing accommodation
for holding election count

Returning Officer

S.59 – S.61

Authorisation of repair,
reconstruction or alteration
of drains

Head of Community
Services or Head of
Regeneration and
Housing

S.64 – S.65

Replacement of sanitary
conveniences

Head of Community
Services or Head of
Regeneration and
Housing

S76

Defective premises
(expedited procedure
relating to s80 EPA 1990)

Head of Development
Management or Head
of Regeneration and
Housing

S.78

To act as “the surveyor”
empowered to take and

Head of Development

Building Act 1984
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authorise emergency action
in respect of damaged and
dangerous buildings.

Management

S.84

Paved yards

Head of Development
Management

S.93

Authentication of documents Head of Development
Management or Head
of Regeneration and
Housing

S.95

Power to enter premises

Head of Development
Management or Head
of Regeneration and
Housing

S.97

Power to execute work

Head of Development
Management or Head
of Regeneration and
Housing

Public Health
S.11
(Control of
Disease) Act 1984

Cases of notifiable disease
and food poisoning to be
reported

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

(as amended by
the Health and
Social Care Act
2008)

S.11

To receive certificates from
medical practitioners
concerning patients
suffering from notifiable
diseases and to take all
other action necessary
relating to those certificates

Head of Community
Services

S.18

Obtaining information from
any occupier of premises
concerning any person
suffering from a notifiable
disease or food poisoning

Head of Community
Services

S.20

Stopping of work to prevent
spread of disease

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

S.21

Exclusion from school of
child liable to convey
notifiable disease (as
amended by s.45 of 2008
Act)

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

S.22

List of pupils at schools
having case of notifiable
disease (as amended by

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician
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s.45 of 2008 Act)
S.23

Exclusion from places of
entertainment

Medical
officer/community
physician

S.24

Control of infected articles
intended to be washed at
laundry or wash houses

Head of Community
Services

S.25

Library books to be
disinfected or disposed of

Head of Community
Services

S.26

Infectious matter not to be
placed in dustbins

Head of Environmental
Services

S.29

To issue certificates in
respect of houses or rooms
to be let after being properly
disinfected following a case
of a notifiable disease

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

S.31

Certification by officer of
need for disinfection of
premises

Head of Community
Services or Medical
Officer

S.32

Certification by officer of
need to remove person from
infected house

Head of Community
Services or Medical
officer

S.34

Duty of owner etc of public
convenience

Head of Environmental
Services

S.35

To obtain a Justice’s Order
requiring a person to be
medically examined

Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

S.36

Medical examination of
Medical Officer /
group of persons believed to Community Physician
comprise carrier of notifiable
disease

S.37

To obtain a Justice’s Order
requiring a person with
notifiable disease to be
removed to hospital

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

S.38

To obtain a Justice’s Order
requiring detention in
hospital of a person with a
notifiable disease

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

S.39 – S.40

Getting a warrant to
examine residents of a

Medical Officer /
Community Physician
Revised: October 2016
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common lodging house
S.42

Closure of common lodging
house on account of
notifiable disease and
certifying a common lodging
house to be free from
infection

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

S.43

Certifying that the body of
someone who dies in
hospital from a notifiable
disease must not be moved
except taken to a mortuary
or immediately buried or
cremated

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

s.45

Food Act 1984

Power to require children
are kept from school,
require contact lists of pupils Head of Community
and to decontaminate
Services
premises or articles. Power
to seek Justice’s Order in
respect of quarantine,
isolation or destruction etc (
a Part 2A Order)

S.48

Removal of body to
mortuary or for immediate
burial and certifying that it
would be a health risk to
keep a body in a building

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

S.49 – S.52

Regulations concerning
canal boats

Head of Regeneration
and Housing or
Medical Officer /
Community Physician

S.59

Authentication of documents Head of Regeneration
relating to matters within
and Housing or
their province
Medical
Officer/Community
Physician

S.61

Power of entry

Head of Regeneration
and Housing or
Medical Officer /
Community Physician

S.8

Enforcement of provision
relating to working

Head of Community
Services
Revised: October 2016
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conditions
S.28

Service of notice to prevent
spread of disease by icecream

Head of Community
Services

S.31

Service of notice requiring
food not to be used for
human consumption where
it appears to be infected

Head of Community
Services

S.265

Demolition Order

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.289

Clearance Area Declaration

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.300

Determination to Purchase

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.319

Power of entry

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.606

Submitting reports on
particular houses or areas

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Local Elections
(Principal Area)
Rules 1986

All

All functions

Returning officer

Local Elections
(Parishes and
Communities)
Rules 1986

Rules 46,
47 and 48

Keeping documents after an
election and making them
available for the public to
look at

Returning Officer

Public Health
(Infectious
Diseases)
Regulations 1988

Reg.6

Special reporting of
infectious diseases

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

Reg.8

Statistical returns

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

Reg.9

Prevention of spread of
disease

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

Reg.10

Immunisations and
vaccination

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

Reg.11

Measures against rats

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

Schedule 3

Typhus and relapsing fever

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

Housing Act 1985
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Local
Government and
Finance Act 1988

Local
Government and
Housing Act 1989

Environmental
Protection Act
1990 (as
amended)

Schedule 4

Food poisoning and food
borne infections

Medical Officer /
Community Physician

S.112 –
S.115,
S.115A

Responsible officer for the
purposes of the financial
administration of the
Council’s affairs

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer

S.116

Responsibility for notifying
the external auditor of
arrangements for a meeting
to consider a report from the
Chief Finance Officer under
this Act

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer

S.2(4)

Maintenance and review of
the Council's List of
Politically Restricted Posts

Head of
Transformation

S.4

Functions as Head of Paid
Service.

Head of Paid Service

S.5

Functions of Monitoring
Monitoring Officer
Officer within the meaning of
this section of the Act

S.15 - 17

Allocating seats on
Committees

Head of Law and
Governance

S.18

Arrangements in respect of
the Scheme of Members’
Allowances

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer / Head of
Law and Governance

S.19

Arrangements in respect of
the Register of Members’
interests

Head of Law and
Governance

Part 7

Declaration of Renewal
Areas

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

S.6 – S.15

Prescribed processes

Head of Environmental
Services or Head of
Community Services

S.78

Contaminated land

Head of Community
Services

S.79 – S.82

Statutory nuisance

Head of Community
Services or Head of
Regeneration and
Housing or Head of
Environmental
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Services
S.88

Fixed penalty notices for
leaving litter

Head of Environmental
Services or Head of
Community Services

S.149 –
S.150

Officer responsible for
dealing with stray dogs in
the area and maintaining a
register of dogs seized

Head of Environmental
Services

Schedule 3

Powers of entry

Head of Community
Services or Head of
Regeneration and
Housing or Head of
Environmental
Services

S.9

Seizure of food

Head of Community
Services

S.29 – S.30

Sampling food

Head of Community
Services

S.11, S37 –
S.39

Improvement / prohibition
notices

Head of Community
Services

S.49(3)

To sign documents on
behalf of the authority

Head of Community
Services

Town and
Country Planning
Act 1990

S.215

Waste land

Head of Development
Management

Local
Government
(Committees and
Political Groups)
Regulations 1990

Regs.8, 9,
10, 13 and
14

Dealing with political
balance on committees and
nominations to political
groups

Head of Law and
Governance

Water Industry
Act 1991

S.80 – S.83

Private water supply

Head of Community
Services

Clean Air Act
1993

S.1 – S.2

Prohibition of dark smoke

Head of Community
Services

S.51 and
S.56

To exercise all functions
conferred by these sections

Head of Community
Services

S.77 – S.80

Removal of unauthorised
encampments

Head of Regeneration
and Estates

Food Safety Act
1990

Criminal Justice
and Public Order
Act 1994
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Environment Act
1995

S.80

Local air quality
management

Head of Community
Services

S.84

Air quality management
areas

Head of Community
Services

Dogs (Fouling of
Land) Act 1996

S.4

To issue fixed penalty
notices

Head of Environmental
Services or Head of
Community Services

Housing Grants,
Construction &
Regeneration Act
1996

Part 1

Disabled Facilities Grants

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Noise Act 1996
(as amended)

S.8

Fixed penalty notices in
respect of noise nuisance

Head of Community
Services

Party Wall Act
1996

S.10(8)

To act as the ‘appointing
officer’ as required by of the
Party Wall Act 1996

Head of Development
Management

S.10

To select a third surveyor, if
required, during a neighbour
dispute about building
projects

Head of Development
Management

S.3

Signing certificates in
respect of Certified
Contracts

Head of Law and
Governance

S.4

To maintain a register of
certificates in respect of
Certified Contracts to be
open to public inspection

Head of Law and
Governance

All

Ensuring compliance with
the statutory provisions and
principles of the Act

Head of Law and
Governance

To work in partnership with
the police and other
responsible bodies to
reduce crime

Head of Community
Services

S.17

To consider crime and
disorder implications of any
decisions

Head of Community
Services

S.115

Power to disclose
information in the interest of
community safety and other

Head of Community
Services

Local
Government
(Contracts) Act
1997

Data Protection
Act 1998

Crime and
S.5
Disorder Act 1998
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purposes of the Act
Local
Government Act
2000

Freedom of
Information Act
2000

Regulation of
Investigatory
Powers Act 2000
(RIPA)

Local Authorities

S.34

Determine whether a
petition is valid

Electoral Registration
Officer

S.81

Establishment and
maintenance of the Register
of Members’ Interests
including voting co-opted
members

Monitoring Officer

S.99 and
S.100

Regarding Members’
allowances and pensions
and having regard to all
relevant regulations,
including The Local
Authorities (Members’
Allowances) (England)
Regulations 2003, and The
Local Government Pension
Scheme and The
Discretionary Compensation
(Local Authority Members in
England) Regulations 2003

Head of Law and
Governance

Various

Dealing with the holding of
referendums

Returning Officer /
Electoral Registration
Officer

All other responsibilities in
the Act and any subordinate
legislation

Head of Law and
Governance

S.36

Application from exemption
disclosure

Monitoring Officer

All others

All responsibilities
associated with the act

Head of Law and
Governance

S.27 – S.29

Designation of officer
empowered to grant
authorisations for the
carrying out of directed
surveillance and authorize
the use of covert human
intelligence sources under
the Act

Directors, Monitoring
Officer or Chief
Executive in
accordance with
Council’s RIPA policy

Giving notice of

Head of Law and

Schedule

Chief Executive to
authorise operations
against children and
vulnerable adults
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(Standing Orders) 1Part II
(England)
Regulations 2001

appointments and dismissal
of officers to the Executive
in accordance with the
Regulations

Governance

Private Security
Industry
Authority Act
2001

Enforcement of actions by
licensed door supervisors

Head of Community
Services

Power of closure where the
sale of alcohol is not in
accordance with any
authorisation

Head of Community
Services

Decisions on whether or not
any particular proposed use
of the electoral register
meets the legislative
requirements

Head of Law and
Governance

Criminal Justice
and Police Act
2001

S.19(2)

The
Reg.107
Representation of
the People
(England and
Wales)
(Amendment)
Regulations 2002
Money
Laundering
Regulations 2003

Reg 7

Nominated officer to receive Chief Finance (section
disclosures about suspected 151) Officer
money laundering

Anti-Social
Behaviour Act
2003 (as
amended)

S.30

Approval for dispersal
orders

Head of Community
Services

S.40

Immediate closure if there is
a public nuisance caused by
noise and closure is
necessary to prevent it

Head of Community
Services

S.43

To issue penalty notices for
graffiti and flyposting

Head of Development
Management or Head
of Environmental
Services

All Regs

All responsibilities

Chief Finance (section
151) Officer or person
nominated by him/her
under Section 114 of
the Local Government
Finance Act 1988
where the Chief

Accounts and
Audit
Regulations 2003
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Finance Officer is
unable to act

Housing Act 2004

The Clean
Neighbourhoods
and Environment
Act 2005

Food Hygiene
Regulations 2006

S.239

Determining if a survey or
examination is necessary

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Part 1

Enforcement of Housing
Standards

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Part 2

Licensing of HMOs

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Part 3

Selective Licensing of
Residential Accommodation

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Part 4

Additional controls in
relation to residential
accommodation

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Part 6

Other provisions about
housing

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Part 7

Supplementary and final
provisions

Head of Regeneration
and Housing

Part 2

Nuisance parking

Head of Community
Services or Head of
Environmental
Services

Part 3

Litter

Head of Environmental
Services

Part 4

Fly posting

Head of Environmental
Services

S.59

Dog control fixed penalty
notices

Head of Environmental
Services

Reg.6

Hygiene improvement notice Head of Community
Services

Reg.7

Hygiene prohibition orders

Head of Community
Services

Reg.8

Hygiene emergency
prohibition orders

Head of Community
Services

Reg.9

Remedial action/detention
notice

Head of Community
Services
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Reg.12

Food sampling

Head of Community
Services

Reg.14

Powers of entry

Head of Community
Services

Reg.17

Food premises registration

Head of Community
Services

Enforcing smokefree
legislation in premises and
vehicles

Head of Community
Services

Smokefree
(Premises and
Enforcement)
Regulations 2006
Criminal Justice
and Police Act
2006

S.14

Broader definition of S.17 of
the Crime and Disorder Act
1998, to consider crime and
disorder implications of any
decisions, to include antisocial behaviour

Head of Community
Services

Health Protection

S.22

To share depersonalised
data

Head of Community
Services

All local authority
responsibilities under
these regulations

Head of Community
Services

All local authority
responsibilities under these
regulations

Head of Law and
Governance

(Notification)
Regulations 2010

Local Authorities
(Executive
Arrangements)
(Meetings and
Access to
information
(England)
Regulations 2012
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2.

Meeting Procedure Rules

Meetings, Committee and Sub Committee Definition
In these Procedure Rules the words Meeting, Committee and Sub Committee mean meetings
formally constituted under the Local Government Act 1972 as amended.
Meetings – Dates and Times
Meetings of Council, Committees or Sub-Committee shall be held each year on such dates and
times as decided by the Council.
No alterations to the dates or time of meetings shall take place unless Council, the Committee
or Sub-Committee agrees an ad hoc change or the Chairman of the relevant Committee or
Sub-Committee, after consultation with the Head of Law and Governance concurs with either a
cancellation, or an alternative date or time.
The Council will give at least five clear days notice of any meeting to members of that meeting
and to the public by posting details of the meeting at the Council’s main offices, except where a
meeting is called at shorter notice.
Filming, Recording and Broadcasting Meetings
Meetings of the Council, Committees, sub-committees and the Executive and its committees
shall for the duration of the public part of the meeting be open to being filmed, recorded and/or
broadcast (by social media or otherwise), in accordance with the Openness of Local
Government Bodies Regulations 2014 subject to compliance with the Council's procedure for
permitting such activity to ensure that this does not disrupt or affect the efficient and effective
transaction of business.

Appointment of Special Committees and Sub-Committees
Council and Committees may from time to time appoint Committees and Sub-Committees
respectively. They may appoint any of their Members to such Committees and SubCommittees subject to any statutory provision and may co-opt where that is authorised by
statute. Such Committees/Sub-Committees shall report to the appointing body but shall not
have power to transact any business without express authority from the appointing body or by
virtue of this constitution.
Where Special Committees are formed, the Council will decide whether to appoint Substitute
members to the Committee at the time it makes the appointments.
Membership
The membership and substitute members of Council Committees shall be agreed at Annual
Council.
If a casual vacancy arises on a Committee, the Head of Law and Governance shall notify the
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relevant Political Group which is responsible for the appointment to the seat which has been
vacated. The nomination by the Political Group shall be considered at the next ordinary
meeting of Council, with any change in the appointment of Substitute members to the
Committee.
Quorum
No business shall be transacted at any meeting of the Council, Committees and of SubCommittees unless one third of the whole number of members of Council, Committee or SubCommittee is present.
In the case of committees and sub committees this shall not be less than three members. The
quorum for the Licensing Sub-Committee shall be in accordance with the Licensing SubCommittee Procedure Rules.
If at the time set for the start of a meeting there is not a quorum, the meeting shall not
commence until a quorum is present, but if after fifteen minutes there is no quorum the meeting
shall be abandoned and a new meeting date shall be arranged.
If during any meeting a quorum is not present the Chairman shall adjourn the meeting for
fifteen minutes. If, after fifteen minutes there is still no quorum the meeting shall stand
adjourned to a date and time announced by him/her at the time the meeting is adjourned or
shall be included on the agenda for the next ordinary meeting.
Chairman
Every Council meeting shall at its first meeting elect a Chairman and Vice-Chairman for the
year.
In the case of the Executive, the Leader of the Council (Chairman of the Executive) is
appointed by Council and the Deputy Leader of Council (Vice Chairman of the Executive) is
appointed by the Leader of the Council.
If at any meeting the Chairman is absent, the Vice-Chairman shall preside. If both the
Chairman and Vice-Chairman are absent another Member at the meeting shall preside.
Any power or duty of the Chairman in relation to the conduct of a meeting may be exercised by
the person presiding at the meeting.
In the event of a Chairman resigning or intending to resign notice of resignation shall be given
at a meeting of the Committee and an election to fill the vacancy made at the first meeting after
that.
Attendance at Committees and Sub-Committees by those who are not Members
A Member of the Council may attend any meeting of the Council of which they are not a
member:



as an observer, without a right to vote or speak, or
to make a statement (and answer any resulting questions) on an issue on the agenda that
directly affects their ward. At the discretion of the Chairman of the meeting they may also
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be allowed to participate in any debate.
Such attendance shall not be allowed if the matter is one where the Member would be required
to declare a disclosable pecuniary interest. In such a case the Member may ask another
Member to attend or address the meeting on their behalf.
Members of the public may attend all meetings subject only to the exceptions in these rules.
Substitutes
The Terms of Reference for each Committee and Sub-Committee will state whether Substitute
members may be appointed and what eligibility restrictions if any shall apply. Substitute
members will either be named or unnamed:
 Unnamed substitutes are any eligible member of the relevant political group.
 Named Substitutes must be members of the relevant political group and be appointed by
Council.
If a member of a Committee or Sub-Committee is unable to attend a meeting or there is a
vacant seat, a duly appointed Substitute from the appropriate political group shall be entitled to
attend, speak and vote at the meeting. This substitution shall apply for the whole duration of
the meeting.
No Member shall be entitled to act as a Substitute for more than one member at any one
meeting.
The name of the Substitute must be notified to the Head of Law and Governance before the
start of the meeting, and shall be reported to the meeting and recorded in the Minutes
Attendance at Committees and Sub-Committees of the Leader of the Council and
Leaders of Political groups who are not Members
In addition to their rights as elected member under this constitution, the Leader of the Council
and Leaders of Political Groups, shall be entitled to attend and speak at Committees and SubCommittees with the exception of the Licensing, Planning and Standards Committee.
The Leader of the Council and Leaders of Political Groups may arrange for another Member to
represent them at any such meeting they are entitled to attend, such attendance shall be
notified to the Head of Law and Governance prior to the commencement of the meeting and
shall be recorded in the Minutes of the meeting.
Exclusion of the Press and Public to Meetings
Confidential Information – requirement to exclude public
The public must be excluded from meetings whenever it is likely in view of the nature of the
business to be transacted or the nature of the proceedings that confidential information would
be disclosed.
Confidential information means information given to the Council by a Government Department
on terms which forbid its public disclosure or information which cannot be publicly disclosed by
Court Order.
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Exempt information – discretion to exclude public
The public may be excluded from meetings whenever it is likely in view of the nature of the
business to be transacted or the nature of the proceedings that exempt information would be
disclosed.
Where the meeting will determine any person’s civil rights or obligations, or adversely affect
their possessions, Article 6 of the Human Rights Act 1998 establishes a presumption that the
meeting will be held in public unless a private hearing is necessary for one of the reasons
specified in Article 6.
Exempt information means information falling within the categories in the following table. Each
of these categories has a paragraph number specified in the table, and are subject to the
qualifications and interpretation which follow the table.
Paragraph Category
Number
1

Information relating to any individual

2

Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual

3

Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including
the authority holding that information)

4

5
6

Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or contemplated negotiations, in
connection with any labour matters arising between the authority or a Minister of the
Crown and employees of, or office holders under, the authority
Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained
in legal proceedings
Information which reveals that the authority:
(a) to give under any enactment a notice under or by virtue of which requirements are
imposed on a person; or
(b) to make an order or direction under any enactment.

7

Information relating to any action taken or to be taken in connection with the prevention,
investigation or prosecution of crime

Public Interest Test
Information which falls within any of paragraphs 1 to 7 above, and is not prevented from being
exempt by virtue of the following two qualifications is exempt information if and so long, as in
all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs
the public interest in disclosing the information.
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Qualifications
General
Information is not exempt information if it relates to proposed development for which the local
planning authority may grant itself planning permission pursuant to regulation 3 of the Town
and Country Planning General Regulations 1992.
Paragraph 3
Information falling within paragraph 3 above is not exempt information if it is required to be
registered under: the Companies Act 1985;
 the Friendly Societies Act 1974;
 the Friendly Societies Act 1992;
 the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts 1965 to 1978;
 the Building Societies Act 1986; or
 the Charities Act 1993.
Interpretation
“employee” means a person employed under a contract of service.
“financial or business affairs” includes contemplated, as well as past or current, activities.
“labour relations matter” means any of the matters specified in paragraphs (a) to (g) of section
218(1) of the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 [10] (matters which
may be the subject of trade dispute, within the meaning of that Act); or any dispute about a
matter falling within paragraph (a) above. For the purposes of this definition the enactments
mentioned in paragraph (a) above, with the necessary modifications, shall apply in relation to
office-holders under the authority as they apply in relation to employees of the authority.
"office holder", in relation to the authority, means the holder of any paid office appointments to
which are or may be made or confirmed by the authority or by any joint board on which the
authority is represented or by any person who holds any such office or is an employee of the
authority.
“registered” in relation to information required to be registered under the Building Societies Act
1986, means recorded in the public file of any building society (within the meaning of the Act).
Exclusion of Public Access to Reports
If the Head of Law and Governance or any Deputy Monitoring Officer in his/her absence thinks
fit, the Council may exclude access by the public to reports which in his/her opinion relate to
items during which, the meeting is likely not to be open to the public. Such reports will be
marked “Not for publication” together with the category of information likely to be disclosed.
Agendas
Ordinary Meetings
In the absence of a specific agenda set out in the relevant Committee Procedure Rules, the
agenda for meetings shall be to:

elect a person to preside if the chairman and vice-chairman are not present;
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receive any apologies for absence;
receive any declarations of interest from members;
receive any announcements from the chairman
report any petitions and requests to address the meeting on an item on the agenda, or to
receive an address, any other business on the agenda (not applicable to Licensing and
Standards Committees, petitions not applicable to Planning Committee)
deal with any business remaining from the last meeting;
approve the minutes of the last meeting;
consider any urgent items of business as agreed by Chairman
consider ordinary business
pass a resolution to exclude the public for any items involving the likely disclosure of
exempt or confidential information
any other exempt business on the agenda

The Chairman, or the meeting by resolution, may vary the order of business.
Special or Extraordinary Meetings
The order of business at a special or extraordinary meeting shall be:(a)
(b)
(c)

To elect a person to chair the meeting if the Chairman and Vice-Chairman are absent.
To receive apologies for absence.
To consider the business of the meeting and of any motion or report which it is intended
the meeting should consider as set out in the summons,

Those listed below may require the Chief Executive to call a special or extraordinary meeting of
the Council:




the Council by resolution;
the Chairman of the Council;
the Monitoring Officer;
any five Members of the Council if they have signed a requisition presented to the
Chairman of the Council and he/she has failed to call a meeting within seven working days.

Those listed below may require the Chief Executive to call a special or extraordinary meeting of
a Committee of Sub-Committee:



the Chairman of a Committee or Sub-Committee
a quorum of the Committee or Sub-Committee if they have signed a requisition

Urgent Business
No business shall be transacted at a meeting other than that specified in the agenda
Where an urgent matter within the terms of reference of that meeting is notified to the Head of
Law and Governance prior to the start of the meeting, they will inform the Chairman who will
decide whether the matter should be considered at the meeting as a matter of urgency
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Agendas, Minutes and Reports
Any member of a Committee may require the Chief Executive to make sure that an item is
placed on the agenda of the next available meeting for consideration, subject to any exclusions
as set out in the procedure rules.
The Council will make copies of the agenda and reports open to the public available for
inspection at the designated office at least five clear days before the meeting, except where a
meeting is called at shorter notice. If an item is added to the agenda later, the Chief Executive
will make each such report available to the public as soon as the report is completed and sent
to Councillors.
All agendas, minutes, reports and other documents of the Council, Committees and SubCommittees shall be available on request to all Members of Council and to any other person on
payment of a charge for postage and any other costs for at least six years, or in the case of
background papers four years, following the date of the meeting. The Chief Executive may
supply to the public any other documents supplied to Councillors in connection with an item
They shall be treated as confidential in so far as they may relate to meetings or parts of
meetings which are not open to the public, unless and until such a time as they may become
public in the ordinary course of the Council’s business.
After any meeting of the Council or of its committees, the Chief Executive or, where no Officer
was present, the person presiding at the meeting, will produce a record of every decision taken
at that meeting as soon as practicable.
The minutes of every meeting shall be sent to each Member of the meeting before the next
meeting and shall be taken as read. No discussion shall take place upon the minutes
(including matters arising) except upon their accuracy, and any question of their accuracy shall
be considered and voted upon.
Minutes of meetings shall be signed at the next ordinary meeting. Members may ask
questions on Minutes relating to their accuracy, Members cannot use this facility as a means to
re-open debate on an issue or to alter a previous decision.
Background papers
The Officer producing a report will set out in that report a list of background papers relating to
the subject matter of the report which in his opinion, have been relied on to a material extent in
preparing the report.
Background papers do not include published works or in respect of Executive reports, the
advice of a political advisor.
Background papers which disclose exempt or confidential nature will be marked as such and
will not be publicly available.
The Council will make background papers available for four years after the date of the meeting,
and all background papers shall be published at the same time as the report in which they are
referred to
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Petitions
The Council welcomes petitions and recognises them as a way in which people can let us
know their concerns or the strength of public feeling.
Petitions may be submitted regarding any matter which relates to an improvement in the
economic, social or environmental well-being of the authority’s area and/or to which its partner
authorities could contribute.
The following issues are excluded and outside the scope of petitions as defined above:





matters under any other enactments e.g. petitions requesting and elected Mayor
any matter relating to a planning decision, including about a development plan document or
the community infrastructure levy
any matter relating to an alcohol, gambling or sex establishment licensing decision
any matter relating to an individual or entity in respect of which that individual or entity has a
right of recourse to review or right of appeal conferred by or under any enactment.

Petitions submitted to the council must:




consist of 10 or more signatures
include a clear and concise statement covering the subject of the petition. It should state
what action the petitioners wish the council to take
include the name and address and signature of any person supporting the petition

Petitions should be accompanied by the contact details including an address, for the petition
organiser. If the petition does not identify a petition organiser, we will contact signatories to the
petition to agree who should act as the petition organiser.
Petitions which are considered to be vexatious, abusive or otherwise inappropriate by the
Monitoring Officer will not be accepted.
The Monitoring Officer shall determine whether a petition is valid,
The Monitoring Officer or full Council may at their discretion decide to instruct officers to verify
the signatures on a petition, in order to ensure that they are genuine.
In the period immediately before an election or referendum the Monitoring Officer may decide
that petitions will be dealt with differently in order to comply with guidance on purdah.
The council will acknowledge receipt of a petition to the petition organiser within 10 working
days and details of received petitions will be published on the council’s website. The council
will inform the petition organiser if the council can do or has done what is requested or what
steps the council plans to take.
Full Council Debates and Officer Evidence
Petitions that have 1500 or more signatures will trigger a debate at full Council. This will
normally take place at the first available meeting. Petition organisers will be given 5 minutes to
present their petition and the petition will be discussed by council for a maximum of 15
minutes. Council may decide:


to take the action as set out in the petition
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not to take the action for the reasons put forward in the debate
to commission a further investigation
to make recommendations to the Executive

Petition organisers will receive written confirmation of decisions which will also be published on
the council website.
Petitions that request a senior officer (Service Heads, Directors and Chief Executive) to give
evidence to the Overview and Scrutiny committee must receive 750 or more signatures. The
Overview and Scrutiny Committee may decide to ask a more appropriate officer as well as a
relevant councillor to attend. Up to three working days before the meeting, Petition organisers
may submit questions to the Chairman of the meeting.
Right of Review
The petition organiser has the right to request the Council’s Overview and Scrutiny Committee
to review the way the council has dealt with a petition if they feel this has not been appropriate.
This review will normally take place at the first available meeting.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee may decide to:
•
take no further action
•
instigate an investigation
•
make recommendations to the Executive
•
refer the issue to Council for consideration
The petition organiser will be informed of the results within 5 working days.
Presenting Petitions to Meetings
Petitions may be presented to all Council meetings except Appeals, Joint Appeals, Planning,
Licensing and Standards Committees and their Sub-Committees.
A request to present a petition must be received by the Head of Law and Governance at least
10 working days before the meeting.
Any question as to the relevance of any petition shall be determined by the Chairman of the
meeting without debate.
When petitions are presented the presenter shall have the right to briefly announce the subject
of the petition and address the meeting upon it for a maximum of 5 minutes.
If the petition is directly relevant to an item before the meeting or that is due to come before the
meeting it shall be referred without debate for consideration to a relevant council meeting or
officer, who shall respond to the petition and report back to the referring body:







taking the action requested in the petition
considering the petition at a Council meeting.
holding an inquiry into the matter
undertaking research into the matter
holding a public meeting
holding a consultation
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holding a meeting with petitioners
referring the petition for consideration by the council’s overview and scrutiny committee
calling a referendum (where legislation permits)
writing to the petition organiser setting out our views about the request in the petition.

In the case of referral to another council meeting the person who presented the petition shall
be able to address the meeting when the matter referred to in the petition is considered.
Addresses
Addresses may be presented to all meetings of Council except Appeals, Joint Appeals,
Planning, Licensing and Standards Committees and their Sub-Committees by:




A Local Government elector for the area,
A person who is wholly or mainly resident in the area,
A Council Taxpayer or National Non-Domestic Ratepayer for the area

Addresses must be on an item on the Agenda before the meeting and not exceed 5 minutes.
No person will be allowed to address more than one meeting on any particular issue, except in
the case where a Planning decision has been referred to Council for consideration.
Requests to address and the reasons for the address must be received by the Head of Law
and Governance not later than noon on the working day before the meeting.
The Chairman of the meeting shall determine where on the agenda the address shall be made.
The Chairman may require that where there are a number of persons wishing to present similar
views on the same issue that an address is made by a single spokesperson, on behalf of all
such persons. The Head of Law and Governance will notify persons who are not allowed to
address a meeting of that fact and of the reasons for the decision.
Addresses shall not be permitted on the following matters:
 planning applications or any other planning, licensing or standards committee matter
involving an individual or applicant for any permission;
 any matter involving negotiations which the Council is engaged in;
 any matter where the Council is involved in negotiation or litigation;
 any matter involving exempt or confidential information as set out in the introduction to this
constitution
 any other matter which the Head of Law and Governance considers is inappropriate
following consultation with the Chairman. .
Public speaking on planning applications being considered by Planning Committee is permitted
in certain circumstances. Details of how to address Planning Committee are set out in section
2.6 of this Constitution.
Motions
Motions may be submitted by Members of a Council meeting on any issue over which the
meeting has power or which affects the District and shall be in writing signed by the Member
giving the notice or received from a known or recognised e-mail address..
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Motions must be received in writing by the Head of Law and Governance by noon on the eighth
working day before the meeting.
Received motions shall be open to the inspection of Members of the Council during Council
office opening hours and shall be specified on the agenda for the meeting for which they have
been submitted.
If a submitted motion is not proposed either by the Member who has given the notice or by
some other Member with his written authority it shall be abandoned and must be submitted
afresh if it is to be considered at any future meeting.
If a motion is referred to the Executive or any Committee or Sub-Committee of which the
proposer is not a Member, he shall be given notice of the meeting at which it is proposed to
consider the motion and shall have an opportunity of explaining it, but shall not have a right to
vote on it.
Motions with Budgetary consequences
Any motion on notice or amendment which would require an increase in the current budget of
the Council, or would involve capital expenditure, shall, when formally proposed and seconded,
be immediately adjourned.
The motion will be considered at the next ordinary meeting of the Council in order that the
Executive, relevant Committee and/or statutory officers may report on the potential impact and
consequences. At that meeting the motion shall be considered as written in the Notice of
Motion and shall not be subject to amendment.
An urgent motion which cannot wait till the next ordinary meeting of the Council, may, be
debated at the meeting of the Council at which it is proposed. The Chairman of the Council will
decide whether the item is of an urgent nature after consulting with the Chief Executive and
Leader of the Council.
Motions Without Notice
The following motions may be moved without notice:











The appointment of a Chairman in the absence of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman.
A motion relating to the accuracy of the Minutes of the meeting
The referral of an issue to the Executive, a Committee or Sub-Committee
The appointment of a Committee, a representative of the Council on any body or at any
meeting, in relation to any agenda item or on the recommendation of any Committee.
Adoption of recommendations of the Executive, Committees and any consequent
resolutions.
That the meeting be adjourned.
That a Procedure Rule or Rules be suspended
That a Procedure Rule or Rules be reinstated
That the press and public be excluded
That the press and public be re-admitted.
That a Member be not further heard,.
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That the order of the agenda items be varied.
That a motion be withdrawn.
A motion which is deemed urgent by Chairman under Section 100B(4) of the Local
Government Act 1972 be considered.
 That a motion be taken in specified parts
A procedural motion
Rescission of Resolution
No motions to rescind or vary an agreed decision or a motion which has been voted on and
lost within the preceding six months shall be allowed, except in the following circumstance:
A motion to rescind or vary an agreed decision or a motion which has been voted on and lost
within the preceding six months shall be allowed, if it has the signature or e-mail from a known
or recognised source of 8 councillors and is received by Head of Law and Governance by
noon on the eighth working day before the meeting.
When such a motion has been considered, it shall not be open to any Member to propose a
similar motion for a further period of six months.
The above provision shall not apply to motions which are moved following consideration by the
Executive or a Committee, nor shall it prevent the Executive or a Committee or Sub-Committee
varying or rescinding a decision which has been taken under delegated authority within the
preceding six months.
Postponing a Decision to Rescind or vary a Resolution
When a Council meeting has passed a motion to vary or rescind a resolution, it may be
postponed by a notice signed or by e-mail from a known or recognised source by 8 Members
of the Council, which shall be received by the Head of Law and Governance by noon on the
day following the meeting at which the resolution to rescind or vary the decision was passed.
Upon receipt of such a notice the decision referred to and to be subject to variation or
rescission shall be suspended and the issue referred to Council for resolution.
Presentations and Presentation of Reports to Council Meetings
A Council meeting (with the exception of meetings of Council where the suspension of the
Meeting Procedure Rules shall be required), may, prior to entering debate on any issue,
receive a report presented by an officer, member or presentation from an officer or other
invited stakeholder. Members may then ask questions of the presenter through the Chairman.
Rules of Debate
At Council every Member shall be seated except the one who is addressing Council. When the
Chairman rises no one else shall continue standing, or rise from his/her seat.
At Committees and Sub-Committees all members shall be seated and only one Member at a
time, as directed by Chairman, shall speak. When the Chairman wishes to speak no one else
shall continue speaking.
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Proposer Speech
The proposer of a motion or amendment shall first state the precise wording or effect of the
motion or amendment which shall not be further explained or discussed unless it has been
formally seconded.
Every motion or amendment shall, if required by the Chairman, be reduced to writing, handed
to the Chairman and read before it is moved.
Seconder Speech
Every motion shall be formally seconded before it is discussed or put to the meeting. The
seconder of a motion may reserve his speech for a later period in the debate.
Speeches by Others and Amendments
A Member who speaks shall address the Chairman and direct his speech strictly to the motion
or amendment under discussion or to a point of order relating to procedure. A Member shall
not speak more than once on any motion or amendment.
No Member shall propose or second more than one amendment on any one motion. The
seconder of an amendment may reserve his/her speech for a later period in the debate on the
amendment.
An amendment must be relevant to the motion on which it is moved and may only:
 leave out words.
 leave out words and insert or add others.
 insert or add words.
 refer any motion, issue, or part of an issue, to an appropriate body, meeting or individual for
consideration or reconsideration. No further amendment may be moved, if this amendment
is agreed
An amendment may not amount to a direct negative of the motion or nullify the motion.
If an amendment is rejected, other amendments may be moved on the original motion.
If an amendment is carried, the motion, as amended, shall take the place of the original motion,
and shall become the motion upon which any further amendment may be moved.
A further amendment shall not be moved until the Council has disposed of any amendment
previously moved.
Leader of the Council/ Relevant Committee Chairman Right of Reply
The Leader of the Council (in respect of motions concerning Executive functions) or relevant
Committee Chairman (in respect of motions concerning non-executive functions) shall be
entitled to a right of reply.
Proposer Rights of Reply
In a debate upon a motion the proposer of the original motion may reply at the close of the
debate upon the motion and shall strictly confine himself to answering the previous speakers
and shall not introduce any new matter.
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In a debate upon an amendment the proposer of the amendment and the proposer of the
original motion may both reply at the close of the debate upon the amendment, the proposer of
the amendment shall reply first before the proposer of the original motion. Both shall, in
replying, confine themselves to answering previous speakers and shall not introduce any new
matter.
In all cases a decision shall be taken without further discussion after the reply of a proposer of
a motion.
Withdrawal of Motion
A Member may withdraw a motion which he has moved, with the consent of both the meeting
and the Seconder. The consent of the meeting will be signified without discussion. No
Member may speak on the motion after the proposer has requested permission to withdraw it
unless permission is refused.
Point of Order
A member may raise a point of order at any time. The Chairman shall hear It immediately. A
point of order may only relate to an alleged breach of these procedure rules or the law. The
member must indicate the rule or law and the way in which he/she considers it has been
broken. The ruling of the Chairman (to be made after the taking of advice from the Chief
Executive or in his/her absence the most senior officer present) on the matter shall be final.
Personal Explanation
A Member may make a personal explanation at any time. A personal explanation may only
relate to some material part of an earlier speech by the member which may appear to have
been misunderstood in the present debate. the ruling of the Chairman (to be made after the
taking of advice from the Chief Executive)on the admissibility of a personal explanation shall be
final.
Procedural Motions
A Member who has not spoken on the question before the meeting may, with the consent of
the Chairman, propose without comment, any one of the following procedural motions:



that the meeting move straight to the vote.
that the debate be adjourned
that the meeting proceed to next business

Once seconded, the Chairman shall immediately put the procedural motion to the vote.
If a procedural motion that the meeting move straight to the vote is carried the Chairman shall
first call upon the proposer of the amendment (if any), and then on the proposer of the original
motion under discussion to reply, and shall then put the motion under discussion to the vote.
If the procedural motion that the debate be adjourned or that the meeting be adjourned is
carried, the motion under discussion shall be adjourned to the next meeting, or the meeting
shall stand adjourned as the case may be, without the proposer of the motion, or the proposer
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of the amendment if any being called upon to reply.
If the procedural motion to proceed to next business is carried the Chairman shall call upon the
proposer of the amendment (if any), and then on the proposer of the motion under discussion
to reply, and shall then put the motion under discussion to the vote.
Limitations on Speaking
Motion of which Notice has
been given

Amendment to a motion

(1) Proposer

10 minutes

(2) Seconder (Right to Reserve)

5 minutes

(3) Others

5 minutes

(4) Leader of the Council in respect of
motions concerning Executive functions,
or the Chairman of the relevant
Committee in respect of motions
concerning non-executive functions.

5 minutes

(5) Proposer

5 minutes

(1) Proposer of Amendment

10 minutes

(2) Seconder (Right to Reserve)

5 minutes

(3) Others

5 minutes

(4) Proposer of Amendment

5 minutes

(5) Proposer of Original Motion

5 minutes

Chairman’s Decision
The decision of the Chairman on any matter upon which it is necessary for him to rule in
respect to the rules of debate or any other matter relating to the conduct of meetings shall be
final and shall not be open to discussion.
Voting
Every matter will be decided by a simple majority, except in the case of voting on
appointments. Every question shall be determined by a show of hands of those Members
present and voting. Members must be seated in their places in the meeting room when voting.
Individual Members shall have the right to have their votes for or against a motion, or the fact
that they have abstained from voting recorded in the Minutes of the meeting at which the vote
is taken, provided they request that this be done immediately after the vote is taken.
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Recorded Vote
If, before the vote is taken, two Members demand a recorded vote the names for and against
the motion or amendment and the names of Members abstaining shall be taken down in writing
and entered in the Minutes. A recorded vote shall always be taken when the Council is
considering a motion to set an annual budget (including any amendment motions in connection
therewith) or a motion to set the council tax or issue a precept.
Voting on Appointments
Where there is a vote on the appointment of representatives, nominees or delegates of the
Council, a separate vote shall be taken on each appointment.
Where there are more than two persons nominated for any position to be filled by the Council
and of the votes given there is not an overall majority in favour of one person, the name of the
person having the least number of votes shall be struck off the list and a fresh vote taken and
so on until a majority of votes is given in favour of one person.
Suspension and Amendment of Rules
Any Meeting Procedure Rules (with the exception of the right for a Member to have the details
of their vote or abstention recorded in the minutes) may, by a simple majority be suspended at
any meeting with regard to any item of business to be transacted. The duration of the
suspension shall be clearly stated.
Prevention of Disorderly Conduct
Members
At a meeting of the Council if any Member persistently:




disregards the ruling of the Chairman and/or
behaves irregularly, improperly or offensively and/or
wilfully obstructs the business of the meeting

the Chairman may adjourn the meeting for such a period as is considered appropriate to
resolve the issue, alternatively,
the Chairman of the Council or any other Member at the discretion of the Chairman may
propose that the Member named be not further heard. Upon being seconded it shall be
immediately put to the meeting and decided without discussion. If it is carried the Member
named shall not speak further at the meeting.
Members of the Public
If a Member of the public interrupts the proceedings at any meeting or causes disruption or
disturbance while filming, recording or broadcasting the meeting, the Chairman shall warn him.
If he continues the interruption, the Chairman shall request him to leave the Meeting Room. If
he does not leave, the Chairman shall either adjourn the meeting or order his removal from the
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meeting room.
In case of general disturbance in any part of the meeting room open to the public, the
Chairman shall order that part to be cleared.
General Disturbance
In the event of a general disturbance which in the opinion of the Chairman renders the due and
orderly dispatch of business impossible, the Chairman may adjourn or suspend the meeting of
the Council until the disturbance is brought under control, or for such period of time as he shall
deem appropriate and the meeting shall thereupon be adjourned or suspended accordingly.
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2.1 Council Procedure Rules
The following Procedure Rules shall apply to meetings of full Council.
Agenda for Ordinary Meetings of Council
The agenda for ordinary meetings shall be to:



















elect a person to preside if the Chairman and Vice-Chairman are not present;
receive any apologies for absence;
receive any declarations of interest from Members;
receive any announcements from the Chairman of the Council and/or the Leader;
to report any petitions and requests to address the Council on an item on the agenda,
or to receive an address, from an organisation, which is of importance to the District;
consider any other business or motions which the Chairman has decided are urgent
and which are not included in the agenda;
approve the minutes of the last meeting;
receive minutes from the Executive, a report from the Leader of the Council containing
details of Executive decisions taken since the last meeting which were not included in
the published Executive Work Programme; receive a record of decisions made by
Executive Lead Members and minutes from Council Committees
receive questions including written questions and answers submitted by Members,
questions to the Leader of the Council (including any matters arising from the minutes
of Executive) and questions to Committee Chairmen on Committee minutes
consider motions of which notice has been given in the order in which they have been
received;
consider and resolve any issues called in to the Council in accordance with the
Constitution;
receive reports from the Executive and Council’s Committees and receive questions
and answers on those reports;
consider any other business on the agenda;
if necessary, pass a resolution to exclude the public for any items involving the likely
disclosure of exempt or confidential information
receive any minutes and reports from the Executive and Committees as appropriate
containing exempt or confidential information and receive questions and answers on
any of those minutes and reports
consider any other exempt or confidential business on the agenda

The Chairman, or the meeting by resolution, may vary the order of business.
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Annual Council Meeting
The annual meeting will take place within 21 days of the retirement of the outgoing
councillors, on a date to be decided by the Council as part of its overall programme of
meetings.
The agenda for the Annual Council Meeting will be to:
















receive apologies for absence;
receive any declarations of interest;
approve the Minutes of the last meeting;
receive any announcements from the Chairman;
elect the Chairman of Council;
elect the Vice-Chairman of Council;
note the results of the District Elections, if held, and the constitution of Political Groups
and Group Leaders and elect the Leader of the Council if required
conduct any business concerning the establishment of and appointments to the
Executive including receiving confirmation of the appointment of Deputy Leader and
the allocation of functions to Lead Members by the Council Leader;
conduct any business concerning the establishment of and appointments to:
 the Overview and Scrutiny Committee;
 the Standards Committee;
 such other Committees as the Council consider appropriate.
consider any other business set out in the agenda for the meeting;
if necessary, pass a resolution to exclude the public for any items involving the likely
disclosure of exempt or confidential information
receive any Minutes and reports from the Executive and Committees as appropriate
containing exempt or confidential information and receive questions and answers on
any of those minutes and reports
consider any other exempt or confidential business on the agenda

Appointment of Committees
Appointments to Committees shall hold office no later than the next Annual Council
Meeting. The Council shall at the Annual Meeting








decide which Committees to establish for the municipal year
decide the number of members to serve on each Committee
decide allocation of seats to Political Groups
decide which Committees the Substitute Member scheme will or will not apply to
except where the appointment to Committees is exercisable only by the Executive,
appoint members to Committees in accordance with the wishes of Political Groups
subject to statutory requirements
appoint, as appropriate any Substitute members to Committees
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The Council:




may at any time dissolve or, on the nomination of any of the political groups, alter the
membership of a Committee;
may at any time modify or revoke the powers or duties of any Committee.
shall ensure that every Member serves on at least one Committee unless any Member
shall signify his wish to forego such right.
may, at any time, decide that Members of a particular Committee or Sub-Committee
may not serve as Members or Substitutes of another specified Committee or SubCommittee, in view of the conflict of interest which would arise from serving on both
Committees or Sub-Committees.

Receiving of Minutes and Executive Lead Member Decisions by Council
The Minutes of the Executive Committees and Executive Lead Member Decisions shall be
submitted to Council at the first opportunity. The Leader of the Council, or in their absence
another Member of the Executive, shall formally propose the adoption of the minutes with
one proposal to cover all Executive minutes and Lead Member decisions and a further
proposal to cover all other committee minutes.
Questions may be asked on the minutes to Committee Chairmen and Executive Lead
Members, and additionally to the Leader of the Council on any matter within the remit of
the Council. Such questions shall be clearly stated and will be answered without
discussion. The Member putting the question may ask a supplementary question
providing it is relevant to the reply and does not introduce any new matter.
Recommendations from Committees
Recommendations requiring the approval of Council shall be presented to Council by the
way of a report giving the background to the recommendation. Questions may be asked,
statements made in debate and amendments proposed.
Written Questions
A Member may ask the Leader of the Council, Executive Lead Member, or Committee
Chairman any question or make a statement relating to the business of the meeting or
portfolio for which they are responsible
Questions and statements must be received by the Head of Law and Governance before
noon on the fourth working day before the meeting.
The Head of Law and Governance shall arrange for received questions and statements
and a response to be printed and circulated at the commencement of the meeting.
A Member who has received a written reply to a question may ask a supplementary
question provided it is relevant to the reply and does not introduce any new matter. The
Member to which the question was addressed may reply to such supplementary question
or may undertake to reply in writing.
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Determination of Planning Applications
A Planning application may be referred to full Council for determination where a notice, or
an e-mail from a known or recognised source, signed by one third or more of Members
has been received by the Head of Law and Governance.
A Planning application may only be referred to full Council on the grounds that it is of such
special significance to the District that it ought to be determined by full Council and if it has
already been considered by Planning Committee or an Officer under their delegated
authority and no decision notice has been issued.
The Chief Executive shall place the item on the agenda for the next ordinary meeting of
Council. If there is no convenient ordinary meeting at which the application could be
considered, the Chief Executive, in consultation with the Chairman of the Council, shall
call an Extraordinary meeting of Council at which the application will be considered.
Council shall consider a report prepared by the appropriate Officer and circulated to all
Members with the agenda. Officers shall be able to address the meeting of Council to
present the report, answer any questions and to advise Members on the application of
planning policy.
The Chairman of Planning Committee (or in their absence the Vice-Chairman or other
committee members) which would have otherwise determined the application shall
propose a motion in respect of the referred matter for Council to debate.
The motion proposed as above shall be duly seconded as required by the normal rules of
debate. Amendments may be moved on the motion as regulated by the rules of debate,
but it shall not be possible to propose or amend a motion so as to refer the planning
application in question to any Committee or Sub-Committee.
At the conclusion of the debate upon the motion, the Chairman of Planning Committee or,
in default, the Vice-Chairman of that Committee, shall reply and shall strictly confine
himself/herself to answering the previous speakers, and shall not introduce any new
matter.
Where the Council, is minded to approve or refuse an application contrary to policy /
recommendation, clear planning reasons for doing so shall be identified at the meeting by
the proposer of the motion to the satisfaction of the Chairman before the vote is taken on
whether to grant or refuse planning permission.
Any Member of the Council participating in the determination of a planning application by
full Council, must receive training in planning matters in accordance with the adopted
Planning Code of Conduct prior to the relevant Council meeting.
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2.2 Executive Procedure Rules
The arrangements for the discharge of executive functions are set out in the Executive
Terms of Reference.
The Executive Work Programme (including the 28 day notice)
Contents
The work programme will contain matters which there is reason to believe will require a
key decision to be taken (as set out in the Executive Terms of Reference) during the
period covered by the work programme. Additionally the work programme will contain
wherever possible any other items of future Executive business which the council is aware
of. The work programme will also provide notice of any item of business which is likely to
be considered following the exclusion of the press and public. The work programme will
be available at the council offices and published on the website.
It will describe the following particulars in so far as the information is available or might
reasonably be obtained:






the matter in respect of which a decision is to be made;
the name and title of the individual making a decision, if any and where the decision
taker is a body, its name and details of membership;
the date or the period within which, the decision will be taken;

the steps any person might take who wishes to make representations to the Executive
or decision taker about the matter in respect of which the decision is to be made, and
the date by which those steps must be taken; and
 a list of the documents submitted to the decision taker for consideration in relation to
the matter if any and the address from which they may be obtained.
whether it is intended to consider any of the items in private (as exempt or confidential
business)
Period
The programme will cover the next period of four months, beginning with the first day of
the coming month. The Work Programme must be published at least 28 days before the
start of the period covered.
Key Decisions not Included in the Work Programme
If a matter which is likely to be a Key Decision has not been included in the Work
Programme, the decision may still be taken if:



the decision must be taken by such a date that it is impracticable to defer the decision
until it has been included in the next forward plan.
the Chief Executive has informed the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, , or in their absence each member of that Committee, in writing of the
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matter about which the decision is to be made and that a notice is made available to
the public at the offices of the Council and published on the website which shall
include details of why it was not possible to provide 28 day notice; and
at least 5 clear days have elapsed since the Chief Executive provided the information
as set out above.

Urgent Key Decisions not Included in the Work Programme
If by virtue of the date by which a decision must be taken the above provision cannot be
followed, then the decision can only be taken if the decision taker (if an individual) or the
Chief Executive obtains the agreement of the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee that the taking of the decision is urgent and cannot be reasonably deferred. If
there is no Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, in their absence the the
Chairman of the Council, or in his absence the Vice-Chairman of Council will suffice.
All councillors will be notified as soon as reasonably practicable when this provision is
utilised and a notice will be made available to the public at the offices of the Council and
published on the website which shall include details of why it was urgent and could not be
reasonably deferred;
The Leader of the Council will report details of any key decision taken which was not
included in the published Executive Work Programme to the next available meeting of the
Council. If the next meeting of the Council is within 7 days of receipt of the written notice
the report may be submitted to the meeting after that. The report to Council will set out
particulars of the decision, the individual or body making the decision.
Confidential or Exempt Business not included in the Work Programme
If an item of business in respect of which it is anticipated that the relevant part of the
meeting of the Executive or one of its Committees will be held in private because of the
likely disclosure of confidential or exempt Information has not been included in the Work
Programme with such an indication the item may only be discussed in private if the Chief
Executive has obtained the prior agreement of the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee. However this does not preclude the relevant meeting from resolving to
exclude the public for a relevant item of business which it was not anticipated would be
considered in private if It becomes apparent at the meeting that confidential or exempt
information would otherwise be disclosed.

Agendas for Executive Meetings
An agenda will be published at least 5 days before the meeting setting out any business to
be transacted in private (exempt or confidential), the reason why it is exempt or
confidential and any representations received and response given regarding these.
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At each meeting of the Executive the following business will be conducted:











elect a person to preside if the Chairman and Vice-Chairman are not present;
receive any apologies for absence;
receive any declarations of interest from members;
to report any petitions and requests to address the meeting on an item on the agenda,
or to receive an address;
consider any urgent items of business as agreed by Chairman;
approve the minutes of the last meeting;
deal with any business remaining from the last meeting;
any other business on the agenda, including referrals from Council, Committees,
Executive Lead Members;
pass a resolution to exclude the public for any items involving the likely disclosure of
exempt or confidential information;
any exempt business on the agenda;

The Chairman, or the meeting by resolution, may vary the order of business.
Rights to Request or Require an Agenda Item
Members of Council
Any member of the Council may ask the Leader to put an item on the agenda of an
Executive meeting for consideration. If the Leader agrees the item will be considered at
the next available meeting of the Executive.
The agenda for the meeting will give the name of the Councillor who asked for the item to
be considered and he/she will be invited to attend the meeting, to be able to address the
Executive.
If an item is requested for inclusion on the agenda by a member of the Council (including
a member of the Executive), then it will be included with such information as is available at
the time, but it shall only be considered and decided if it is possible to produce a full report
containing relevant information to enable a decision to be properly made.
The Executive will be able to defer any matter added to its agenda in this way, to enable a
proper report to be prepared and, if this is the case, the matter will normally be considered
at the next meeting.
If there are several such items on the Executive’s agenda it may decide to defer
consideration of any of them, as it sees fit.
Head of Paid Service, Monitoring and Section 151 Officers
The Head of Paid Service, Monitoring Officer and/or the Section 151 Officer may include
an item for consideration on the agenda of an Executive meeting. The Monitoring Officer
and Section 151 Officer may require the Chief Executive to call such a meeting in
pursuance of their statutory duties.
In other circumstances, where any two of the Head of Paid Service, Section 151 Officer
and Monitoring Officer are of the opinion that a meeting of the Executive needs to be
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called to consider a matter that requires a decision, they may jointly include an item on the
agenda of an Executive meeting.
If there is no meeting of the Executive soon enough to deal with the issue in question,
then the person(s) entitled to include an item on the agenda may also require that a
meeting be convened at which the matter will be considered.
Volume of Business
If the volume of business for a meeting of the Executive is considered to be excessive, the
Leader may defer consideration of items to a later meeting with the exception of:




items referred to the Executive by Council or the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, if
the Council or Overview and Scrutiny Committee has requested they be dealt with at
that meeting.
reports of Statutory Officers unless the relevant Officer concurs.

Deferred items will dealt with at the next ordinary Executive meeting or a Special Meeting
convened for the purpose within 4 weeks.
Notice of Decisions made under Executive Arrangements
A summary notice of decisions made under the Executive arrangements shall generally
be published on the next working day (or in any event as soon as possible) after the
decision has been made and shall be circulated to all Members of the Council. This shall
include a record of the decision and the date it was made, the reasons for the decision,
any alternative options considered and rejected by members in making the decision, a
record of any conflict declared by the decision maker or member of the decision making
body and any dispensations granted.
Minutes of Executive Meetings
The minutes will include a statement of the reasons for each decision and any alternative
options considered and rejected at that meeting, any conflicts of interest declared and any
dispensations granted.
Executive Lead Member Decisions
Reports
Executive Lead Members will receive reports on issues where they are asked to make a
non key decision. Such reports shall be sent to the Executive Lead Member and published
5 days before any decision may be made. Reports shall be publicly available unless they
contain exempt or confidential information.
Decision Notice
As soon as reasonably practicable after an Executive Lead Member decision has been
taken on a non key decision (by the Executive Lead Member or by an officer through
delegation), he/she will instruct the relevant Officer to prepare and publish a record of the
decision, a notice of the reasons for it, any alternative options considered and rejected,
any conflict of interest declared by a consulted member and any dispensations granted
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Access to Documents
The provisions with regard to accessing agendas, minutes and background papers (as set
out in the meeting procedure rules) and the provisions with regard to accessing
documents in the control of the Executive (as set out in these procedure rules) shall apply
to documents relating to Executive Lead Member Decisions.
Consultation
All reports to the Executive must contain details of the nature and extent of consultation
with stakeholders and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, and the outcome of that
consultation. The level of consultation required will be appropriate to the nature of the
matter under consideration.
Access to Documents under the Control of the Executive
All Members of the Council will be entitled to inspect any document which is in the
possession or under the control of the Executive and/or contains material relating to any
business to be transacted or previously transacted (including officers acting under
delegation) unless:




it contains exempt information falling within the categories of exempt information or
confidential information; in which case the Councillor will need to demonstrate ‘a need
to know’, or
it contains the advice of a political adviser.

Budget and Policy Framework
Process for developing the Policy Framework
The Executive Work Programme (including the 28 day notice) will set out the
timetable for making proposals to the Council to develop the budget and policy framework
and the arrangements for consultation. Four months notice (and at least 6 weeks) will
normally be provided.
At the end of that period, the Executive will then draw up proposals having regard to the
consultation responses received. If the Overview and Scrutiny Committee wishes to
respond to the Executive in that consultation process then it may do so. The report will
reflect the comments made by consultees (in particular Overview and Scrutiny) and the
Executive’s response to them.
The proposals will be referred to Council for decision at the earliest opportunity.
Decisions outside the Budget or Policy Framework
If the Executive or any Committees of the Executive discharging executive functions wish
to make such a decision, they shall take advice from the Monitoring Officer and/or the
Section 151 Officer as to whether the decision they wish to make would be contrary or not
wholly in accordance with the policy framework, or budget.
If the advice of either of those Officers is that the decision would not be in line with the
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existing budget and/or policy framework, then the decision must be referred by that body
or person to the Council for decision, except in the circumstances as set out below:
In-year changes
The Executive may make in-year changes to the Budget and Policy framework in the
following circumstances only:




Changes which will result in the closure or discontinuance of a service or part of
service or level of service to meet a budgetary constraint;
Changes which may be necessary to ensure compliance with the law, ministerial
direction or government guidance;
Changes which may vary or develop the policy framework provided they are consistent
with its principles and which, with any virement or supplementary expenditure, that
may be possible under the Council’s Financial Procedure Rules, be implemented
within budget for the year, provided such changes do not commit the Council to
expenditure in subsequent financial years.

Urgent changes
A decision outside the budget and/or policy framework may be made under the Executive
arrangements, if it is not practical to convene a quorate meeting of full Council and if the
Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee (or in their absence the Chairman of
Council) agrees.
The reason why it is not practical to convene a quorate meeting of full Council and the
consent of the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee to the decision being
taken as a matter of urgency must be noted in the record of the decision.
Following the decision, the decision taker will provide a full report to the next available
Council meeting explaining the decision, the reasons for it and why the decision was
treated as a matter of urgency.
Virement
The Executive arrangements discharging functions to implement Council policy shall not
exceed those budgets allocated to each budget head. However, they shall be entitled to
vire across budget heads in accordance with the rules specified by the Council’s Financial
Procedure Rules.
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2.3 Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules
Form and Composition of Overview and Scrutiny
The Council will have an Overview and Scrutiny Committee of 12 Members with unnamed
substitutes. No member of the Executive can be a member of the Committee or a
substitute.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee may appoint Task and Finish Groups (each of a
maximum 12 members) for a fixed period, on the expiry of which they shall cease to exist.
The number of Task and Finish Groups active at any one time will be kept under review
by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Overview and scrutiny meetings shall as a general principle meet in public, unless
considering information classed as described as ‘exempt’ as described in the meeting
procedure rules of this Constitution. This does not preclude but encourages flexible and
innovative working such as the delegation of tasks to a Member or a small informal
working group of Members meeting out of the public arena, consultations or any other
form of working. Such working will be reported back to the relevant overview and scrutiny
meeting.
In these procedure rules the terms ‘overview and scrutiny’ and ‘overview and scrutiny
meeting’ shall be used to refer to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and Task and
Finish Groups collectively.
Task and Finish Groups
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee will decide whether a Task and Finish Group
should be formal and report directly to Executive or Council (subject to proportionality and
Access to Information rules) or, informal and report back to the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee (not subject to proportionality and Access to Information rules).
Task and Finish Groups may be established to undertake specific project work, policy
development, a specific task, consultation, review investigation or similar activity. Task
and Finish Groups will normally only make one final report during their lifetime.
Formally constituted Task and Finish Groups will be subject to these Overview and
Scrutiny Procedure rules and Access to Information rules. Substitutes will not be
permitted.
At the first meeting of each new Task and Finish Group, they will carry out a stakeholder
analysis exercise to determine who should be involved with their work and who should
give evidence and who should be consulted. It will also highlight potential co-optees.
Task and Finish Groups may appoint any number of people (excluding members of staff
or other Councillors) as non-voting co-optees to assist in any item of business, as they
deem appropriate.
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Each Task and Finish Group will also be required to agree a detailed work plan to enable
them to complete their task within the agreed timescale.
Who May Sit on Overview and Scrutiny?
All Councillors with the exception of members of the Executive may be appointed to one
or more of the above overview and scrutiny meetings. However, no Member may be
involved in scrutinising a decision in which they have been directly involved.
At the first meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee following Annual Council and
on the establishment of a new Task and Finish Group, the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee shall, in respect of each Task and Finish Group, appoint one of its number to
sit on each Task and Finish Group as the designated link member. The designated link
member will:





Provide expertise, assistance and guidance.
Keep the Overview and Scrutiny Committee updated on progress.
Help facilitate the smooth running of the overview and scrutiny function.
Be a full member of the Task and Finish Group and eligible to be the Chairman or
Vice-Chairman.

The political groups will allocate members to formal Task and Finish Groups according to
proportionality, which shall be appointed under delegated authority by the Head of Law
and Governance in consultation with the Chairman, or in their absence the ViceChairman, of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Unnamed substitutes are permitted (excluding Task and Finish Groups). Substitutes will
have all the powers and duties of any ordinary member of the meeting. Substitutes for the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee will not be able to exercise any special powers or
duties exercisable by the person they are substituting.
Attendance at Overview and Scrutiny
Any person, including Members and Officers, may be invited to attend, present evidence
or share their expertise with any overview and scrutiny meeting in accordance with these
rules. Requests for Officers to attend should be made through the Head of Paid Service.
Meetings of Overview and Scrutiny Committee
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee will meet regularly on dates to be determined by
Council on an annual basis.
They may agree to hold additional meetings as required.
Meetings of Task and Finish Groups
Each Task and Finish Group shall determine the frequency, times and venues of their own
meetings, in accordance with the timetable for the completion of their task as set out in
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their terms of reference.
Who Chairs Meetings?



The Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee will be appointed by the
committee and may be from any political group.
The Chairmen of Task and Finish Groups will be appointed by the Task and Finish
Groups, from amongst their number and may be from any political group.

Work Programme
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee will be responsible for setting its own annual work
programme within the terms of reference set out in this Constitution.
All Councillors, the Chief Executive, Directors, Heads of Service and the public may put
forward issues for inclusion in the overview and scrutiny work programme. Issues will be
assessed by the Committee using a template to determine the salience of the issue based
on risk management, corporate priorities and other relevant factors.
Agenda Items








Any member of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee shall be entitled to give notice to
the Chief Executive that they wish an item relevant to the Committee terms of
reference at the first available meeting. The meeting will determine whether the issue
should be included in its work programme based on its relevance as compared to the
priorities as set out in the overview and scrutiny work programme.
Any elected Member of the Council may give written notice to the Chief Executive that
they wish a local matter relating to the work of the authority to be considered for
inclusion in the overview and scrutiny work programme. If the Chief Executive
receives such a notification, then he/she will refer the request to the first available
meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee who will determine if, when and how
the item will be considered based on its relevance as compared to the priorities as set
out in the overview and scrutiny work programme and inform Law and Governance
accordingly so that it can be included in the overview and scrutiny work programme.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee is not obliged to pursue a matter referred by a
Member but it must let that Member know the reasons for its decision. When deciding
how to proceed, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee may consider representations
from the Member who referred the matter, and to take into account the extent to which
that Member has exercised their function as a Ward Member to resolve it. Where the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee does pursue a matter, it shall report its findings and
any recommendations back to the Member who raised the matter.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee shall respond, as soon as its work programme
permits, to requests from the Council and Executive to undertake a piece of work on
their behalf in line with the procedure above. Where the Overview and Scrutiny
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Committee does so, it shall report its findings and any recommendations back to the
Executive or Council. Council or Executive shall consider the report of the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee at its first available meeting.
Policy Review and Development
The role of overview and scrutiny in relation to the development of the Council’s existing
Budget and Policy Framework is set out in detail in the terms of reference in Part 1 of this
Constitution.
In relation to the development of the Council’s approach to other matters not forming part
of the Budget and Policy Framework, the overview and scrutiny committees may hold
enquiries and investigate the available options for future direction in policy development
and may appoint advisers and assessors to assist them in this process. They may go on
site visits, conduct public surveys, hold public meetings, commission research and do all
other things that they reasonably consider necessary to inform their deliberations, subject
to finance being available. They may invite witnesses to attend to address them on any
matter under consideration.





Once it has formed recommendations on proposals for policy development, the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee will prepare a formal report for consideration by the
Executive or Council.
Executive or Council shall consider the report of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
at their first available meeting.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee will have access to the Executive Work
Programme (including the 28 day notice) and timetable for decisions. Even where an
item is not the subject of detailed proposals from overview and scrutiny following a
consideration of possible policy/service developments, the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee will be able to respond in the course of the Executive’s consultation
process in relation to any key decision.

Process for Overview and Scrutiny Reports to be considered by the Executive,
Council, Partner Authority or External Body




Once the Overview and Scrutiny Committee has completed its deliberations on any
matter, it will forward a copy of its final report to the Chief Executive who will allocate it
either to the Executive, Council, relevant committee, relevant partner authority or
external body according to the contents of the report.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee must give the Executive, Council, relevant
committee, relevant partner authority or external body notice in writing specifying the
steps which must be taken within two months of receiving the report or
recommendations or, if later, the notice. These steps include responding to the report
or recommendations and, if these documents have been published by the overview
and scrutiny committee, publishing the response.
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The Executive, Council, relevant committee, relevant partner authority or external body
must comply with the notice where it is legally obliged to do so.

Rights of Overview and Scrutiny Members to Documents






Overview and scrutiny members will be entitled to copies of any document which is in
the possession or control of the Executive (or its committees) or individual Lead
Members and which contains material relating to:
 any business transacted at a meeting of the Executive (or its Committees); or
 any decision taken by an individual member of the Executive.
any decision made by an officer of the authority under the Executive arrangements
Overview and scrutiny members will not be entitled to:
 any document that is in draft form;
 any part of a document that contains exempt or confidential information, unless that
information is relevant to an action or decision they are reviewing or scrutinising or
intend to scrutinise; or
 the advice of a political adviser.
Nothing prevents more detailed liaison between the Executive and overview and
scrutiny as appropriate depending on the particular matter under consideration.

When the Overview and Scrutiny Committee can require a report
If the Overview and Scrutiny Committee thinks that a key decision has been taken which
was not:
included in the




Executive Work Programme (including the 28 day notice); or
the subject of the general exception procedure; or
the subject of an agreement with the Overview and Scrutiny Committee Chairman, or
the Chairman of the Council under the special urgency rules;

the committee may require the Executive to submit a report to the Council within such
reasonable time as the committee specifies. The power to require a report rests with the
committee, but is also delegated to the Chief Executive, who shall require such a report
on behalf of the committee when so requested by the Chairman. Alternatively the
requirement may be raised by resolution passed at a meeting.
Members and Officers Giving Account
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee may scrutinise and review decisions made, or
actions taken in connection with the discharge of any Council functions within its terms of
reference. As well as reviewing documentation, in fulfilling the scrutiny role, it may require
any member(s) of the Executive, Chairman of a Committee, Ward Member and/or Joint
Management Team to attend to explain, answer questions, or give evidence in relation to
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matters within their remit regarding:




any particular decision or series of decisions;
the extent to which the actions taken implement Council policy; and/or
the performance of any Council service within their remit;

and it is the duty of those persons to attend if so required.
Where any member of the Executive, Chairman of a Committee, Ward Member and/or
Joint Management Team is required to attend an overview and scrutiny meeting under
this provision, the Chairman of that meeting will inform the Head of Paid Service. This
power may be exercised by the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee in
advance of a meeting. The Head of Paid Service shall inform the Executive Member,
Ward Member and/or appropriate Officer in writing, giving reasonable notice of the
meeting at which they are required to attend. The notice will state the nature of the item
on which they are required to attend to give account and whether any papers are required
to be produced. Where papers are required to be produced then the Executive Member,
Ward Member or appropriate Officer concerned, will be given sufficient notice to allow for
preparation of that documentation.
Where, in exceptional circumstances, the Executive Member, Chairman of a Committee,
Ward Member and/or appropriate Officer is unable to attend on the required date, then the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee shall in consultation with the Executive Member, Ward
Member or appropriate officer, arrange an alternative date for attendance or in the case of
officers request a suitable replacement to be agreed by the Head of Paid Service.
Attendance by Others
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee may invite any person to address it, to discuss
issues of local concern and/or answer questions. It may for example wish to hear from
residents, stakeholders and representatives from other parts of the public sector and shall
invite such people to attend. Attendance under this paragraph is entirely optional.



Power to issue an invitation may be exercised by the Chairman of the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee in advance of a meeting.
As a general principle overview and scrutiny meetings, including the consideration of
Call-in decisions, should be open to any interested Councillor or group of Councillors
such as a relevant Task and Finish Group and their attendance encouraged and
contributions welcomed at the discretion of the Chairman.

The Party Whip
For the purposes of this part of this Constitution, “the party whip” means any instruction
given by or on behalf of a Political Group to any Councillor who is a member of that Group
as to how that Councillor shall speak or vote on any matter before the Council or any
Committee or Sub-Committee, or the application or threat to apply any sanction by the
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Group in respect of that Councillor should he/she speak or vote in any particular manner.
Overview and scrutiny members should not normally be subject to a party whip. Where
an overview and scrutiny member is subject to a party whip they must declare this at the
beginning of the meeting and it should be recorded in the minutes.
Referral of Decisions Outside the Budget or Policy Framework
Where the Overview and Scrutiny Committee is of the opinion that an executive decision
is, or if made would be, contrary to the policy framework, or contrary to or not wholly in
accordance with the Council’s budget, then it shall seek advice from the Monitoring Officer
and/or Section 151 Officer.
In respect of functions which are the responsibility of the Executive, the Monitoring
Officer’s report and/or Section 151 Officer’s report shall be to the Executive with a copy to
every member of the Council. Regardless of whether the decision is delegated or not, the
Executive must meet to decide what action to take in respect of the Monitoring Officer’s
report and/or Section 151 Officer’s report.
If the Monitoring Officer or the Section 151 Officer concludes that the decision was a
departure the Executive must prepare a report to Council.
If the Monitoring Officer or the Section 151 Officer concludes that the decision was not a
departure the Executive must prepare a report to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
If the decision has yet to be made, or has been made but not yet implemented, and the
advice from the Monitoring Officer and/or Section 151 Officer is that the decision is or
would be contrary to the policy framework or contrary to or not wholly in accordance with
the budget, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee may refer the matter to Council.
In such cases, no further action will be taken in respect of the decision or its
implementation until the Council has met and considered the matter. The Council shall
meet within 10 days of the request by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Call-in of Executive and Other Decisions
Details of any decision made, decisions taken at meetings of the Executive, or a
committee of the Executive, and any decisions taken by individual Lead Members or any
key decisions taken by officers will normally be published by 5pm on the next working day
after they have been made. This decision notice will be made publicly available and all
Members of the Council will receive notification (normally by e-mail) of the decisions
taken.
The notice will specify that the decision will come into force and take effect at noon on the
third working day following publication of the decision, unless it is called-in.
The Chief Executive shall call in a decision for scrutiny if so requested in writing, by e-mail
or by text from a known or recognised source by any 6 non-executive members of the
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Council within the specified timescale.
However, if at any point during a municipal year the total number of opposition Councillors
is 6 or less, the total number of non-executive members required to call in a decision shall
be the total number of opposition Councillors less two. This reduced number will apply to
any call-in, regardless of the political affiliation of the members concerned.
In all cases the request for call-in must set out the reasons for the request.
On receipt of a call-in request, the Chief Executive shall call-in the decision and notify the
decision taker and Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee of the call-in.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee must consider the decision within 10 days of the
decision to call-in, and if necessary, it may be dealt with as an item of urgent business at a
scheduled meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee within that period. If the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee does not meet within 10 days and consider the matter
the decision shall take effect on the expiry of that period.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee upon hearing a call-in may decide to let the
decision stand, refer the decision back to the decision maker for reconsideration or,
exceptionally, refer the decision to full Council if it is of the view that the decision is
contrary to the Council or policy framework, or not wholly consistent with the budget.
If the Overview and Scrutiny Committee refers a decision back to the decision maker for
reconsideration they must set out in writing the reasons for their concerns and their
preferred course of action.
Reconsideration by the decision maker shall take place at the next scheduled meeting of
the Executive or a Committee of the Executive. In the case of decisions taken by
individual Lead Members, the date of reconsideration will be set by the relevant Lead
Member in consultation with the Chief Executive and the Leader of the Council. In the
case of delegated decisions taken by officers, the decision shall be referred back to the
Lead Member in the first instance for reconsideration. Lead Members have the option of
forwarding any decision referred to them to the full Executive for reconsideration.
If, on reconsideration by the decision maker, the original decision is upheld or the
recommendations of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee are accepted then the
decision shall take effect immediately and shall not be subject to a further call-in period.
If, for any reason, either the Overview and Scrutiny Committee or the decision maker fails
to meet and carry out their obligations under this process or in the event of any situation
not foreseen in this procedure, the issue will be referred to full Council for the process to
be resolved. Implementation of the decision will be postponed until Council has
determined how it shall be resolved.
If the Overview and Scrutiny Committee decides not to refer a decision back to the
decision maker or to Council, the decision shall take effect immediately at the conclusion
of the meeting at which the call-in has been considered.
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If the Overview and Scrutiny Committee is considering a called-in matter where the
decision taker is recommending to Council, it may formulate alternative proposals for
Council to consider.
A request to call-in a decision may only be nullified by agreement of all the call-in
signatories.
In the case of a called-in decision being referred to Council, if Councils decide that the
called-in decision was contrary to the policy framework or not wholly consistent with the
budget it shall decide on the issue in question.
If the Council decide that the called-in decision was not contrary to the policy framework
or consistent with the budget then no further action is necessary and the decision will take
effect on the date of the Council meeting.
The call-in procedure is not intended to be used to challenge decisions as a matter of
course, and should not be abused in order, for example, simply to cause delay in
implementing decisions.
Call-in and Urgency
The call-in procedures set out above shall not apply where the decision being taken by the
Executive, individual Lead Member, Committee, Sub-Committee or officer is urgent. A
decision is urgent if any delay is likely seriously to prejudice the Council’s or the publics’
interest.
The record of the decision and the notice by which it is made public shall state whether, in
the opinion of the decision-making person or body, the decision is an urgent one and
therefore not subject to call-in. In all cases, the Chief Executive must agree both that the
decision proposed is reasonable in all the circumstances and to it being treated as a
matter of urgency and, if agreed, shall circulate the decision electronically to members of
Executive and overview and scrutiny.
The Chief Executive shall then ask the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
to agree to call-in being waived. In the absence of the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman’s
consent shall be required, and in the absence of the Vice-Chairman, the Chairman of
Council.
Call-in Protocol at Overview and Scrutiny Committee
In considering a Call-in decision the Overview and Scrutiny Committee will follow this
protocol:
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Before Receipt of Call-in
Overview and scrutiny support officers will work with the call-in signatories to complete
the reasons for call-in. Completed reasons for call-in will be received by the Chief
Executive, who will then consider whether to call-in the decision.
After Receipt of Call-in and before the meeting
The Chief Executive will confirm the validity of the call-in and advise all Councillors and
Joint Management Team members of the call-in request.
The Chief Executive will determine which Lead Member should attend the call-in, which
officer should accompany them and which officer they appoint to advise the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee on the call-in.
Overview and scrutiny support officers will meet with the call-in signatories, to clarify the
procedure, consider how they will present the call-in and prevent duplication. Overview
and scrutiny support officers will brief the Chairman on the call-in.
Documents
The agenda will contain:
 This call-in Protocol
 The call-in request
 The Lead Members’ decision statement or minutes
 The original report(s) upon which the decision was made
 (In the case that either the minutes or report are exempt a public summary of
information will be provided as far as is possible).
Any other document that the Chief Executive, Lead Member or call-in signatories feel
would assist the Committee in considering the call-in.
At the start of the meeting
The Chairman will outline the procedure for the meeting, setting the tone and approach
that will be taken.
The meeting
The spokesperson(s) for the Councillors who have made the call-in request (who shall
be seated together) should outline the reasons for the call-in. Each speaker will be time
limited to 5 minutes.
The relevant Lead Member explains the rationale for the decision and may be
supported by officers and the Leader of the Council as appropriate. They shall also be
seated together. Each speaker will be time limited to 5 minutes.
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Councillors who have made the call-in request have the opportunity to question the
Lead Member.
Other members of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee have the opportunity to
question the Lead Member.
At the discretion of the Chairman, other Members present may have the opportunity to
question the Lead Member or make a brief statement.
At the discretion of the Chairman, anyone else present may have the opportunity to
make a statement (limited to 5 minutes) on the issue.
The Lead Member or will have a right of reply to any brief statement made on the issue.
Before forming a decision, the Chairman may decide to adjourn the meeting in order to
allow the call-in signatories to reflect on the evidence received and to consider any
proposals they wish the Committee to consider.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee will debate the issue. Only members of the
Committee and the Officer appointed by the Chief Executive to advise the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee on the call-in may speak.
If there is no proposal the Chairman or another Member may propose a motion which
can be voted on in the normal way.
Options available to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
There are only three options available to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee when
they are considering a call-in:




Let the decision stand
Refer the decision back to the decision taker, stating their concerns and the decision
that the Committee wish the decision taker to make.
Refer the decision to full Council if the decision is contrary to the policy framework
or contrary to or not wholly consistent with the budget.

Additionally the Overview and Scrutiny Committee may make other recommendations as
a result of the call-in to relevant bodies, which shall be considered after a decision has
been reached on the call-in.
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2.4 Appeals Panel Procedure Rules
The Appeals Panel shall follow the Procedure Rules as set out below:


An appeal will be initiated by the appellant requesting and providing in writing the
reasons for their appeal.



All reasonable efforts will be made to arrange a convenient date and time for the
appeal within the prescribed timescales. The failure of a party to attend an appeal shall
not prevent the appeal from being considered at the Appeal Panel’s discretion.



The appellant and respondent will provide any documentation they wish the Panel to
consider prior to the deadline for agenda publication as notified by Law and
Governance.



Supplementary documentation produced after this time will only be admitted at the
discretion of the Panel and with agreement of all parties to the appeal.



Both the appellant and the respondent may be accompanied by a representative who
may assist or speak on behalf of them at the appeal.



Before the meeting both parties will wait outside the meeting room.



The Democratic Support Officer, the HR advisor and Legal advisor (if required) (who
will all previously not have been involved with the appeal at a previous stage) will brief
the Panel. The advisors to the Panel may at any point during the appeal seek
clarification on any issue with regard to the appeal and will provide procedural
guidance to the Panel.



Both parties to the appeal will be admitted to the room. The Chairman will introduce
those present, the procedure will be outlined by the Democratic Support Officer and
questions on the procedure will be invited.



The appellant and their representative will make their case.



The appellant may be questioned by the respondent and then the Panel



The respondent will make their case.



The respondent may be questioned by the appellant and then the Panel.



In making their case witnesses may be called by the appellant and/or the respondent.
Witnesses must be notified to Law and Governance prior to appeals papers being
served. Witnesses may be questioned by all parties and then the panel. Witnesses will
only be admitted to the appeal for the duration of their evidence.



The respondent will have an opportunity to sum up.



The appellant will have an opportunity to sum up.



Both parties will be asked to leave.
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The Panel will then decide whether to ask the parties to wait whilst a decision is
reached or confirm that a letter will be sent confirming the outcome.



The Committee will make their decision.



The Panel may readmit both parties to give their decision.



A formal letter will be sent to all parties confirming the decision of the Panel, as well as
confirming any further rights of appeal. A copy will be retained by the Head of Paid
Service.
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2.5 Licensing Committee Procedure Rules
Substitute Members
Only specifically named substitutes may substitute for members of the Committee.
Licensing Sub Committee
The Licensing Subcommittee will be made up of any 3 Members to be drawn from the
membership of the parent Committee. Members will not be selected from the ward in
which a premise subject to the hearing is located and will not have an interest or predetermined position in the matter under consideration which could prejudice their
judgement. Members must have received appropriate training and must have taken a noncommittal approach to any lobbying in respect of the matter to be heard, otherwise they
may not participate in the hearing.
The procedures followed for Licensing and Gambling matters are determined by the
Licensing Act 2003 and the Gambling Act 2005. The Subcommittee will follow the
procedures set out in statute when determining these matters. In all other cases the
subcommittee will follow council meeting procedural rules as set out in the Local
Government Act 1972.
Licensing Hearing Procedure
In making their decision the members of the hearing must consider the four Licensing
Objectives:





the Prevention of Crime and Disorder;
Public Safety
the Prevention of Public Nuisance; and
the Protection of Children from Harm

Procedure


The Chairman opens the meeting, introducing the Members of the Sub Committee and
Officers present.



The Chairman confirms that all parties have received all of the necessary papers from
the Council.



The Chairman outlines the procedures to be followed.



The Chairman will ask the parties if they have any questions on the procedure.



Members consider any request by any party for permission for another person to
appear at the hearing.



The Chairman confirms with the parties that they are ready to proceed with the
Hearing.
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The Chairman invites the Licensing Officer to outline the application and the
representations that have been received.The applicant or their representative is given
the opportunity to seek clarification from the Licensing Officer on any matters included
in their report



Through the Chairman, Members clarify any points with the Licensing Officer regarding
the report.



The Chairman asks the applicant if they wish to address the Committee on any issues
arising from what the Licensing Officer said.



The Chairman invites the applicant or their representative to address the SubCommittee.



The Chairman asks the Licensing Officer and any parties making representations if
they wish to put questions to the applicant.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the applicant.



The Chairman invites the parties making representations or their representative to
address the Sub-Committee.



The Chairman asks the Applicant or their representative and the Licensing Officer if
they wish to put questions to the parties making representations.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the parties making representations.



The Chairman asks the parties making representations to clarify anything arising
during the presentation of their representations.



The Chairman invites each party to make their closing addresses.



The Chairman asks all parties to confirm that they are satisfied that they have said all
they wish to say.



The Chairman will inform everyone attending the Hearing that the Sub Committee will
retire with the Democratic Support Officer and the legal officer in order to deliberate,
seek any necessary legal advice and make their decision in private session.



When the decision has been reached, the Chairman will address the Hearing to
announce its decision, communicate the determination of the application and the
reasons for that determination. The Chairman will also outline the process thereafter
concerning written confirmation.

Licensing Review Hearing Procedure
In making their decision the members of the hearing must consider the four Licensing
Objectives




the Prevention of Crime and Disorder;
Public Safety
the Prevention Public Nuisance; and
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the Protection of Children from Harm

Procedure


The Chairman opens the meeting, introducing the Members of the Sub-Committee and
Officers present



The Chairman confirms that all parties have received all of the necessary papers from
the Council.



The Chairman outlines the procedures to be followed.



The Chairman will ask the parties if they have any questions on the procedure.



Members consider any request by any party for permission for another person to
appear at the hearing.



The Chairman confirms with the parties that they are ready to proceed with the Review
Hearing.



The Chairman invites the Licensing Officer to outline the application for review of the
Premises Licence and the representations that have been received.The applicant for
review and the Premises Licence Holder or their representative(s) are given the
opportunity to seek clarification on matters included by the Licensing Officer in their
report.



Through the Chairman, Members clarify any points with the Licensing Officer regarding
the report.



The Chairman invites the applicant for review or their representative to address the
Sub-Committee



The Chairman asks the Premises Licence Holder or their representative and the
Licensing Officer if they wish to put questions to the applicant for review.



The Chairman asks the parties making representations (if any) if they wish to put
questions to the applicant for review.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the applicant for review



The Chairman asks the applicant for review to clarify anything arising during the
presentation of their representations.



The Chairman invites the parties making representations or their representative(s) to
address the Sub-Committee



The Chairman asks the Premises Licence Holder or their representative if they wish to
put questions to the parties making representations.



The Chairman asks the applicant for review or their representative and the Licensing
Officer if they wish to put questions to the parties making representations.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the parties making representations.
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The Chairman asks the parties making representations to clarify anything arising
during the presentation of their representations.



The Chairman invites the Premises Licence Holder or their representative to address
the Sub-Committee in response to the application for review.



The Chairman asks the applicant for review or their representative if they wish to put
questions to the Premises Licence Holder.



The Chairman asks the parties making representations (if any) and the Licensing
Officer if they wish to put questions to the Premises Licence Holder.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the Premises Licence Holder.



The Chairman asks the Premises Licence Holder to clarify anything arising during the
presentation of their response.



The Chairman invites each party to make their closing addresses



The Chairman asks all parties to confirm that they are satisfied that they have said all
they wish to say.



The Chairman will inform everyone attending the Review Hearing that the SubCommittee will retire with the Democratic Support Officer and the legal officer in order
to deliberate, seek any necessary legal advice and make their decision in private
session.



When the decision has been reached, the Chairman will address the Review Hearing
to announce its decision, communicate the determination of the review and the
reasons for that determination. The chair will also outline the process thereafter
concerning written confirmation.

Note




Where a statement from a proposed witness is served on the licensing authority and
all other relevant parties at least 14 days prior to the date notified for the hearing of the
review, that witness statement will be taken as fact unless written notice requiring the
attendance of that witness is given to the party putting forward the witness and to the
licensing authority at least five working days prior to the hearing.
When a written statement from a witness has previously been circulated to the SubCommittee and all other parties that statement will be taken as read at the hearing.
The party putting forward the witness may ask questions of the witness to bring out the
salient points in the statement.

Gambling Hearing Procedure
In making their decision the members of the hearing must consider the three Gambling
Licensing Objectives


Preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder, being associated
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with crime or disorder or being used to support crime;
Ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way; and
Protecting children and other vulnerable persons from being harmed or exploited
by gambling.

Procedure


The Chairman opens the meeting, introducing the Members of the Sub-Committee and
Officers present.



The Chairman confirms that all parties have received all of the necessary papers from
the Council.



The Chairman outlines the procedures to be followed.



The Chairman will ask the parties if they have any questions on the procedure.



Members consider any request by any party for permission for another person to
appear at the hearing.



The Chairman confirms with the parties that they are ready to proceed with the
Hearing.



The Chairman invites the Licensing Officer to outline the application and the
representations that have been received. The applicant or their representative is given
the opportunity to seek clarification on any matters raised by the Licensing Officer in
their report



Through the Chairman, Members clarify any points with the Licensing Officer regarding
the report.



The Chairman asks the applicant or their representative if they wish to address the
Committee on any issues arising from what the Licensing Officer said.



The Chairman invites the applicant or their representative to address the SubCommittee.



The Chairman asks the parties making representations or their representative and the
Licensing Officer if they wish to put questions to the applicant.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the applicant.



The Chairman invites the parties making representations or their representative to
address the Sub-Committee.



The Chairman asks the applicant or their representative and the Licensing Officer if
they wish to put questions to the parties making representations.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the parties making representations.



The Chairman asks the parties making representations to clarify anything arising
during the presentation of their representations.
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The Chairman invites each party to make their closing addresses.



The Chairman asks all parties to confirm that they are satisfied that they have said all
they wish to say.



The Chairman will inform everyone attending the Hearing that the Sub Committee will
retire with the Democratic Support Officer and the legal officer in order to deliberate,
seek any necessary legal advice and make their decision in private session.



When the decision has been reached, the Chairman will address the Hearing to
announce its decision, communicate the determination of the application and the
reasons for that determination. The chair will also outline the process thereafter
concerning written confirmation.

Gambling Review Hearing Procedure
In making their decision the members of the hearing must consider the three Gambling
Licensing Objectives




Preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder, being associated
with crime or disorder or being used to support crime;
Ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way; and
Protecting children and other vulnerable persons from being harmed or exploited
by gambling.

Procedure


The Chairman opens the meeting, introducing the Members of the Sub-Committee and
Officers present



The Chairman confirms that all parties have received all of the necessary papers from
the Council.



The Chairman outlines the procedures to be followed.



The Chairman will ask the parties if they have any questions on the procedure.



Members consider any request by any party for permission for another person to
appear at the hearing.



The Chairman confirms with the parties that they are ready to proceed with the Review
Hearing.



The Chairman invites the Licensing Officer to outline the application for review of the
Premises Licence and the representations that have been received. The applicant for
review and the Premises Licence Holder or their representative(s) are given the
opportunity to seek clarification on matters included by the Licensing Officer in their
report.



Through the Chairman, Members clarify any points with the Licensing Officer regarding
the report.
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The Chairman invites the applicant for review or their representative to address the
Sub-Committee.



The Chairman asks the Premises Licence Holder or their representative and the
Licensing Officer if they wish to put questions to the applicant for review.



The Chairman asks the parties making representations (if any) or their
representative(s) if they wish to put questions to the applicant for review.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the applicant for review



The Chairman asks the applicant for review to clarify anything arising during the
presentation of their representations.



The Chairman invites the parties making representations or their representative to
address the Sub-Committee



The Chairman asks the Premises Licence Holder or their representative if they wish to
put questions to the parties making representations.



The Chairman asks the applicant for review or their representative and the Licensing
Officer if they wish to put questions to the parties making representations.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the parties making representations.



The Chairman asks the parties making representations to clarify anything arising
during the presentation of their representations.



The Chairman invites the Premises Licence Holder or their representative to address
the Sub-Committee in response to the application for review.



The Chairman asks the applicant for review or their representative if they wish to put
questions to the Premises Licence Holder.



The Chairman asks the parties making representations (if any) or their
representative(s) and the Licensing Officer if they wish to put questions to the
Premises Licence Holder.



Through the Chairman, Members put questions to the Premises Licence Holder.



The Chairman asks the Premises Licence Holder to clarify anything arising during the
presentation of their response.



The Chairman invites each party to make their closing addresses



The Chairman asks all parties to confirm that they are satisfied that they have said all
they wish to say.



The Chairman will inform everyone attending the Review Hearing that the SubCommittee will retire with the Democratic Support Officer and the legal officer in order
to deliberate, seek any necessary legal advice and make their decision in private
session.
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When the decision has been reached, the Chairman will address the Review Hearing
to announce its decision, communicate the determination of the review and the
reasons for that determination. The Chairman will also outline the process thereafter
concerning written confirmation.

Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle Appeals Procedure


The Chairman opens the meeting, introducing the Members of the Committee and
Officers present.



The Chairman outlines the procedures to be followed.



The Chairman confirms the appellant has received all of the necessary papers from
the Council.



The Chairman will ask the appellant if they have any questions on the procedure.



The Chairman will confirm with the appellant that they are ready to proceed with the
hearing.



The Chairman will invite the Licensing Officer to outline the reasons for refusal,
revocation or suspension of the Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Drivers Licence to the
appellant.



The appellant or their representative are given the opportunity to seek clarification on
matters included by the Licensing Officer in their report.



Through the Chairman, Members of the Committee may clarify any points with the
Licensing Officer regarding the refusal.



The Chairman asks the appellant or their representative if they wish to address the
Committee. The Chairman asks the Licensing Officer if they wish to put any questions
to the appellant.



Through the Chairman, Members put any questions to the appellant.



The Chairman asks the appellant or their representative if they wish to clarify any
points and briefly summarise their appeal.



The Chairman will confirm with everyone that they have said everything they wish to
say.



The Chairman will inform everyone attending the appeal that the Committee will retire
with the Democratic Support Officer and the legal officer in order to deliberate, seek
any necessary legal advice and make their decision in private session. The options
open to the Sub-Committee are, in broad terms:


Uphold the decision of the Head of Community Services in their capacity as
Licensing Officer and refuse, revoke or suspend the grant of a Hackney
Carriage/Private Hire Drivers Licence.



Rescind the decision of the Head of Community Services in their capacity as
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Licensing Officer and grant the Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Drivers Licence.


When the decision has been reached the Chairman will address the appeal and outline
the process thereafter concerning written confirmation.
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2.6 Planning Committee Procedure Rules
Membership
In accordance with Government guidance, it is Council policy that every member of the
Council must receive formal training in the planning system before serving on Planning
Committee. Similarly, any present or newly elected Member participating in the
determination of a planning application by full Council, must receive such training prior to
such participation.
The Chairman of Council or of Planning Committee as the case may be, will be cognisant
of those Members who have not undertaken training and will rule accordingly if Members
who have not been trained seek to participate in determining planning applications.
Planning Committee membership must be made up primarily of non-executive members,
but with specific reservation of a place for the Lead Member for Planning.

Requests by the Public to Address the Planning Committee
1.

Members of the public, including the applicant (or their representative),
representatives from the relevant Town or Parish Council, local interest groups and
local civic societies, may address Planning Committee during consideration of any
application for planning permission

2.

The following groups may address the meeting for up to five minutes each:


Objectors



Applicant and/or Supporters

Where more than one person has registered to speak in any of the above groups of
speakers, the five minute period shall be shared. In such circumstances, Objectors
are encouraged to appoint a spokesperson. If no spokesperson is nominated,
Objectors will be heard in the order in which they have registered until the five
minute period has elapsed. The Applicant (or their agent) will speak first in their five
minute period followed by any other supporters until the five minute period has
elapsed.
3.

The deadline to register to speak at Planning Committee is midday on the last
working day before the committee meeting. Requests must be made to Democratic
and Elections in writing, by email or telephone.
Applications to speak at Planning Committee will only be accepted by persons who
have made written representations on an application as part of the consultation
process or the applicant or the applicant’s agent.
Persons who have registered to speak may appoint someone to speak on their
behalf provided that the person who has registered to speak notifies Democratic
and Elections before the Planning Committee commences.
February 2015
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4.

Persons registering to speak must provide the name of the person wishing to
speak, a contact telephone number, the application they wish to speak on, whether
they will be speaking in support or objection to the application and the capacity in
which they are registering. Persons registering to speak should also confirm if they
are willing for the Council to share their contact details with other speakers so that
arrangements can be made to nominate a spokesperson if necessary.

5.

When there is a linked or duplicate application each speaker can only speak on one
application site, regardless of the number of applications for that site. For example,
in the case of linked applications for planning permission and listed building
consent on the same property, speakers may only speak once.

6.

Public speaking at Planning Committee is only permitted on planning applications,
not any other report submitted to the Committee.
When planning applications are referred to full Council the normal Council public
speaking rules apply, as set out in the Council procedure rules.

7.

Procedure
8.

Any requests to speak received after midday on the last working day before the
committee meeting will not be accepted.

10.

Before the planning application report is considered in detail, the Committee may
agree to defer the application for a site visit or to obtain further information. In such
cases, there will be no public participation on the application until it is reconsidered
at a future meeting. Persons who have registered to speak on applications that are
deferred to a future Planning Committee meeting are not required to register again.

11.

The Planning Officer will present the application to the Committee and inform
Members of any late representations or updates.

12.

Ward Members will then be entitled to speak on the application.

13.

The persons who have registered to speak will be introduced by the Chairman in
order of Objectors and Supporters, with the applicant always speaking first is the
Supporters allotted time. Once a speaker has made their statement there will be no
further right to address the meeting and at the speaker must return to the public
gallery.

13.

The Planning Officer will clarify any planning points made by speakers relevant to
the application.

14.

The Committee will debate the application and make a decision on the application.
Should the Committee choose to defer the application for a site visit or further
information after the public speaking part of the item has passed, when the
application is brought back to Committee, no public speaking will be permitted
unless there are significant material changes to the application in the meantime.
This will be at the discretion of the Chairman.

15.

Members of the public, Ward Members and Committee Members may not show
February 2015
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plans, drawings, video clips, photographs or circulate written material.
16.

The Chairman of the meeting may:
(a)
vary the order of representation if he/she considers that it is convenient and
conducive to the despatch of the business and will not cause prejudice to the
parties concerned, or
(b)
remove any person from the meeting if they behave in a disorderly manner.

Site Visits
Any Member of Planning Committee may propose a site visit but the reasons relating to
the relevant criteria below must be stated and recorded in the minutes, and a majority vote
will determine if a site visit is to be undertaken. Members are advised only to vote if they
are able to attend the site visit.
The rules below should be read in conjunction with the guidance on site visits contained in
the Planning Code of Conduct in Part 3 of the Constitution.
Formal Site Visits Authorised by Committee
The purpose of a site visit is solely to ascertain the facts relating to the physical nature of
the site and its surroundings. The decision to carry out a site visit should normally be
based on one or more of the following criteria:







Illustrative material is insufficient to convey the issues
A judgement is required on visual impact
The setting and surroundings are particularly relevant to the determination or
conditions being considered
It is necessary to experience similar/comparable conditions at another location/site
The proposal is of particular significance although applications which only raise issues
of principle or fundamental planning policies will not normally be appropriate for a
formal site visit
It is appropriate to make an informed assessment of the proposals which are subject to
conflicting claims by applicants and objectors which cannot be adequately expressed
in writing; or the proposal is particularly contentious.

Before the Site Visit



Letter sent to applicant/agent and Ward Member(s) informing of the decision, time,
date, purpose and protocol for visit
Letter sent to third parties where access to their private property may be required.
Notification of date, time, purpose and protocol for visit also given

Who May be Present and Take Part in the Proceedings



All Committee Members or their nominated substitutes who will also be attending the
decision-making meeting in that capacity
Ward Councillors who do not serve on the Planning Committee (subject to the other
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provisions of this protocol)
Relevant officers (including representatives of other organisations, for example County
Highway Authority or Environment Agency, if necessary)
A written record of those attending in any of the above capacities should be made by
Planning Officers at the time of the visit.

General onlookers, supporters and objectors will not be allowed to participate. The
applicant may be present but should not address the Committee other than to respond to
factual questions relevant to the site visit put to him/her at the discretion of the Chairman.
Any such questions to the applicant will be made through the Chairman/Planning Case
Officer during the visit.
Conduct of visits






Visits will be conducted in a formal manner
The Chairman or Vice-Chairman will open the meeting and advise Members of
purpose and conduct
Officers will report any apologies and highlight issues relevant to the site inspection
Other Members/Officers to ask questions of the Planning Case Officer or on occasion
the applicant as to physical characteristics and surroundings
Chairman to close

General matters
 There will be no debate about the merits of the application and no decisions taken
 No formal notes will be made. The Planning Case Officer will update the Committee
on the site visit when it next meets to consider the application
 Where appropriate this protocol may be sent to parish/town councils and applicants for
information.
Unaccompanied Site Visits
Members of Planning Committee have a long established practice of visiting sites before
Committee meetings. Such visits are undertaken individually by Members unaccompanied
by Officers. The criteria listed above apply equally to this type of site visit. The
disadvantage is that these visits can be used by applicants, agents and objectors to
undertake unwarranted lobbying and where a Member visits private property it can be
interpreted as showing favour to the person visited. Accordingly, as set out in the Planning
Code of Conduct, members should not enter private land, even if invited to do so, but
should view the site only from the public highway.
Referral of applications to Council by the Head of Development Management
Where a decision of Planning Committee is contrary to both the Officers’ recommendation
and approved planning policy, the Head of Development Management has the right to
refer the application to full Council for determination. Before doing so he/she will advise
Planning Committee of his/her intention to refer the application to full Council before the
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Committee vote on the application.
When an application is to be referred to full Council, the Head of Development
Management must arrange to advise, as soon as practicable, the applicant, agent and
(where relevant) appropriate third parties of the date and time of the meeting. The Head
of Development Management should also advise the Head of Law and Governance that
an application is to be referred so that all Members of the Council can be similarly
informed of the meeting arrangements.
The Minutes of Planning Committee and Council should always include a detailed Minute
setting out the reasons why an Officer recommendation was not accepted and a copy
should be placed on the planning application file as appropriate.
Member Call-In
Ward Member ‘referral’ of Officer delegated cases to Planning Committee shall be
accepted in accordance with the following provisions of the officer scheme of delegation in
Part 1 of the Constitution.







The call in request must be for material planning reasons
The request must be made within 21 calendar days of the registration of the
application as valid (the day after registration to count as day one)
The request must be made in writing by letter or email (CDC)
The request must be sent to the Head of Development Management (or the line
manager that is responsible for Development Management and reports to the
Head of Development Management) and the Chairman of the Planning
Committee
The request MUST contain all the relevant information

On receipt of the call-in request the Head of Development Management (or the line
manager that reports to the Head of Development Management and is responsible
for Development Management) will either agree, or refuse, the request in
consultation with the Chairman of the Planning Committee (Vice Chairman in the
Chairman’s absence).The criteria for deciding whether to allow a call-in request will
include, but not be limited to,
 whether material planning reasons have been supplied,
 views of parish or town council,
 level of public interest,
 scale and type of development,
 site history,
 statutory time frame for decision,
 relevant development plan policies, council guidance and strategies
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whether the committee could legitimately reach another conclusion than the one
reached by officers and/or the extent to which they are considered to have the
potential to “add value” to the final scheme.

The councillor who called in the application is encouraged to attend, or send
another nominated member to speak
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2.7 Roles and Appointments
Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Council
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Council will be elected by full Council annually.
The Chairman (and in his/her absence, the Vice-Chairman) will have the following
responsibilities:








to uphold and promote the purposes of the Constitution, and to interpret the
Constitution within meetings of Council when necessary;
to preside over meetings of Council so that its business can be carried out efficiently
and with regard to the rights of Councillors and the interests of the community;
to ensure that the Council meeting is a forum for the debate of matters of concern to
the local community and the place at which Members who are not in the Executive or
do not hold Committee chairs are able to hold the Executive and Committee Chairman
to account;
to promote public involvement in the Council’s activities;
to be the conscience of the Council; and
to attend such civic and ceremonial functions as the Council and he/she determines
appropriate.

Neither the Chairman nor Vice-Chairman of the Council can be a member of the
Executive.
Leader of the Council
The Leader of the Council will be a councillor elected to that position by Council. The
Leader of the Council shall be the Chairman of the Executive and shall have reserve
powers to act in the absence or incapacity of any Executive Lead Member.
The Leader will hold office for a four year term until:




he/she resigns from the office; or
he/she is no longer a councillor;
he/she is removed from office by resolution of the council.

Deputy Leader of the Council
The Leader of the Council may appoint a Deputy Leader of the Council at the start of each
council year (or at other times during the council year should that be necessary) for the
purpose of chairing meetings of the Executive in the absence of the Leader or in the
absence of the Leader of the Council carrying out any duties and responsibilities given to
the Leader of the Council by this Constitution.
Executive Lead Members
Lead Member areas of responsibility are determined and assigned by the Leader to
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individual members of the Executive whom he/she appoints. The Leader may re-allocate
functions between Lead Members during the council year and shall advise all members of
the Council of the change as soon as practicable after any change has taken place.
Only Councillors may be appointed to the Executive. There may be no co-optees and no
deputies or substitutes for Executive members. Neither the Chairman nor Vice-Chairman
of the Council may be appointed to the Executive. Members of the Executive (including
the Leader of the Council) may not be members of overview and scrutiny committee.
Executive Lead Members shall hold office until:




they resign from office; or
they are no longer councillors; or
they are removed from office by the leader of the council who must give written notice
of any removal to the chief executive. The removal will take effect two working days
after receipt of the notice by the chief executive.

Leaders of Political Groups
Each political group represented on the Council, before the Annual Council meeting, and
whenever changes occur, must inform the Chief Executive in a notice of the names of the
persons belonging to that political group, the name of the person chosen to serve as
Leader of the group, Deputy Leader of the group and group secretary during the ensuing
year. All such notifications shall be reported to the next meeting of Council and recorded
in the minutes.
Leader of the Opposition
The largest political group or groups not participating in the administration of the Council
through forming the Executive shall be known as the opposition group and the Leader of
the group shall be known as the Leader of the Opposition.
Member Champions
The Council will from time to time appoint Members Champions for various issues. The
role and functions of Member Champions are determined by the Leader from time to time
Terms of Reference (May 2012)
1) Member Champions will only be appointed in support of agreed Council policies and
objectives and shall be elected members of Cherwell District Council.
2) Member Champions may be created by Council, the Executive or the Leader of the
Council. Member Champions will remain in their role until the expiration of their term of
office as a Councillor, when the relevance of the appointment will be reviewed. The
appointing body or office holder may decide at any point to review and terminate the
appointment of a Member Champion for good reason.
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3) Member Champions shall have no Executive or decision making powers and may not
instruct officers. Champions shall not duplicate the work of Committee Chairmen and
Executive members and shall ensure they liaise and advise them appropriately.
Member Champions may not commit the Council to any course of action or any
Council resources.
4) A register of Member Champions shall be maintained by the Head of Law and
Governance and incorporated within the appropriate section of the constitution.
5) Member Champions shall not attract a Special Responsibility Allowance, but shall be
able to claim travelling and subsistence expenses in line with the agreed scheme and
may attend appropriate events, seminars, training and conferences, subject to budget
availability.
6) All such applications to attend events and for training and subsistence shall be
determined by the Head of Law and Governance in consultation with the Leader of the
Council, based on whether in consultation with the relevant lead officer it is felt to
constitute value for money.
7) With regard to access to information Member Champions will be regarded as having ‘a
need to know’ in terms of accessing information held by the authority in relation to the
remit covered by their role.
8) Each Champion will have a link officer assigned from within the relevant or most
appropriate service area. Officers will bring issues, initiatives and areas of work to the
attention of Champions.
9) Champions may from time to time request to add agenda items or request to speak at
a relevant meeting of the Council on an issue within the area to they have been
appointed.
Role Description
Member Champions may carry out the following functions with regard to the issue for
which they have been appointed Champion, within the Terms of Reference as set out
above:
 Ambassador - to raise the profile of an issue, provide a visible focus and raise the
profile of an issue both internally and externally to the Council.
 Adviser to the Council in relation to the issue to provide a source expertise
 Bringing issues to the Council’s attention
 Liaising with and providing a bridge between the Council and external groups, bodies
and communities.
 May be appointed by Council to outside bodies by virtue of office
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2.8 Officer Employment Procedure Rules
1.

Recruitment and appointment

1.1

Candidates for appointment as officers are required to state in writing whether they
are the parent, grandparent, spouse/partner, child, stepchild, adopted child,
grandchild, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, nephew or niece of an existing councillor or
officer of the Council; or of the spouse/partner of such persons. No candidate so
related to a councillor or an officer will be appointed without the authority of the
relevant Director or an officer nominated by him/her.

1.2

Subject to Rule 3 below, the Council will disqualify any applicant who directly or
indirectly seeks the support of any councillor for any appointment with the Council.
The content of this paragraph will be included in any recruitment information.
Subject to Rule 3 below, no councillor will seek support for any person for any
appointment with the Council.

2.

Recruitment of Head of Paid Service, Directors and Heads of Service
Where the Council proposes to appoint the Head of Paid Service, a Director or a
Head of Service and it is not proposed that the appointment be made exclusively
from among its existing officers (including any officers of other Councils placed at
its disposal under section 113 of the Local Government Act 1972), the Council will:

2.1

draw up a statement specifying:
2.1.1 the duties of the officer concerned; and
2.1.2 any qualifications or qualities to be sought in the person to be appointed;

2.2

make arrangements for the post to be advertised in such a way as is likely to bring
it to the attention of persons who are qualified to apply for it.

2.3

make arrangements for a copy of the statement mentioned in paragraph 2.1 to be
sent to any person on request.

2.4

interview all applicants (or, if appropriate, shortlist for interview) via a Committee or
Sub-Committee of the Council. In the case of posts shared with South
Northamptonshire Council this will be the Joint Commissioning Committee.

May 2015
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3.

Appointment of Head of Paid Service

3.1

The full Council will approve the appointment of the Head of Paid Service following
the recommendation of such an appointment by the Joint Personnel Committee
assisted, if the committee considers it appropriate, by an independent adviser.
That Committee must include at least one member of the Executive and must
receive confirmation from the Monitoring Officer that Rule 2 above has been
complied with.

3.2

The full Council may only approve the appointment of the Head of Paid Service
where no justified objection has been made by any member of the Cabinet. The
incumbent Head of Paid Service will advise on whether or not such an objection is
justified.

4.

Appointment of Directors and Heads of Service

4.1

The Joint Personnel Committee will appoint shared Directors and Heads of Service
and the Personnel Committee shall appoint Directors and Heads of Service whose
role is exclusive to the Council assisted, if the relevant committee considers it
appropriate, by an independent adviser. That committee must include at least one
member of the Executive and must receive a report from the Monitoring Officer
confirming that Rule 2 above has been complied with.

4.2

An offer of employment as a Director or a Head of Service shall only be made
where no justified objection from any member of the Executive has been received.
The Head of Paid Service will advise on whether or not such an objection is
justified.

5.

Other appointments

5.1

Appointment of officers below Head of Service level (other than any assistants to
political groups) is the responsibility of the Head of Paid Service or his/her nominee
and shall not be made by Councillors.

5.2

Appointment of any assistant to a political group shall be made in accordance with
the wishes of that political group.

May 2015
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6.

Disciplinary action

6.1

The Head of Paid Service, Monitoring Officer and Chief Finance Officer may be
suspended whilst an investigation takes place into alleged misconduct by any of
them. That suspension will be on full pay and last no longer than two months,
None of these officers employed by the Council can be dismissed for misconduct
other than via a resolution of full Council following compliance with the procedure
set out in the appendix to these Rules.

6.2

Councillors will not be involved in disciplinary action against any officer other than
those referred to in Rule 6.1 above, and other Directors and Heads of Service
employed by the Council or shared with South Northamptonshire Council, though
the Council’s disciplinary, capability and related procedures, as adopted, from time
to time may allow a right of appeal to Councillors in respect of dismissals.

6.3

With the exception of those officers mentioned in Rule 6.1 above, all other
employees of the Council shall be subject to the Council’s disciplinary, capability
and related procedures.

7.

Notification to Executive of proposed appointments and dismissals

7.1

No offer of appointment to the Head of Paid Service, a Director or a Head of
Service post shall be made until:
7.1.1 the appointor has notified the Proper Officer of the name of the proposed
appointee and any other particulars which the appointor considers to be
relevant to the appointment;
7.1.2 the Proper Officer has notified every Executive Member of the above and the
period (which shall not be less than three working days) within which any
objection to the proposed appointment can be made by the Council Leader
on behalf of the Executive; and
7.1.3 either no objection has been made by the Council Leader within the stated
period or the appointor (having taken advice from the Head of Paid Service)
considers any objection not to be justified.

7.2

No notice of dismissal shall be given to the Head of Paid Service, a Director or a
Head of Service until:
7.2.1 the dismissor has notified the proper officer of the name of the relevant
officer and any other particulars which the dismissor considers relevant to
the proposed dismissal;
May 2015
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7.2.2 the Proper Officer has notified every Executive Member of the above and the
period (which shall be not less than five working days) within which any
objection can be made to the proposed dismissal by the Council Leader on
behalf of the Executive has elapsed; and
7.2.3 either no objection has been made by the Council Leader within the stated
period or the dismissor (having taken advice from the Head of Paid Service)
considers any objection not to be material.

May 2015
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APPENDIX

1.

In the following paragraphs—

(a)
;
(b)

“the 2011 Act” means the Localism Act 2011

(c)

“independent person” means a person appointed under section 28(7) of the 2011
Act;

(d)

“local government elector” means a person registered as a local government
elector in the register of electors in the Council’s area in accordance with the
Representation of the People Acts;

(e)

“the Panel” means a committee appointed by the Council under section 102(4) of
the Local Government Act 1972 for the purposes of advising the Council on matters
relating to the dismissal of relevant officers of the Council;

(f)

“relevant meeting” means a meeting of the Council to consider whether or not to
approve a proposal to dismiss a relevant officer; and

(g)

“relevant officer” means the chief finance officer, head of the Council’s paid service
or monitoring officer, as the case may be.

2.

A relevant officer may not be dismissed by the Council unless the procedure set
out in the following paragraphs is complied with.

3.

The Council must invite relevant independent persons to be considered for
appointment to the Panel, with a view to appointing at least two such persons to the
Panel.

4.

In paragraph 3“relevant independent person” means any independent person who
has been appointed by the Council or,South Northamptonshire Council or where
there are fewer than two such persons, such independent persons as have been
appointed by another council or councils as the Council considers appropriate.

5.

Subject to paragraph 6, the Council must appoint to the Panel such relevant
independent persons who have accepted an invitation issued in accordance with
paragraph 3 in accordance with the following priority order—

(a

a relevant independent person who has been appointed by the Council and who is
a local government elector;

(b)

any other relevant independent person who has been appointed by the Council;

(c)

a relevant independent person who has been appointed by another council or
councils.

“chief finance officer”, “disciplinary action”, “head of the Council’s paid service” and
“monitoring officer”have the same meaning as in regulation 2 of the Local
Authorities (Standing Orders) (England) Regulations 2001;
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6.

The Council is not required to appoint more than two relevant independent persons
in accordance with paragraph 5 but may do so.

7.

The Council must appoint any Panel at least 20 working days before the relevant
meeting.

8.

Before the taking of a vote at the relevant meeting on whether or not to approve
such a dismissal, the Council must take into account, in particular—

(a)

any advice, views or recommendations of the Panel;

(b)

he conclusions of any investigation into the proposed dismissal; and

(c)

any representations from the relevant officer.

9.

Any remuneration, allowances or fees paid by the Council to an independent
person appointed to the Panel must not exceed the level of remuneration,
allowances or fees payable to that independent person in respect of that person's
role as independent person under the 2011 Act.”

May 2015

CHERWELL DISTRICT COUNCIL
CODE OF MEMBERS’ CONDUCT
1. This code of conduct is adopted pursuant to the council’s duty to promote and maintain high
standards of conduct by members and co-opted members1 of the council.
2. This code applies to you as a member or co-opted member of this council when you act in that
role and it is your responsibility to comply with the provisions of this code.

Selflessness
3. You must serve only the public interest and must never improperly confer an advantage or
disadvantage on any person including yourself.

Objectivity
4. In carrying out public business you must make decisions on merit, including when making
appointments, awarding contracts, or recommending individuals for rewards or beneﬁts.

Accountability
5. You are accountable for your decisions and actions to the public and must submit yourself to
whatever scrutiny is appropriate to your office.

Openness
6. You must be as open as possible about your actions and those of your council, and must be
prepared to give reasons for those actions.

Honesty and integrity
7. You must not place yourself in situations where your honesty and integrity may be questioned,
must not behave improperly and must on all occasions avoid the appearance of such behaviour.

1

A “co-opted member” for the purpose of this code is, as defined in the Localism Act section 27 (4)
“a person who is not a member of the council but who
a)
is a member of any committee or sub-committee of the council, or
b)
is a member of, and represents the council on, any joint committee or joint sub-committee of
the council;
and who is entitled to vote on any question that falls to be decided at any meeting of that committee
or sub committee”.

July 2012

Leadership
8. You must promote and support high standards of conduct when serving in your public post, in
particular as characterised by the above requirements, by leadership and example in a way that
secures or preserves public conﬁdence.

General Obligations
9.

You must treat others with respect and ensure that you are aware of and comply with all legal
obligations that apply to you as a member or co-opted member of the council and act within
the law;

10. You must not bully any person.
11. You must not do anything that compromises or is likely to compromise the impartiality of those
who work for, or on behalf of the council.
12. You must not disclose information given to you in confidence by anyone, or information
acquired by you of which you are aware, or ought reasonably to be aware, is of a confidential
nature except where:
(i) you have the consent of a person authorised to give it;
(ii) you are required by law to do so;
(iii) the disclosure is made to a third party for the purpose of obtaining professional legal
advice provided that the third party agrees not to disclose the information to any other
person, or
(iv) the disclosure is:
a) reasonable and in the public interest;
b) made in good faith and in compliance with the reasonable requirements of the
council.
13. You must not improperly use knowledge gained solely as a result of your role as a member for
your own personal advantage.
14. When making decisions on behalf of or as part of the council you must have regard to any
professional advice provided to you by the council’s officers.
15. When using or authorising the use by others of the resources of the council:
(i) you must act in accordance with the council’s reasonable requirements;
(ii) you must make sure that you do not use resources improperly for political purposes and do
not use them at all for party political purposes.

REGISTERING AND DECLARING INTERESTS
16. You must, within 28 days of taking office as a member or co-opted member, notify the council’s
monitoring officer of any disclosable pecuniary interest as defined by regulations made by the
Secretary of State, where the pecuniary interest is yours, your spouse’s or civil partner’s, or is
the pecuniary interest of somebody with whom you are living with as a husband or wife, or as if
you were civil partners.
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17. You must disclose the interest at any meeting of the council at which you are present, where
you have a disclosable interest in any matter being considered and where the matter is not a
‘sensitive interest2’.
18. Following any disclosure of an interest not on the council’s register or the subject of pending
notification, you must notify the monitoring officer of the interest within 28 days beginning with
the date of disclosure.
19. Unless dispensation has been granted, you may not participate in any discussion of, vote on, or
discharge any function related to any matter in which you have a pecuniary interest as defined
by regulations made by the Secretary of State. You must withdraw from the room or chamber
when the meeting discusses and votes on the matter.

2

A “sensitive interest” is described in the Localism Act 2011 as a member or co-opted member of a
council having an interest, and the nature of the interest being such that the member or co-opted
member, and the council’s monitoring officer, consider that disclosure of the details of the interest
could lead to the member or co-opted member, or a person connected with the member or co-opted
member, being subject to violence or intimidation.

July 2012
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3.2 Officers’ Code of Conduct
The Secretary of State may issue a code as regards the conduct which is expected of
local government employees. However, Cherwell District Council has, after consultation
with representatives of its employees, adopted an “Employee Code of Conduct”, which is
reproduced below:Employee Code of Conduct
Standards
Employees of Cherwell District Council are expected to give the highest possible standard
of service to the public and, where it is part of their duties, to provide appropriate advice to
Councillors and fellow employees with impartiality. Employees are expected, through
agreed procedures and without fear of recrimination, to bring to the attention of the
appropriate level of management any deficiency in the provision of service and, in
particular, to report to the appropriate manager any impropriety or breach of procedure.
The Council’s Confidential Reporting Policy gives further guidance on this.
Disclosure of Information
In the interests of open government, the law requires that certain types of information
must be available to Elected Members, auditors, government departments, service users
and the public. The Council itself may decide to be open about other types of information.
Employees must be aware of the Council’s rules concerning the disclosure of information,
and act accordingly. These rules are set out in the Policy Statement on Public Access to
Information.
Employees must not use any information obtained in the course of their employment for
personal gain or benefit, nor may they pass it on to others who might use it in such a way.
Any particular information received by an employee from a Councillor which is personal to
that Councillor and does not relate to Council business must not be divulged by the
employee without the prior approval of that Councillor, except where such disclosure is
required or sanctioned by the law.
During the course of their work, employees may come into possession of sensitive or
personal information. They should not disclose this information to others except in
accordance with the Council’s procedures. If employees are uncertain as to the Council’s
procedures in a particular circumstance, they should consult with their Head of Service,
the Head of Finance and Procurement, the Head of Law and Governance or the Head of
Transformation, as appropriate.
Political Neutrality
Employees serve the Council as a whole. It follows that they must serve all Councillors
and not just those of the controlling group, and must ensure that the individual rights of all
Councillors are respected. The respective roles of Councillors and employees are set out
in the Council’s Conventions for the Management of Council Business.
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Employees may be required to advise political groups. They must do so in ways which do
not compromise their political neutrality. The protocol for member/officer relations included
in the Conventions for the Management of Council Business contains guidance for advice
to political groups.
Certain employees are classified within their contracts of employment as ‘politically
restricted’. Such employees must understand the limitations that this places by law on
their political activity, and act accordingly.
Employees, whether or not politically restricted, must follow every lawful express policy of
the Council and must not allow their own personal or political opinions to interfere with
their work.
Relationships
Councillors: Employees are responsible to the Council through its senior managers. All
employees are required to discharge the duties and responsibilities of their posts, and for
some employees this includes giving advice to Councillors. Mutual respect between
employees and Councillors is essential to good local government. Close personal
familiarity between employees and individual Councillors can damage the relationship and
prove embarrassing to other employees and Councillors.
The Local Community and Service Users: Employees should ensure courteous, efficient
and impartial service delivery to all groups and individuals within the community.
Contractors: Substantial relationships of a business or private nature with external
contractors or potential contractors must be declared to their Head of Service. Orders and
contracts must be awarded on merit, in accordance with the Council’s Standing Orders
and Contract Procedures, and no inappropriate favour should be shown to businesses run
by, for example, friends, partners or relatives.
Employees who engage or supervise contractors or have any other official relationship
with contractors and have previously had or currently have a relationship in a private or
domestic capacity with contractors must declare that relationship to their Service Head.
Appointment and Other Employment Matters
Employees involved in appointments must ensure that these are made on the basis of
merit, and in accordance with the Council’s Recruitment and Selection Procedures. It is
unlawful for the Council to make an appointment based on anything other than the ability
of the candidate to undertake the duties of the post. In order to avoid any possible
accusation of bias, employees must not be involved in an appointment where they are
related to an applicant, or have a close personal relationship outside work with him or her.
Similarly, employees must not be involved in decisions relating to discipline, promotion or
pay adjustments for any employee to whom they are related or with whom they have a
close personal relationship.
Outside Commitments
Some employees have conditions of service which require them to obtain written consent
to take any outside employment. All employees should be clear about their contractual
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obligations and should not take outside employment which conflicts with the authority’s
interests.
Employees must follow such rules as the Council may have on the ownership of
intellectual property or copyright.
Personal Interests
Employees must declare to their Head of Service any financial or non-financial interests
that could conflict with the Council’s interests.
Employees must declare to their Head of Service membership of any organisation not
open to the public without formal membership and commitment of allegiance and which
has secrecy about rules or membership or conduct.
Personal interests will be recorded in a departmental register which will be made available
formally to the Chief Executive.
Equality Issues
All employees must ensure that the Council’s policies relating to equality issues are
complied with, in addition to the requirements of the law. All members of the community,
including customers and other employees, must be treated with fairness and equity.
Separation of Roles during Tendering
Employees involved in the tendering process and dealing with contractors must observe
the separation of client and contractor roles within the Council. Employees who have both
a client and contractor responsibility must be aware of the need for accountability and
openness.
Employees in contractor or client units must exercise fairness and impartiality when
dealing with all customers, suppliers, other contractors and sub-contractors.
Employees who have access to, or become aware of, confidential information on tenders
or costs for either internal or external contractors should not disclose that information to
any unauthorised person or organisation.
Employees must ensure that no inappropriate favour is shown to current or recent former
employees or their partners, close relatives or associates in awarding contracts to
businesses run by them or employing them in a relevant capacity.
Fraud and Corruption
This section should be read in conjunction with the Council’s Anti-Fraud and Corruption
Policy.
It is a criminal offence for employees in their official capacity corruptly to receive or give
any gift, loan, fee, reward or advantage for doing or not doing anything or showing favour
or disfavour to any person.
Employees must ensure that they use public funds entrusted to them in a responsible and
lawful manner. In particular, employees must not seek to obtain financial advantage for
themselves or any other person or organisation through the improper use of the Council’s
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financial resources or application of its systems or procedures.
Sponsorship - Giving and Receiving
Where an outside organisation seeks to sponsor a Council activity, whether by invitation,
tender, negotiation or voluntarily, the Council’s published guidance on the acceptance of
gifts or hospitality applies. Particular care must be taken when dealing with contractors or
potential contractors.
Where the Council wishes to sponsor an event or service, employees must declare to
their Head of Service any benefit that they or any partner or relative may gain from such
sponsorship. Similarly, where the Council, through sponsorship, grant aid, financial or
other means, gives support in the community, employees must ensure that impartial
advice is given and that there is no conflict of interest.
Acceptance of gifts and hospitality – guidance
There are occasions when the Council’s Officers are faced with circumstances in which
they must decide whether or not to accept gifts or hospitality during the course of business
activities. These guidelines are intended to provide the basis for taking decisions in such
circumstances.
An officer’s response when offered a gift, hospitality or other benefits in kind needs to
recognise the normal courtesies of business life. At the same time, it is important to be
aware of any improper influence being brought to bear, or creating an appearance of
improper influence. There is a judgement to be made which does not cause unnecessary
offence to outside organisations, but which recognises that the public interest requires a
level of behaviour which is beyond reproach. In applying this judgement, officers are
advised to err on the side of caution, and to consult their Head of Service if in any doubt.
These guidelines are intended to apply to all staff of the District Council. The guidance
may be appropriate to spouses and other close relatives of staff members where there is
a link between the Council and the organisation offering the gift or hospitality.
Gifts
The acceptance of gifts is strongly discouraged. Staff should refuse tactfully all such
offers from individuals or organisations which do, or might, provide work, goods or
services to the Council or who need some decision from the Council.
Exceptions from this general rule would include modest gifts of a promotional character
such as calendars, diaries, articles for use in the office, etc, or a small gift on the
conclusion of a courtesy visit to a factory or firm. Officers should take account of the
timing and circumstances relating to the offer of a gift and be sensitive to the possibility of
creating an appearance of improper influence.
Hospitality
The acceptance of hospitality is a matter for careful judgement taking account of the
particular circumstances. It is not intended that officers should refuse all invitations for
social involvement with persons or organisations who have, or may seek to have,
business with the Council. It is recognised that contacts established at a social level can
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be helpful in pursuing the Council’s interests. The important point is to avoid any
suggestion of improper influence or giving others the opportunity reasonably to impute
improper influence. This decision is considered to be best taken by the appropriate Head
of Service.
Acceptable forms of hospitality may include meals provided to allow the parties to
continue to discuss business where this cannot be contained within normal office hours.
Invitations to Institute dinners or functions need give no cause for concern. Invitations to
join other company guests for special occasions such as the opening of a new building
would be acceptable. Officers should take account of the circumstances of the offer and
the value of the hospitality.
In general terms it would usually be more acceptable to join in hospitality offered to a
group than to accept something which is unique to yourself. However, when a particular
person or company has a matter currently at issue with the Council, common sense will
dictate a more restrictive approach.
Procedure
Council staff are expected to exercise their judgement when responding to offers of gifts
or hospitality. Where this involves gifts beyond those of a minor promotional nature, or
where the officer has any concern about the circumstances, the gift should be refused
politely. Where gifts are received through the post they must be subjected to the same
considerations as outlined above.
If there is any doubt about the propriety of accepting a gift or hospitality, the Head of
Service should be consulted. A record should be held within each department of those
matters which have been referred to a Head of Service for a decision, and of the action
which was taken.
Heads of Service and Directors should refer to the Chief Executive where they are in
receipt of offers or gifts or hospitality of a nature which could be construed as improper
influence. A record of the decision and action taken should be retained.
Note: This Code of Conduct forms part of the contract of employment of all
Cherwell District Council employees. Failure to comply with the Code may result in
disciplinary action.
If employees are uncertain as to any actions that they may need to take to comply
with the Code, they should consult with their Head of Service or the Head of
Finance and Procurement, or the Head of Law and Governance or the Head of
Transformation, as appropriate. Employees may be represented and/or
accompanied by a person of their choice during any such discussion.
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3.3 The Respective Roles of Members and Officers and
Dealing with Conflicts of Interest/Ethical Walls Policy
October 2016
Introduction
Cherwell District Council (CDC) and South Northamptonshire Council (SNC) have created
a number of shared posts and teams and intend to create further shared posts and teams
in the future. Council owned/influenced companies/organisations (Council Entities) have
also been created and it is intended to create more in the future.
Shared officers will divide their time on an equal basis between the authorities or on such
other basis as is agreed via the approved business case for the relevant service (although
peaks of work in one or more councils may result in short term variations from this) and
will at all times act in the best interests of both the authorities. Nominated officers may
also spend their time serving Council Entities as set out in their letter of nomination from
the councils. Underpinning this is an acknowledgment that where a smaller number of
senior officers will be serving multiple organisations, there will be a need to reflect this
new set of circumstances in the way in which officers have to operate.
Members of the authorities need to be sensitive to this change with regard to the
respective roles of officers and members. In particular all members and officers need to
be aware of the action to be taken when there is an actual or potential conflict of interest
in acting for more than one organisation.

The role of Members
At each authority Full Council is collectively responsible for setting Council policy within
the defined policy framework. The intention of the authorities is to remain sovereign
bodies under the Section 113 agreement, but in setting their own Council policy they will
have regard to the views and policies of the other authority and will endeavour to avoid
adopting any policy which explicitly and overtly contradicts the policy of the other
authority.
CDC has established an Executive to bring forward the delivery of their agreed policies.
Members of the Executive are both collectively and individually accountable for carrying
through the Council’s policy objectives. SNC has also established a Cabinet to bring
forward the delivery of its agreed policies and members of the Cabinet are collectively (but
not individually) accountable for carrying through the Council’s policy objectives.
At neither of the authorities are members directly involved in the day to day provision of
services to the public but members of the Executive/Cabinet will have a close involvement
with officers in dealing with the effectiveness of service provision. It is recognised that on
occasion this may result in the need for immediate contact with officers but where
practicable such contact will be on a managed basis. In order to make best use of officer
October 2016
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and member time, there will be mutually managed contact between Executive/Cabinet
members and officers on service provision where members pursue matters on behalf of
their constituents.
As only Executive/Cabinet lead members/portfolio holders have executive
authority/responsibilities as members all other members will need to pursue matters with
the appropriate lead member/portfolio holder or officer through a managed approach. A
portfolio holder at CDC may take certain decisions on matters within their own portfolio,
and within the scheme of delegation of the relevant constitution, but in doing so must be
aware of any possible conflict in policy or budget. At SNC, where portfolio holders are not
vested with individual decision taking power, such decisions can only be taken by the
Cabinet collectively but the same principles and approach will be followed.
No member (portfolio holder or otherwise) should become involved in the day to day
management or operation of a service area, which shall be the responsibility of the head
of service.
Members may also be appointed as Non-Executive Directors/ Trustees of Council Entities.

The role of Officers
Officers are equally accountable to the Council and the Executive/Cabinet. All shared
officers are equally accountable to both Councils and to the Executive and Cabinet as
appropriate.
Officers are professional advisers on policy and carry out the instructions of the Council
and the Executive/Cabinet as well as exercising powers that are delegated to them and
taking operational decisions within their areas of responsibility.
Officers may also be appointed as Directors/ Trustees of Council Entities.
The possibility of conflict between organisations should be minimised by identifying from
the outset where potential conflict might arise, operating the ethical walls policy appended
and referring, if necessary, such conflict through the dispute resolution mechanism in the
Section 113 agreement/ shareholder agreement/ Memorandum of Understanding.

The role of Directors/Trustees
Both members and officers may be Officers may also be nominated and appointed as
Directors/ Trustees of Council Entities. This will involve members and officers serving
together as board members equally in terms of voting rights and responsibilities.
Councillors who are Non-Executive Directors will by their nature have different and often
higher levels of involvement with the organisation to which they are appointed than
members would normally would have. However, day to day management of operations
and staff shall remain the responsibility of the managing director of the Council Entity and
board collectively.
October 2016
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How these roles work in practice
Decisions on matters relating to each Council’s policy framework are taken by members at
meetings of full Council, usually after having considered the recommendations of the
Executive/Cabinet or appropriate Committee which in turn considers the
recommendations of the officers.
Decisions on policy matters within the relevant Council’s policy framework are taken by
the Executive/ at CDC and Cabinet at SNC having considered the recommendations of
officers.
Decisions on policy matters by Council Entities are taken by the board.
The Councils have an adopted scheme of delegation .This scheme sets out what is
delegated to which body or officer, either conditionally or unconditionally. The Councils
can review their scheme of delegation at any time to ensure decisions are being taken at
the appropriate level. The process of delegation ensures that members are not
overloaded with relatively less important matters and can concentrate on important policy
issues and the effectiveness of service provision and continuous improvement in service.
Members who are not portfolio holders have an important role in representing the views of
their constituents and ensuring through scrutiny that the Council’s policies and plans are
effectively delivered. Some members (portfolio holders and otherwise) have roles on
regulatory committees dealing with matters such as planning and licensing. To minimise
the possibility of any conflict of interest, or defect in process, the schemes of delegations
of the authorities should be harmonised so far as possible. Where differences need to
remain there should be a clear business case for this.
Council Entities have adopted articles or a constitution and these documents set out what
is delegated to which body or employee, either conditionally or unconditionally. They can
be reviewed at any time to ensure decisions are being taken at the appropriate level.
It is recognised that there may be rare occasions where it is not possible to reconcile the
interests of two or more organisations with their respective legal responsibilities. Such
conflicts shall be managed by ensuring that relevant officers and members in each
organisation are ring fenced from each other through the creation of ethical walls in
accordance with the appended procedure to ensure that due regard is taken of each
organisation and the need for certain matters to remain confidential to one or other
organisation.

Statutory requirements
The Councils derive their powers from statute. Some of these are mandatory
(i.e. the Councils must do them) and some are discretionary (i.e. the Councils may carry
them out if they wish). In all cases members and officers of both authorities may only
operate within the law.
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Councils must have a Head of Paid Service, a Monitoring Officer and a Section 151
Officer. These officers are part of the senior management team and have an obligation to
act in the best interests of their appointing authority/authorities.
If any of these statutory posts in a shared role consider that there is a conflict of interest
within their area of responsibility which is affecting the ability of either Council to function
effectively the most appropriate statutory officer may take a report to the appropriate full
Councils setting out the conflict of interest and proposals for resolution.

Summary
Members are responsible for setting Council policy.
Officers are responsible for advising members on the setting of Council policy and for
ensuring such policy is implemented.
The scheme of delegation determines which body or person deals with particular matters,
and at which level decisions are taken.
The day to day management and operation of services is the responsibility of officers.
Where officers are dividing their time between two or more organisations members need
to have regard to less time being available for their authority alone and the need to
manage contact with officers to ensure the optimum use of both member and officer time.
If conflicts arise in relation to the respective regulatory duties of any of the organisations
steps will be taken to ensure the ring fencing of officers and the confidentiality of
information as necessary.
Otherwise, where there is actual or potential conflict there are three routes depending on
the nature of the conflict,
1. agree to pay for appropriate external support to advise one or more authorities.
2. refer the issue through the dispute mechanism in the section 113 agreement,
shareholder agreement or memorandum of understanding.
3. the most appropriate statutory officer may refer the matter to either or both full
Councils for resolution.
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Appendix

Ethical Walls Procedure
This procedure is designed to be read alongside the protocol on the Respective Roles of
Members and Officers and Dealing with Conflicts of Interest.
It is recognised that there may be rare occasions most commonly in a regulatory context
or where a council owned/ influenced company/organisation context (Council Entity) has
been established where it is not possible to reconcile the interests of the two Councils or
those between the council(s) and a Council Entity with their respective legal
responsibilities.
Such conflicts shall be managed by ensuring that relevant officers working for each side
are ring fenced from each other to ensure that due regard is taken of the respective and
conflicting duties and interests and the need for certain matters to remain confidential to
the individual Council or Council Entity. This procedure sets out how this will operate in
practice.

Background
An Ethical wall, cone of silence, screen or firewall is a business term describing an
information barrier within an organisation that is erected in order to prevent exchanges or
communication that could lead to conflicts of interest and/or the disclosure of information
which is confidential to one Council or the other or to a Council Entity. For example an
ethical wall may be erected to separate and isolate people who make investments from
those who are privy to confidential information that could influence the investment
decisions, in newspapers between journalists and advertising executives to protect
editorial independence and in law firms where different solicitors are acting for different
clients on the same issue.
For the vast majority of members and officers there will be no conflict of interest in working
for, being appointed to or advising more than one Council or Council Entity, in fact most
officers and members will not experience this during their time in local government.
However, a small number of officers and members mainly those holding Executive, senior
management, statutory, legal, financial, regulatory and planning posts may face situations
where they become aware of conflict or potential conflict between the councils or between
one or both of the Councils and a Council Entity. There is a need for officers and
members in these posts to maintain vigilance in identifying these situations where conflict
could arise. Whilst there is no definitive list of these situations, these might include where
one authority is consulting the other with regard to planning policy, planning applications,
boundary changes, electoral areas or other situations where there is either an implied or
express duty to consult and/or co-operate. Similar situations apply with regard to legal
matters where the Councils are on either side of a dispute and the consideration of
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homelessness applications to one Council where there may be a local connection
identified with one of the others. Similar situations apply to the Council(s) and Council
Entities where an officer or member may be a Director or trustee or where an officer or
member who is a Director may be dealing with other officers or members in their capacity
as Directors or trustees of another Council Entity.
In all cases officers and members should always err on the side of caution and seek
advice as it is much better to deal with and plan for potential conflicts, as when actual
conflicts are identified it may be that too many officers and members are already acting for
one side or the other and/or the erection of the Ethical Wall may be too late. The creation
of an Ethical Wall does require a level of maturity and respect from those on either side of
it. For instance it is not uncommon for a manager to be on one side and a direct report on
the other.
If there is a conflict or significant risk of a conflict, between the councils, or between the
Council(s) and a Council Entity the officer or member must not act for both, except where
the councils or the council(s) and the Council Entity are expressly pursuing the same
common objective. In all cases of conflict or potential conflict a decision should be sought
immediately from the Monitoring Officer. The Monitoring Officer in deciding whether there
is a conflict or whether the officer or member can act for multiple organisations, will ensure
that the overriding consideration is the best interests of the individual organisation, and in
particular, whether the benefits of the officer or member acting for all them outweighs the
risk.
If the Monitoring Officer feel that there is a risk of conflict or that the interest of the
organisations are not best served by an officer or member acting for both they will invoke
this procedure.

Procedure
When a conflict or potential conflict is identified an officer or member should alert the
Monitoring Officer or one of his deputies.
The Monitoring Officer will provide advice to the officer on whether there is a conflict and
in all cases alert all JMT members. The Monitoring Officer will maintain an audit trail of his
actions and any advice given, including a list of active Ethical Walls.
In the case that a conflict or potential conflict is identified the Monitoring Officer (in
consultation with the relevant members/ JMT officers) will draw up a list of the officers who
will be representing the interests of each party.
The Monitoring Officer will alert those on the list, JMT members, relevant lead members
and any external parties to the discussion, that an Ethical Wall has been put in place and
who they should deal with.
Once the Ethical Wall has been erected, officers on either side of the wall should treat and
behave towards the other Council or Council Entity and the officers representing it with full
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regard to the issue in question as if they were an external organisation. That is information
supplied by the other party should be thoroughly and critically examined and not taken on
trust or face value, and information which is confidential to the interests of the organisation
they represent must not be disclosed to the other party.
Whilst this relationship should be respectful and business like, it should be based on
auditable correspondence as opposed to verbal communications as such documents
could later be relied upon in legal action.
It should be agreed where files and electronic correspondence should be held and neither
party should access information held by the other. Appropriate access restrictions will be
established by ICT Services for information held electronically.
Officers should only advise members and officers on their side of the wall. Reports to
committees must be in the name of and signed off by officers on the correct side of the
wall and officers should not be present at meetings at any time when they are dealing with
the issue on the other side of the wall.
The Ethical Wall should only be used for the issue in question and does not extend to any
other areas of work.
When the issue in question has been successfully concluded the Monitoring Officer(s)
should be notified and they will close the issue on the list of active Ethical Walls if they
deem it appropriate.
In the case of an Ethical Wall between the Councils, the list will contain a minimum of two
named officers on either side, one of which will be the Monitoring Officer, a Deputy
Monitoring Officer or a legal officer. The Head of Paid Service (or in her absence or case
of conflict her deputy) will not normally be assigned to either side of the wall and will not
become involved in the issue. This enables the Head of Paid Service to arbitrate on any
issue including human resources implications which may arise in the operation of this
procedure. For employees in shared teams the identity of their employing Council will not
necessarily dictate the side of the Wall to which they are allocated.

Statutory Officers and Section 113 Agreement Dispute Resolution Procedure
All Councils must have a Head of Paid Service, a Monitoring Officer and a Section 151
Officer. These officers are part of the management teams and have a legal obligation to
act in the best interests of the authorities which appointed them.
It is imperative that the statutory officer system is robust and resilient therefore statutory
officers should ensure that they appoint deputy statutory officers who may act for the other
council(s) in case they are conflicted. To account for this and also to ensure there is
sufficient statutory officer resilience; the recommendation is that each statutory officer
appoints at least one, but preferably two deputies.
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If any of these statutory posts consider that there is a conflict of interest within their area
of responsibility, which has not been resolved through invoking this procedure and which
is affecting the ability of any of the individual Councils to function effectively the most
appropriate statutory officer(s) may take a report to the full Councils setting out the conflict
of interest and proposals for resolution and invoke the Section 113 Agreement dispute
resolution procedure between the Councils or the relevant shareholder agreement/
Memorandum of Understanding Dispute resolution procedure for Council Entities if
necessary.
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3.4 Conventions for the Management of Council Business
and a Protocol on Member/Officer Relations
Introduction
The Conventions were originally drafted in consultation with the Leaders of the three
Political Groups on the Council at the time, and agreed by the Council in May 1995 to
assist in the management of the Council’s business in the situation where no single
Political Group had an overall majority. They have been amended from time to time, as
required by the Council, and now reflect a situation where a single Political Group has an
overall majority.
The Conventions supplement the current Rules of Procedure and practice within the
Council in the areas covered, and contain a protocol for relations between Members and
Officers.
Where difficulties of interpretation or unforeseen circumstances arise, the matter will be
discussed with the Political Group Leaders together with the Chief Executive to determine
a way in which it might be handled.
Terminology
The Member elected by the Council to be its Chairman shall be known as the “Chairman
of the Council”.
The person appointed by the majority Political Group to be its Leader shall be the Leader
of the Council and lead the Executive. He/she shall be known as the “Leader of the
Council”.
The person appointed by each Political Group as its leader shall be known as the “Leader
of the ……………………… Group” as is appropriate.
The Political Group with the second largest number of seats on the Council shall be
known as “the Opposition Group”, and the Leader of that Group shall be known as the
“Leader of the Opposition”.
The Member elected by any Committee, Sub-Committee, Panel or Working Party shall be
known as “Chairman of the …………………………… Committee, Sub-Committee, Panel
or Working Party” as is appropriate.
Members and Officers: Their Respective Roles
In order for the management of the Council’s business to be handled effectively, it is
necessary for the relationship between Members and Officers to be clearly defined and
understood.
Given the difference in their roles, it is important that mutual respect exists between
Officers and Members and both should observe reasonable standards of courtesy in their
dealings with each other and neither party should seek to take unfair advantage of their
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position.
The Council's code of conduct for councillors provides that councillors should treat others,
Including officers, with respect, that they should not bully any person and that they should
not do anything that compromises or Is likely to compromise the imp[artiality of those who
work for or on behalf of the Council.
Political Groups
Political Groups (not necessarily the same thing as a political party) have been recognised
in law since 1990. The rules concerning the establishment of Political Groups and their
Membership and any changes thereto will be notified to Members by the Head of Law and
Governance, so that Groups may be properly formed or changed from time to time.
On the basis that Political Groups exist within the Member structure and are likely to
continue to do so:

the notification of Group Leaders should take place before the date of the annual
meeting of full Council;



for each Executive area of responsibility, Committee or Sub-Committee, each Group
may nominate both a Member to be the main point of contact and a Deputy. The main
point of contact will of course be the Lead Member or the Chairman in respect of the
Group taking that position. For the other Groups the person shall be designated the
“Group Spokesperson”. The deputy to the Group Spokesperson shall be designated
the “Deputy Group Spokesperson”.



The Group Leaders will submit to the Chief Executive by the Friday following the
Annual Council Meeting, a list of those Members whom they wish to act as Group and
Deputy Group Spokespersons.

A Political Group may legally consist of a minimum of two Members.
The Council will decide whether or not Political Group Leaders are paid a Special
Responsibility Allowance and, if so, the level of such allowance. In reaching that decision,
the Council will take into consideration the recommendations of the Independent
Remuneration Panel.
Office and equipment facilities are offered as a matter of course to the majority Political
Group, and also to the largest Opposition Group, regardless of size. Where there are two
or more equally sized largest Opposition Groups, they will be invited to share office and
equipment facilities (with the practical arrangements to be agreed between the relevant
Group Leaders).
Members Briefings and Access to Information
Briefings
Personal briefings on matters to be raised at meetings of Committees, Sub-Committees,
Panels and Working Parties may be given by members of Joint Management Team to the
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Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Group Spokespersons.
Briefings for Committee, Sub-Committees, Panels and Working Parties for the appropriate
Chairman, Vice-Chairman and the Spokespersons for the Political Groups may take place
at the same time, unless any Group request separate briefings.
A member of the Joint Management Team taking a report to full Council, the Executive, a
Committee, Sub-Committee, Panel or Working Party shall consult the relevant Lead
Member before finalising the report save in the case of reports to the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee.. The Officer will always remain responsible for the contents of his or
her report.
Access to Information
As regards the legal rights of Members to inspect Council documents, these are covered
partly by statute and partly by the common law, and details we set out in the Constitution
in the section headed “Access to Information Procedure Rules”.
The common law right of Members is much broader and is based on the principle that any
Member has a prima facie right to inspect Council documents so far as his access to the
documents is reasonably necessary to enable the Member properly to perform his duties
as a Member of the Council. This principle is commonly referred to as the “need to know”
principle.
The exercise of this common law right depends therefore upon the Member’s ability to
demonstrate that he/she has the necessary “need to know”. In this respect a Member has
no right to “a roving commission” to examine documents of the Council. Mere curiosity is
not sufficient. The crucial question is the determination of the “need to know”. This
question must initially be determined by the particular Service Head whose Department
holds the document in question (with advice from the Head of Law and Governance). In
the event of dispute, the question falls to be determined by the Chief Executive, and if the
Member is then still not satisfied, the Executive may be requested to determine the
matter.
In some circumstances (e.g. a Committee Member wishing to inspect documents relating
to the functions of that Committee) a Member’s “need to know” will normally be presumed.
In other circumstances (e.g. a Member wishing to inspect documents which contain
personal information about third parties) a Member will be expected to justify the request
in specific terms.
Whilst the term “Council document” is very broad and includes, for example, any
document produced with Council resources, it is accepted by convention that a Member of
one Political Group will not have a “need to know”, and therefore no right to inspect, a
document which forms part of the internal workings of another Political Group.
Further and more detailed advice regarding Members’ rights to inspect Council documents
may be obtained from the Head of Law and Governance.
Any Council information provided to a Member must only be used by the Member for the
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purpose for which it was provided i.e. in connection with the proper performance of the
Member’s duties as a Member of the Council. This point is emphasised in the Code of
Conduct for councillors in the following terms:
You must not disclose information given to you in confidence by anyone, or
information acquired by you of which you are aware, or ought reasonably to be
aware, is of a confidential nature except where:
(i) you have the consent of a person authorised to give it;
(ii) you are required by law to do so;
(iii) the disclosure is made to a third party for the purpose of obtaining professional
legal advice provided that the third party agrees not to disclose the information
to any other person, or
(iv) the disclosure is:
a) reasonable and in the public interest;
b) made in good faith and in compliance with the reasonable requirements
of the council.
Any factual information relating to a matter before a Committee or Sub-Committee that
has been provided on request to a Member, whether a member of that Committee or SubCommittee or not, shall be made available to all members of the Committee or SubCommittee concerned where the information is relevant to a decision to be made.
If a member of Joint Management Team considers that meeting a request for factual
information would involve a substantial commitment of resources, they may refer the
matter initially to the Group Spokespersons for the Committee, Sub-Committee, Panel or
Working Party and, in the event of the matter not then being resolved, to the appropriate
Committee or Sub-Committee.
Notwithstanding the position set out above, if a Chairman or a Spokesperson wishing to
pursue a particular line of enquiry indicates that the matter is to be regarded as
confidential, then there shall be no disclosure of that information to any other Member
without their permission. That does not preclude the same information being provided to
another Spokesperson if it is sought independently. (The principle is, therefore, not that
the information itself is kept confidential but that Spokespersons are entitled to pursue
their own lines of enquiry without other Members being told).
Nothing in this section shall inhibit the right of Members to seek and receive information
and advice properly relevant to their duties and responsibilities.

Relationship Between Officers and Lead Members and Chairmen
It is clearly important that there should be a close working relationship between the
Chairmen of Committees and the Lead Members and Joint Management Team.
However, such relationships should never be allowed to become so close, or appear to be
so close, as to bring into question the Officers’ ability to deal impartially with other
Members and other Political Groups.
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Whilst the Chairman of a Committee (or Sub-Committee) will routinely be consulted as
part of the process of drawing up the agenda for a forthcoming meeting, it must be
recognised that in some situations an Officer will be under a duty to submit a report on a
particular matter. Similarly, an Officer will always be fully responsible for the contents of
any report submitted in his name. Any issues arising between a Chairman and a Chief
Officer in this area should be referred to the Chief Executive for resolution in conjunction
with the Leader of the Council.
Finally, it must be remembered that Officers within a Department are accountable to their
Service Head and that whilst Officers should always seek to assist a Lead Member or
Chairman (or indeed any Member), they must not, in so doing, go beyond the bounds of
whatever authority they have been given by their Service Head.
Non-Scheduled Meetings
A Member who is attending a meeting as deputy for the Leader of the Council or Political
Group shall advise the Head of Law and Governance prior to the commencement of the
meeting of that fact, and such attendance shall be recorded in the Minutes of the meeting.
When non-scheduled meetings of Committees and Sub-Committees are required, all
reasonable efforts will be made to fix an acceptable date in consultation with the
Chairman and Group Spokespersons.
For small meetings, all reasonable efforts will be made to contact all Members concerned,
but the practicalities and required time-scales may militate against this. Substitutes should
be used to ensure that, as far as possible, appropriate representation is available.
Group Leaders and Attendance at the Executive and at Committees
As provided for in the Meeting Procedures Rules, the Leaders of all Groups shall be
entitled to attend and, speak at meetings of Committees and Sub-Committees. Group
Leaders may also attend, and make a statement on items of business on the agenda of
the Executive. Group Leaders may arrange for a deputy to represent them at any such
meeting they are entitled to attend but both shall not simultaneously attend such a
meeting acting in the capacity set out above.
The Head of Law and Governance shall be advised prior to the meeting of the name of
any Member deputising for the Leader of a Group and acting in the capacity set out
above.
Requests for the Preparation of Reports
Without prejudice to the right of a member of the Council to give notice to the Chief
Executive that he/she wishes an item to be included on the agenda for the next available
meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, formal requests to members of Joint
Management Team for a report on a particular issue to be prepared should only come
from the Leader of the Council, or relevant Lead Member or Chairman of the relevant
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Committee, Sub-Committee, Panel or Working Party or a Group Spokesperson. If, in the
opinion of the member of Joint Management Team, the contents might be politically
sensitive or involve a considerable effort, they shall discuss the request with the Chairman
and other Group Spokespersons in order to determine the degree of support it enjoys.
Subject to two Group Spokespersons confirming that they wish a report be produced, the
Officer shall prepare the report. Committees, Sub-Committees, Panels or Working Parties
may also request formal reports from Officers.
If such requests cover the responsibility of more than one Committee, or would include
significant financial implications, they should be addressed to the Chief Executive in the
first instance for discussion with the Group Leaders.
The procedure for overview and scrutiny envisages that the wishes of Members of all
political groups will be taken into account in setting the work programme. Requests for
items to be included in the work programme shall be considered by the Chairman and the
relevant scrutiny Committee and agreement reached if an item should be added to the
work programme. The objective will be to arrive at a manageable work programme and
not to obstruct requests for items of business from minority groups.
Officer Advice to Political Groups
It is common practice for Political Groups to give preliminary consideration to matters of
Council business in advance of such matters being considered by the relevant Council
decision making body. Officers may properly be called upon to provide information and
advice in connection with such deliberations by Political Groups.
Whilst in practice such Officer input is likely to be in most demand from whichever Group
is for the time being in control of the Council, information and advice is available to all
Groups on the same basis.
Certain points must however be clearly understood by all those participating in this type of
process, Members and Officers alike. In particular:


Officer input in these circumstances must not extend beyond providing information and
advice in relation to matters of Council business. Officers must not be involved in
advising on matters of Group business. The observance of this distinction will be
assisted if Officers are not expected to be present at meetings, or parts of meetings,
when matters of Group business are to be discussed;



Group meetings, whilst they form part of the preliminaries to Council decision making,
are not empowered to make decisions on behalf of the Council. Conclusions reached
at such meetings do not therefore rank as Council decisions and it is essential that
they are not interpreted or acted upon as such; and



Similarly, where Officers provide information and advice to a Group meeting in relation
to a matter of Council business, this cannot act as a substitute for providing all
necessary information and advice to the relevant body when the matter in question is
considered.
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Special care needs to be exercised whenever Officers are involved in providing
information and advice to a Group meeting which includes persons who are not Members
of the Council. Such persons will not be bound by the Council’s Code of Conduct for
councillors (in particular, the provisions concerning the declaration of interests and
confidentiality) and for this and other reasons Officers may not be able to provide the
same level of information and advice as they would to a Members only meeting.
Officers must respect the confidentiality of any Group discussions at which they are
present in the sense that they should not relay the content of any such discussion to
another Group.
Any particular cases of difficulty or uncertainty in this area of Officer advice to Groups
should be raised with the Chief Executive who will discuss them with the relevant Group
Leader(s).
Support Services to Members and Political Groups
The only basis on which the Council can lawfully provide support services (e.g. stationery,
typing, printing, photocopying, transport, etc) to Members is to assist them in discharging
their role as Members of the Council. Such support services must therefore only be used
on Council business. They should never be used in connection with party political or
campaigning activity or for private purposes.
Press Releases and Publicity
All publicity undertaken by the Council will be in accordance with the Code of
Recommended Practice on Local Authority Publicity issued by the Department of
Communities and Local Government (Circular 01/11).
Press releases issued by the Council shall contain no quotes from Members other than,
where appropriate, from the Chairman of the Council acting in a civic capacity or from the
Executive Leader or the relevant Lead Member or Chairman. Comments will only be
included if they relate to matters considered by the Executive or Lead Members or any
Committee, Sub-Committee, Panel or Working Party and the press release is issued after
the appropriate meeting.
Press releases prior to, but concerning matters due to be considered, shall be confined to
purely factual information.
All press releases should however, contain the name and telephone contact information
for the relevant Lead Member or Committee Chairman.
Members should respond to requests for press, radio and television interviews in a purely
personal capacity and the proceedings will be the personal responsibility of the Member
concerned.
Where press conferences or media events are arranged, all relevant Lead Members or
Committee Chairmen should be invited to attend as appropriate.
The Communications team will circulate press releases conforming to the above rules to
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the media. Press releases not conforming to the above requirements should not be issued
by Officers of the Council.
In election "purdah" periods advice on the extra restrictions applying to publicity will be
circulated by the Head of Law and Governance. Circumstances where a councillor who is
standing for election Is publicised and/or quoted in Council publicity during a "purdah"
period will not be permitted.
Correspondence
Correspondence between an individual Member and an Officer should not normally be
copied (by the Officer) to any other Member. Where exceptionally it is necessary to copy
the correspondence to another Member, this should be made clear to the original
Member. In other words a system of “blind copies” should not be employed.
Official letters on behalf of the Council should normally be sent out in the name of the
appropriate Officer, rather than the name of a Member. It may be appropriate in certain
circumstances (e.g. representations to a Government Minister) for a letter to appear in the
name of a Member, but this should be the exception rather that the norm. Letters which
for example, create obligations or give instructions on behalf of the Council must never be
sent out in the name of a Member.
Involvement of Ward Councillors
Whenever a public meeting is organised by the Council to consider a local issue, all the
Members representing the Ward or Wards affected should as a matter of course be
invited to attend the meeting, the maximum possible notice being given. Similarly,
whenever the Council undertakes any form of consultative exercise on a local issue, the
Ward Members should be notified at the outset of the exercise.
Other issues likely to affect Ward Members should be notified to them in advance, for
example press releases relating to a particular Ward or significant matters likely to affect a
Ward.

Appendix 3

3.5 Members’ Planning Code Of Conduct
If you have any doubts about the application of this code to
your own circumstances you should seek advice, preferably
well before any meeting takes place.

About This Code:
This code:
■
is based on a Model Code which was prepared by the former Association of
Council Secretaries and Solicitors;
■
supplements the Members’ Code of Conduct; and
■
applies to:
o
o
o

Members at all times when involving themselves in the planning
process
at less formal occasions such as meetings with officers or the public
and at consultative meetings
both planning application matters and to enforcement matters.

The Planning System – The Members’ Role
The key purpose of the planning system is to manage development in the public
interest. The Members’ role is to make planning decisions
■
■
■

openly and transparently
impartially
for justifiable planning reasons.

This Code aims to ensure that all decisions are made in accordance with these
principles.

Key Points (Golden Rules)
Planning decisions involve a balance between private and public interests where
opposing views are often strongly held.
Your overriding duty is to the whole community not just to the people in your ward.
Decisions must not only be impartial they must be seen to be impartial. You should not
favour, or appear to favour, any person, company, group or locality. You should not give
the appearance of pre-judging (“pre-determining”) the matter before it is considered by
the Committee.

Planning decisions must be made in accordance with the statutory development plan
unless material planning considerations indicate otherwise. 1
The views of officers involved in the determination of planning matters will be presented
on the basis of their overriding obligation of professional independence.
You may think that material planning considerations outweigh the development plan, or
take a different view of the planning balance than is contained in the officer
recommendations. You are fully entitled to do so but you will need to make sure that you
can clearly identify and support the planning reasons leading to this conclusion/decision.
Advice should still be sought from Planning Officers in relation to setting out the rationale
for your decision.

Essential – Do’s and Don’ts
Disclosable Pecuniary Interests
DO, as soon as you become aware that you have a disclosable pecuniary interest in
any matter to be discussed at a meeting, make a verbal disclosure of that interest.
DO leave the meeting before that matter is discussed or, if you realise after the
discussion has begun, as soon as you have made your disclosure.
DON’T participate in the discussion or vote on a matter in which you have a
disclosable pecuniary interest unless you have been granted a dispensation.
DO notify the Monitoring Officer of your disclosable pecuniary interest in writing
within 28 days of your disclosure unless it is already included on your register of
interests form published on the Council’s web site.
DO seek advice from the Monitoring Officer if you are in any doubt about what to do.
Where you have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest
DON’T get involved in the processing of the application.
DON'T attend any formal or informal meeting about the application or seek to speak
at meetings.
DON’T try to represent local views.
DON’T participate, or give the appearance of trying to participate, in the making of
any decision on the matter by the planning authority.
DON'T seek or accept any preferential treatment, or place yourself in a position that
could lead the public to think you are receiving preferential treatment because of your
position as a councillor. This would include, where you have a disclosable pecuniary
1

Section 38(6) Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004

interest in a proposal, using your position to discuss that proposal with officers or
members when other members of the public would not have the same opportunity to
do so.
DO be aware that, whilst you are not prevented from seeking to explain and justify a
proposal in which you have a disclosable pecuniary interest to an appropriate officer
(in person or in writing), the Code places greater expectations as to conduct than
would be imposed on a normal member of the public.
Your Own Proposals
DO notify the Monitoring Officer, in writing, of your own proposals and those where
you act as agent for a third party - this notification should be made no later than the
submission of the application. These proposals will be reported to the Committee as
main items and not dealt with by officers under delegated powers.
Where you have no Disclosable Pecuniary Interest
You may take part in the decision making process but need to take account of the
following points:Do keep at the front of your mind that, when you come to make a decision, you:






are entitled to have and to have expressed your own views on the matter,
provided you are prepared to reconsider your position in the light of all the
evidence and arguments;
must keep an open mind and hear all of the evidence before you, both the
officers’ presentation of the facts and their advice as well as the arguments
from all sides;
are not required to cast aside views on planning policy you held when seeking
election or otherwise acting as a member, in giving fair consideration to points
realised;
are only entitled to take into account a material consideration and must
disregard considerations irrelevant to the question and legal context at hand;
and
are to come to a decision after giving what you feel is the right weight to those
material considerations

2
Bias and predetermination – don’t fetter your discretion

DON’T fetter your discretion by approaching the decision with a closed mind. Doing so
will prevent you from participating impartially in planning decisions: making up your
mind (“pre-determination”), or even appearing to make up your mind in advance of
the Committee meeting, and of your hearing the arguments on both sides, may put the
Council at risk of legal proceedings.
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Members should also have regard to the Council’s more detailed guidance: Bias and Predetermination: A guidance
note for members

Remember:
■ Planning decisions should only be taken with knowledge of all the relevant
considerations, including responses to consultations where relevant. The
officers’ reports are intended to bring together all relevant considerations, and
further matters may arise at the committee meeting. It is therefore not
possible to come to a firm decision in advance of the meeting. You may have
a view as to how you will decide a particular matter (“pre-disposition”) but
you must keep an open mind at the meeting.
Where you have Fettered your Discretion
■ Don’t speak and vote on the proposal at the meeting;
■ Although you are not required to withdraw from the meeting, you may prefer to
do so to avoid any complaint that your presence influenced the decision.
You can still exercise your separate rights as Local Ward Member where you have
fettered your discretion. If you do exercise that right:
■ advise the Proper Officer or Chairman that you wish to speak in this capacity
before commencement of the item; and
■ remove yourself from the room for the duration of that item.

District Council Proposals
DO be aware that you are likely to have fettered your discretion where the Council is
the landowner, developer or applicant and you have acted as, or could be perceived
as being, a chief advocate for the proposal. (This is more than just a matter of
membership of both the proposing and planning determination committees, but that
through your significant personal involvement in preparing or advocating the proposal
you will be, or perceived by the public as being, no longer able to act impartially or to
determine the proposal purely on its planning merits). The best advice in these
circumstances is not to take part in the decision or vote on the proposals.
Participation in the Discussions of Consultee Bodies
Members may have a dual role as both members of organisations that are consulted
on planning proposals and as members of the Planning Committee. In those
circumstances:You may take part in discussions of the consultee body on the proposal IF you make
it clear to the consultee body that:
■ your views are expressed on the limited information before you only, AND
■ you must reserve judgement and the independence to make up your own mind
on the proposal based on your overriding duty to the whole community and not
just to the constituents of that body, AND

■ you will not commit yourself as to how you or others may vote when the proposal
comes before the Planning Committee.
How to Deal with Lobbying
DO remember that your overriding duty is to the whole community not just to the people
in your Ward. You need to make decisions impartially. Make sure that you do not
favour, or appear to favour, any person, company, group or locality.
DON’T declare the way you intend to vote
DON’T express any opinion on the merits prior to your formal consideration of the matter
at a meeting(s) of the planning authority unless you make it very clear that you will only
make up your mind at the meeting after hearing the officers’ presentation and evidence
and arguments on both sides.
DO explain to those lobbying or attempting to lobby you that, whilst you can listen to
what is said, it prejudices your impartiality to express a firm point of view or an intention
to vote one way or another.
Unless you have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest, you may:


listen/receive viewpoints from residents or other interested parties;



make comments to residents, interested parties, other Members or
appropriate officers, provided they do not consist of or amount to predetermining the issue and you make clear you are keeping an open mind;



seek information through appropriate channels; or



be a vehicle for the expression of opinion or speak at the meeting as a local
member, provided that, if you are a member of the Committee, you explain
your actions at the start of the meeting/item and make it clear that, having
expressed the opinion or local view, you will make up your own mind having
heard all the facts and listened to the debate.

Dealing with Particular Groups


Applicants/Developers

DO refer applicants/developers who approach you for planning or procedural advice
to officers wherever practicable.
DON’T agree to a meeting with applicants or developers where you can avoid it,
except where this is part of a meeting organised by an officer and at which an officer
is present. (Councillors do not normally take part in officers’ discussions with
applicants before a decision is taken, unless there are clear guidelines published by
the Council to protect and assist councillors and officers. Where you do become

involved, you should be advised by the appropriate officers and the discussions
should be recorded as a written file note.)
DO ensure that you report to the Head of Development Management any significant
contact with the applicant and other parties and explain the nature and purpose of
the contacts and your involvement in them. Ensure that this is recorded on the
planning file.
DO make it clear that you will only be in a position to make a final decision on the
application after having heard all the relevant evidence and arguments at Committee.
DO consider whether it would be prudent to make notes of what is said if no officer is
present.


Lobby Groups

DON’T become a member of, lead or represent a lobby group seeking to promote or
oppose planning proposals. If you do and you are a member of the Committee, you
will have fettered your discretion.


Political Groups

DON’T decide how to vote at any sort of political group meeting, or press any other
Member to do so, in advance of the meeting at which any planning decision is to be
taken.


Presentations

DON’T attend presentations unless they have been organised by officers and an
officer is present.
DO ask relevant questions for the purposes of clarifying your understanding of the
proposals.
DO remember that the presentation is not part of the formal process of debate and
determination of any subsequent application; this will be carried out by the
appropriate Committee of the planning authority.
DO be aware that a presentation is a form of lobbying and you must not express any
strong view or state how you or other Members might vote.


Undue or Excessive Lobbying

DO inform the Monitoring Officer where you feel you have been exposed to undue or
excessive lobbying or approaches (including inappropriate offers of gifts or
hospitality). The Monitoring Officer will in turn advise the appropriate officers to
follow the matter up.
Gifts and Hospitality

Be careful about accepting gifts or hospitality wherever possible. If some
hospitality is unavoidable, ensure that it is not excessive or inappropriate. Whilst not
a disclosable pecuniary interest, a member, nevertheless, has the option of
registering this so as to demonstrate openness and transparency to avoid any
allegation of corruption or impropriety.
Dealings with Officers
DON’T put pressure on officers to put forward a particular recommendation. (This
does not prevent you from asking questions or submitting views on the proposal,
which may be incorporated into any committee report.)
DO recognise that officers are part of a management structure and only discuss a
proposal, except in any formal meeting, with a Head of Service or those officers who
are authorised by their Head of Service to deal with the proposal at a Member level.
DO recognise and respect that officers involved in the processing and determination
of planning matters must act in accordance with the Council’s Code of Conduct for
Officers and their professional codes of conduct, primarily the Royal Town Planning
Institute’s Code of Professional Conduct. As a result, planning officers’ views,
opinions and recommendations will be presented on the basis of their overriding
obligation of professional independence, which may on occasion be at odds with the
views, opinions or decisions of the Committee or its Members.
Site Visits
DO ensure that you treat the site inspection only as an opportunity to seek information
and to observe the site.
DON’T express opinions or views to anyone.
DO try to attend site visits organised by the Council where possible.
DO ask questions or seek clarification of matters that are relevant to the site
inspection.
DON’T hear representations from the applicant or third parties.
DON’T visit a site on your own, even in response to an invitation, as this may give the
impression of bias. Exceptionally, where there is no organised site visit, and with the
prior approval of the Head of Development Management, the local ward member or
in appropriate circumstances other members, may ask for an individual site visit
accompanied by an officer (there is nothing preventing you from viewing a particular
site from the public highway).
Communication with the Public at Committee Meetings
DON’T allow members of the public to communicate with you (orally or in writing)
during the Committee’s proceedings, as this may give the appearance of bias.
Making Decisions

DO comply with section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
and make decisions in accordance with the Development Plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.
DO come to your decision only after due consideration of all of the information
reasonably required to base a decision upon. If you feel there is insufficient time to
digest new information or that there is simply insufficient information before you,
request it. If necessary, defer or refuse.
DON’T vote or take part in the meeting’s discussion on a proposal unless you have
been present to hear the entire debate, including the officers’ introduction to the
matter.
DO ensure that, if you request a proposal to go before the Committee rather than be
determined through officer delegation, your reasons are recorded and repeated in the
report to the Committee.
DO have recorded the reasons for any Committee decision to defer a proposal.
Where the Officers’ Recommendation is not Accepted
Decisions on planning matters (unless delegated to officers) are ultimately for members
to make. But decisions, whoever makes them, must be made in accordance with the
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise3.
If the officers’ recommendation is not to be followed, equally robust planning reasons for
the decision must be given at the meeting and minuted. Those reasons must be
capable of being defended at any subsequent appeal.
Officer reports will include a recommendation based on an assessment of the
proposal against the development plan and material considerations, including those
arising from the representations made by the applicant and consultees. The reasons
for the recommendation will be set out in the report. If members take a different view
at the meeting, they will need to provide equally argued planning reasons. If on
reading the officers’ report, you form an initial impression that leads you to be predisposed to go against the recommendation, it may help to discuss tentative reasons
with officers before the meeting.
DO make sure that if you are proposing, seconding or supporting a decision contrary
to officer recommendations or the development plan that you clearly identify and
understand the planning reasons leading to this conclusion/decision. These
reasons must be given prior to the vote and be recorded. Be aware that you may
have to justify the resulting decision by giving evidence in the event of any challenge.
Procedure if Officers’ Advice is not to be Followed:
Proposer to set out planning reasons for the proposal.

3

Section 38(6) Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004

Officers to be given time to comment on those reasons and their ability to withstand
challenge through the appeal procedures.
Chairman may adjourn briefly for proposer and seconder to discuss and formulate
reasons with officers, reconvening for a vote and for reasons to be fully recorded. If
Chairman concludes that there are opposing views amongst Committee members he
may take a vote on the proposal without adjourning for discussion with officers. In
such circumstances the planning reasons for the proposal should be set out in detail
before the vote is taken.
Training
DON’T participate in decision making at meetings dealing with planning matters if you
have not attended any mandatory planning training prescribed by the Council.
DO try to attend any other specialised training sessions provided. These will be
designed to extend your knowledge of planning law, regulations, procedures, Codes
of Practice and the Development Plans beyond the minimum referred to above and
thus assist you in carrying out your role properly and effectively.
In accordance with Government guidance, it is Council policy that every Member of
the Council must receive formal training in the planning system before serving on the
Planning Committee. Similarly, any present or newly elected Member participating in
the determination of a planning application by full Council, must receive such training
before taking part.
If training is declined or not undertaken for any reason, then the Member concerned
would not be able to participate in Planning Committee meetings or at meetings of
full Council when it is determining a planning application.
Sanctions
Sanctions (including offences)
If you do not follow this code, you may put:

The Council at risk of proceedings on legality or of maladministration;

Yourself at risk of breaching the Members’ Code of Conduct.
It is a criminal offence (without reasonable excuse), if you are aware that you have a
disclosable pecuniary interest in a matter being considered at a meeting:

Not to disclose that interest (unless it is already registered)

To participate in any discussion or vote on that matter.

External Sanctions
These include:
Local Government Ombudsman
The Ombudsman can investigate the process by which a planning decision has been
taken (though not the decision itself). If injustice caused by maladministration is

found, the report may name the Member involved and give particulars of the breach.
The report may be made publicly available.
Appeals to the Secretary of State
If an appeal is lodged and the Council is found to have been unreasonable (for
example by making a decision for inadequate planning reasons) the appellant’s costs
may be awarded against the Council.
Judicial Review
If the Council can be shown to have not followed the correct procedures in
determining an application or to have taken into account irrelevant considerations,
the court may quash the decision. The claimant’s costs would normally be awarded
against the Council.
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3.6 Bias and Predetermination: A Guidance Note for Members
Introduction
1. Local Authorities are legal entities that are required to make decisions in accordance
with the law and in accordance with their own governance arrangements as set out in
a Constitution and a Code of Conduct. Each Principal Authority must appoint a
Monitoring Officer who has responsibility to ensure lawful decision making. The
Monitoring Officer is required to report to the Authority where the actions of the
Council itself, its Committees or Sub-Committees, Councillors or employees give rise
or is likely to give rise to a breach of any legal enactment or maladministration
(Section 5 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989).
Lawful Decision Making
2. There are certain procedural requirements in relation to the membership and operation
of decision making meetings and legal requirements as to the provision of sufficient
information to enable informed decisions to be made. There can also be legal
requirements to undertake consultation before decisions are made. Where
consultation is required (or whenever it is undertaken) it must be done properly and the
results taken into account by the decision maker, before a final decision is made.
3. It is essential that the public have confidence in the procedures adopted and that
Members themselves ensure that decisions are properly taken in accordance with
legal requirements.
4. Legal challenges are common, particularly on controversial matters, and the limits of
judicial review mean that whilst claimants will often be aggrieved with the merits of a
decision it is more often the case that challenges are brought on the basis of alleged
defects in the decision making process.
5. The key components to lawful decision making are that Members do not close their
minds to permissible outcomes, consider issues in good faith without the presence or
appearance of bias, have regard to all relevant considerations and act in accordance
with the law.
What is Predetermination or Bias?
6. Predetermination is where a Councillor’s mind is closed to the merits of any other
arguments about a particular issue on which they are making a decision and that they
have already made their minds up about it. The Councillor makes a decision on the
issue without taking all relevant information into account.
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7. Predetermination is therefore the surrender by the decision-maker of his/her
judgement by having an evidentially closed-mind such that they are unable to apply
their judgement fully and properly to an issue requiring decision.
8. It is essential that Councillors do not appear to have already made up their minds in
advance of the meeting itself. Such impressions can be created in a number of
different ways such as quotes given in the Press or what is said at the meeting itself or
at other meetings and in correspondence (particularly, nowadays, in e mails)
Predetermination may amount to a form of bias.
9. Bias can also occur where the private interests of a Councillor impact or may be
perceived to impact on their decision making. For example, where the Councillor’s
relationship with any person or body/agency who may be affected by the decision may
reasonably be perceived to affect, their ability to weigh matters fairly and properly.
Bias is conduct that, to a fair-minded and informed observer, gives rise to a real
possibility that a member is biased in the sense of approaching a decision with a
closed mind and without impartial consideration of all the issues. Bias is technically of
two sorts: actual bias and apparent bias. The latter is easier to allege and establish.
The test is whether a reasonable, informed observer would take the view that there
was a possibility of bias1. If a Member participated in a decision despite having a
pecuniary interest then that would be actual bias. Giving the appearance of having a
closed mind on an issue may lead to an allegation of apparent bias.
10. In instances of both predetermination and bias, the implication is that a decision will be
taken in a particular and fixed way irrespective of the merits or the information
provided at the meeting.
Consequences
11. Where a Councillor has a closed mind, this potentially has a direct impact on the
validity of the decision and might make the decision challengeable either by way of
Judicial Review or some other legal appeal process. If proven it would amount to a
procedural irregularity and might mean that the decision taken by the Committee is
then regarded as unlawful and void.
12. Challenges can also be made via a complaint to the Local Government Ombudsman
who can investigate the matter and has power both to secure documentation held by
the council and to require witnesses to attend for interview. A finding of
maladministration requires the Council to place a public notice of the findings, debate
at full Council and respond to the findings.

1

R (on the application of Ortona) v SSCLG 2009 JPL 1033. See Georghiou v LB Enfield (2004) EW HC 779.
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13. The Monitoring Officer also has the power to investigate a matter and decide if there
has been any procedural irregularity as well as a possible breach of the member’s
code of conduct.
Predisposition
14. Predisposition means that a person has not yet fully made up their mind about an
issue. Although they may have policy, personal or other legitimate reasons to be
disposed toward a particular outcome, predisposition still holds open the possibility
that the member will have regard to all of the evidence provided to him or her and is
still open to persuasion on the facts of the case.
15. The law recognises that a Councillor may be predisposed to a particular view on
issues but this in itself is not a bar from them taking a full part in the decision making.
Provided they have an open mind to the merits of the arguments before they make a
final decision on the specific issue before them e.g. a general antipathy to wind farms
does not preclude a specific decision about a specific application for a wind turbine
planning application in a specific locality. The general view does not close the
member’s mind to the relevant facts concerning the specific decision that needs to be
taken.
16. By the nature of the councillor role, elected members will have predispositions on
matters of policy, or perhaps on a local issue for which they have campaigned or stood
for election. The holding and expression of views, even strong views, is to be
expected. The common law recognises this and has established that only if a
councillor firmly closes his/her mind to any other possibility (when called upon to take
or participate in a decision) will the courts judge the matter as having strayed into
predetermination or bias.
17. The law recognises that Councillors do have opinions and views on a wide
range of issues and whilst not having a closed mind, nevertheless, they are not
expected to have an empty mind!
Localism Act 2011
18. In order to make it explicitly clear that all Councillors should be entitled to speak on
behalf of their communities without necessarily precluding themselves from local
decision making, Section 25 of the Localism Act 2011 was implemented to address
this issue. In effect, expressions of a view on a particular local planning issue, or
campaigning for election on a particular platform, should not of itself be treated as
evidence of a closed mind on a particular matter which would prevent them from
participating in Council business relating to that issue.
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19. Section 25 states that if there is an issue about the validity of a decision as a result of
an allegation of bias or predetermination (either actual or apparent) then in those
circumstances a decision maker is not to be taken to have had or to appear to have
had a closed mind just because he or she has previously done anything that directly or
indirectly indicated what view they might take or would take in relation to the matter.
20. The clear intention of the legislation is to allow Members to feel more confident in
becoming involved in local debate without fear of precluding themselves from taking
part in decision making.
21. This is based on the principle that a member should be deemed to be open to
persuasion on the facts of the case before the actual decision is taken at the
Committee, having taken into account the relevant Committee reports, the debate,
advice provided, consultation undertaken and any representations made at the
meeting i.e. taking into account all of this information and only then making a decision.
22. However, this Section does not provide blanket protection or immunity for anything that
is said by a Member. The test of what an ‘impartial and fair minded observer would
think2’ would still apply in relation to interests or relationships, which bring into question
issues of undue influence or bias. The protection of Section 25 only relates to
previous statements not being in of themselves proving predetermination or bias. If
there is other evidence available to demonstrate predetermination or bias then such
statements might then become admissible.
Freedom of Speech
23. There is an important difference between those Councillors who are directly involved in
making a decision and those Councillors who are legitimately seeking to influence that
decision. Councillors who are not involved in making a decision are generally free to
speak how they want with regards to a matter and indeed frequently take on the role of
advocate for the local community. This can include attending a decision making
Committee as a non-Committee member and, with the leave of the Chairman
addressing the Committee on the merits of the matter before it.
Case Law
24. The Localism Act effectively confirms and re-states the established case law in relation
to predetermination and it is therefore helpful to consider such cases as they provide
practical examples of instances where predetermination was not proven.
R (Lewis) v Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council [2010] UKSC11

2

Porter v Magill 2001 VKHL 67
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25. A highly controversial decision taken just before an election was unsuccessfully
challenged. Members were entitled to be predisposed to determine an application in
accordance with their own political views and policies, provided that they listened to
the arguments and had regard to all material considerations. Neither the proximity of
the local election nor the unanimity of the members of the majority group in
themselves were capable of demonstrating that those who voted in favour of the
application had closed minds to the planning merits of the proposal.
R (Island Farm Development Limited) v Bridgend CBC 2006 EWHC 2189
26. This case involved a refusal by a Local Authority to sell land to the claimant who
wished to develop it. There were strong local feelings about the matter and indeed
several members of the Council had been elected having campaigned against the
sale. The Judge held that Members were entitled, when making decisions on local
issues, to take into account policies they believe in, especially if they have been part of
a manifesto in a local election. Prior statements were simply evidence of
predisposition, not of closed minds.
Condron v National Assembly for Wales [2006] EWCA Civ 1573
27. In the case of Condron, a Member as he walked into the building just prior to the
meeting, was asked how he was going to vote and stated that he was “going with the
Officer recommendation”. Even in this instance, where there was explicit evidence of
intention, nonetheless, the Courts ruled that there was no evidence that at the meeting
itself the Member had a closed mind as there was no evidence to suggest that he
wouldn’t have changed his mind as there was still the possibility that he might have
changed his opinion depending on what he had heard.
Conclusion
28. The legislation is clear that whatever a Councillor says or does prior to the
meeting cannot by itself, be used as evidence of predetermination or bias
provided they conduct themselves appropriately and consider and weigh the
matters at the meeting itself before reaching a decision.
29. Nonetheless, separate from the legal protection, Councillors also need to guard
against the perception or unfounded allegations of predetermination and bias.
Therefore, it is important for Councillors to explain that their views are preliminary and
are not to be taken as their final decision and that they have retained an open mind
and will listen to both sides of the argument before reaching a final conclusion.
Gifts and Hospitality
30. Councillors are no longer legally required to register gifts and hospitality. The key
concern that may arise is that the acceptance of gifts and hospitality might give rise to
a perception of actual or apparent bias.
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31. Members should always approach decision-making with an open mind. There may be
instances where offers and acceptances of gifts and/or hospitality may give the
impression of real or actual bias. For example, if they are particularly lavish, frequent
or timed to coincide with decision-making or from a company or community group
which stands to be affected by the decision to be taken.
32. Consequently, members should always view offers of gifts and hospitality cautiously
and particularly so if there is any association between the originator and any decision
which a councillor will or may take. Remember, the appearance of bias - to a ‘fair
minded and informed observer’ (i.e. the courts) - is sufficient to potentially undermine
an authority’s decision-making process.
33. Gifts and hospitality should never be sought or solicited; and where offered they
should generally be declined; and certainly so if they relate to potential decisionmaking, either at a specified or potential future time. This would protect the councillor,
and the council, from allegations of bias and influence and would maintain the integrity
of democratic decision-making.
34. It remains open to councillors voluntarily to register offers/acceptances of gifts as nonpecuniary interests should they wish to do so. The register of interests form contains
a section where members can record any non-pecuniary interests in addition to the
statutory disclosable pecuniary interests which they are required to record. Members
are strongly advised to register such interests to demonstrate openness and
transparency.
Bribery Act
It is a criminal offence under the Bribery Act 2010 to request or receive money or other
advantage in return for improperly doing or not doing an act as part of your Councillor role.
Voluntary registration of gifts and hospitality received or offered protects both you and the
Council from such allegations of corruption. The declaration form has a section which can
be used for these voluntary disclosures of interest.
Membership of Organisations
35. Councillors and co-opted members will often be members of outside organisations,
locally or nationally, either in their private capacity or as appointed by their councils.
This can include community groups, lobby groups, political parties and trade unions.
36. An association with such a group could, conceivably, be a factor in any allegation of
real or actual bias. This would depend on the circumstances of the case. Mere
membership is unlikely to be an issue. However, active involvement in the promotion
of a particular cause or object, if this is germane to a decision before the council, may
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well give rise to an appearance of bias.
37. In order to strengthen openness and transparency it is advisable for Members to
register such membership in order to protect themselves and the Council from
allegations of bias or of having a particular hidden agenda.
38. It is always open to members voluntarily to declare any other personal interests in that
section of the Register of Interests Form provided for this purpose. If a member
considers that a personal interest, other than a disclosable pecuniary interest, would
conflict with their responsibilities to abide by the Seven Principles of Public Life (the
‘Nolan Principles’) then these can be included in that latter section of the form.
39. One of the Nolan Principles is that:
“Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any obligation to
people or organisations that may try inappropriately to influence them in their work”
40. Therefore, members need to be mindful of any pronouncements they may make as
part of such organisations, either on their behalf or individually.
Trade Union Representation
41. Insofar as any such association may involve sponsorship (by that organisation) e.g. by
a Trade Union then registration is already required as a Disclosable Pecuniary
Interest. The relevant Regulations explicitly provide that sponsorship includes “any
payment or financial benefit from a trade union within the meaning of the Trade Union
and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992”. This means that sponsorship by a
trade union will be a disclosable pecuniary interest and should be registered as such.
Dual/Triple Hatted Members
42. Dual and triple-hatted members need to balance their legitimate right to express
views while protecting the integrity of council decision making from allegations
of real or apparent bias and predetermination arising from potential conflicts of
interest between the two Councils he or she represents.
43. Members of more than one local authority may occasionally find themselves in a
position where they have made a decision or been consulted on a matter in one
authority which then comes up for consideration in another authority. In those
circumstances, advice should be sought from the Monitoring Officer as to whether or
not the initial involvement precludes them from taking part in the decision making.
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44. Members may also need to be cautious as to whether they can take part in a decision
that has financial implications, either positive or negative, for the other public body.
Again the advice of the Monitoring Officer should be sought.
Community meetings
45. Where a member agrees to chair a community or public meeting on a particular
planning matter, the member should make it clear at the outset the capacity in which
they are acting (e.g. as a facilitator to local discussion) and make a very clear
statement setting out that they are taking part with an open mind. It is suggested that
members’ might want to use the following words to do this (varied to name the
particular meeting) and perhaps to include a copy as an annex to the minutes:
I have agreed to chair this meeting [Liaison Committee etc] in order to enable
meetings to take place between [local residents, the Parish Council, the operator,
the landowner, the District Council through its officers, and other interested
parties]. I intend to listen to the views and opinions put forward by all parties at this
meeting but I would like to make it clear that insofar as there is any discussion or
consideration of a proposal by any party that may require planning permission, all
parties should be aware that notwithstanding anything I may hear or any comment I
may make at these [Liaison] meetings, this is not the correct forum to determine
any such matters and that I will make my decision on such matters at the relevant
Council meeting with an open mind and based on all the evidence presented at that
meeting.
46. A version of this statement could also be made if a member is participating in, but not
chairing, such a meeting, for the avoidance of doubt.
Code of Conduct
47. Members will be familiar with their responsibilities under the Code of Conduct to
register and declare disclosable pecuniary interests and any other non-pecuniary
interests which they wish to register. These provisions protect council decisionmaking, and members themselves, where private interests may otherwise conflict with
public duties.
48. If you are a member of a planning committee you will also need to have regard to the
specific guidance in the Council’s Planning Code in relation to bias and
predetermination.
Summary of Do’s and Don’ts
49. The law of bias and predetermination protects the democratic decision making
process such that decisions are taken properly and conscientiously, having due
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regard to advice and other material in the meeting, and what it said in the relevant
debate.
Do’s
 Members should not be afraid of holding or expressing views, even strong views provided that they remain just that - views
 Be careful not to convey the impression in the mind of a reasonable person (and
before the decision in question) that you have already made up your mind ‘come
what may’
 Remember that the appearance of bias is sufficient to undermine the decisionmaking process even if you believe that no bias actually exists
Don’ts
 In expressing your views ahead of a decision, don’t use extreme language that
could indicate you’ve predetermined the matter already
 Allow your associations and memberships to create the impression of bias
 Accept gifts and/or hospitality that creates the impression of bias or corruption

For further advice about this guidance, and to discuss any particular scenarios, contact
the Monitoring Officer on 0300 0030107 or
kevin.lane@cherwellandsouthnorthants.gov.uk.

February 2015
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3.7 An Advice Note for Elected Councillors Serving on
Outside Organisations
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Introduction
This is general advice for elected Councillors which has been prepared by the Oxfordshire
District and County Secretaries/Monitoring Officers Group about some issues which can
and do arise when they are appointed to serve on bodies to which the Council may
traditionally make appointments.
The business of local government, at all levels, now includes far more partnership
working, and work in the community. A Councillors’ representational role is enhanced and
strengthened by participating in outside bodies but inevitably there will be great
differences in the way these bodies work. It is not possible therefore to give exhaustive
advice about every issue which a councillor may face if serving on an outside body, but
this note deals with some of the most fundamental issues.
General Background
Once Councillors are elected to serve on the Council they may very well be nominated by
the Council to serve on other bodies which deal with a variety of issues on a district,
county or regional basis. Such bodies are many and varied: examples being community
hall committees, cultural arts and sports and tourism promotional bodies, charitable
bodies, voluntary and advisory organisations and bodies dealing with various major public
programmes as well as bodies actually run by other public institutions.
Councillors need to understand certain ground rules as part of their take up of an
appointment on an outside body:

it is not necessarily the case that the Council knows in detail the organisation of the
outside bodies to which they appoint councillors, as these bodies are independent
bodies of varied backgrounds;



the Council will probably be only one of a number of organisations with which the body
has formal contact;



Councillors need to make themselves aware, at the time of joining a body, what they
are taking on, and what the body expects of them;



Councillors need to be aware that taking on a specific role with an outside body (e.g.
chairmanship of it) may create a conflict when the Council considers matters relating to
that body;



Councillors are bound by their Council’s local Code of Conduct when serving on an
outside body unless it conflicts with any legal obligations arising from their membership
of that body;



there are many different forms of organisation as described above, and councillors
should be aware that they are not covered by the Council’s legal machinery or
insurance for the activities they may become involved in through membership of an
outside body. A separate note about limitation of risk and the insurance situation is
given below.
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generally outside bodies will be performing or facilitating public works or programmes
or engaged in philanthropic activity and the competence of administration of them will
vary considerably. Councillors serving on them need to be alert to problems and to
seek advice about any matters which may be of concern from the Council’s Monitoring
Officer.

This introductory advice is not intended to dissuade Councillors from participating in the
valuable work of outside bodies. It is simply saying that outside bodies are very varied in
their culture and operational base and the Council as such does not know enough about
them to give them a seal of approval to the extent that the councillor is “fireproof” if serving
as a Council nominee - checks and clarity of purpose established by the Councillor are
very necessary.
At the end of this advice note there are some useful contacts listed, both within and
outside the Council. There are also some Do’s and Don’ts which might help Councillors
when representing the Council on an outside body.
Types of Bodies
As mentioned above organisations are many and varied. It is impossible to provide advice
about every problem that may be encountered.
Broadly speaking bodies may fall into one of the following categories:

a formally incorporated company
e.g. Charter Housing, South East Employers



an unincorporated organization
e.g. Bicester and District Chamber of Commerce, Oxfordshire Association of
Local Councils



a charitable body
e.g. Oxfordshire Age Concern, Banbury Charities



partnerships/consultative groups
e.g. Bicester Vision, Oxford Airport Consultative Committee

The obligations of a Councillor will vary depending upon the role taken. Again, in general,
the obligations of being a director of a company, or charity trustee will be specific and
more clearly defined in law than for membership of an unincorporated body. The point of
councillor representation on outside bodies is to further the public interest, either locally or
generally, and Councillors need to exercise their judgement in this respect whilst bearing
in mind any Council objectives in having representation on the body concerned.
For unincorporated organisations, the rules governing the (Councillors’) duties and
liabilities should be set out in a Constitution which will govern how the organisation will
operate. Quite often the Constitution will provide for a management committee to be
responsible for the everyday running of the organisation.
There are also bodies which could be described as “consultative” or pressure groups.
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Membership of these bodies can bring particular problems which are discussed below.
The succinct advice is to be aware of your responsibilities and ensure you take advice if
necessary from the appropriate person in the organisation on which you are serving.
The Application of the Council’s Code of Conduct
As indicated above, an elected Councillor is bound to observe the requirements of the
Council’s Code of Conduct when serving on another body (as well as observing the
body’s own code/governance guidelines) which require those serving on it to conduct
themselves in a certain way.
(Note: for Councillors serving on more than one authority be aware of the Code of
Conduct for the authority which is making the appointment).
The relevant parts of the Council’s Code of Conduct are:Paragraph 13 -

this requires Councillors to register membership of, or position of
general control or management in, a body to which they have been
appointed or nominated by the Authority as its representative. The
standard Register of Interest forms that Councillors complete provides
for this information to be listed.

Paragraph 9(2) -

this requires Councillors serving on outside bodies, providing he/she
does not have a prejudicial interest (see paragraph 4.3), to disclose to
the meeting (of the Council/ its Executive/ its committees) a personal
interest and nature of that interest when he/she addresses the
meeting on that business.

The declaration of a personal interest would not disallow the Councillor from speaking and
voting on the particular issue at the meeting.
If a Councillor considers that he/she has a prejudicial interest in an outside body to which
he/she has been appointed, then the Councillor should declare that he/she has a
prejudicial interest and the nature of that interest as soon as the interest becomes
apparent. The Councillor should then leave the room unless members of the public are
allowed to make representations, give evidence or answer questions about the matter. If
this is the case, the Councillor can also attend for that purpose. However, once the
Councillor’s representation is made, he/she must leave the room. A Councillor cannot
remain in the public gallery to observe the vote on the matter. In addition, a Councillor
must not seek to improperly influence a decision in which he/she has a prejudicial interest.
Consultation with the Council’s Monitoring Officer may be required when there are
circumstances which may give rise to problems in this respect.
Councillors should be aware of the above and how to interpret the Code of Conduct to
identify and avoid conflicts of interest. The following guidance may assist:
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Ordinary Members of Management Committees (or similar)


Where Council has appointed a Councillor to an outside body as a representative of
the Council he/she may regard themselves as not having a prejudicial interest. It is
important to remember that simply by appointing a Councillor to an outside body the
Council does not grant the person an automatic exemption from prejudicial interest in
every circumstance relating to that body. For example, trustees have specific
obligations to the body to which they belong; these would almost certainly amount to a
prejudicial interest if a Councillor were involved in discussion in a meeting of the
Council (or its Executive or Committees etc.) about a grant to that body, or other
matters affecting its financial or business affairs. It is therefore important that, in spite
of the general rule of exemption, Councillors remain alert when sensitive issues arise
and seek advice where appropriate



For Councillors who are not appointed by the Council to the body the normal rules
about personal and prejudicial interests apply (unless the body falls into another
exemption category). This also includes Councillors who have been appointed to Body
A as the Council’s representative and then appointed/nominated by Body A to
represent it on Body B.



Councillors should bear in mind that the terms of exception should be interpreted as
implying that where a councillor is on an outside body, but not as the Council’s
representative, a prejudicial interest may exist.

Officeholders (Chairman, Treasurer etc)


If a Councillor, who is the Council’s representative on a body, is approached to accept
a position as an officeholder with that body, he/she should consider whether taking
such a leading role is compatible with representing the Council. Part of the role of a
councillor on an outside body is to liaise between the Council and that body and to
report on its business and performance to the Council. To do so effectively requires a
degree of impartiality from that body which holding an office may call into question.



It may be that part of an organisation’s motivation in seeking to have a Councillor as
an officeholder is to gain extra influence with the Council. It is important therefore that
from the start the Councillor makes clear that as an officeholder the likelihood of
conflicts of interest arising is significantly greater. It may indeed make the position
untenable. As an officeholder a Councillor should normally expect to declare a
personal and prejudicial interest in matters affecting the affairs of the body - not just
grants, but also issues relating to planning, licensing, property etc. Regard should also
be had to paragraph 6 (a) of the Code which states that a Councillor must not in
his/her official capacity, or any other circumstances, use his/her position as a
Councillor improperly to confer on or secure for themselves or any other person, an
advantage or disadvantage.



Officeholders should equally be aware of the need to be careful in avoiding conflicts of
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interest arising when acting in their capacity as members of an outside body because
of its dealings with the Council. This could come from individual cases or from more
significant policy and financial aspects of the relationship between the body and the
Council. Some bodies may themselves have governance arrangements designed to
regulate ethical standards.


It is important to avoid any perception of impropriety. The potential for incompatibility
between a Councillor’s role as an officeholder on an outside body and membership of
the Council will be influenced by a number of factors, such as
 the degree to which the body is dependent on the Council for financial or other
support, and the scale of that support
 the general nature of the relationship between the Council and the body
 the real or perceived influence the councillor may be able to exert over the
Council - for example, is he/she a member of the Executive or is he/she “high
profile” in some other way? Would a decision contrary to his/her point of view
either by the Council or by the management committee of the outside body be
perceived as politically embarrassing?
 Would the Council be perceived as seeking to exercise undue influence over the
body, or vice versa?



Such considerations will apply to all Councillors who hold office, whether or not they
have been appointed to the body by the Council.

Indemnities: General
Within this note specific advice is given, in the relevant sections, about the need for
insurance cover to be available through the body on which the Councillor serves.
The general ability of the Council to provide an overall indemnity for Councillors serving
on outside bodies is still not entirely clear in law but, for the purpose of this advice note,
bodies that are independent of the Council and on which Councillors may serve are the
source through which insurance should be available. These bodies will have a variety of
people serving on them, other than members of councils - it is for the body to see to it, as
far as they are able within their powers, that their representatives are covered by
insurance.
The ability of local authorities to indemnify Councillors and Officers for any personal
liability arising from actions or decisions taken by them in the course of their official duties
is covered under the Local Authorities (Indemnities for Members and Officers) Order
2004. The scope of the order can be summarised as follows:


Where the Councillor is carrying out any function which is at the request of, with the
approval of or for the purposes of, the Authority.



Where the Councillor is carrying out any function which is at the request of, with the
approval of the Authority but acting in capacities other than a Councillor of the
Authority.
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Where the action or inaction complained of falls outside the powers of the Authority
itself or outside the powers of a Councillor individually (ultra vires), provided the Officer
or Member reasonably believed the matter was not outside those powers.



Where a Councillor makes a statement that certain steps have been taken or
requirements fulfilled, but it later becomes clear that this is not the case. Again, the
officer or member indemnified must reasonably believe that the statement was true
when it was made.

Guidance about serving on particular bodies
Companies
There is a considerable body of law concerning the duties of those who may run
companies i.e. directors. There are rules in the Local Government and Housing Act 1989
concerning Council involvement in companies. Because the legal implications and rules
are extensive, and Councillors’ involvement with companies is on the increase, separate
guidance is given to Councillors who may serve in such capacity, through an Appendix to
this note.
Unincorporated organisations (Management Committees)
General status
Groups that are not charitable trusts or limited companies are “unincorporated
associations” and have no separate legal identity from their members. The rules
governing the members’ duties and liability should be set out in a Constitution, which is
simply an agreement between the members as to how the organisation will operate.
Usually, the Constitution will provide for a management committee to be responsible for
the everyday running of the organisation. An unincorporated organisation may be
charitable and may register as a charity.
Property will have to be held by individuals as the organisation has no existence of its
own.
Duties
Broadly, Management Committee Councillors must act within the constitution (of the
unincorporated organisation), and must take reasonable care in exercising their powers.
Liabilities
(i)

Generally, Management Committee members are liable for the acts of the
organisation, but are entitled to an indemnity from the funds of the organisation if
they have acted properly. If there is no insurance cover from the organisation, the
Management Committee members are personally liable for the shortfall.

(ii)

If one person is appointed by the Constitution to act as the agent of the
organisation for certain purposes, then that person acts as the agent of all the
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members, who have joint liability for the agent’s actions.
(iii)

Members of the Management Committee will have personal liability if they act
outside the authority given to them or if they do not comply with statute e.g. the
payment of employees’ tax etc.

Indemnities
Councillors will be entitled to an indemnity if they act in accordance with the constitution
and are not at fault provided the body concerned has obtained insurance, but if the
organisation is to pay the premium it must be permitted by the constitution. The necessary
insurance policy would need to be renewed otherwise it would become invalid. Councillors
would then not be covered.
Charities
General status


To be a charity an organisation must operate for a charitable purpose. There are four:
 the relief of poverty and human suffering
 the advancement of education
 the advancement of religion
 another purpose for the benefit of the community



It must operate for the public benefit and have exclusively charitable purposes. An
organisation which operates for political purposes will not qualify for charitable status.



To register as a charity the organisation must submit its Trust Deed (usually the
Memorandum and Articles of Association of a company limited by guarantee) to the
Charity Commissioners for approval. If they are satisfied that the organisation is
charitable it will be registered as such.



Those who are responsible for the control and administration of a charity are referred
to as its trustees, even where the organisation is a company limited by guarantee and
even though they are not strictly trustees. Trustees of a charity retain personal liability
and can only delegate it if the trust authorises them so to do.

Trustees’ duties


Trustees must take care to act in accordance with the Trust Deed and to protect the
charity’s assets.



Trustees must not make a private profit from their position. They must also perform
their duty with the standard of care which an ordinary, prudent business person would
show. Higher standards are required of professionals and in relation to investment
matters.



Charity trustees need to have regard to the requirements of the Charities Acts and to
ensure that the requirements of the Charity Commissioners are met. Advice and
guidance on these details would normally be available from the administrator of the
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Trust. There are leaflets available from the Charity Commissioners about various
aspects of running a charity. These should be obtainable from the administrator of the
Trust.
Trustees’ personal liability


If in doubt, always consult the person who is responsible for the administration of the
charity but ultimately you should consult the Charity Commissioners. Contact details
are at the end of this note. A trustee who does so should avoid personal liability for
breach of trust if they act in accordance with the advice given.



Generally though a trustee incurs personal liability if they:
 act outside the scope of the trust deed
 fall below the required standard of care
 make a personal profit from the trust assets



In such circumstances the trustee will incur personal liability for losses incurred.



Trustees can be liable personally to third parties because unlike a company, a trust
has no separate identity from the trustees. Trustees are, however, entitled to an
indemnity from the trust assets, provided they act properly in incurring the liability.
Trustees remain personally liable once they retire (e.g. if they have entered into a
contract on behalf of the trust) and should therefore seek an indemnity from their
successors. If the charity is a company, however, the trustees for the time being will be
responsible.



Trustees may be liable to fines if they do not comply with the duty to make returns etc.

Indemnities
An indemnity can be given from the trust fund provided the trustee has acted properly and
within his/her powers. Trustees may take out insurance to protect themselves against
personal liability but not for criminal acts, fraud etc. There will be no problem if the
trustees themselves pay the premiums but if they are paid out of the charitable funds, the
trustees will need the consent of the Charity Commissioners unless the trust deed allows
it. Again any insurance policy should be kept in force by ensuring renewal premiums are
paid.
Consultative/Advisory Bodies/Pressure Groups
Difficulty can arise where a Councillor serving on a particular body champions a cause
being promoted by that body or has been closely involved in formulating advice or
preparing an application for assistance in some form which is required from the Council.
In such circumstances the councillor should be aware that it will be necessary to consider
their position if and when the matter comes before the Council.
A Councillor who has led an outside body to formulate advice for a Council may very well
be deemed to show bias or a closed mind in such circumstances and quite apart from any
considerations under the Code of Conduct may not be able to participate in discussion
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and voting at the Council, as they are not able to exercise their judgement in the wider
public interest.
Examples of close involvement on issues coming before the Council and arising through
membership of these types of bodies could occur through membership of historical or civic
societies, or local arms of national organisations like Friends of the Earth.
Partnerships
Today, within the public sector, bodies are formed which can be described as
partnerships. These can involve local authorities with other public sector bodies or
sections of other public sector bodies in dealing with specific issues. These partnerships
can range from informal groups where each organisation’s representative comes to the
group with a defined purpose/supply of resources from his/her organisation to contribute
to the achievement of a particular programme of events, to more formal arrangements
where a legal agreement is entered into between all the parties as to what the object of
the partnership is and what the obligations/inputs will be from the partners (for example,
the Oxfordshire Waste Partnership).
In the former case the representatives on the partnership steering group or “committee”
should act within the scope of the authority given to them by their Council, which on
occasions may need to be clarified when the agenda for the partnership meetings is
prepared. In the latter case, the legal agreement should set out the rights and obligations
of the partners and the representative will need to be familiar with these requirements. It is
likely that in these circumstances the Council’s legal officer will have drafted, or approved,
an agreement to regulate the arrangements in accordance with the Council’s decision to
be involved.
Reporting Back
The Council requires reports back from Councillors at least once per year on outside body
activity. This is to help in monitoring the value of representation, any particular problems
encountered, and to keep the Council aware of any relevant activities of the body during
the year. Annual reports should be sent to Democratic Services. The system of annual
reporting does not mean a Councillor should not report back after each meeting, if there
are reasons to make the Council aware of a particular issue.
Data Protection
It is possible that through representation on an outside body you will process personal
data that belongs to the body. If you do this you will need to ensure with the body whether
you need to be part of the body’s notified arrangements to the Information Commissioner
for processing the data.
(Processing data means doing anything with it from obtaining it, working with it to
destroying it.)
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Some Final Thoughts
The way local government operates increasingly involves Councillors participating in the
affairs of other organisations. These organisations may be close partners of the Council
helping to deliver services or they may be more distant bodies carrying out some
particular role within a local community. It is an important part of local governance that
Councillors should feel able to participate in such bodies if they wish or if the Council feels
it is beneficial. Some help can be available to Councillors to enable them to carry out their
tasks on bodies in which they may take an interest but the bottom line is that the
organisations are separate from the Council and the Councillor must act in accordance
with the interests of the organisation.
In considering matters before the body, the Councillor can take account of any of the
Council’s objectives but cannot be bound by the Council to vote one way or the other on a
particular matter. The overriding duty is to vote in accordance with the interests of that
organisation.
Councillors should always be clear about their role on the organisation. In the most basic
cases, a Councillor may well be a representative on the body simply to render general
help and advice - or to help in specific circumstances. In such cases there should be few
issues arising. If a councillor’s role expands then, as set out elsewhere in this note,
advice may need to be sought about possible conflict of interest, particularly of the
Councillor who holds a specific office on the District Council e.g. member of the Executive
or Committee Chairman.
If you are at all concerned by the administration or management of a body that you have
been appointed to, in the first instance you should raise the matter with the person who
appears to you to be managing the organisation. If there are matters which might concern
the Council you can raise the matter with the Council’s responsible officer for outside body
nominations - the Head of Legal and Democratic Services. It may not be possible for the
Council to resolve the issues but the Council may then be able to consider whether
continued representation on the body is justified or desirable.
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Do’s and Don’ts
Do


Make sure you understand from the body on which you represent the Council what
they expect of you (i.e. a clear relationship statement).



Obtain any written information from the body such as their constitution,
objectives/powers and duties summary accounts etc. to help you do your job properly.



Seek assurances and evidence about insurance to minimise/eliminate any personal
liability you might incur.



Ensure you receive proper notification of meetings of the body and look at the records
of meetings they produce.



Act in the best interests of the body.



Liaise with the Council on any issues which concern the body - but not so as to infringe
any provision of the Code of Conduct.



Report back to the Council on activities of the body - either annually or after a
particular meeting if necessary.



Raise any issues of general administration of the body with the identified contact
person in the organisation.



If you have concerns which you feel you cannot raise with the body, report to the
Council’s appropriate Officer.

Do Not


Breach the Council’s Code of Conduct requirements.



Take on an officeholder’s post in the organisation without considering the implications
for the Council and your elected councillor responsibilities.



Vote on any issues in the organisation other than in the best interests of the
organisation.



Agree to act as a ‘go-between’ with the Council on any issue which may cause a
conflict of interest.



Fail to keep yourself briefed of matters taking place within the organisation.
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Useful Contacts
Charity Commission
PO Box 922
Liverpool
L69 3WP
Tel No 0870 333 0123
website www.charitycommission.gov.uk

National Council for Voluntary Organisations
Regents Wharf
All Saints Street
London
N1
Tel No 020 7713 6161

Community Matters
8-9 Upper Street
London
N1 0PQ
Tel No 0171 226 0189
(specialise in advice about Community Associations)

Oxfordshire Rural Community Council
Jericho Farm
Worton
Witney
OX29 4JZ
Tel No 01865 883488
(advice can be obtained about village hall arrangements)
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Appendix
Advice to Councillors re Companies
Companies
Sometimes a Councillor will find they have been nominated to serve on an outside body
which is a registered company. If so, the following advice is relevant.
On incorporation a company becomes a separate legal entity which can hold property in
its own right, enter into contracts and sue and be sued in its own name. The company is
distinct from its shareholders and members. In the case of a limited liability company, the
liability of members of the company is limited to the amount they paid or agreed to pay
when they joined the company. This can be as little as £1.
Companies limited by shares are those which have a share capital (e.g. 1,000 shares of
£1 each). Each member holds shares and receives a share in the profits made by the
company according to the value of the shares held. Shares can be sold. Companies
limited by guarantee are those where there is no shareholding. Instead each member
agrees that in the event of the company being wound up they will agree to pay a certain
amount. This may also be as little as £1. This form of company is the most usual in the
public and voluntary sector particularly where charitable status is sought.
The management of a company is generally the responsibility of a board of directors. The
powers of the directors are usually set out in the company’s Articles of Association (the
rules each company has to govern its internal management). Sometimes even though a
company has been incorporated the directors may be referred to as members of the
committee of management, governors or even trustees. However, this does not change
their status as directors. Conversely, sometimes officials are called directors but they are
not members of the board. Again their status will not be affected. Directors are those
who are appointed by the company to act in that capacity.
Directors’ Duties
A director is an agent of the company. His/her prime duties are as follows:A fiduciary duty to the company (not individual shareholders) to act honestly and in good
faith and in the best interests of the company as a whole. Directors are therefore in the
position of “quasi trustees” who must take proper care of the assets of the company. The
fiduciary duty of the director towards the company is very similar to the fiduciary duty of
councillors to Council Tax payers.
A general duty of care and skill to the company but a director requires no greater skill
than might reasonably be expected of someone of that individual’s particular knowledge
and experience. A director is not deemed to be an expert, but is expected to use
diligence and to obtain expert advice if necessary.
Like a Councillor in respect of Council decisions, the director is under a duty to exercise
independent judgement, though it is permissible for him/her to take account of the
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interests of a third party that he/she represents. In such a case the director must disclose
that position and treads a fine line between the interests of the company and the party
represented (in this case the Council). The director cannot vote simply in accordance with
the Council mandate. To do so would be a breach of duty.
No conflict. There may be actual or potential conflicts between the interests of the
Council and the interests of the company. In such circumstances, the only proper way for
the conflict to be resolved is for the councillor to resign either from the company or from
the Council.
Directors are not allowed to make a private profit from their position. They must,
therefore, disclose any interests they or their family may have in relation to the company’s
contracts. Whether they are then allowed to vote will depend on the Articles of
Association.
Directors must ensure compliance with the Companies Acts in relation to the keeping
of accounts and ensuring that the relevant returns are made to the Registrar of
Companies. Failure to do so incurs fines and persistent default can lead to
disqualification as a director.
Directors’ liabilities
The company’s identity must clearly be shown on its stationery. The company number,
place of registration, registered office address and if any of the directors’ names are
shown then they must all appear. Non-compliance is an offence and the directors and
company officers can be fined.
A company can only act within the scope set out in its Memorandum of Association (the
document which sets out the objects of the company). Those directors knowingly causing
the company to act beyond the activities set out in the Memorandum will be liable
personally. In very limited circumstances it is possible for the actions of the directors to be
ratified by the members of the company.
A director may also be liable for breach of trust if they misapply the money or property of
the company. Directors may also be liable if they fail to take action to prevent breach by a
co-director of which they are aware.
In the event of failure to act in accordance with the best interests of the company, or if a
director uses their powers improperly or makes a personal profit from their position as
director, then the director may be personally liable for loss to the company and may be
required to give to the company any personal profit made.
If the level of skill and care shown by a director falls below that which could be reasonably
expected and the company suffers loss, the director will be liable for the loss incurred.
However, if it believes the director acted honestly and reasonably, a Court may excuse
the director the liability.
If a director knows or ought to know that there is no reasonable prospect of the company
avoiding liquidation, a Court may require that director to contribute to the company’s
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assets on liquidation if the company continues to trade. This is known as wrongful
trading. No such order will be made if the Court is satisfied that the director took all
reasonable steps to minimise the loss to the creditors. If a director has concerns about
the company’s financial position they could be well advised to inform the other directors
and seek advice from the company auditors. They should try to ensure that further debts
are not incurred.
A director will also be liable if, to their knowledge, the company carries on business with
intent to defraud creditors or any other person or for any other fraudulent purpose.
Fraudulent trading can also lead to disqualification from acting as a director.
All cheques and similar documents which purport to be signed on behalf of the company
must bear the company name. Where they do not, the director signing on behalf of the
company may be liable to a fine and may also be liable to the payee if the company fails
to honour the cheque. It is, therefore, wise for directors to make sure that all documents
they sign on behalf of the company state very clearly that they act as agent for the
company, (e.g. Director, for and on behalf of ….)
A third party who enters into a contract, on the assumption that a director had power to
bind the company, may be able to claim damages against the director if it subsequently
transpires that the director had no such power. Directors would be well advised to ensure
that contracts are approved by the board and that the authority to enter into any contract
has been properly delegated before signing it.
Though company liability ceases on dissolution, the liability of the directors (if any) may
still be enforced after dissolution.
Indemnities
Directors cannot be indemnified against liability arising out of negligence, default, or
breach of duty or trust. However, the company’s Articles of Association may allow for
directors to be indemnified by the company in respect of the cost of defending such
proceedings if the director is granted relief by the Court or acquitted. It is lawful for
companies to purchase insurance to protect its directors against claims of
negligence, breach of duty, trust, default. Directors would be well advised to
ensure that such a policy of insurance is maintained at all times.
It is not possible for the Council to provide indemnities or insurance for councillors
acting as directors.
Local Authorities (Companies) Order 1995
This Order, made under the Secretary of State’s powers contained in Part V of the Local
Government and Housing Act, 1989 sets out rules concerning local authorities’
involvement in “regulated companies” which are subject to extensive controls, and their
involvement in other companies where a number of rules apply.
“Regulated companies” are so defined if they are controlled or influenced by the local
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authority. “Influenced companies”, under the effective control of the local authority, will be
subject to the capital controls regime and special property controls. In broad terms, the
test as to whether companies are local authority influenced is whether the local authority
has the right to, or in fact does, exercise a dominant influence of the company in question.
The original concept of controlled, influenced and minority interests in companies was
introduced by the 1989 Act. “Influenced” means at least 20 per cent local authority
interest plus a business relationship with the company accounting for over 50 per cent of
the company’s turnover and/or the company was located on local authority land leased or
sold for less than best consideration. “Controlled” means over 50 per cent local authority
interests, and “minority” less than 20 per cent interest. The concept in the 1989 Act
continues, but the 1995 Order introduced the term “regulated”.
Councillors who are directors of outside companies to which they have been nominated
by the Council are under the following obligations:


the remuneration they receive from the company should not exceed that received from
a local authority, and should be declared;



to give information to councillors about their activities as required by the local authority
(save for confidential information); and



to cease to be a director immediately upon disqualification as a Councillor. Councillors
should be alert to the demands of being a Director of a company if they are invited to
serve in that capacity on a body which is a registered company.
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3.8 Cherwell District Council Partnership Protocol
Introduction
This Protocol is addressed to all our potential partners and sets out our expectations when
entering into any partnership arrangement.
Cherwell District Council adopted a Partnership Protocol in April 2006. The definition of a
partnership was agreed then as “an agreement between two or more independent bodies
to work collectively to achieve an objective”.
This Protocol replaces and builds on the principles set out in the Partnership Protocol of
2006 and provides greater detail on the way Cherwell District Council will act, and will
expect partners to act, within any partnership arrangement. This Protocol will be part of
the Council’s Constitution.
Cherwell District Council has, as a key corporate objective, the desire to work in
partnership to deliver outcomes which are for the good of the community living, working,
and visiting, in the Cherwell area.
Cherwell District Council wishes to ensure that all partnerships that it is a part of are
underpinned by a common vision that is understood and agreed on by all the participating
bodies.
Scope
The purpose of the Protocol is to provide guidance on how to deal with issues arising from
working within partnerships and to help both partners and the public understand the basis
of the Council’s involvement in such arrangements.
Why a Partnership?
There must be clarity about what a partnership can achieve and why it is desirable. This
means clear principles and objectives and a clear timescale. It is also important to be
clear about what a partnership is. A contract between the Council and a supplier for goods
or services is not a partnership (although commercial contracts may have a “partnership”
element where it is agreed that risk/costs will be shared, that type of arrangement is not
covered by this Protocol but by the Council’s Financial and Contract Rules of Procedure).
What is the Partnership for?
All parties must share the vision of what they want to achieve in partnership. This will
need to be expressed in clear, shared objectives so that actions and outcomes can be
measured against agreed targets.
The legal status of the partnership will be determined by what it wants to achieve. Advice
should be sought from Legal Services on the best structure to put in place bearing in mind
what the objectives are and what organisations are involved. Unless a separate legal
April 2006
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entity is created a partnership cannot hold funds in its own right and is not able to employ
people. The issue of joint and several liability must be considered. This means each party
to the partnership takes responsibility for the decisions of the partnership.
Who needs to be involved?
There needs to be clarity about who is doing what. If an organisation is nominating
individuals to attend partnership meetings there must be clarity about the authority that
individual has to bind their organisation to partner decisions. If such authority cannot be
given there must be clarity about decision making processes and timescales within each
organisation so that where a partnership requires a decision to be taken the partner
organisations can ensure the person attending has authority to make the necessary
decision.
Where will the people come from?
People will be needed to attend meetings and carry out actions agreed by the partnership.
There must be clarity about who will do what and acknowledgment from the partner
organisations about the resources that will take. Time can be just as significant a
contribution to partnerships as money.
How will decisions be reached?
The decision making process should be open and transparent. Matters should only be
confidential when it is proper and appropriate for them to be treated as such (for example
commercial sensitivity or sensitive personal data under the Data Protection Act 1998 –
see below).
The partnership will need to agree from the outset the process for making decisions.
Should decisions be by a majority? Should some decisions only be possible by
unanimous agreement? Should only those contributing funds have a vote? Should there
be any matters where parties should have an absolute veto? Partnership decisions should
be clearly recorded. There must be clarity over who is responsible for this.
Data Quality and information sharing
Partnerships will make decisions based on the data provided. The partner organisations
must therefore commit to provide to the partnership the most robust data they are able to.
Cherwell will scrutinise the reliability of data and seek assurances as to quality and the
processes in place to ensure such quality. Information sharing will be a key part of
partnership working. Partner organisations are expected to comply with the provisions of
the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Where
confidential information is exchanged there should be an information sharing protocol.
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How will funds be delivered and spent?
There must be clear accountability for financial administration. Please ask Financial
Services about the processes that need to be in place. Where will the money come from?
Is the partnership intended to seek funds from other sources? Are the partners
themselves contributing? If so, are the contributions equal? What returns and outcomes
are expected for the financial contribution? Are future contributions ring-fenced and
protected from budget pressures? How will the money be spent? Where public funds are
involved, systems to authorise, record and audit expenditure should be in place.
Reviewing Performance
There should be at least an annual review of objectives achieved by the partnership, a
review of financial performance and consideration of the vision and whether it is fit for
purpose and necessary and appropriate for the partnership to continue. Has the
usefulness of the partnership ended? Reviews may be more frequent and there should be
a system for the achievements and issues of the partnership to be reported back to all
partners. Cherwell District Council’s Accounts, Audit and Risk Committee will monitor the
performance of all partnerships the Council is involved in; in doing so they will take a riskbased approach in order that such monitoring is proportionate.
The performance of all partnerships which Cherwell District Council is involved in is open
to scrutiny by the Council.
Dispute resolution
Robust discussion and differences of view are key to good partnerships. All parties should
feel free to express differences and express the views, priorities and interests of their
organisations. All parties should treat each other as valued and respected partners.
It is important for an informal dispute resolution process to be agreed rather than all
disputes leading to a termination of the partnership. Cherwell District Council will expect
senior officers of partner organisations to be willing to meet to try and resolve any
disputes at the earliest opportunity.
The Media
It is important that any disputes between parties do not spill over into public recriminations
or behaviours that reflect badly on both the partnership and the organisations involved.
Being part of a partnership means robust discussions internally but ultimately agreeing a
way forward and maintaining that with a united front for all public purposes. Partnerships
should have an agreed media strategy.
Exit Strategy
Partnerships may be time limited with a single objective or objectives which, once
achieved, mean the partnership should be dissolved. There needs to be clarity about how
April 2006
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the decision to end the partnership will be taken and what will happen to the assets.
Consideration should also be given as to whether any future arrangements are required. If
only some partners wish to leave, the decision will need to be taken as to whether a
partnership should, or can, continue and, if so, the decision making processes and
funding of the partnership will need to be reviewed

Partnership principles
Cherwell District Council believes all partners should enjoy the following rights, and bear
the following responsibilities, in any partnership arrangement:


To be treated as respected and valued partners and to demonstrate this by listening,
responding and encouraging real dialogue



To be able to express different views and reach consensus through forthright debate



To express the constraints under which they operate but take a positive approach
focused on outcomes



To expect loyalty to the partnership by taking collective responsibility for decisions
made by the partnership and to promote and support the aims of the partnership within
their own organisation



To expect the partnership to help them achieve their own objectives within their own
organisations



To expect an active role to be taken in the partnership and to deliver what is promised
and abide by decisions taken



To expect information to be shared freely where it is legally possible to do so and to
expect confidentiality to be respected.



To operate in a positive culture focused on results

April 2006
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SOUTH NORTHAMPTONSHIRE COUNCIL
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1. Financial Procedure Rules
1.1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 Financial Procedure Rules are part of the constitution and provide the
framework for managing the financial affairs of Cherwell and South
Northamptonshire Councils. They apply to every Member and all staff of both
Councils and anyone acting on their behalf, including contractors. These rules
are not intended to be a constraint on service delivery. Both Councils are
committed to innovation provided the necessary risk assessment and
safeguards are in place. References to “Council” refer to both Cherwell
District Council and South Northamptonshire Council. Any rules peculiar to
Cherwell or South Northamptonshire alone are indicated as such in the text.
These rules must be read with the Contract Procedure Rules which together
provide a comprehensive framework for financial management of the Council.
Where there is reference to current guidance in these rules this means the
latest approved version of that guidance regardless of the references given,
which may not always be up to date.
1.1.2 These regulations set out the financial responsibilities of the:
Full Council
Cabinet (in South Northamptonshire) / Executive (in Cherwell)
Committees and Sub-Committees
Chief Executive
Director of Resources (the “Section 151 Officer”)
Head of Finance and Procurement
Other Heads of Service
The Chief Executive, Directors and Heads of Service are collectively known
as the Joint Management Team (JMT).
1.1.3 Written records must be kept where decision-making has been delegated.
The Head of Finance and Procurement should have the original signed copy
of all financial delegations. Any reference to writing in this document includes
all electronic communication.
1.1.4 All Councillors and staff have a general responsibility for taking reasonable
action to provide for the security of the assets under their control, and for
ensuring that the use of these resources is legal, properly authorised, and
delivers value for money.
1.1.5 The Director of Resources, as the Section 151 Officer, is responsible for the
financial probity of both Councils.
1.1.6 The Director of Resources, in consultation with the Head of Finance and
Procurement, is responsible for maintaining a continuous review of the
Financial Procedure Rules and for submitting any additions or changes
necessary to both Councils for approval. The Director of Resources may
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amend these Rules where required by statutory change or administrative
error.
1.1.7 The Director of Resources is responsible for reporting breaches of the financial
regulations to the relevant Council or to the Cabinet/Executive or [Cherwell
only] the relevant portfolio holder or lead member.
1.1.8 Throughout these rules there is reference to the Section 151 Officer. This
is currently the Director of Resources, or their nominated deputy, as
required by section 114 of the Local Government Finance Act 1988, who
is the Head of Finance and Procurement. Throughout these rules the
Head of Finance and Procurement may take action in the absence of the
Director of Resources.
1.2

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DOCUMENTS

1.2.1 These regulations must be read in conjunction with the constitution and the
powers set out in the Scheme of Delegation. These regulations work together
with the Contract Procedure Rules.
1.2.2 These Financial Procedure Rules set out broad control principles whilst the
Detailed Financial Regulations, which appear in each section, set out in more
detail how the requirements imposed by the Financial Procedure Rules can
be met in practical operational terms.
1.2.3 The Section 151 Officer shall approve such subsidiary rules and procedures
as are necessary to support the Financial Procedure Rules.
1.2.4 The Joint Management Team are responsible for ensuring that their staff
receive sufficient training to enable them to be aware of, and comply with, the
requirements of the Contract Procedure Rules, Financial Procedure Rules
and the Detailed Financial Regulations.
1.2.5 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for issuing advice and guidance on any
matters related to the Financial Procedure Rules and Detailed Financial
Regulations.
1.2.6 In these regulations, all references to Heads of Service apply equally, where
appropriate, to the Chief Executive, and Directors.
1.2.7 Nothing in these Financial Procedure Rules prevents expenditure being
incurred which is essential to meet any sudden emergency or which is
referable to Section 138 of the Local Government Act 1972, subject to such
expenditure being reported as soon as practicable to the Cabinet/Executive.
This is in line with the urgency powers contained in the Scheme of Delegation.
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2. Financial Management
2.1

INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 Financial Management covers all financial accountabilities in relation to the
running of the Council, including the policy framework and budget.
2.1.2 The responsibilities of the Council, the Cabinet/Executive and Committees are
in the Constitution, as are the roles of the statutory officers of the Council. The
Council itself must legally provide the Section 151 Officer with sufficient staff,
accommodation and other resources to carry out his/her, statutory duties. The
Section 151 officer will determine what he/she deems to be sufficient.
2.2

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STANDARDS

2.2.1 All staff and Members have a duty to abide by the highest standards of probity
in dealing with financial issues. This is facilitated by ensuring everyone is
clear about the financial control environment which safeguards resources and
ensures their optimum use contributes to the goals and requirements of the
organisation. .
Key Controls
2.2.2 The financial control environment consists of budgetary control, final
accounts, governance, financial administration, internal review and external
review. It includes:
(a) Promotion of the control objectives throughout the Council including
controls enforced by the accountancy software
(b) A monitoring system to review compliance with financial standards and
regular comparisons of performance indicators and benchmark standards
that are reported to the Cabinet/Executive and Review and Development/
Scrutiny Committees.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
2.2.3 Statutory duty to ensure the proper administration of the financial affairs of the
Council.
2.2.4 To set the financial management standards and to monitor compliance with
them.
2.2.5 To ensure proper professional practices are adhered to and to act as head of
profession in relation to the standards, performance and development of
finance staff throughout both Councils.
2.2.6 To advise on the corporate financial position and on the key strategic controls
necessary to secure sound financial management.
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2.2.7 To ensure that financial information is available to enable accurate and timely
monitoring and reporting of comparisons of national and local financial
performance indicators.
2.2.8 To prepare the revenue budget and the capital programme and to oversee
investments in accordance with treasury management policies
2.2.9 Statutory duty to report to Council if any decision is made, or about to be
made, which involves incurring unlawful expenditure, or an unlawful action
resulting in loss or deficiency to the Council, or an unlawful entry in the
Council’s accounts.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
2.2.8 To promote the financial management standards set by the Director of
Resources in their service areas and to monitor adherence to the standards,
ensuring financial implications of decisions are agreed with the Director of
Resources or the Head of Finance and Procurement in accordance with the
Scheme of Delegation.
2.2.9 To promote sound financial practices in relation to the standards, performance
and development of staff in their service areas.
2.3

VIREMENT

2.3.1 Virement means switching resources between approved estimates or heads
of expenditure. It is intended to enable budgets to be managed with a degree
of flexibility. The overall policy framework is determined by the Full Council
to optimise the use of resources.
Key Controls
2.3.2 Key controls for the scheme of virement are:
(a)

(b)

(c)

It is administered by the Head of Finance and Procurement within
guidelines set by the Full Council. Any variation from this scheme
requires the approval of the Full Council.
The overall budget is recommended by the Cabinet/Executive and
approved by the Full Council. Heads of Service and nominated Budget
Managers are authorised to incur expenditure in accordance with the
estimates that make up the budget. For the purposes of this scheme, a
budget head is considered to be a cost centre as detailed in the budget
book (which incorporates the General Fund Revenue Budget and the
Capital Programme), or, as a minimum, at an equivalent level to the
standard service subdivision as defined by the Chartered Institute of
Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA)’s Service Expenditure
Analysis
Virement must not result in an overall increase in expenditure. The
Joint Management Team are expected to exercise their discretion in
managing their budgets responsibly and prudently. For example, they
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(d)

should aim to avoid supporting recurring expenditure from one-off
sources of savings or additional income, or creating future
commitments, including full-year effects of decisions made part way
through a year, for which they have not identified future resources.
Heads of Service must plan to fund such commitments from within their
own budgets.
Virements shall not be made across funds or across ring-fenced
accounts. Resources may not be vired between revenue and capital
accounts.

2.3.3 Virement powers (revised July 2012) are as follows:
Officer/Body Power
Chief
The transfer of revenue
Executive
budget provision within a
Directors
budget head (i.e. cost centre/
and Heads
combination of cost centres
of Service
as set out in the Budget
Book)
Transfer between budget
heads controlled by the same
manager

Constraints
Must not exceed approved net
expenditure for budget head.
No significant change in Council
policy (Cabinet/Executive approval
required - see below)
Cannot use over £10,000 in
additional external income (Section
151 Officer approval required - see
below)
No increase in future years’ net
expenditure
Signed confirmation by Head of
Service
Subject to further consideration, no
virement involving recharges will
be allowed. (N.B. General Fund
cost centres only)
No virement from specified "Major
Budget Heads" (Cabinet/Executive
approval required - see below)
Formal request to and confirmation
by Section 151 Officer
Must not exceed overall service
net expenditure budget.
No significant change in Council
policy (Cabinet/Executive approval
required - see below)
No increase in future years’ net
expenditure

The above plus the transfer
151 of revenue budget provision
between
budget
heads
controlled
by
different
managers.
Virement
which
involves
additional
income
over
£10,000
Cabinet/Exec Any virement which involves None,
other
than
statutory
utive
a significant change in constraints and those limits
Council policy
contained within the Budget and
Policy
Framework
Procedure
Rules
Section
Officer
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2.4

TREATMENT OF YEAR-END BALANCES

2.4.1 The rules below cover arrangements for the transfer of resources between
accounting years, i.e. a carry-forward. For the purposes of this scheme, a
budget heading is a cost centre as detailed in the Budget Book, or, as a
minimum, at an equivalent level to the standard service subdivision as defined
by CIPFA in its Service Expenditure Analysis.
Key Controls
2.4.2 Appropriate accounting procedures are in operation to ensure that carriedforward totals are correct.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
2.4.3 To administer the scheme of carry-forward within the guidelines approved by
the Full Council.
2.4.4 To report all overspend and underspend on service estimates carried forward
to the Cabinet/Executive and to the Full Council.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
2.4.5 Any overspend on service estimates in total on budgets under the control of
the Head of Service must be carried forward to the following year and will
constitute the first call on service estimates in the following year. The Section
151 Officer will report the extent of overspend carried forward to the
Cabinet/Executive and to the Full Council.
2.4.6 Net underspend on service estimates under the control of the Head of Service
may be carried forward, subject to:

2.5

(a)

reporting to the Cabinet/Executive the source of underspend or
additional income and the proposed application of those resources

(b)

the approval of the Accounts, Audit and Risk Committee where the
underspend exceeds 10% of the individual budget heading (where this
amounts to £10,000 or more) or £50,000, whichever is less.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES

2.5.1 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for the preparation of the Council's
statement of accounts, in accordance with proper practices as set out in the
format required by the Code of Practice on Local Council Accounting in the
United Kingdom: A Statement of Recommended Practice (CIPFA/LASAAC
[Local Authority Scotland Accounts Advisory Committee]), for each financial
year ending 31 March.
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Key Controls
2.5.2 The key controls for accounting policies are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Systems of internal control are in place which ensure that financial
transactions are lawful
Suitable accounting policies are selected and applied consistently
Proper accounting records are maintained
Financial statements are prepared which present fairly the financial
position of the Council and its expenditure and income.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
2.5.3 To select suitable accounting policies and to ensure that they are applied
consistently. The accounting policies are set out in the statement of accounts,
which is prepared at 31 March each year.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
2.5.4 To adhere to the accounting policies and guidelines approved by the Section
151 Officer
2.6

ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND RETURNS

2.6.1 Maintaining proper accounting records is one of the ways in which the Council
discharges its responsibility for stewardship of public resources. The Council
has a statutory responsibility to prepare its annual accounts so as to present
fairly its operations during the year. These are subject to external audit. This
audit provides assurance that the accounts are prepared properly, that proper
accounting practices have been followed and that quality arrangements have
been made for securing value for money in the use of the Council's resources.
Key Controls
2.6.2 The key controls for accounting records and returns are:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

all Cabinet/Executive, finance staff and budget managers operate
within the required accounting standards and timetables
all the Council's transactions, material commitments and contracts and
other essential accounting information are recorded completely,
accurately and on a timely basis
procedures are in place to enable accounting records to be
reconstituted in the event of systems failure
reconciliation procedures are carried out to ensure transactions are
correctly recorded
prime documents are retained in accordance with legislative and other
requirements.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
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2.6.3 To determine the accounting procedures and records for the Council. Where
these are maintained outside the Finance division, the Section 151 Officer
should consult the Head of Service concerned.
2.6.4 To arrange for the compilation of all accounts and accounting records under
his or her direction.
2.6.5 To comply with the following principles when allocating accounting duties:
(a)

(b)

separating the duties of providing information about sums due to or
from the Council and calculating, checking and recording these sums
from the duty of collecting or disbursing them
employees with the duty of examining or checking the accounts of cash
transactions must not themselves be engaged in these transactions.

2.6.6 To make proper arrangements for the audit of the Council's accounts in
accordance with the Accounts and Audit Regulations (England) Regulation
2011.
2.6.7 To ensure that all claims for funds, including grants, are made by the due
date.
2.6.8 To prepare and publish the audited accounts of the Council for each financial
year, in accordance with the statutory timetable and with the requirement for
the Full Council (or a Committee) to approve the statement of accounts before
the statutory deadline.
2.6.9 To administer the Council's arrangements for under and overspends to be
carried forward to the following financial year.
2.6.10 To ensure the proper retention of financial documents in accordance with the
information management policies of the Council.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
2.6.11 To consult and obtain the approval of the Section 151 Officer before making
any changes to accounting records and procedures.
2.6.12 To comply with the principles outlined in paragraph 2.6.5 when allocating
accounting duties.
2.6.13 To maintain adequate records to provide a management trail leading from the
source of income/expenditure through to the accounting statements and to
ensure there is a clear written scheme of delegation in their area identifying
staff with authority to act on their behalf and the limits on that authority.
2.6.14 To supply information required to enable the statement of accounts to be
completed in accordance with guidelines issued by the Section 151 Officer.
2.7

THE ANNUAL STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
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2.7.1 The Council has a statutory responsibility to prepare its own accounts to
present fairly its operations during the year. The Full Council (or a Committee)
is responsible for approving the statutory annual statement of accounts.
Key Controls
2.7.2 The key controls for the annual statement of accounts are:


the Council is required to make arrangements for the proper administration
of its financial affairs and to secure that one of its officers has the
responsibility for the administration of these affairs. In both South
Northamptonshire and Cherwell Councils, that officer is the Director of
Resources.



the Council's statement of accounts must be prepared in accordance with
proper practices as set out in the Code of Practice on Local Council
Accounting in the United Kingdom: A Statement of Recommended Practice
(the SORP) (CIPFA/LASAAC).

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
2.7.3 To select suitable accounting policies and to apply them consistently.
2.7.4 To make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent.
2.7.5 To comply with the .Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting 2009
(SORP)
2.7.6 To sign and date the statement of accounts, stating that it presents fairly the
financial position of the Council at the accounting date and its income and
expenditure for each financial year ended 31 March.
2.7.7 To draw up the timetable for final accounts preparation and to advise staff and
external auditors accordingly.
2.7.8 To report to the Cabinet/Executive the outturn figures for the preceding
financial year and draw attention to any major departures from budget and/or
matters of importance as soon as practicable after the end of that year.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
2.7.9 To comply with accounting guidance provided by the Section 151 Officer and
to supply the Section 151 Officer with information when required.
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3. Financial Planning
3.1

INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 The Full Council is responsible for agreeing the Council's policy framework
and budget, which will be proposed by the Cabinet/Executive. In terms of
financial planning, the key elements are:






the business plan
the revenue budget
the capital programme
the medium term financial strategy
the treasury management strategy

3.1.2 Where responsibility is given to a Head of Service to report to
Cabinet/Executive, this will be carried out following full consultation with the
Joint Management Team
Policy Framework
3.1.3 The Full Council is responsible for approving procedures for agreeing
variations to approved budgets, plans and strategies forming the policy
framework and for determining the circumstances in which a decision will be
deemed to be contrary to the budget or policy framework.
3.1.4 The Full Council is responsible for setting the level at which the
Cabinet/Executive may reallocate budget funds from one service to another.
The Cabinet/Executive is responsible for taking in-year decisions on
resources and priorities in order to deliver the budget policy framework within
the financial limits set by the Council.
3.2

BUDGETING
Budget Format

3.2.1 Budgets allow the Council to plan, authorise, monitor and control the way
money is allocated and spent. It is illegal for an authority to budget for a
deficit. Prudential borrowing is permitted. The general format of the budget will
be approved by the Full Council and proposed by the Cabinet /Executive on
the advice of the Section 151 Officer. The draft budget should include
allocation to different services and projects, proposed taxation levels and
contingency funds.
Budget Preparation
3.2.2 The Section 151 Officer, in consultation with the Joint Senior Management
Team, is responsible for ensuring that a revenue budget is prepared on an
annual basis and a medium term financial plan on at least a three-yearly basis
for consideration by the Cabinet/Executive, before submission to the Full
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Council. The Full Council may amend the budget
Cabinet/Executive to reconsider it before approving it.

or

ask

the

3.2.3 The Cabinet/Executive is responsible for issuing guidance on the general
content of the budget in consultation with the Section 151 Officer or Head of
Finance and Procurement as soon as possible following approval by the Full
Council. This takes the form of the issuing of the Budget Book.
3.2.4 It is the responsibility of the Joint Management Team to ensure that budget
estimates reflecting agreed service plans are submitted to the
Cabinet/Executive and that these estimates are prepared in line with guidance
issued by the Cabinet/Executive.
Budget Monitoring and Control
3.2.5 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for providing appropriate financial
information to enable budgets to be monitored effectively. He or she must
monitor and control expenditure against budget allocations and report to the
Cabinet/Executive on the overall position on a regular basis.
3.2.6 It is the responsibility of Heads of Service and other budget holders to control
income and expenditure within their areas and to monitor performance, taking
account of financial information provided by the Section 151 Officer or Head
of Finance and Procurement. They should report on variances within their
own areas. They should also take any action necessary to avoid exceeding
their budget allocation and alert the Section 151 Officer or Head of Finance
and Procurement to any problems, and report to the Joint Management Team
as soon as possible thereafter.
Preparation of the Capital Programme
3.2.7 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for ensuring that a capital programme
is prepared on an annual basis for consideration by the Cabinet/Executive
before submission to the Full Council. The capital programme is a three year
rolling programme based on the priorities of the respective council.
Guidelines
3.2.8 Guidelines on budget preparation are issued to Members, and the Joint
Management Team by the Cabinet/Executive following agreement with the
Section 151 Officer or the Head of Finance and Procurement. The guidelines
will take account of:
 legal requirements
 medium-term planning prospects
 available resources
 spending pressures
 relevant government guidelines
 other internal policy documents
 cross-cutting issues (where relevant)
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Maintenance of Reserves
3.2.9 It is the responsibility of the Section 151 Officer to advise the
Cabinet/Executive and/or the Full Council on prudent levels of reserves for the
Council.
3.3

THE COUNCILS’ BUSINESS PLANS

3.3.1 The purpose of the Business Plan is to explain overall priorities and
objectives, current performance, and proposals for further improvement. It is a
key element in the Council's programme of engaging with the public.
Key Controls
3.3.2 The key controls for the plans are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

to ensure that all relevant plans are produced and that they are
consistent
to produce plans in accordance with any statutory requirements
to meet the timetables set
to ensure that all performance information is accurate, complete and up
to date
to provide improvement targets which are meaningful, realistic and
challenging.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
3.3.3 To advise and facilitate the provision of financial information that needs to be
included in plans in accordance with agreed timetables.
3.3.4 To contribute to the development of corporate and service targets and
objectives and performance information.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
3.3.5 To ensure that systems are in place to measure activity and collect accurate
information for use as performance indicators.
3.3.6 To ensure that performance information is monitored sufficiently frequently to
allow corrective action to be taken if targets are not likely to be met.
3.3.7 To contribute to the development of plans in line with any statutory
requirements.
3.3.8 To contribute to the development of corporate and service targets and
objectives and performance information.
3.4

THE BUDGET
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3.4.1 The budget explains the way in which financial control and management will
be exercised. The format shapes how the rules around virement operate,
outlines the operation of budgets and sets the level at which funds may be
reallocated within budgets.
Key Controls
3.4.2 The key controls for the budget are:
(a)
(b)
(c)

legal requirements and government guidance
CIPFA’s Code of Practice
available resources and spending pressures.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer

3.4.3 To determine the detailed format of the budget
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
3.4.4 To comply with accounting guidance provided by the Section 151 Officer or
Head of Finance and Procurement.
3.5

REVENUE BUDGET PREPARATION, MONITORING AND CONTROL

3.5.1 Approval of revenue estimates by Council constitutes authority to incur
expenditure as detailed in the budget. Budgetary control is a continuous
process, enabling the Council to review and adjust its budget targets during
the financial year. It also provides the mechanism that calls to account
managers responsible for defined elements of the budget.
3.5.2 Heads of Service should identify and explain variances against budget in their
areas. To ensure that the Council in total does not overspend, each service is
required to manage its own expenditure within the agreed budget.
3.5.3 For the purposes of budgetary control by managers, a budget will normally be
the planned income and expenditure for a service area or cost centre.
However, budgetary control may take place at a more detailed level if this is
required by the Head of Service’s scheme of delegation.
Key Controls
3.5.4 The key controls for managing and controlling the revenue budget are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Budget managers should be responsible only for income and
expenditure directly under their control.
A nominated budget manager for each cost centre heading
Budget managers accept accountability for their budgets and the level
of service to be delivered and understand their financial responsibilities
Budget managers follow an approved certification process for all
expenditure
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(e)
(f)

Income and expenditure are properly recorded and accounted for
Performance levels/levels of service are monitored in conjunction with
the budget and necessary action is taken to align service outputs and
budget.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer or Head of Finance and
Procurement (where indicated*)
3.5.5 To establish an appropriate framework of budgetary management and control
which ensures that:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

Budget management is exercised within approved estimates unless the
Full Council agrees otherwise
Each Head of Service has available timely information on receipts and
payments on each budget which is sufficiently detailed to enable
managers to fulfil their budgetary responsibilities
Expenditure is committed only against an approved budget head
All officers responsible for committing expenditure comply with relevant
guidance, and the financial regulations
Each cost centre has a single named manager, determined by the
relevant Head of Service. (As a general principle, budget responsibility
should be aligned as closely as possible to the decision-making
processes that commits expenditure)
Significant variances from approved budgets are investigated and
reported by budget managers regularly.

3.5.6 To administer the Council's scheme of virement*.
3.5.7 To submit reports to the Cabinet/Executive or to the Full Council, in
consultation with the Joint Management Team, where it is apparent that a
Divisional Budget is, or is likely to be, significantly overspent by financial yearend.
3.5.8 To prepare and submit reports on the Council's projected income and
expenditure compared with the budget on a regular basis.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
3.5.9 To maintain budgetary control within their divisions, in adherence to the
principles in 3.5.5, and to ensure that all income and expenditure are properly
recorded and accounted for.
3.5.10 To ensure that an accountable budget manager is identified for each item of
income and expenditure under the control of the Head of Service (grouped
together in a series of cost centres). As a general principle, budget
responsibility should be aligned as closely as possible to the decision-making
that commits expenditure.
3.5.11 To ensure that only spending covered by a budget provision is incurred, it
shall be the duty of Heads of Service, in consultation with the Joint
Management Team, to report to the Cabinet/Executive any overspending or
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shortfall of income against the approved budget head, other than where such
overspendings can be overcome by virement in accordance with 2.3.3 above.
3.5.12 The Joint Management Team must ensure that a monitoring process is in
place to review performance levels/levels of service in conjunction with the
budget and is operating effectively.
3.5.13 The Joint Senior Management Team must prepare and submit to the
Cabinet/Executive reports on their projected expenditure against budget in
consultation with the Section 151 Officer or the Head of Finance and
Procurement.
3.5.14 The Joint Management Team must ensure prior approval by the
Cabinet/Executive for new proposals, of whatever amount, that:
(a)
(b)

create financial commitments in future years
change existing policies, initiate new policies, cease existing policies or
materially extend or reduce the Council's services.

3.5.15 All reports should set out the full financial implications, following consultation
with the Section 151 Officer or the Head of Finance and Procurement.
3.5.16 To ensure compliance with the scheme of virement.
3.5.17 To agree with the relevant Head of Service where it appears that a budget
proposal, including a virement proposal, may impact materially on another
service area or Head of Service’s level of service activity.
3.6

BUDGETS AND MEDIUM TERM PLANNING

3.6.1 The Council is a complex organisation responsible for delivering a wide
variety of services. It needs to plan effectively and to develop systems to
enable scarce resources to be allocated in accordance with carefully weighed
priorities. The budget is the financial expression of the Council's plans and
policies.
3.6.2 The revenue budget must be constructed so as to ensure that resource
allocation properly reflects the service plans and priorities of the Full Council.
Budgets (spending plans) are needed so that the Council can plan, authorise,
monitor and control the way money is allocated and spent. It is illegal for a
Council to budget for a deficit.
3.6.3 Medium-term planning (or a three- to five-year planning system) involves a
planning cycle in which managers develop their own plans. As each year
passes, another future year will be added to the medium-term plan. This
ensures that the Council is always preparing for events in advance.
Key Controls
3.6.4 The key controls for budgets and medium-term planning are:
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(a)

specific budget approval for all expenditure

(b)

that budget managers are consulted in the preparation of the budgets
for which they will be held responsible and accept accountability within
delegations set by the Cabinet/Executive for their budgets and the level
of service to be delivered

(c)

that a monitoring process is in place to review regularly the
effectiveness and operation of budget preparation and to ensure that
any corrective action is taken.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
3.6.5 To prepare and submit reports on budget prospects for the Cabinet/Executive,
including resource constraints set by the Government. Reports should take
account of medium-term prospects, where appropriate.
3.6.6 To determine the detailed form of revenue estimates and the methods for their
preparation, consistent with the budget approved by the Full Council and after
consultation with the Cabinet/Executive and Heads of Service.
3.6.7 To prepare and submit reports to the Cabinet/Executive on the aggregate
spending plans of divisions and on the resources available to fund them,
identifying, where appropriate, the implications for the level of Council tax to
be levied.
3.6.8 To advise on the medium-term implications of spending decisions.
3.6.9 To encourage the best use of resources and value for money by working with
Heads of Service to identify opportunities to improve value for money, and by
encouraging good practice in conducting financial appraisals of development
or savings options, and in developing financial aspects of service planning.
3.6.10 To advise the Full Council on Cabinet/Executive proposals in accordance with
his or her responsibilities under section 151 of the Local Government Act
1972.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
3.6.11 To prepare estimates of income and expenditure, in consultation with the
Section 151 Officer or Head of Finance and Procurement, to be submitted to
the Cabinet/Executive.
3.6.12 To prepare budgets that are consistent with guidelines issued by the
Cabinet/Executive. The format should be prescribed by the Section 151
Officer in accordance with the Full Council's general directions.
3.6.13 To integrate financial and budget plans into service planning, so that budget
plans can be supported by financial and non-financial performance measures.
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3.6.14 In consultation with the Section 151 Officer or Head of Finance and
Procurement and in accordance with the laid-down guidance and timetable, to
prepare detailed draft revenue and capital budgets for consideration by the
appropriate Committee.
3.6.15 When drawing up draft budget requirements, to have regard to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
3.7

Spending patterns and pressures revealed through the budget
monitoring process
Legal requirements
Policy requirements as defined by the Full Council in the approved
policy framework
Initiatives already under way.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

3.7.1 A mismatch often exists between available resources and required resources.
A common scenario is that available resources are not adequate to fulfil
need/desire. It is therefore imperative that needs/desires are carefully
prioritised and that resources are fairly allocated, in order to fulfil all legal
responsibilities. Resources may include staff, money, equipment, goods and
materials.
Key Controls
3.7.2 The key controls for resource allocation are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Resources are acquired in accordance with the law and using an
approved authorisation process
Resources are used only for the purpose intended, to achieve the
approved policies and objectives, and are properly accounted for
Resources are securely held for use when required
Resources are used with the minimum level of waste, inefficiency or
loss for other reasons.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
3.7.3 To advise on methods available for the funding of resources, such as grants
from central government and borrowing requirements.
3.7.4 To assist in the allocation of resources to budget managers.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
3.7.5 To work within budget limits and to utilise resources allocated, and further
allocate resources, in the most efficient, effective and economic way.
3.7.6 To identify opportunities to minimise or eliminate resource requirements or
consumption without having a detrimental effect on service delivery.
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3.8

CAPITAL PROGRAMME

3.8.1 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for ensuring that a rolling three year
capital programme is produced on an annual basis for submission to Council.
3.8.2 The Government places strict controls on the financing capacity of the
Council. This means that capital expenditure should form part of an
investment strategy and should be carefully prioritised in order to maximise
the benefit of scarce resources.
Key Controls
3.8.3 The key controls for capital programmes are:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

Full Council must approve the programme of capital expenditure
Expenditure on capital schemes is subject to the approval of the
Section 151 Officer or the Head of Finance and Procurement.
A scheme and estimate, including project plan, progress targets and
associated revenue expenditure is prepared for each capital project, for
approval by the Cabinet/Executive.
Approval by the Cabinet/Executive is required where capital schemes
are to be financed from the revenue budget, up to the amount shown in
the Capital Programme, and subject to the approval of the Full Council,
where the expenditure exceeds this amount
Schedules for individual schemes within the overall budget approved
by the Full Council must be submitted to the Cabinet/Executive for
approval (for example, minor works), or under other arrangements
approved by the Full Council
A named manager is responsible for delivery
Monitoring of progress is undertaken in conjunction with expenditure
and comparison with approved budget.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
3.8.4 To prepare capital estimates jointly with the Joint Management Team and to
report them to the Cabinet/Executive for approval. The Cabinet/Executive will
make recommendations on the capital estimates and on any associated
financing requirements to the Full Council.
3.8.5 To prepare and submit reports to the Cabinet/Executive on the projected
income, expenditure and resources compared with the approved estimates.
3.8.6 To issue guidance concerning capital schemes and controls, for example, on
project appraisal techniques. The definition of ‘capital’ will be determined by
the Section 151 Officer, having regard to government regulations and
accounting requirements.
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Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
3.8.8 To comply with guidance concerning capital schemes and controls issued by
the Section 151 Officer or Head of Finance and Procurement.
3.8.9 To ensure that all capital proposals have undergone a project appraisal in
accordance with such guidance.
3.8.10 To prepare regular reports reviewing the capital programme provisions for
their services. To ensure that adequate records are maintained for all capital
contracts.
3.8.11 To proceed with projects only when there is adequate provision in the capital
programme, and with the agreement of the Section 151 Officer where
required.
3.8.12 To prepare and submit reports to the Cabinet/Executive, of any variation in
contract costs greater than £50,000 or 5% of the contract value, whichever is
the greater.
3.8.13 To seek approval from the Cabinet/Executive to any proposed amendment to
the Capital Programme that cannot be managed through virement powers and
where the requirement is less than £50,000. For amendments of £50,000 or
more the approval process is via full Council.
3.8.14 To authorise additional capital expenditure on the replacement of capital
assets, provided it can be financed from an associated insurance claim.
3.8.15 To ensure that credit arrangements, such as leasing agreements, are not
entered into other than by the Section 151 Officer or Head of Finance and
Procurement and, if applicable, approval of the scheme through the capital
programme
3.9

MAINTENANCE OF RESERVES

3.9.1 The Council must decide the level of general reserves it wishes to maintain
before it can decide the level of Council Tax. Reserves are maintained as a
matter of prudence. They enable the Council to provide for unexpected
events and thereby protect it from overspending, should such events occur.
Reserves for specific purposes may also be maintained such as the purchase
or renewal of capital items.
Key Controls
3.9.2 To maintain reserves in accordance with the Code of Practice on Local
Council Accounting in the United Kingdom: A Statement of Recommended
Practice (CIPFA/LASAAC) and agreed accounting policies.
3.9.3 For each reserve established, the purpose, usage and basis of transactions
should be clearly identified.
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3.9.4 Authorisation and expenditure from reserves, by the appropriate Head of
Service, in consultation with the Section 151 Officer.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
3.9.5 To advise the Cabinet/Executive and/or the Full Council on prudent levels of
reserves for the Council, and to take account of the advice of the external
auditor in this matter where available. The levels will normally fall within
guidelines published by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accountancy from time to time but will always take full account of associated
risks and the assessed needs of the Council.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
3.9.6 To ensure that resources are used only for the purposes for which they were
intended

4. Risk Management and Control of
Resources
4.1

INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 It is essential that robust, integrated systems are developed and maintained
for identifying and evaluating all significant operational risks to the Council.
This should include the proactive participation of all those associated with
planning and delivering services.
Risk Management
4.1.2 The Accounts Audit and Risk Committee at Cherwell and the Audit Committee
at South Northamptonshire will approve the Council's Risk Management
Policy Statement and Strategy and review the effectiveness of risk
management generally. The Policy will be sent to the Cabinet/Executive for
endorsement. The Head of Finance and Procurement is responsible for
ensuring that proper insurance exists where appropriate.
4.1.3 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for preparing the Council's Risk
Management Policy Statement, for promoting it throughout the Council and for
advising the Cabinet/Executive on proper insurance cover where appropriate.
Internal Control
4.1.4 Internal control refers to the systems of control devised by management to
help ensure that the Council's objectives are achieved in a manner that
ensures effective use of resources and that the Council's assets and interests
are safeguarded.
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4.1.5 The Section 151 Officer and the Monitoring Officer are responsible for
advising on effective systems of internal assurance. These arrangements
need to ensure compliance with all applicable statutes and regulations, and
other relevant statements of best practice. They should ensure that public
funds are properly safeguarded and used economically, efficiently and in
accordance with the statutory and other authorities that govern their use.
4.1.6 It is the responsibility of the Joint Management Team to establish sound
arrangements for planning, appraising, authorising and controlling their
operations in order to achieve continuous improvement, economy, efficiency
and effectiveness and for achieving their financial performance targets.
Audit Requirements
4.1.7 All the activities of the Council are subject to both internal and external audit.
The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011issued by the Secretary
of State require every local Council to maintain an adequate and effective
internal audit of its accounting records and of its system of internal assurance.
4.1.8 The Audit Commission is currently responsible for appointing external auditors
to each local Council.
4.1.9 The Council may, from time to time, be subject to audit, inspection or
investigation by external bodies such as Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
(HMRC), who have statutory rights of access.
Preventing Fraud, Bribery and Corruption
4.1.10 The Section 151 Officer and the Monitoring Office rare responsible for the
development and maintenance of an anti-fraud and anti-bribery and corruption
policy.
Assets
4.1.11 Heads of Service should ensure that records and assets are properly
maintained and securely held. They should also ensure that contingency
plans for the security of assets and continuity of service in the event of
disaster or system failure are in place.
Treasury Management
4.1.12 The Council has adopted CIPFA’s Code of Practice for Treasury Management
in Local Authorities.
4.1.13 The Full Council is responsible for approving the Treasury Management
Policy Statement setting out the matters required under CIPFA’s “Treasury
Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice and Cross Sectoral
Guidance Notes ( 2011 Edition). The Policy Statement is proposed to the Full
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Council by the Cabinet/Executive. The Section 151 Officer has delegated
responsibility for implementing and monitoring the statement.
4.1.14 All money in the hands of the Council is controlled by the Section 151 Officer
as designated under section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972. South
Northamptonshire will only take cash in exceptional circumstances.
4.1.15 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for reporting to the Cabinet/Executive
on the activities of the treasury management operation and on the exercise of
his or her delegated treasury management powers. One such report will
comprise an annual report on treasury management for presentation by 30
September of the succeeding financial year as well as a proposed Treasury
Management Strategy for the coming financial year at or before the start of
each financial year.
4.1.16 All Cabinet/Executive decisions on borrowing, investment or financing shall be
delegated to the Section 151 Officer who is required to act in accordance with
CIPFA’s Code of Practice for Treasury Management in Local Authorities.
Staffing
4.1.18 The Head of Paid Service is responsible for determining how officer support is
organised.
4.1.19 The Head of Paid Service is responsible for providing overall management to
staff. He or she is also responsible for ensuring that there is proper use of the
evaluation process or other agreed systems for determining the remuneration
of a job.
4.1.20 The Head of Paid Service is responsible for controlling total staff numbers by:



4.2

advising the Cabinet/Executive on the budget necessary in any given year
to cover estimated staffing levels
adjusting the staffing to a level that can be funded within approved budget
provision, varying the provision as necessary within that constraint in order
to meet changing operational needs
the proper use of appointment procedures

RISK MANAGEMENT

4.2.1 All organisations, whether private or public sector, face risks to people,
property and continued operations. Risk is the chance or possibility of loss,
damage, injury or failure to achieve objectives caused by an unwanted or
uncertain action or event. Risk management is the planned and systematic
approach to the identification, evaluation and control of risk. Its objectives are
to secure the assets of the organisation and to ensure the continued financial
and organisational well-being of the organisation. In essence it is, therefore,
an integral part of good business practice. Risk management is concerned
with evaluating the measures an organisation already has in place to manage
identified risks and then recommending the action the organisation needs to
take to control these risks effectively.
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4.2.2 It is the overall responsibility of the Cabinet/Executive to approve the Council's
risk management strategy and to promote a culture of risk management
awareness throughout the Council. The Audit Committee at South
Northamptonshire and the Accounts Audit and Risk Committee at Cherwell
will have initial responsibility for approving the risk management strategy
before sending it to the Cabinet/Executive for approval
Key Controls
4.2.3 The key controls for risk management are:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Procedures are in place to identify, assess, prevent or contain material
known risks, and these procedures are operating effectively throughout
the Council
A monitoring process is in place to review regularly the effectiveness of
risk reduction strategies and the operation of these controls. The risk
management process should be conducted on a continuing basis
Managers know that they are responsible for managing relevant risks
and are provided with relevant information on risk management
initiatives
Provision is made for losses that might result from the risks that remain
Procedures are in place to investigate claims within required
timescales
Acceptable levels of risk are determined and insured against where
appropriate
The Council has identified business continuity plans for implementation
in the event of disaster that results in significant loss or damage to its
resources.

Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.2.4 To prepare and promote the Council's risk management policy statement.
4.2.5 To develop risk management controls in conjunction with their service teams .
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
4.2.6 To include all appropriate employees of the Council in a suitable fidelity
guarantee insurance.
4.2.7 To review annually, or at such shorter period as he/she may consider
necessary, all insurance cover in consultation with other Heads of Service as
appropriate.
4.2.8 To effect corporate insurance cover, through external insurance and internal
funding, and to negotiate all claims in consultation with other officers, where
necessary.
4.2.9 To maintain a corporate risk register.
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4.2.10 To formulate the Annual Governance Statement.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.2.11 To notify the Section 151 Officer immediately of any loss, liability or damage
that may lead to a claim against the Council, together with any information or
explanation required by the Section 151 Officer or the Council's insurers.
4.2.12 To take responsibility for risk management, ensuring that insurance covers
are adequate and that good risk management practices are followed in their
divisions, having regard to advice from the Section 151 Officer or Head of
Finance and Procurement and other specialist officers (e.g. crime prevention,
fire prevention, health and safety).
4.2.13 To ensure that there are reviews of risk at least once a quarter within their
divisions.
4.2.14 To notify the Section 151 Officer or Head of Finance and Procurement
promptly of all new risks, properties or vehicles that require insurance and of
any alterations affecting existing insurances.
4.2.15 To consult the Section 151 Officer or Head of Finance and Procurement on
the terms of any indemnity that the Council is requested to give.
4.2.16 To ensure that employees, or anyone covered by the Council's insurances, do
not admit liability or make any offer to pay compensation that may prejudice
the assessment of liability in respect of any insurance claim.
4.2.17 To identify corporate risks in accordance with guidance issued by the Section
151 Officer
4.2.18 To identify service risks and maintain and be responsible for service risk
registers in accordance with guidance issued by the Section 151 Officer
4.3

INTERNAL CONTROLS

4.3.1 The Council is complex and beyond the direct control of individuals. It
therefore requires internal controls to manage and monitor progress towards
strategic objectives.
4.3.2 The Council has statutory obligations and, therefore, requires internal controls
to identify, meet and monitor compliance with these obligations.
4.3.3 The Council faces a wide range of financial, administrative and commercial
risks, both from internal and external factors, which threaten the achievement
of its objectives. Internal controls are necessary to manage these risks.
4.3.4 The system of internal controls is established in order to provide measurable
achievement of:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

efficient and effective operations
reliable financial information and reporting
compliance with laws and regulations
risk management.

Key Controls
4.3.5 The key controls and control objectives for internal control systems are:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Key controls should be reviewed on a regular basis and the Council
should make a formal statement annually as part of the Governance
Statement that the systems of internal control are operating effectively
Managerial control systems, including defining policies, setting
objectives and plans, monitoring financial and other performance and
taking appropriate anticipatory and remedial action. The key objective
of these systems is to promote ownership of the control environment by
defining roles and responsibilities
Financial and operational control systems and procedures, which
include physical safeguards for assets, segregation of duties,
authorisation and approval procedures and information systems
An effective internal audit function that is properly resourced. It should
operate in accordance with the principles contained in the Audit
Commission’s“ Code of Audit Practice for Local Government” and
“Statements of Responsibilities of Auditors and Audited Bodies”
approved in 2010 to apply to 2010/2011 audits, CIPFA’s Code of
Practice for Internal Audit in Local Government in the United Kingdom
and with any other statutory obligations and regulations.
The preparation of an annual governance statement

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
4.3.6 To assist the Council to put in place an appropriate control environment and
effective internal controls which provide reasonable assurance of effective
and efficient operations, financial stewardship, probity and compliance with
laws and regulations.
4.3.7 To prepare the annual governance statement for signing by the Leader of the
Council and the Head of Paid Service.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.3.8 To manage processes to check that established controls are being adhered to
and to evaluate their effectiveness, in order to be confident in the proper use
of resources, achievement of objectives and management of risks.
4.3.9 To review existing controls in the light of changes affecting the Council and to
establish and implement new ones in line with guidance from the Section 151
Officer. Heads of Service should also be responsible for removing controls
that are unnecessary or not cost- or risk-effective – for example, because of
duplication.
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4.3.10 To ensure staff have a clear understanding of the consequences of lack of
control.
4.4

INTERNAL AUDIT

4.4.1 The requirement for an internal audit function for local authorities is implied by
section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972, which requires that authorities
“make arrangements for the proper administration of their financial affairs”.
The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011, more specifically
require that a “relevant body shall maintain an adequate and effective internal
audit of its accounting records and of its system of internal assurance”.
4.4.2 Internal audit is an independent and objective appraisal function established
by the Council for reviewing the system of internal control. It examines,
evaluates and reports on the adequacy of internal control as a contribution to
the proper, economic, efficient and effective use of resources.
Key Controls
4.4.3 The key controls for Internal Audit are:
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

That it is under the independent control and direction of the Head of
Finance and Procurement.
The Chief Internal Auditor has direct access to the Chief Executive, all
levels of management and directly to elected Members ( where internal
audit is outsourced the lead officer on the contract for the firm is treated
as the Chief Internal Auditor).
The internal auditors comply with the Audit Commissions’ “Code of
Audit Practice for Local Government” and “Statements of
Responsibilities of Auditors and Audited Bodies” and CIPFA’s Code of
Practice for Internal Audit in Local Government in the United Kingdom.
Compliance with currently agreed Member reporting mechanism

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
4.4.4 To ensure that internal auditors have the authority, without notice, to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

access Council premises at reasonable times
access all assets, records, documents, correspondence and control
systems
receive any information and explanation considered necessary
concerning any matter under consideration
require any employee of the Council to account for cash, stores or any
other Council asset under his or her control
access records belonging to third parties, such as contractors.
directly access the Chief Executive and the Cabinet/Executive.
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4.4.5 To approve the strategic and annual audit plans prepared by the Chief
Internal Auditor which take account of the characteristics and relative risks of
the activities involved.
4.4.6 To ensure that effective procedures are in place to investigate promptly any
fraud or irregularity.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.4.7 To ensure that internal auditors are given access at all reasonable times to
premises, personnel, documents and assets that the auditors consider
necessary for the purposes of their work.
4.4.8 To ensure that auditors are provided with any information and explanations
that they seek in the course of their work.
4.4.9 To consider and respond promptly to recommendations in audit reports.
4.4.10 To ensure that any agreed actions arising from audit recommendations are
carried out in a timely and efficient fashion.
4.4.11 To notify the Section 151 Officer and Chief Executive immediately of any
suspected fraud, theft, irregularity, improper use or misappropriation of the
Council's property or resources. Pending investigation and reporting, the
Head of Service should take all necessary steps to prevent further loss and to
secure records and documentation against removal or alteration. The Chief
Executive and Section 151 Officer shall take whatever steps they consider
necessary by way of investigation and reporting any matter.
4.4.12 To ensure that new systems for maintaining financial records or records of
assets or changes to such systems are discussed with and agreed by the
Section 151 Officer prior to implementation.
4.5

EXTERNAL AUDIT

4.5.1 The Local Government Finance Act 1982 set up the Audit Commission, which
is currently responsible for appointing external auditors to each local Council
in England and Wales. The external auditor has right of access to all
documents and information necessary for audit purposes.
4.5.2 The basic duties of the external auditor are currently defined in the Audit
Commission Act 1998 and the Local Government Act 1999. The draft Local
Audit Bill published in July 2012 proposes a new regulatory framework for
external audit. The Code of Audit Practice issued in March 2010 sets out the
auditor’s objectives to review and report upon:
(a)

the financial aspects of the audited body’s corporate governance
arrangements

(b)

the audited body’s financial statements
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(c)

arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its
use of resources

4.5.3 The Council's accounts are scrutinised by external auditors who must be
satisfied that the statement of accounts ‘presents fairly’ the financial position
of the Council and its income and expenditure for the year in question and
complies with the legal requirements.
Key Controls
4.5.4 External auditors are appointed by the Audit Commission normally for a
minimum period of five years. The Audit Commission prepares a Code of
Audit Practice which external auditors follow when carrying out their audits.
This code is regularly updated, the latest one being in March 2010.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
4.5.5 To ensure that external auditors are given access at all reasonable times to
premises, personnel, documents and assets that the external auditors
consider necessary for the purposes of their work.
4.5.6 To ensure there is effective liaison between external and internal audit.
4.5.7 To work with the external auditor and advise the Full Council,
Cabinet/Executive and Heads of Service on their responsibilities in relation to
external audit.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.5.8 To ensure that external auditors are given access at all reasonable times to
premises, personnel, documents and assets which the external auditors
consider necessary for their purposes.
4.5.9 To ensure that all records and systems are up to date and available for
inspection.
4.6

PREVENTING FRAUD BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION

4.6.1 The Council will not tolerate fraud bribery or corruption in the administration of
its responsibilities, whether from inside or outside the Council. The Bribery Act
2010 came into force on 1 July 2011 and the Council has updated policies to
reflect this.
4.6.2 The Council's expectation of propriety and accountability is that Members and
staff at all levels will lead by example in ensuring adherence to legal
requirements, rules, procedures and practices.
4.6.3 The Council also expects that individuals and organisations (e.g. suppliers,
contractors, service providers) with whom it comes into contact will act
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towards the Council with integrity and without thought or actions involving
fraud bribery or corruption.
Key Controls
4.6.4 The key controls regarding the prevention of financial irregularities are that:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

The Council has an effective anti-fraud and anti-bribery and corruption
policy and maintains a culture that will not tolerate fraud or corruption
All Members and staff act with integrity and lead by example
Senior managers are required to deal swiftly and firmly with those who
defraud or attempt to defraud the Council or who are corrupt
High standards of conduct are promoted amongst Members
A register of interests is maintained in which any hospitality or gifts
accepted must be recorded
A whistle blowing policy is in place and operates effectively
Legislation including the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998 is adhered
to
The Council has a money laundering policy in place.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
4.6.4 To develop and maintain an anti-fraud and anti-bribery and corruption policy.
4.6.5 To maintain adequate and effective internal control arrangements.
4.6.6 To ensure that all suspected irregularities are reported to the Chief Executive
and the Cabinet/Executive where deemed appropriate.
4.6.7 To ensure that, where a large cash payment is offered or made to the Council,
these are immediately reported to him/her and to ensure that such occurrence
is immediately reported to the National Crime Intelligence Service where
appropriate. In such circumstances, any cash received should not be banked
until appropriate clearance to do so has been received in line with the Money
Laundering Policy
Responsibilities of Joint Management Team
4.6.8 To ensure that all suspected irregularities are reported to the Section 151
Officer and Chief Executive
4.6.9 To instigate the Council's disciplinary procedures where the outcome of an
audit investigation indicates improper behaviour.
4.6.10 To ensure that, where financial impropriety is discovered, the Chief Executive
and Section 151 officer are informed, and, where sufficient evidence exists to
believe that a criminal offence may have been committed, the police are
called in to determine with the Crown Prosecution Service whether any
prosecution will take place.
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4.7

SECURITY OF ASSETS

4.7.1 The Council holds assets in the form of property, vehicles, equipment,
furniture and other items worth many millions of pounds. It is important that
assets are safeguarded and used efficiently in service delivery, and that there
are arrangements for the security of both assets and information required for
service operations. An up-to-date asset register is a prerequisite for proper
fixed asset accounting and sound asset management.
Key Controls
4.7.2 The key controls for the security of resources such as land, buildings, fixed
plant machinery, equipment, software and information are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

Resources are used only for the purposes of the Council and are
properly accounted for
Resources are available for use when required
Resources no longer required are disposed of in accordance with the
law and the regulations of the Council so as to maximise benefits
An asset register is maintained for the Council, assets are correctly
recorded when they are acquired by the Council and this record is
updated as changes occur with respect to the location and condition of
the asset
All staff are aware of their responsibilities with regard to safeguarding
the Council's assets and information including the requirements of the
Data Protection Act 1998 and software copyright legislation
All staff are aware of their responsibilities with regard to safeguarding
the security of the Council's computer systems, including maintaining
restricted access to the information held on them and compliance with
the Council's computer and internet security policies.

Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.7.3 The Head of Regeneration and Housing shall maintain a terrier (a map-based
record of all the Council’s land ownership on GIS) of all property owned by the
Council recording the location, extent and plan reference, purchase details,
particulars of rents payable and tenancies granted. The Head of Finance and
Procurement keeps an asset register for financial accounting purposes but
ensuring it is consistent with the land and property asset register held by the
Head of Regeneration and Housing.
4.7.4 To ensure that lessees and other prospective occupiers of Council land are
not allowed to take possession, or enter, the land until a lease or agreement,
in a form approved by the Head of Service in consultation with the Head of
Law and Governance, has been established as appropriate.
4.7.5 To ensure the proper security of all buildings and other assets under their
control.
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4.7.6 Where land or buildings are surplus to requirements, a recommendation for
sale should be the subject of a report by the Head of Regeneration and
Housing.
4.7.7 To pass title deeds to the Head of Law and Governance who is responsible
for custody of all title deeds.
4.7.8 To ensure that no Council asset is subject to personal use by an employee
without proper authority which means in relation to property assets the Head
of Regeneration and Housing and in relation to any other assets the Head of
Finance and Procurement.
4.7.9 To ensure the safe custody of vehicles, equipment, furniture, stock, stores
and other property belonging to the Council.
4.7.10 To ensure that assets are identified, their location recorded and that they are
appropriately marked and insured.
4.7.11 To consult the Section 151 Officer in any case where security is thought to be
defective or where it is considered that special security arrangements may be
needed.
4.7.12 To ensure cash holdings on premises are kept to a minimum and are within
limits approved by the Section 151 officer which shall not be exceeded without
his or her express approval.
4.7.13 To ensure that keys to safes and similar receptacles are carried on the person
of those responsible at all times; loss of any such keys must be reported to
the Section 151 Officer as soon as possible.
4.7.14 To record all disposal or part exchange of assets that should normally be by
competitive tender or public auction, unless, following consultation with the
Section 151 Officer it is agreed otherwise.
4.7.15 To advise the Head of Transformation, who shall be responsible for
maintaining a corporate asset register of the Council's ICT assets of any
hardware and software acquisitions.
4.7.16 To provide the Head of Transformation with copies of all software licences.
4.7.17 To ensure that all employees are aware that they have a personal
responsibility with regard to the protection and confidentiality of information,
whether held in manual or computerised records. Information may be
sensitive or privileged, or may possess some intrinsic value, and its disclosure
or loss could result in a cost to the Council in some way.
4.7.18 Under the direction of the Head of Law and Governance, to ensure all
employees are aware of their responsibilities for maintaining proper security
and privacy in respect of information held in any computer and also for the
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need to comply at all times with the provisions of the Data Protection Act,
1998 and the Computer Misuse Act 1990
4.8

INVENTORIES
Key Controls

4.8.1

The key controls for inventories are:
(a) That an up to date record is maintained of all relevant property of the
Council.
(b) That disposals, renewals, replacements and additions are recorded in a
timely fashion.
(c) That steps are taken to ensure the prevention of unauthorised use of
Council property
Responsibilities of Joint Management Team

4.8.2 To maintain inventories and record an adequate description of furniture,
fittings, equipment, plant and machinery, the extent and format of which is to
be determined by the Head of Service.
4.8.3 To carry out an annual check of all items on the inventory in order to verify
location, review and condition and to take action in relation to surpluses or
deficiencies, annotating the inventory accordingly. Attractive and portable
items such as computers, cameras and video recorders should be identified,
with security markings, as belonging to the Council.
4.8.4 To make sure that property is used only in the course of the Council's
business, unless the Head of Service concerned has given permission
otherwise.
4.9

STOCKS AND STORES
Key Controls

4.9.1 The key controls for stocks and stores are:
(a) The maintenance of properly maintained records of stocks and stores.
(b) Steps to ensure the safe custody of Council property
(c) Steps to ensure the prevention of unauthorised use of Council property
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.9.2 To make arrangements for the care and custody of stocks and stores in the
division, providing the Head of Finance and Procurement with a year-end
return when required and in the approved format.
4.9.3 To ensure stocks are maintained at reasonable levels and are subject to a
regular independent physical check. All discrepancies should be investigated
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and pursued to a satisfactory conclusion. All stocks are to be checked at least
once per year, with large stock holdings (of a value of £50,000 or more)
subject to in-year rolling reviews.
4.9.4 To investigate and remove from the Council's records (i.e. write off)
discrepancies as necessary, or to obtain Cabinet/Executive approval if they
are in excess of £5,000 in value.
4.9.5 To authorise or write off disposal of redundant stocks and equipment.
Procedures for disposal of such stocks and equipment should be by
competitive quotations or auction, unless, following consultation, the Section
151 officer decides otherwise in a particular case.
4.9.6 To seek authorisation from the Section 151 Officer to make adjustments to
write off deficiencies and obsolete stores and equipment.
4.10

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

4.10.1 Intellectual property is a generic term that includes inventions and writing. If
these are created by the employee during the course of employment, then, as
a general rule, they belong to the employer, not the employee. Legislation
covers different types of intellectual property.
4.10.2 Certain activities undertaken within the Council may give rise to items that
may be patentable, for example, software development. These items are
collectively known as intellectual property.
Key Controls
4.10.3 In the event that the Council decides to become involved in the commercial
exploitation of inventions, the matter should proceed in accordance with the
Council's approved intellectual property procedures.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.10.4 To develop and disseminate good practice through the Council's intellectual
property procedures.
4.10.5 To ensure that controls are in place to ensure that staff do not carry out
private work in Council time and that staff are aware of an employer’s rights
with regard to intellectual property.
4.11

ASSET DISPOSAL

4.11.1 The procedure for the disposal of Council assets is covered by section 30 of
the Contract Procedure Rules. There are specific rules to follow if the asset is
valued above £50,000 unless a suitably qualified person confirms that an
alternative procedure is appropriate because of the nature of the asset. If any
asset is to be disposed of by scrapping, this shall be done using the most
environmentally friendly method subject to such method being cost-effective.
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Key Controls
4.11.2 Assets for disposal are identified and are disposed of at the most appropriate
time, and only when it is in the best interests of the Council and the best price
is obtained, bearing in mind other factors, such as environmental issues. For
items of above £50,000, disposal should be in accordance with the process
set out in section 30 of the Contract Procedure Rules.
4.11.3 Procedures protect staff involved in the disposal from accusations of personal
gain.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
4.11.4 To monitor and review the guidelines representing best practice for the
disposal of assets in consultation with the Monitoring Officer.
4.11.5 To ensure appropriate accounting entries are made to remove the value of
disposed assets from the Council's records and to include the sale proceeds if
appropriate.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.11.6 To refer to the Contract Procedure Rules and seek advice from purchasing
advisors on the disposal of surplus or obsolete materials, stores or equipment
and to seek authorisation from the Section 151 Officer before such disposal.
4.11.7 To ensure that income received for the disposal of an asset is properly
banked and coded
4.11.8 To ensure that sales of land and buildings are dealt with in the following way:
4.12

SALES

4.12.1 Land and buildings valued at less than £250,000 (Cherwell) or £20,000
(South Northamptonshire) shall be disposed of by the Head of Regeneration
and Housing in a manner consistent with the Council's statutory duties under
Section 123 of the Local Government Act 1972
4.12.2 Unless otherwise agreed by the Cabinet/Executive, all land or buildings
valued at £50,000 or more shall be offered on the open market in accordance
with one or other of the following procedures:
Sale by Tender - Ad-Hoc Tenders
4.12.3 At least 14 days notice shall be given in two or more of[ the local newspapers
circulating in the area of the Council and/or in such national journals or
appropriate websites as the Head of Regeneration and Housing considers
desirable stating the nature of the property and inviting tenders for its
purchase and stating the last date when tenders will be accepted; or
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Sale by Tender - Approved List
4.12.4 Public notice shall be given in respect of a particular transaction in the manner
described in 4.12.3 above inviting applications from interested persons to be
placed on a list to be approved by the Council from which prospective
purchasers shall be selected and invited to submit tenders.
Sale at A Named Figure
4.12.5 An assessment of the value of the property shall be made by a qualified
valuer. The Head of Regeneration and Housing shall issue particulars of the
property and the price to all enquiring persons. Details of the property shall be
publicly advertised on at least one occasion and on a sign board erected upon
the site.
Invited Offers
4.12.6 The property shall be advertised in accordance with 4.12.3 above but no
figure shall be placed in the particulars and interested parties shall be asked
to make offers for consideration by the Council. In order to give guidance to
would-be purchasers a minimum figure may be quoted where appropriate.
The administration of 4.12.3 – 4.12.6 may be carried out by approved agents.
Sale by Public Auction
4.12.7 Properly qualified and experienced auctioneers shall be commissioned to act
on behalf of the Council in offering for sale by auction land or buildings in the
Council's ownership.
4.13

PURCHASES

4.13.1 All purchases of land and/or buildings shall be the subject of a valuation
report by the District Valuer or an independent qualified valuer.
4.13.2 The Cabinet/Executive or Full Council shall approve all land and building
purchases, other than exceptions covered by 4.13.3. The report seeking such
approval will identify the purpose for which the land will be held. Where urgent
action to make an offer is required, the Urgency Powers procedures specified
within Delegated Powers will be followed for South Northamptonshire. In
Cherwell authority will be sought through portfolio holder decision making
Exceptions
4.13.3 Every exception to the procedure shall require the approval of the Council or
the Cabinet/Executive following a report justifying the exception being made.
4.14

TREASURY MANAGEMENT

4.14.1 Many millions of pounds pass through the Council's books each year. This
has led to the establishment of codes of practice. These aim to provide
assurances that the Council's money is properly managed in a way that
balances risk with return, but with the overriding consideration being given to
the security of the Council's capital sum.
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Key Controls
4.14.2 That the Council's borrowings and investments comply with CIPFA’s
“Treasury Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice and Cross
Sectoral Guidance Notes (2011 Edition) and with the Council's treasury
policy statement.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer – Treasury Management and
Banking
4.14.3 To arrange the borrowing and investments of the Council in such a manner
as to comply with CIPFA’s “Treasury Management in the Public Services:
Code of Practice and Cross Sectoral Guidance Notes (2011 Edition) and the
Council's treasury management policy statement and annual strategy.
4.14.4 To operate bank accounts and order cheques if considered necessary.
Opening or closing any bank account shall require his approval.
4.14.5 To ensure that all cheques on the Council's main bank accounts bear his or
her facsimile signature or are signed by him/her or other person authorised
by the Council to do so.
4.14.6 To ensure that all cheques drawn exceeding £10,000 [SNC] £25,000[CDC]
in value are countersigned by an appropriately authorised signatory
designated by the Head of Paid Service.
4.14.7 To ensure that all manually prepared cheques are stamped in accordance
with procedures authorised by him or her.
Responsibilities of the
Management and Banking

Joint

Management

Team

–

Treasury

4.14.8 To follow the instructions on banking issued by the Section 151 Officer.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer – Investments and
Borrowing
4.14.9 To ensure that all investments of money are made in the name of the
Council or in the name of nominees approved by the Full Council.
4.14.10 To ensure that all securities that are the property of the Council or its
nominees and the title deeds of all property in the Council's ownership are
held in the custody of the appropriate Head of Service .
4.14.11 To effect all borrowings in the name of the Council.
4.14.12 To act as the Council's registrar of stocks, bonds and mortgages and to
maintain records of all borrowing of money by the Council.
4.14.13 To comply with the best available professional published guidance insofar as
is reasonably practicable to do so.
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Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team – Investments and
Borrowing
4.14.14 To ensure that loans are not made to third parties and that interests are not
acquired in companies, joint ventures or other enterprises without the
approval of the Section 151 Officer.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team – Trust Funds and
Funds held for Third Parties
4.14.15 To arrange for all trust funds to be held, wherever possible, in the name of
the Council. All officers acting as trustees by virtue of their official position
shall deposit securities, etc relating to the trust with the Section 151 Officer,
unless the deed otherwise provides.
4.14.16 To arrange, where funds are held on behalf of third parties, for their secure
administration, approved by the Section 151 Officer, and to maintain written
records of all transactions.
4.14.17 To ensure that trust funds are operated within any relevant legislation and
the specific requirements for each trust.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer - Imprest Accounts
4.14.18 To provide employees of the Council with cash or bank imprest accounts or
purchasing cards to meet minor expenditure on behalf of the Council and to
prescribe rules for operating these accounts.
4.14.19 To determine the petty cash limit and to maintain a record of all transactions
and petty cash advances made, and periodically to review the arrangements
for the safe custody and control of these advances.
4.14.20 Purchasing Cards and Credit Cards can be used for a variety of small
payments instead of the use of petty cash and imprest floats.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team – Imprest Accounts
4.14.21 To ensure that employees operating an imprest account:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

obtain and retain vouchers to support each payment from the
imprest account. Where appropriate, an official receipted VAT
invoice must be obtained
make adequate arrangements for the safe custody of the account
produce upon demand by the Section 151 Officer cash and all
vouchers to the total value of the imprest amount
record transactions promptly
reconcile and balance the account at least monthly; reconciliation
sheets to be signed and retained by the imprest holder
provide the Section 151 Officer with a certificate of the value of the
account held at 31 March each year
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(g)

(h)

(i)

4.15

ensure that the float is never used to cash personal cheques or to
make personal loans and that the only payments into the account
are the reimbursement of the float and change relating to purchases
where an advance has been made
on leaving the Council's employment or otherwise ceasing to be
entitled to hold an imprest advance, an employee shall account to
the Section 151 Officer for the amount advanced to him or her.
ensure that the imprest account is not used for items which are
subject to Income Tax i.e. wages, sub contractors.

STAFFING

4.15.1 In order to provide the highest level of service, it is crucial that the Council
recruits and retains high calibre, knowledgeable staff, qualified to an
appropriate level.
Key Controls
4.15.2 The key controls for staffing are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

To ensure that staffing requirements and budget allocations and work
priorities are matched
To forecast staffing requirements and costs
To have in place controls to ensure that staff time is used efficiently and to
the benefit of the Council
To undertake checks prior to employing new staff to ensure that they are
appropriately qualified, experienced and trustworthy
To operate procedures to ensure the appropriate training and development
of staff
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer

4.15.3 To ensure that budget provision exists for all existing and new employees.
4.15.4 To act as an advisor to Heads of Service on areas such as National
Insurance and pension contributions, as appropriate.
4.15.5 To determine a sensible and prudent level of vacancy factor and to
incorporate this into the budget where appropriate.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
4.15.6 To produce an annual staffing budget.
4.15.7 To ensure that the staffing budget is an accurate forecast of staffing levels
and is equated to an appropriate revenue budget provision (including oncosts and overheads).
4.15.8 To monitor staff activity to ensure adequate control over such costs as
sickness, overtime, training and temporary staff.
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4.15.9 To ensure staffing budgets are not exceeded without appropriate approval.
4.15.10 To ensure development needs are identified via the Employees’
Performance and Development Review and that the agreed training plan and
programme is supported and attended.
4.15.11 To monitor the level of staffing vacancies against the vacancy factor budget
for which they are responsible.

5. Financial Systems and Procedures
5.1

INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 Sound systems and procedures are essential to an effective framework of
accountability and control.
General
5.1.2 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for the operation of the Council's
accounting systems, the form of accounts and the supporting financial
records. Any changes made by Heads of Service to the existing financial
systems or the establishment of new systems must be approved by the
Section 151 Officer. However, Heads of Service are responsible for the
proper operation of financial processes in their own divisions.
5.1.3 Any changes to procedures by Heads of Service to meet their own specific
service needs should be agreed with the Section 151 Officer.
5.1.4 Heads of Service should ensure that their staff receive relevant financial
training that has been approved by the Section 151 Officer.
5.1.5 Heads of Service must ensure, in consultation with the Head of Law and
Governance, that, where appropriate, computer and manual filing systems are
registered in accordance with data protection legislation. Heads of Service
must ensure, in consultation with the Head of Law and Governance, that staff
are aware of their responsibilities under freedom of information and
environmental information regulations legislation.
Income and Expenditure
5.1.6 It is the responsibility of Heads of Service to ensure that a proper scheme of
delegation has been established within their area and is operating effectively.
The scheme of delegation should identify staff authorised to act on the Head
of Service’s behalf, or on behalf of the Cabinet/Executive, in respect of
payments, income collection and placing orders, together with the limits of
their authority. The Cabinet/Executive is responsible for approving procedures
for writing off debts as part of the overall control framework of accountability
and control.
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Payments to Employees and Members
5.1.7 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for all payments of salaries and wages
to all staff, including payments for overtime, and for payment of allowances to
Members.
Taxation
5.1.8 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for advising Heads of Service, in the
light of guidance issued by appropriate bodies and relevant legislation as it
applies, on all taxation issues that affect the Council.
5.1.9 The Section 151 Officer is responsible for maintaining the Council's tax
records, making all tax payments, receiving tax credits and submitting tax
returns by their due date as appropriate.
Trading Accounts/Units
5.1.10 It is the responsibility of the Section 151 officer to advise on the establishment
and operation of trading accounts and units
5.2

GENERAL

5.2.1 Divisions have many systems and procedures relating to the control of the
Council's assets, including purchasing, costing and management systems.
Divisions rely on computers for their financial management information. The
information must therefore be accurate and the systems and procedures
sound and well administered. They should contain controls to ensure that
transactions are properly processed and errors detected promptly.
5.2.2 The Section 151 Officer has a professional responsibility to ensure that the
Council's financial systems are sound and he/she should therefore be notified
of any new developments or changes.
Key Controls
5.2.3 The key controls for systems and procedures are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Basic data exists to enable the Council's objectives, targets, budgets
and plans to be formulated
Performance is communicated to the appropriate managers on an
accurate, complete and timely basis
Early warning is provided of deviations from target, plans and budgets
that require management attention
Operating systems and procedures are secure.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
5.2.4 To make arrangements for the proper administration of the Council's financial
affairs, including to:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

issue advice, guidance and procedures for officers and others acting
on the Council's behalf
determine the accounting systems, form of accounts and supporting
financial records
establish arrangements for audit of the Council's financial affairs
approve any new financial systems to be introduced
approve any changes to be made to existing financial systems.

Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
5.2.5 To ensure that accounting records are properly maintained and held securely.
5.2.6 To ensure that vouchers and documents with financial implications are not
destroyed, except in accordance with arrangements approved by the Section
151 officer
5.2.7 To ensure that a complete management trail, allowing financial transactions to
be traced from the accounting records to the original document, and vice
versa, is maintained.
5.2.8 To incorporate appropriate controls to ensure that, where relevant:
(a)
(b)
(c)

all input is genuine, complete, accurate, timely and not previously
processed
all processing is carried out in an accurate, complete and timely
manner
output from the system is complete, accurate and timely.

5.2.9 To ensure that the organisational structure provides an appropriate
segregation of duties to provide adequate internal controls and to minimise
the risk of fraud or other malpractice.
5.2.10 To ensure there is a documented and tested business continuity plan to allow
information system processing to resume quickly in the event of an
interruption.
5.2.11 To ensure that systems are documented and staff trained in operations.
5.2.12 To consult with the Section 151 Officer before changing any existing system
or introducing new systems.
5.2.13 To establish a scheme of delegation identifying officers authorised to act upon
the Head of Service’s behalf in respect of payments, income collection and
placing orders, including variations, and showing the limits of their authority.
5.2.14 To supply lists of authorised officers, with specimen signatures and delegated
limits, to the Section 151 Officer, together with any subsequent variations.
5.2.15 To ensure that effective contingency arrangements, including back-up
procedures, exist for computer systems.
Wherever possible, back-up
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information should be securely retained in a fireproof location, preferably off
site or at an alternative location within the building. The Head of Service with
responsibility for ICT will have overall responsibility for business continuity in
relation to ICT systems.
5.2.16 To ensure that, where appropriate, computer systems are registered in
accordance with data protection legislation, that staff are aware of their
responsibilities under the legislation and that no system operates live unless
the Head of Law and Governance has confirmed that all legislative
requirements have been met.
5.2.17 To ensure that relevant standards and guidelines for computer systems
issued by the Head of Transformation are observed.
5.2.18 To ensure that computer equipment and software are protected from loss and
damage through theft, vandalism, etc.
5.2.19 To comply with the copyright, designs and patents legislation and, in
particular, to ensure that:
(a)
(b)
(c)

5.3

only software legally acquired and installed by the Council is used on
its computers
staff are aware of legislative provisions
in developing systems, due regard is given to the issue of intellectual
property rights.

COMPUTING

5.3.1 Key Controls
The key controls for computing are:
(a)
(b)

The existence of and adherence to a corporate ICT Strategy.
The existence of a corporate procurement procedure for all hardware
and software acquisitions in accordance with the Contract Procedure
Rules

Responsibilities of the Head of Transformation
5.3.2 To ensure the currency and relevance of the ICT Strategy through regular
review.
5.3.3 To ensure that all software acquired by the Council is licensed for use.
5.3.4 To ensure appropriate steps are in place to back up key systems.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
5.3.6 To seek the final approval for all Information and Communications Technology
(ICT) development acquisitions and implementation from the Head of
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Transformation and the Director of Resources or the Chief Executive unless
otherwise delegated.
5.3.7 To ensure that all activities and processes relating to the evaluation,
development, acquisition and implementation of ICT conform to the Council's
IT Strategy, Standards and Procedures.
5.3.8 To ensure that all ICT acquisitions are conducted in accordance with the
Council's Contracts Procedure Rules and, where appropriate, relevant
legislation and EU directives.
5.3.9 To ensure that all ICT acquisitions and developments are cost-justified and
that the benefits are required and necessary to meet the Council's service and
business objectives.
5.3.10 To ensure that before any new acquisition or development of information
systems is undertaken, a project plan, business specification and estimated
costs are submitted to the Head of Transformation for consideration before
the project commences.
5.3.11 To submit all bids for the acquisition or the development of new information
systems or information technology, whether to be met from within existing
budgets, through growth bids or centrally controlled re-investment, in the first
instance, to the Head of Transformation for initial evaluation and, where
appropriate, authorisation.
5.3.12Prior to any ICT projects or acquisitions being submitted to Cabinet/Executive
Members for approval, to ensure that authorisation is obtained from the Head
of Transformation, and the Director of Resources or the Chief Executive, as
appropriate.
5.3.13 To ensure that, in order to facilitate the co-ordination and efficient use of the
Council's IS/IT resources, the Head of Transformation is consulted before any
negotiations commence or commitments are made to acquire, rent or lease
any computer equipment (including communications technologies and
peripherals), software or computer training.
5.3.14 To ensure that, in order that the Council's interests are protected, any
contracts for ICT are submitted to the Head of Law and Governance before
being entered into.
5.4

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
Income

5.4.1 Income can be a vulnerable asset and effective income collection systems are
necessary to ensure that all income due is identified, collected, receipted and
banked properly. It is preferable, though not always possible, to obtain
income in advance of supplying goods or services as this improves the
Council's cash-flow and also avoids the time and cost of administering debts.
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Key Controls
5.4.2 The key controls for income are:
(a)

(b)
(c)

All income due to the Council is identified and charged correctly, in
accordance with an approved charging policy, which is regularly
reviewed
All income is collected from the correct person, at the right time, using
the correct procedures and the appropriate stationery
All money received by an employee on behalf of the Council is paid
without delay to the Section 151 Officer or, as he or she directs, to the
Council's bank accounts, and properly recorded. The responsibility for
cash collection should be separated from that:



(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

for identifying the amount due
for reconciling the amount due to the amount received

Effective action is taken to pursue non-payment within defined
timescales
Formal approval for debt write-off is obtained
Appropriate write-off action is taken within defined timescales
Appropriate accounting adjustments are made following write-off action
All appropriate income documents are retained and stored for the
defined period in accordance with the document retention schedule
Money collected and deposited is reconciled to the bank account by a
person who is not involved in the collection or banking process.
No income received is paid into an imprest account.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
5.4.3 To agree arrangements for the collection of all income due to the Council and
to supervise/approve the procedures, systems and documentation for its
collection.
5.4.4 To order and supply to divisions all receipt forms, books or tickets and similar
items and to satisfy himself or herself regarding the arrangements for their
control.
5.4.5 To approve all debts to be written off in consultation with the relevant Head of
Service and to keep a record of all sums written off up to:
£5,000 for all debts with the exception of non-domestic rates
£10,000 for all debts relating to non-domestic rates
and to adhere to the requirements of the Accounts and Audit ( England)
Regulations 2011. The final decision with debt write offs rests with the Section
151 Officer except where Cabinet/Executive approval is required pursuant to
5.4.7 below.
-
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5.4.6 In consultation with Heads of Service, to report to the Cabinet/Executive any
irrecoverable sums over £5,000 in respect of all debts with the exception of
non-domestic rates and £10,000 in respect of debts relating to non-domestic
rates
5.4.7 To obtain the approval of the Cabinet/Executive in consultation with the
relevant Head of Service for writing off debts in excess of the approved limits
specified in 5.4.5 and 5.4.6.
5.4.8 To ensure that appropriate accounting adjustments are made following writeoff action.
5.4.9 To ensure that outdoor collections of Rates, Council Tax, Benefits
Overpayments and other miscellaneous income are, subject to proper
safeguards, paid in at approved Post Offices or bank branches or the cashier
services (where they are still operated). Any remaining outdoor and any
indoor collections not banked during normal banking hours on the day of
receipt, shall be placed either in a night safe or in a locked safe and banked
the following day. These should be kept to a minimum and the night safe
facility used for all weekend and bank holiday bankings.
5.4.10 To ensure that proper procedures for collection of income by credit or debit
card, in person, by telephone or by electronic methods, are in place to
minimise risk and ensure proper accountability of such transactions.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
5.4.11 To establish a charging policy for the supply of goods or services, including
the appropriate charging of VAT, and to review it regularly, in line with
corporate policies.
5.4.12 To separate the responsibility for identifying amounts due and the
responsibility for collection as far as is practicable.
5.4.13 To establish and initiate appropriate recovery procedures, including legal
action where necessary, for debts that are not paid promptly subject to
authorisation from the Section 151 Officer.
5.4.14 To issue official receipts or to maintain other documentation for income
collection.
5.4.15 To ensure, where possible that at least two employees are present when post
is opened so that money received by post is properly identified and recorded.
5.4.16 To hold securely receipts, tickets and other records of income for the
appropriate period.
5.4.17 To ensure that income is paid fully, without deduction, and promptly into the
appropriate Council bank account or cashier service (where relevant) in the
form in which it is received. Appropriate details should be recorded on to
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paying-in slips to provide an audit trail. Money collected and deposited must
be reconciled to the bank account on a regular basis. Every cheque or similar
instrument shall have a crossing approved by the Section 151 Officer.
5.4.18 To ensure the safe keeping of cash and cheques received until such time as
they can properly be banked which in any event must be within 24 hours of
receipt unless it is impracticable to do so.
5.4.19 To ensure income is not used to cash personal cheques or other payments
other than under arrangements approved by the Section 151 Officer and
supported by a valid banker’s cheque or credit card as appropriate.
5.4.20 To supply the Section 151 Officer with details relating to work done, goods
supplied, services rendered or other amounts due, in order to enable the
Section 151 Officer to record correctly the sums due to the Council and to
ensure accounts are sent out promptly. To do this, Heads of Service should
use established performance management systems to monitor recovery of
income and flag up areas of concern to the Section 151 Officer. Heads of
Service have a responsibility to assist the Section 151 Officer in collecting
debts that they have originated, by providing any further information
requested by the debtor, and in pursuing the matter on the Council's behalf.
5.4.21 To keep a record of every transfer of money between employees of the
Council. The receiving officer must sign for the transfer and the transferor
must retain a copy.
5.4.22 To recommend to the Section 151 Officer all debts to be written off and to
keep a record of all sums written off up to the approved limit. Once raised, no
bona fide debt may be cancelled, except by full payment or by its formal
writing off. A credit note to replace a debt can only be issued to correct a
factual inaccuracy or administrative error in the calculation and/or billing of the
original debt.
5.4.23 To notify the Section 151 Officer of outstanding income relating to the
previous financial year as soon as possible after 31 March in line with the
timetable determined by the Section 151 Officer.
5.4.24 In consultation with the Section 151 Officer and the Chief Executive, to
submit, at least annually, a schedule of recommended fees and charges for
services for consideration by Cabinet/Executive Members, together with their
proposals for amendment.
5.4.25 To raise sundry debtor requisition forms immediately after providing a service
for which a cash payment was not received.
5.5

ORDERING AND PAYING FOR WORK, GOODS AND SERVICES

5.5.1 Public money should be spent with demonstrable probity and in accordance
with the Council's policies. The Council's procedures should help to ensure
that services obtain value for money from their purchasing arrangements.
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General
5.5.2 Every Officer and Member of the Council has a responsibility to declare any
links or personal interests that they may have with purchasers, suppliers
and/or contractors if they are engaged in contractual or purchasing decisions
on behalf of the Council.
5.5.3 Official orders must be in a form approved under section 19 of the Contract
Procedure Rules. Official orders must be issued for all work, goods or
services to be supplied to the Council, except for supplies of utilities, periodic
payments such as rent or rates, petty cash purchases, instructions to Counsel
or other exceptions specified by the Section 151 Officer.
5.5.4 Each order must conform with the Contract Procedure Rules Standard terms
and conditions must not be varied without the prior approval of the Section
151 Officer.
5.5.5 Apart from petty cash and other payments from advance accounts, the normal
method of payment from the Council shall be electronic, drawn on the
Council's bank accounts by the Section 151 Officer. The use of direct debit
shall require the prior agreement of the Section 151 officer. The use of a
Council credit card is subject to compliance with the Council Credit Card
Usage Protocol attached.
5.5.6 Official orders must not be raised for any personal or private purchases, nor
must personal or private use be made of Council contracts, unless specifically
authorised by the Section 151 Officer.
Key Controls
5.5.7 The key controls for ordering and paying for work, goods and services are:
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

All goods and services shall be ordered only by authorised persons
and are correctly recorded
All goods and services shall be ordered in accordance with the
Council's Contracts Procedure Rules for tenders and contracts unless
they are purchased from sources within the Council.
Goods and services received shall be checked to ensure they are in
accordance with the order. Goods should not be received by the
person who placed the order
Payments shall not be made unless goods have been received by the
Council to the correct price, quantity and quality standards
All payments shall be made to the correct person, for the correct
amount and are properly recorded, regardless of the payment method
All appropriate evidence of the transaction and payment documents
shall be retained and stored for the defined period, in accordance with
the document retention schedule
All expenditure, including VAT, shall be accurately recorded against the
right budget and any exceptions are corrected
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(h)

(i)

In addition, the effect of e-business/e-commerce and electronic
purchasing requires that processes are in place to maintain the security
and integrity of data for transacting business electronically
All purchases made by Council credit card shall comply with the
Council Credit Card Usage protocol appended to these Rules.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
5.5.8 To ensure that all the Council's financial systems and procedures are sound
and properly administered.
5.5.9 To approve any changes to existing financial systems and to approve any
new systems before they are introduced.
5.5.10 To approve the form of official orders and associated terms and conditions.
5.5.11 To make payments from the Council's funds on the Head of Service’s
authorisation that the expenditure has been duly incurred in accordance with
financial procedure rules.
5.5.12 To make payments, whether or not provision exists within the estimates,
where the payment is specifically required by statute or is made under a court
order.
5.5.13 To make payments to contractors on the certificate of the appropriate Head of
Service, which must include details of the value of work, retention money,
amounts previously certified and amounts now certified.
5.5.14 To provide advice and encouragement on making payments by the most
economical means.
5.5.15 To examine such final accounts for contracts, to the extent he/she considers
necessary. He/she shall be entitled to make any enquiries and receive any
information and explanations which he considers necessary to satisfy himself
of the accuracy of the accounts. On completion, to notify the certifying officer
that the examination is complete and that a final certificate can be issued.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
5.5.16 To ensure that the appropriate order form within the accountancy software
system is used for all goods and services, other than the exceptions specified
in 5.5.3, and that the order includes an estimate of the cost.
5.5.17 Except where the Section 151 Officer expressly authorises it, to ensure that
orders are only used for goods and services provided to the relevant
department or division.
5.5.18 To ensure that only those staff authorised by him or her authorise orders and
to maintain an up-to-date list of such authorised staff, including specimen
signatures (where appropriate) identifying in each case the limits of their
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authority. The authoriser of the order should be satisfied that the goods and
services ordered are appropriate and needed, that there is adequate
budgetary provision and that any necessary quotations or tenders and any
trade discounts have been obtained. Value for money should always be
achieved and orders must take account of the Council’s Contract Procedure
Rules .
5.5.19 To ensure that goods and services are checked on receipt to verify that they
are in accordance with the order. This check should, where possible, be
carried out by a different officer from the person who authorised the order.
Appropriate entries should then be made in inventories or stores records.
5.5.20 To ensure that payment is not made unless a proper VAT invoice has been
received, checked, coded and certified for payment, confirming:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

receipt of goods or services
that the invoice has not previously been paid and is properly due from
the Council.
that expenditure has been properly incurred and is within budget
provision
that prices and arithmetic are correct and accord with quotations,
tenders, contracts or catalogue prices
correct accounting treatment of tax
that the invoice is correctly coded
that discounts have been taken where available
that appropriate entries will be made in accounting records, inventories,
stores books etc.

5.5.21 To ensure that two authorised Members of staff are involved in the ordering,
receiving and payment process. If possible, a different officer from the person
who authorised the order, and in every case, a different officer from the
person checking a written invoice should authorise the invoice.
5.5.22 To ensure that the department maintains and reviews periodically a list of staff
approved to authorise invoices. Names of authorising officers together with
specimen signatures (where appropriate) and details of the limits of their
authority shall be forwarded to the Section 151 Officer.
5.5.23 To ensure that payments are not made on a photocopied or faxed invoice,
statement or other document other than the formal invoice, except where
authorised by the Section 151 Officer and providing the supplier has
confirmed that the document is an exact match of the original and can be
supported by relevant documentation. The reason for the copy must be stated
on the invoice.
5.5.24 To encourage suppliers of goods and services to receive payment by the
most economical means for the Council. It is essential, however, that
payments made by direct debit have the prior approval of the Section 151
officer
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5.5.25 To ensure that the Council obtains best value from purchases by taking
appropriate steps to obtain competitive prices for goods and services of the
appropriate quality, in line with the Council's Contract Rules of Procedure
5.5.26 To ensure that no amendment is made to incorrect accounts which include
VAT. These accounts must be returned for correction or held pending receipt
of a credit note and a correct account.
5.5.27 To ensure that all employees follow any guidance on invoice processing
issued from time to time by the Section 151 Officer in relation to the
requirements of the Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998.
5.5.28 To ensure that invoices are passed promptly for payment once all the
necessary checks have been carried out in order for the Council to ensure
that invoices are paid within 30 days of receipt.
5.5.29 To make payments to contractors on account of contracts only on a certificate
issued by the appropriate Head of Service, or an employee nominated by him
in writing for the purpose. A certificate issued by a private architect, engineer
or consultant engaged by the Council must be countersigned by the
appropriate Head of Service or nominee.
5.5.30 To authorise every extra or variation, in writing, unless carried out by a private
architect, engineer or consultant or nominated employee and subject to the
provisions of the contract in each case.
5.5.31 To ensure that any variation or extra, which exceeds £20,000 or 2.5% of the
contract value whichever is the greater, is reported to the Cabinet/Executive
as soon as practicable, setting out any measures which may be available to
minimise the additional cost.
5.5.32 To report to the Cabinet/Executive on the final cost of any capital scheme.
Where the total cost of the contract exceeds the contract sum by 5% in the
case of contracts of less than £500,000 and 2.5% in the case of contracts in
excess of £500,000 a report on the cost shall, after agreement of the final
account, be made to the Cabinet/Executive. For the purposes of this
regulation the contract sum shall include any increases or decreases made
under price adjustment clauses.
5.5.33 To seek legal advice on claiming liquidated damages where completion of a
contract is delayed and to report accordingly to the Cabinet/Executive.
5.5.34 To ensure that employees are aware of the code of conduct for local
government employees (contained in the codes and protocols section of the
Council’s Constitution).
5.5.35 To ensure that loans, leasing or rental arrangements are arranged only by the
Section 151 Officer, who has authority to approve operating leases without
prior Cabinet/Executive approval providing there is no impact on the Council's
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capital resources. A notice period of (up to) four months is required for full
details of requirements.
5.5.36 To notify the Section 151 Officer of outstanding expenditure relating to the
previous financial year as soon as possible after 31 March in line with the
timetable determined by the Section 151 Officer and, in any case, not later
than a date specified by the Section 151 Officer from year to year.
5.5.37 With regard to contracts for construction and alterations to buildings and for
civil engineering works, to document and agree with the Section 151 Officer
the systems and procedures to be adopted in relation to financial aspects,
including certification of interim and final payments, checking, recording and
authorising payments, the system for monitoring and controlling capital
schemes and the procedures for validation of subcontractors’ tax status.
5.5.38 To notify the Section 151 Officer immediately of any expenditure to be
incurred as a result of statute/court order where there is no budgetary
provision.
5.5.39 To ensure that all appropriate payment records are retained and stored for the
defined period, in accordance with the Council’s record retention schedule.
5.6

PAYMENTS TO EMPLOYEES AND MEMBERS

5.6.1 Staff costs are the largest item of expenditure for most Council services. It is
therefore important that payments are accurate, timely, made only where they
are due for services to the Council and that payments accord with individuals’
conditions of employment. It is also important that all payments are accurately
and completely recorded and accounted for and that Members’ allowances
are authorised in accordance with the scheme adopted by the Full Council.
Key Controls
5.6.2 The key controls for payments to employees and Members are:
(a)

Proper authorisation procedures are in place and there is adherence to
corporate timetables in relation to:





starters
leavers
variations
enhancements

and that payments are made on the basis of timesheets or claims
(b)
(c)
(d)

Frequent reconciliation of payroll expenditure against approved budget
and bank account are undertaken
All appropriate payroll documents are retained and stored for the
defined period in accordance with the document retention schedule
That HMRC regulations are complied with.
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Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
5.6.3 To arrange and control secure and reliable payment of salaries, wages,
compensation or other emoluments to existing and former employees, in
accordance with procedures prescribed by him or her, on the due date.
5.6.4 To record and make arrangements for the accurate and timely payment of tax,
superannuation and other deductions.
5.6.5 To make arrangements for payment of all travel and subsistence claims or
allowances.
5.6.6 To make arrangements for paying Members travel or other allowances upon
receiving the prescribed form, duly completed and authorised.
5.6.7 To provide advice and encouragement to secure payment of salaries and
wages by the most economical means.
5.6.8 To ensure that there are adequate arrangements for administering
superannuation matters on a day-to-day basis.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
5.6.9 To ensure appointments are made in accordance with the regulations of the
Council and approved establishments, grades and scale of pay and that
budget provision is adequate.
5.6.10 To notify the Section 151 Officer as soon as possible and in the form
prescribed by him, of all matters affecting the payment of salaries, wages and
pension emoluments, in particular:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

appointments, resignations, dismissals, suspensions, secondments
and transfers
absences from duty for sickness or other reasons, apart from approved
leave with pay.
details of approved leave with pay which has been authorised for any
employee who is leaving the Council's service.
changes in remuneration, other than pay awards and agreements of
general application. Heads of Service are responsible for notifying the
Section 151 Officer of the withholding of annual increments.
information necessary to maintain records of service for pensions,
income tax, national insurance and similar payroll related data.

5.6.11 To ensure that adequate and effective systems and procedures are operated,
so that:





payments are only authorised to bona fide employees
payments are only made where there is a valid entitlement
conditions and contracts of employment are correctly applied
employees’ names listed on the payroll are checked at regular
intervals to verify accuracy and completeness.
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all salary related input data is received by the Section 151 Officer by the
5th working day [SNC] or by the 10th working day [CDC] of the month in
which the payment is to be made.

5.6.12 To ensure that all time records or other pay documents are in a form
prescribed or approved by the Section 151 officer and are certified in writing
by, or on behalf of, the Head of Service. The names of employees authorised
to countersign these records shall be sent to the Section 151 officer by each
Head of Service, together with specimen signatures and any changes which
may occur from time to time.
5.6.13To ensure that payroll transactions are processed only through the payroll
system. Heads of Service should give careful consideration to the
employment status of individuals employed on a self-employed consultant or
subcontract basis. The HMRC applies a tight definition for employee status,
and, in cases of doubt, advice should be sought from the Section 151 Officer.
5.6.14 To certify travel and subsistence claims and other allowances and to submit
them, together with any supporting documents (including appropriate VAT
receipts for fuel purchases in support of mileage claims subject to any
exceptions that may be agreed by the Section 151 officer), to the Section 151
officer in the approved form, made up to the last day of the month and within
five working days [SNC] or 10 working days [CDC] of same. Certification is
taken to mean that journeys were authorised and expenses properly and
necessarily incurred, and that allowances are properly payable by the Council
ensuring that cost-effective use of travel arrangements is achieved.
Employees claims submitted more than three months after the expenses were
incurred will be paid only with the express approval of the Section 151 officer.
Due consideration should be given to tax implications and the Section 151
officer be informed where appropriate.
5.6.15 To ensure that the Section 151 Officer is notified of the details of any
employee benefits in kind, to enable full and complete reporting within the
income tax self-assessment system.
5.6.16 To ensure that all appropriate payroll documents are retained and stored for
the defined period in accordance with the document retention schedule.
5.6.17 To ensure that the Section 151 Officer is regularly provided with the names of
employees currently authorised to countersign these records together with
specimen signatures.
Responsibilities of Members
5.6.18 To submit claims for Members’ travel and subsistence allowances on a
regular basis to the Head of Law and Governance using the prescribed form
and including all supporting documents within two months of the meeting to
which they apply. Exceptions to this rule are at the discretion of the Section
151 Officer.
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5.7

TAXATION

5.7.1 The Council is responsible for ensuring its tax affairs are in order. Tax issues
are often very complex and the penalties for incorrectly accounting for tax are
severe. It is therefore very important for all officers to be aware of their role.
Key Controls
5.7.2 The key controls for taxation are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Budget managers are provided with relevant information and kept up to
date on tax issues
Budget managers are instructed on required record keeping
All taxable transactions are identified, properly carried out and
accounted for within stipulated timescales
Records are maintained in accordance with instructions
Returns are made to the appropriate authorities within the stipulated
timescale.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
5.7.3 To complete all HMRC returns regarding PAYE.
5.7.4 To complete a monthly return of VAT inputs and outputs to HMRC.
5.7.5 To provide details to the HMRC regarding the construction industry tax
deduction scheme.
5.7.6 To maintain up-to-date guidance for Council employees on taxation issues.
Responsibilities of Joint Management Team
5.7.7 To ensure that the correct VAT liability is attached to all income due and that
all VAT recoverable on purchases complies with HMRC regulations.
5.7.8 To ensure that, where construction and maintenance works are undertaken,
the contractor fulfils the necessary construction industry tax deduction
requirements.
5.7.9 To ensure that all persons employed by the Council are added to the
Council's payroll and tax deducted from any payments, except where the
individuals are bona fide self-employed or are employed by a recognised staff
agency.
5.7.10 To follow the guidance on taxation issued by the Section 151 officer.
5.8

TRADING ACCOUNTS AND UNITS

5.8.1 Trading accounts and business units are important as local authorities have
developed a more commercial culture. Authorities are required to keep trading
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accounts for services provided on a basis other than straightforward recharge
of cost.
Responsibilities of the Head of Finance
5.8.2 To advise on the establishment and operation of trading accounts and
business units.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
5.8.3 To consult with the Section 151 officer and the Head of Law and Governance
where a business unit wishes to enter into a contract with a third party where
the contract expiry date exceeds the remaining life of their main contract with
the Council. In general, such contracts should not be entered into unless they
can be terminated within the main contract period without penalty. Reference
should be made to the Contract Procedure Rules and legal advice must be
sought.
5.8.4 To observe all statutory requirements in relation to business units, including
the maintenance of a separate revenue account to which all relevant income
is credited and all relevant expenditure, including overhead costs, is charged,
and to produce an annual report in support of the final accounts.
5.8.5 To ensure that the same accounting principles are applied in relation to
trading accounts as for other services or business units.

6. External Relationships and Partnerships
6.1

INTRODUCTION

6.1.1 The Council provides a leadership role for the community and brings together
the contributions of various stakeholders. It also acts to achieve the promotion
or improvement of the economic, social or environmental well-being of its
area.
Partnerships
6.1.2 The Cabinet/Executive is responsible for approving delegations, including
frameworks for any proposed partnerships.
6.1.3 The Cabinet/Executive can delegate functions – including those relating to
partnerships – to officers. These are set out in the scheme of delegation that
forms part of the Council's constitution. Where functions are delegated, the
Cabinet/Executive remains accountable for them to the Full Council.
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6.1.4 The appropriate member of the Joint Management Team will represent the
Council on partnership and external bodies, in accordance with the scheme of
delegation.
6.1.5 The Section 151 Officer must ensure that the accounting arrangements to be
adopted relating to partnerships and joint ventures are satisfactory. He or
she must also consider the overall corporate governance arrangements and
legal issues when arranging contracts with external bodies. He or she must
ensure that the risks have been fully appraised before agreements are
entered into with external bodies.
6.1.6 Heads of Service are responsible for ensuring that appropriate approvals are
obtained before any negotiations are concluded in relation to work with
external bodies.
6.2

PARTNERSHIPS

6.2.1 A partnership is an agreement between two or more independent bodies to
work collectively to achieve an objective. Partnerships play a key role in
delivering community strategies and in helping to promote and improve the
well-being of the area. Local authorities are working in partnership with many
outside bodies – public agencies, private companies, community groups and
voluntary organisations. Local authorities still deliver some services, but their
distinctive leadership role is to bring together the contributions of various
stakeholders. They therefore need to deliver a shared vision of services
based on user wishes.
6.2.2 Local authorities mobilise investment, bid for funds, champion the needs of
their areas and harness the energies of local people and community
organisations. Local authorities are measured by what they achieve in
partnership with others.
General
6.2.3 The main reasons for entering into a partnership are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
6.2.4

clear objectives and timescales which can be better achieved together
the ability to access new resources
the provision of new and better ways of delivering services
the creation of new relationships.

A partner is defined as either:
(a)

an organisation (private or public) undertaking, part funding or
participating as a beneficiary in a project or a body whose nature or
status give it a right or obligation to support the project.

or
(b)

a body whose nature or status gives it a right or obligation to support
the project
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6.2.5 Partners participate in projects by:
(a)
(b)
(c)

acting as a project deliverer or sponsor, solely or in concert with others
acting as a project funder or part funder
being the beneficiary group of the activity undertaken in a project.

6.2.6 Partners have common responsibilities:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

to be willing to take on a role in the broader programme appropriate to
the skills and resources of the partner organisation
to act in good faith at all times and in the best interests of the
partnership’s aims and objectives
to be open about any conflict of interests that might arise
to encourage joint working and promote the sharing of information,
resources and skills between public, private and community sectors
to hold confidentially any information received as a result of partnership
activities or duties that is of a confidential or commercially sensitive
nature
to act wherever possible as ambassadors for the project.

Key Controls
6.2.7 The key controls for Council partners are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

(g)

If appropriate, to be aware of their responsibilities under the Council's
Financial Procedure rules and Contract Procedure Rules
To ensure that risk management processes are in place to identify and
assess all known risks
To ensure that project appraisal processes are in place to assess the
viability of the project in terms of resources, staffing and expertise
To agree and accept formally the roles and responsibilities of each of
the partners involved in the project before the project commences
To communicate regularly with other partners throughout the project so
that problems can be identified and shared to achieve their successful
resolution.
A partnership agreement should be in place containing details of how
resources will be pooled and controls will be operated in partnership
spending.
Regular spending statements should be available to all parties.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
6.2.8 To advise on effective controls that will ensure that resources are not wasted.
6.2.9 To advise on the key elements of funding a project. They include:
(a)
(b)

a scheme appraisal for financial viability in both the current and future
years
risk appraisal and management
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(c)
(d)
(e)

resourcing, including taxation issues
audit, security and control requirements
carry-forward arrangements.

6.2.10 To ensure that the accounting arrangements are satisfactory.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
6.2.11 To maintain a register of all contracts entered into with external bodies in
accordance with procedures specified by the Section 151 Officer. NB a
contract for services is NOT a partnership.
6.2.12 To ensure that, before entering into agreements with external bodies, a risk
management appraisal has been prepared for the Section 151 Officer.
6.2.13 To ensure that such agreements and arrangements do not impact adversely
upon the services provided by the Council.
6.2.14 To ensure that all agreements and arrangements are properly documented.
6.2.15 To provide appropriate information to the Section 151 Officer to enable a note
to be entered into the Council's statement of accounts concerning material
items.
6.3

EXTERNAL FUNDING

6.3.1 External funding is potentially a very important source of income, but funding
conditions need to be carefully considered to ensure that they are compatible
with the aims and objectives of the Council. Local authorities are increasingly
encouraged to provide seamless service delivery through working closely with
other agencies and private service providers. Funds from external agencies
such as the National Lottery provide additional resources to enable the
Council to deliver services to the local community. However, in some
instances, although the scope for external funding has increased, such
funding is linked to tight specifications and may not be flexible enough to link
to the Council's overall plan.
Key Controls
6.3.2 The key controls for external funding are:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

To ensure that key conditions of funding and any statutory
requirements are complied with and that the responsibilities of the
accountable body are clearly understood
To ensure that funds are acquired only to meet the priorities approved
in the policy framework by the Full Council
To ensure that any match-funding requirements are given due
consideration prior to entering into long-term agreements and that
future revenue budgets reflect these requirements.
To ensure that grant conditions are approved as appropriate by the
Chief Executive and Directors or the Cabinet/Executive, prior to
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acceptance of grant or implementation of any scheme or project
associated with the grant.
Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
6.3.3 To ensure that all funding notified by external bodies is received and properly
recorded in the Council's accounts.
6.3.4 To ensure that the match-funding requirements are considered prior to
entering into the agreements and that future revenue budgets reflect these
requirements.
6.3.5 To ensure that audit requirements are met.
Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
6.3.6 To ensure that all claims for funds are made by the due date.
6.3.7 To ensure that the project progresses in accordance with the agreed project
plan and that all expenditure is properly incurred and recorded.
6.3.8 To ensure that the terms and conditions of the grant are complied with in full.
6.3.9 To prepare appropriate working papers and documentary evidence to enable
the Section 151 Officer to sign grant declaration forms.
6.4

WORK FOR THIRD PARTIES (CHARGING AND TRADING)

6.4.1 Current legislation enables the Council to provide a range of services to other
bodies. Such work may enable a unit to maintain economies of scale and
existing expertise. Arrangements should be in place to ensure that any risks
associated with this work are minimised and that such work is intra-vires.
Key Controls
6.4.2 The key controls for working with third parties are:
(a)
(b)

(c)

To ensure that proposals are costed properly in accordance with
guidance provided by the Section 151 Officer
To ensure that contracts are drawn up using guidance provided by the
Section 151 Officerand the Head of Law and Governance and that the
formal approvals process is adhered to
To issue guidance with regard to the financial aspects of third party
contracts and the maintenance of the contract register.

Responsibilities of the Section 151 Officer
6.4.3 To issue guidance with regard to the financial aspects of third party contracts
and the maintenance of the contract register.
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Responsibilities of the Joint Management Team
6.4.4 To ensure that any necessary approvals are obtained before any negotiations
are concluded to work for third parties.
6.4.5 To maintain a register of all contracts entered into with third parties in
accordance with procedures specified by the Section 151 Officer.
6.4.6 To ensure that appropriate insurance arrangements are made.
6.4.7 To ensure that the Council is not put at risk from any bad debts.
6.4.8 To ensure that no contract is subsidised by the Council.
6.4.9 To ensure that, wherever possible, payment is received in advance of the
delivery of the service.
6.4.10 To ensure that the department/unit has the appropriate expertise to undertake
the contract.
6.4.11 To ensure that such contracts do not impact adversely upon the services
provided for the Council.
6.4.12 To ensure that all contracts are properly documented.
6.4.13 To provide appropriate information to the Section 151 Officer to enable a note
to be entered into the statement of accounts.
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APPENDIX
Credit Card Usage Protocol
Council credit cards are used to replace other methods of ordering. Particularly
where it is an emergency, if a payment is required immediately or payment is made
via the internet.
Such credit cards shall be used for the payment of valid business goods and
expenses only and the misuse of such cards shall be grounds for disciplinary action
Just like all forms of ordering a budget or funding stream needs to be identified prior
to a purchase being made.
Where goods are being purchased for an area where the cardholder is not the
budget holder, cardholders must obtain approval to purchase from the relevant
budget holder. In all circumstances the cardholder must ensure that there is
sufficient budget available to meet the costs of the order.
Holders of purchasing cards must use them only for the purposes for which they
have been issued and within the authorised purchase limits.
Cards must not be loaned to another person but other people can place an order on
behalf of the cardholder if permission is expressly granted by the cardholder for this
to happen.
Cards must never be used for personal or private purchases. Only in absolutely
exceptional circumstances should cash be withdrawn using the card and receipts
must then be provided for all items of that cash expenditure.
If in doubt advice should be sought from the Chief Financial Officer (currently the
Director of Resources).
Prevention against Fraud
Reasonable precautions should be taken to prevent fraudulent use of the card.
Corporate Cards should not be used by anyone other than the named card holder
(unless express permission is given by the cardholder) and PIN numbers (if
applicable) should not be written down or disclosed to third parties.
Cardholders should also take care when giving out card details over the phone. The
cardholder (or those ordering on the cardholders’ behalf) should always initiate the
phone call and be certain that it is the correct person they are giving the card details
to.
Users should avoid providing their full card details on any application/registration
forms. It is safer to provide the details by phone.
Users should ensure that any purchases placed via the internet are made at secure
and reputable web sites.
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Card details should never be sent by email.
Budget and Payment Process
Users should use the card as if using a debit card or any other credit card.
Users should ensure that any purchases placed via the internet are made at secure
and reputable web sites.
The card holder is solely responsible for every transaction processed on their card
and must obtain an itemised receipt/payment confirmation for each transaction.
Expenditure will come through in a statement and the card user will be contacted to
identify which budget it should be charged to
Statements will be reviewed and reconciled monthly [by Finance and Procurement]
but it is the responsibility of budget holders to ensure cards are used appropriately
and purchases have an auditable trail.
Lost and Stolen Cards
In the UK – If your card is lost or stolen please telephone Royal Bank of Scotland
Lost and Stolen cards on 0870 6000 459 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week).
If you are calling from overseas then please Tel: (+44) 1423 700 545.
You should also contact Accountancy immediately on Tel 01327 322231and email
accountancy@southnorthants.gov.uk for South Northamptonshire or 01295
227001and email accountancy@cherwell.gov.uk for Cherwell.
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CHERWELL DISTRICT COUNCIL
and
SOUTH NORTHAMPTONSHIRE COUNCIL
CONTRACT PROCEDURE RULES
Made under
Section 135 of the Local Government Act 1972
A note on Interpretation: reference to Council throughout these Rules refers to both
Cherwell District Council and South Northamptonshire Council. Any rules peculiar to
Cherwell District Council or South Northamptonshire Council alone are set out in text boxes
at the appropriate points.
1

INTRODUCTION
Supplemented by complementary rules in the Council’s Constitution, including its
Financial Procedure Rules, these Contract Procedure Rules, which are made under
sections 135 (1) and (2) of the Local Government Act 1972:








2

provide the foundation for achieving value for money in pursuit of the aims and
objectives stated in the Joint Corporate Procurement Strategy and Action
Plan
promote transparency, non-discrimination and equal treatment in pursuit of the
Council’s procurement objectives
ensure compliance with the obligations governing the spending of public money
contained in the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and deter fraud
ensure that small and medium enterprises have better access to Council
Contracts by simplifying the procurement process for Contracts below the EU
Procurement Thresholds, increasing transparency, and reducing bidding costs
govern the way in which the Council buys works, supplies and services,
whether to meet a current need identified by the Council directly or in response
to an expression of interest received from a relevant body under the community
right to challenge
govern the way in which the Council sells the things it owns, and accordingly
support the Council’s statutory duty to obtain the best price reasonably
obtainable in the disposal of assets belonging to it
require officers with responsibility for purchasing or disposal to comply.

SCOPE OF CONTRACT PROCEDURE RULES
These Rules (and those complementary rules in the Council’s Constitution, including
its Financial Procedure Rules) apply to all spending on works, supplies and services
by the Council. They also apply to the disposal of all Council assets.
The Rules also apply whether the Council is dealing on a commercial basis with
entities in the private sector or the public sector.
These Rules must also be followed where the Council decides to accept an expression
of interest received from a relevant body under the community right to challenge.
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Further, the Rules apply to arrangements which the Council wishes to enter into in
consequence of its having received grant funding from an outside body to procure a
service, or to receive an income in return for giving another body the right to run a
service.
The Rules do not apply, however, to:







contracts of employment
contracts with Counsel
grant/funding agreements1
contracts awarded by the Council to a distinct legal entity over which it
exercises a control that is similar to that which it exercises over its own
departments and that distinct legal entity carries out the essential part of its
activities with the Council or other local authorities which control it2
arrangements concluded by the Council with other public bodies within a
framework of genuine cooperation between the participants which is aimed at
carrying out jointly their public service tasks and which is non-commercial in
character (that is, no profit is generated and only reimbursement of actual costs
occurs) and which is governed solely by considerations and requirements
relating to the pursuit of objectives in the public interest and is of little or no
interest to a private sector supplier3.

All contract letting must at all times comply with Public Procurement Legislation
(defined in section 3 below) irrespective of local needs or objectives. EU Treaty
Principles, in particular, apply to all Council procurement activity, not just to contracts
that exceed the relevant EU thresholds (see section 6).
The Monitoring Officer may amend these Rules where required by statutory change or
administrative error.
3

DEFINITIONS
Significant terms or phrases used in this document are defined as follows:
South Northamptonshire Council
Cabinet means the Council’s Cabinet.
Contract means an agreement between the Council and any other organisation,
including another public authority, made by formal agreement or by issue of a letter of
acceptance or official purchase order for Works, Supplies or Services.
Contracts Finder means a web-based portal provided, under that name, by or on
behalf of the Cabinet Office, on which the Council must publish Contract opportunities
and Contract awards in conformity with these Rules.
Contracts Register means the centrally held Contracts Register providing data to aid
the management, administration, scrutiny and audit of all Contracts entered into by the
Council with a value exceeding £10,000.

1

A grant is a gift of funds for a specific purpose. The recipient is not obliged to deliver any goods or services to
the Council, although the Council may claw back grant which has not been spent or is misapplied.
2
Formerly, the Teckal exemption
3
Formerly, the Hamburg exemption
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Corporate Contract means an exclusive agreement between the Council and a
supplier which facilitates the placing of orders for known quantities of Supplies and
Services on standard terms over a predetermined period which, if the total value of all
purchases that could be made under the Corporate Contract exceeds the relevant
value in the EU Procurement Thresholds (see section 5 for determining Contract
values), must be no more than 4 years. In this context, the agreement and the orders
together constitute a single contract (albeit one in which the scope of the Corporate
Contract regularly changes as orders are placed and fulfilled). It is this characteristic
that distinguishes the arrangement from, but which otherwise shares similarities to, a
Framework Agreement
CPR means the contract procedure rules set out in this document and supplemented
by complimentary rules in the Council’s Constitution, including its Financial procedure
Rules.
Cherwell District Council
Executive means the Council’s Executive.

EU means the European Union.
EU Procurement Law means EU Directive 2014/24 (consolidated into English
law as the Public Contracts Regulations 2015), EU Treaty Principles, relevant case

law and any subsequent directives or legislation relating to EU procurement.
EU Treaty Principles means the principles of transparency, equal treatment,
proportionality and non-discrimination in the letting of any Contract.
FoI means the Freedom of Information Act 2000, the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004, the Code of Recommended Practice for Local Authorities on Data
Transparency (September 2011) and any subsequent amendment or legislation
relating to information disclosure.
Framework Agreement means an agreement or other arrangement between the
Council (whether acting alone or jointly with other public bodies) and one or more
suppliers which establishes the terms (in particular the terms as to price and, where
appropriate, quantity) under which the Council may place one or more orders with the
supplier in the period during which the Framework Agreement applies. Until any
orders are placed under the Framework Agreement there is no legally enforceable
obligation to supply or purchase any Supplies or Services in connection with it. The
placing of orders for Works, Supplies or Services through a Framework Agreement
(whether established by the Council or by another public body) will satisfy the call for
competition provided Value For Money can be demonstrated. In such cases there is
no requirement to subject individual orders to competition because a competitive
process will already have been undertaken to establish the Framework Agreement
under which they are placed. Where it is proposed to establish a Framework
Agreement, and the potential value of all orders that could be placed under it may
exceed the relevant value in the EU Procurement Thresholds (see section 5 for
determining Contract values) then its term must be limited to 4 years or less pursuant
to EU Procurement Law.
ITQ means an invitation to Quote.
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ITT means an invitation to Tender (or to negotiate, as the case may be).
JPSG means the Joint Procurement Steering Group comprising a Core Group of:




The Section 151 Officer (as Chair)
The Monitoring Officer
The Head of Finance and Procurement (unless represented as Section 151
Officer)

or their nominees, who shall, in relation to Contracts exceeding £150,000 in value or
amount, make appropriate determinations at key stages of the procurement lifecycle in
accordance with the JPSG Core Group’s terms of reference as set out in paragraph
2.1 of Appendix 1, and a Strategy Group comprising:






The Chief Executive
The JPSG - Core Group and
Heads of Service invited from those who have undertaken substantial
procurement activity over the period since the last Strategy Group meeting
The relevant Council Member(s) responsible for procurement (to be invited as
appropriate and at least annually) and
Such other Council Members as any of the Core Group may invite on a case by
case basis

or their nominees, who shall provide a strategic and scrutiny role in relation to the
Council's procurement function in accordance with the JPSG – Strategy Group’s terms
of reference as set out in paragraph 2.2 of Appendix 1.
Monitoring Officer means the Head of Law and Governance, who is designated as
such under Section 5(1) of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989.
Most Economically Advantageous Offer means the offer that is the most
economically advantageous from the point of view of the Council taking into account
such things as price, quality, technical merit, aesthetic and functional characteristics,
environmental characteristics, potential Social Value, production processes, running
costs, cost effectiveness, life-cycle costs, after sales service, technical assistance,
delivery date/delivery period and period of completion.
OJEU means the Official Journal of the European Union, and OJEU Notice means a
notice advertising the relevant Contract opportunity that is sent to OJEU in conformity
with EU Procurement Law.
Partnership means an arrangement involving the Council and one or more
organisations from any sector who share the responsibility for agreeing and/or then
delivering a set of planned actions and outcomes. The Council may be a major or a
minor participant in any such partnership. The CPR does not apply to the creation of
any such Partnership but may apply to any activity of the Partnership connected with
the letting of Contracts.
Principal Procurement Decision means any key procurement decision affecting any
Contract having a total value exceeding £500,000 or which falls to be made for the
purpose of responding to an expression of interest received from a Relevant Body
exercising its Right to Challenge, or awarding a Contract arising from such expression.
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Procurement Manager means the officer with responsibility for the Council’s
procurement function.
Project Officer means the officer designated by the relevant Head of Service as
having responsibility for the planning and co-ordination of any particular procurement
project. For the avoidance of doubt, the Project Officer may also be the relevant Head
of Service. The Project Officer is accountable for the delivery of the project on time,
within budget, and in accordance with all relevant internal procurement rules and
Public Procurement Legislation.
Public Procurement Legislation means all relevant external procurement rules and
regulations, including the Local Government Act 1988 Part II, the Local Government
(Contracts) Act 1997, the Local Government Act 1999, the Local Government Act
2000, the Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012, the Localism Act 2011 and EU
Procurement Law (including EU Treaty Principles).
Quotation means a priced bid for the provision of Works, Supplies or Services
applicable to procurements between £500 and £100,000.
Relevant Body means a voluntary or community body, a charitable body, a parish
council, two or more employees of the Council or such other persons or bodies as may
be specified by regulations made by the Secretary of State.
Relevant Service means a service provided in the exercise of any of the Council’s
functions, either by the Council using its own workforce, or provided on its behalf under
a service contract or some other arrangement.
Right to Challenge means the right embodied in the Localism Act 2011 for a Relevant
Body to express an interest in providing or assisting in providing a Relevant Service on
behalf of the Council.
Section 151 Officer means the officer appointed by the Council for the purposes of
Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 to administer the financial affairs of the
Council.
Services means any undertaking that does not constitute Works or a Supply, and
includes a Relevant Service.
Single Source Supplier means a Contract for which there is reasonably only one
supplier.
Social Value means the economic, social and/or environmental well-being to which
the Council must have regard before commencing an exercise to procure a Contract
for the provision of Services to which EU Procurement Law applies.
Supply means the purchase, hire or lease of any goods or materials (including
electricity, substances, growing crops and things attached to or forming part of any
land) and their siting or installation where this is incidental to the Supply, and Supplies
shall be construed accordingly.
Tender means the formal process for obtaining priced bids for Works, Supplies and/or
Services and which must be followed for procurements with a value exceeding
£100,000.
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TUPE Regulations means the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment)
Regulations 2006 (as amended by the Collective Redundancies and Transfer of
Undertakings (Protection of Employment) (Amendment) Regulations 2014), which
preserves the continuity of employment and terms and conditions of employees who
are transferred to a new employer in cases where Services are outsourced, insourced
or assigned by the Council to a new supplier. Further details are set out in section 9
and in the Government’s Guide to the 2006 TUPE Regulations (published June 2009).
Value For Money means the optimum combination of whole life costs, quality and
other benefits.
Works means the construction, repair or maintenance of a physical asset.

CONTRACTS
4

CONFIDENTIALITY
All information supplied by a bidder invited to submit a Quotation or Tender for a
Contract shall be treated in confidence except where references are required to be
sought for the purpose of establishing a bidder’s credentials, or where disclosure is
required to meet an obligation contained in the Public Procurement Legislation (such
as supplier debriefing following completion of a competitive tender exercise).
This general duty to maintain confidentiality is, however, subject to the Council’s
statutory responsibilities under FoI.
FoI does permit non-disclosure of information which is commercially sensitive, and the
Project Officer is therefore recommended to instruct any bidder invited to submit a
Quotation or Tender to:



state clearly which, if any, of the information or other material supplied with their
Quotation or Tender is commercially sensitive; and
explain why, in the bidder’s own opinion, commercial sensitivity attaches to that
information or other material.

However, whilst bidders may specify in their Quotation or Tender that information or
other material being supplied to the Council is commercially sensitive and therefore
exempt from disclosure, the Project Officer must make bidders aware when inviting
Tenders or Quotations that such information shall be regarded by the Council as
having indicative value only and that the Council may nevertheless be obliged to
disclose such information if an FoI request is received.
Note under FoI that the Council alone is responsible for determining at its absolute
discretion whether confidential, commercially sensitive or other information is exempt
from disclosure or is to be disclosed in response to a request for information.
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5

CALCULATING THE VALUE OF A PROPOSED CONTRACT
When calculating the value of a proposed Contract, the Project Officer should have
regard as follows:
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values are total lifetime Contract values, not annual values;
account must be taken of the potential for exercising any options or any rights of
renewal or extension;
values exclude VAT;
the estimated value of a Framework Agreement or a Corporate Contract is the
total value of all of the purchases which could be made by the Council under that
arrangement;
where a Contract length is unfixed or imprecise, its value shall be assessed on
the basis of the amount the Council might spend on it over 48 months;
where procurement activity is undertaken jointly with another public body, the
value of the Contract to each organisation shall be combined for the purpose of
determining the applicability of EU Procurement Thresholds (and the issue of a
Contract Notice to OJEU);
a Contract must not be packaged in such a way that is chiefly intended to evade
the point at which any rule in the CPR or the Public Procurement Legislation may
bite; but consideration can be given to dividing a proposed Contract into Lots to
make them more accessible for small and medium enterprises.

EUROPEAN PROCUREMENT THRESHOLDS
EU Procurement Law shall be complied with in respect of all Contracts having a value
that exceeds the relevant EU threshold for the Works, Supplies or Services being
procured (see EU Procurement Thresholds).
The consequences of failing to do so are severe, whether before a Contract is
formally awarded or in the aftermath of that decision:
Before the Contract is Signed the Council:





Must automatically suspend its award upon receiving, and pending the
conclusion of, a legal challenge to that decision.
May be ordered to set aside any unlawful decisions taken during the tender
process or to amend any unlawful documentation.
Could be liable to pay damages to any bidder proving loss arising from the
Council’s actions.
May be required, by virtue of Part 2 of the Localism Act 2011, to pay all or part of
any fine or other EU financial sanction levied against the Government for an
infraction of EU Procurement Law in circumstances where the Council has
demonstrably caused or contributed to the imposition of that financial sanction.

After the Contract is Signed the Council:



Could be liable to pay damages to any bidder proving loss arising from the
Council’s actions.
May, in any case of serious abuse of EU Procurement Law, be required to cancel
its Contract (where a court declares that Contract to be prospectively ineffective)
and pay a fine.
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May, in any other case, be ordered to shorten the term of its Contract or pay a
fine or both.
May be required, by virtue of Part 2 of the Localism Act 2011, to pay all or part of
any fine or other EU financial sanction levied against the Government for an
infraction of EU Procurement Law in circumstances where the Council has
demonstrably caused or contributed to the imposition of that financial sanction.

Given the draconian consequences that may occur for failing to comply with the
public procurement regime, the message is clear: "follow the rules".
Further, EU Treaty Principles apply to all Contracts, not just to those that exceed the
EU thresholds.
7

COMMENCING A PROCUREMENT
No procurement shall commence without there being sufficient budget available for the
Works, Supplies or Services being procured, or an outside body providing grant for the
procurement of Works, Supplies or Services having given a binding commitment to the
Council to provide those funds.
Further, for all procurements above £5,000 the Project Officer shall first consider and
agree with the Procurement Manager:



Whether the procurement may be of interest to any other public body such that
an invitation to join in the procurement should be extended to that other
organisation; and
a timetable for the project.

Where capital expenditure on Works, Supplies or Services has not already been
specifically identified and approved by the Council during its budget setting process,
the following written authority is required to be obtained by the Project Officer prior to
commencing a procurement process:

Estimated Value of Contract

Authority in Writing
(Without Prejudice to Superior Authority)

Up to £150,000

Between £150,000 and
£500,000
Principal Procurement
Decision

Head of Service or such other officer of the Council
as the Head of Service may delegate to undertake
such responsibility
Unanimous decision of the JPSG – Core Group (see
reporting process in section 8)
Cherwell District Council
Executive decision unless delegated by Executive to
JPSG – Core Group
South Northamptonshire Council
Cabinet decision unless delegated by Cabinet to
JPSG – Core Group

Dealing With Expressions Of Interest Received Under The Right To Challenge
The Council has a duty to consider any expression of interest received from a
Relevant Body wanting to run a Relevant Service on behalf of the Council. The
Council shall fulfil that duty as follows.
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Where an expression of interest for a Relevant Service is received by the Council, the
head of service responsible for the service to which the Relevant Service relates shall:


inform the Procurement Manager and the Head of Law and Governance of its
receipt without delay; and



forthwith check that it meets the minimum requirements specified in the Localism
Act 2011 and accompanying regulations. Expressions of interest must contain:

1

2

3
4

5

information about the financial resources of the Relevant Body (and the
financial resources of any consortium member or sub-contractor with whom
the Relevant Body proposes to deliver the Relevant Service)
evidence of the Relevant Body’s capability to provide or assist in providing
the Relevant Service (and the capability of any consortium member or subcontractor with whom the Relevant Body proposes to deliver the Relevant
Service)
Information about the Relevant Service sufficient to identify it and the
geographical area to which it relates
information about the outcomes to be achieved, particularly how the provision
or assistance will add Social Value to the Council’s area and how it will meet
users’ needs
details about how, in any case where the Relevant Body consists of Council
employees, those employees will engage with other employees of the Council
affected by the Relevant Service

For each and every expression of interest received, the relevant head of service shall
issue the necessary notifications required by the Localism Act 2011 and accompanying
regulations in consultation with the Procurement Manager and the Head of Law and
Governance, including publication as necessary on the Council’s website.
The relevant head of service shall report each and every expression of interest to its
Executive or Cabinet as appropriate, and seek recommendation from it to accept,
reject or modify that expression as appropriate.
Where recommendation is made to accept the expression of interest the Council shall,
following notification of the Council’s acceptance to the Relevant Body, proceed to
carry out a procurement exercise in respect of the Relevant Service in
conformity with the CPR. It shall also specify in such manner as it thinks fit (which
must include publication on the Council’s website):




the minimum period that will elapse between:


the date of the Council’s decision to accept the expression of interest, and



the date on which it will begin the procurement exercise for the Relevant
Service, and

the maximum period that will elapse between those dates.
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An expression of interest may only be rejected where:

1

it does not comply with any of the requirements specified in the Localism Act
2011 and accompanying regulations
2
the Relevant Body provides information in the expression of interest which in the
opinion of the Council, is in a material particular inadequate or inaccurate
3
the Council considers, based on the information in the expression of interest,
that the Relevant Body or, where applicable (a) any member of the consortium
of which it is a part, or (b) any sub-contractor referred to in the expression of
interest is not suitable to provide or assist in providing the Relevant Service
4
it relates to a Relevant Service where a decision, evidenced in writing, has been
taken by the Council to stop providing that service
5
the expression of interest relates to a Relevant Service (a) provided, in whole or
in part, by or on behalf of the Council to persons who are also in receipt of a
service provided or arranged by an NHS body which is integrated with the
Relevant Service; and (b) the continued integration of such services is, in the
opinion of the relevant authority, critical to the well-being of those persons
6
the Relevant Service is already provided under Contract to the Council or
otherwise the subject of a procurement exercise
7
the Council and a third party have entered into negotiations for provision of the
Relevant Service, which negotiations are at least in part conducted in writing
8
the Council has published its intention to consider the provision of the Relevant
Service by a body that 2 or more specified employees of the Council propose to
establish
9
the Council considers that the expression of interest is frivolous or vexatious
10 the Council considers that acceptance of the expression of interest is likely to
lead to contravention of an enactment or other rule of law or a breach of
statutory duty
Where recommendation is made to reject the expression of interest the relevant head
of service shall notify the Relevant Body accordingly, giving reasons for that decision,
and shall also arrange publication of the notification in such manner as he thinks fit on
behalf of the Council, which must include publication on the Council’s website.
Recommendation may be made to modify an expression of interest by agreement
with the Relevant Body. The relevant head of service shall notify the Relevant Body of
any such recommendation, giving details of the modification sought and the reasons
for that decision, and shall also arrange publication of the notification in such manner
as he thinks fit on behalf of the Council, which must include publication on the
Council’s website.
8

ROLE OF JPSG
The JPSG – Core Group’s terms of reference are set out in paragraph 2.1 of Appendix
1.
To obtain authority to begin a procurement process from the JPSG – Core Group (see
Table in section 7) the Project Officer must first report to it on:





the likely total cost of the project;
the amount and source of the money earmarked for it;
the length of the proposed arrangement;
the procedure to be adopted for achieving effective competition;
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the proposed Tender timetable;
whether procurement jointly with another public body has been considered;
a summary of how Value for Money and any service improvement requirements
will be achieved;
how what is being procured might improve the economic, social and
environmental well-being of the Council’s area;
how the proposed improvements in economic, social and environmental wellbeing might be secured;
whether consultation has been, or is proposed to be, undertaken on the potential
improvements themselves or how they might be secured;
details as to whether TUPE is likely to apply (see section 9); and
the potential risk to the Council (if any) in undertaking the procurement.

After receiving the report of the Project Officer, the JPSG – Core Group will determine
whether and, if so, on what basis the procurement can proceed.
The JPSG – Strategy Group’s terms of reference are set out in paragraph 2.2 of
Appendix 1.
9

REQUIREMENTS IN RELATION TO TUPE
TUPE, and the interpretation of it, changes frequently, and only a brief reference to it
is therefore contained within these Rules. The Head of Transformation and / or the
Head of Law and Governance can provide further TUPE guidance and advice as
necessary or appropriate.
Whenever a new supplier is appointed to take over the provision of an existing Service,
employees of the original supplier engaged in the provision of that Service (or the
Council, if the Service was provided in-house) may be affected by transferring that
Service to another provider. If so, it will be necessary to form a view as to whether
TUPE applies, and the advice of the Head of Transformation and the Head of Law and
Governance must therefore be obtained by the Project Officer before seeking
authorisation to commence a procurement project.
If a Contract is likely to involve a transfer of Council staff then it is important that the
Project Officer arranges for the Head of Transformation to begin consultation with the
relevant employees that will be affected at an early stage. This is good practice and the
Council has a statutory obligation to consult under TUPE.

10

COMPETITIVE PROCESS

(a)

Number of Tenders/Quotations to be Invited
This rule 10(a) shall apply unless the call for competition is to be waived in accordance
with the procedure prescribed in section 17, or the Council’s requirement for Works,
Supplies or Services is to be satisfied using an established Framework Agreement or
Corporate Contract from which the Council is expressly entitled to benefit.
While a formal competitive tendering exercise may be conducted by the Council in
relation to any procurement of any value, such a process shall be undertaken by the
Council for all Contracts above £100,000 (see table below).
For Contracts below £100,000, Tenders may not be required and a Contract can be
awarded on the basis of Quotations received and evaluated in accordance with Value
for Money requirements PROVIDED all stages of that exercise are nevertheless
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recorded in writing sufficient to demonstrate the decisions taken are robust, fair and
auditable.
Where there are a sufficient number of organisations suited to bid for a particular
Contract, the Council may limit the number of potential bidders from whom it may seek
Tenders/Quotations as follows:

Estimated Contract Sum
Works, Services or Supply
Contract exceeding relevant EU
Procurement Thresholds
Works, Services or Supply
Contract between £100,000 and
relevant EU Procurement
Thresholds
£10,000 to £100,000

(b)

Minimum Number of Bidders Invited to
Tender
Determined in consultation with the Head of Law
and Governance, having regard to EU tendering
requirements
3 Tenders invited

£500 to £10,000

3 written Quotations (unless
the proposed
Contract is likely to be of interest to enterprises
from other EU Member States in which event 3
Tenders meaningfully advertised shall be
required in accordance with EU Treaty
Principles)
2 Quotations (in writing wherever possible)

Up to £500

Procurement Card, petty cash etc. transaction

Advertising a Contract Opportunity
Where Tenders are required to be obtained (see section 10(a)) and the use of an
established Framework Agreement or Corporate Contract from which the Council is
entitled to benefit is not appropriate then the following forms of Contract advertisement
shall be considered by the Project Officer:
Estimated Contract
Sum
Contracts for Works,
Services or Supplies
above EU Procurement
Thresholds

Contracts for Works,
Services or Supplies
below EU Procurement
Thresholds

Contract
Notice to OJEU

Contracts
4
Finder

√

Trade
Journal

Council
Website

Local
Press

√

√

√

√

√

Prudent

√

√

(mandatory)

Optional

(mandatory)

Where a procurement project exceeds the EU Procurement Thresholds, the relevant
OJEU Notice must be placed in advance of any other advertisement of that Contract
opportunity.
4

After 1st April 2015, when new regulations requiring use of Contracts Finder come into force for local
authorities.
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Where a procurement project does NOT exceed the EU Procurement Thresholds, the
publication of the opportunity in Contracts Finder must be made in advance of any
other advertisement of that Contract opportunity.
(c)

Shortlisting Applicants to Tender
Shortlisting for Contracts above the EU Procurement Thresholds
If, in advertising a Contract opportunity, the Project Officer wishes to assess the
suitability, or unsuitability, of applicants to perform a Contract for the purpose of
reducing the number of applicants to a smaller number who are to proceed to a later
stage of the process (i.e., to shortlist organisations prior to inviting Tenders), and the
Contract value is above the EU Procurement Thresholds, then the Contract
advertisement shall state that any person, firm or organisation wishing to express an
interest in the Contract must do so by completing and returning to the Council, by a
date specified in the advertisement (being not less than 30 days), a Pre-qualification
Questionnaire in the standard form prescribed by central government or a document or
certificate of equivalent effect (‘PQQ’)5.
All PQQs accordingly received shall be assessed to determine the acceptability,
experience, financial standing, capability and capacity of the organisation concerned to
deliver the Works, Supplies or Services required.
The Procurement Manager shall have responsibility for co-ordinating such prequalification process, including receiving completed PQQs, and, from those considered
eligible to bid for the Contract, the Procurement Manager and the Project Officer shall
together compile a shortlist of persons, firms or organisations from whom Tenders may
be invited. That shortlist shall have regard to the minimum number of Tenders
required in accordance with the Table in section 10a.
When the selection process has been completed, the Procurement Manager shall
inform unsuccessful applicants that they were not selected to tender, together with
brief reasons as to why they were not so selected.
Shortlisting for Contracts below the EU Procurement Thresholds
The Council is prohibited by Public Procurement Legislation from demanding a PQQ in
relation to any Contract opportunity below the EU Procurement Thresholds for services
or supplies, although it may ask applicants to answer a suitability assessment question
provided the question is:




relevant
proportionate and
intended only to elicit information or evidence which the Council requires for the
purpose of assessing whether applicants meet minimum standards of suitability,
capability, legal status or financial standing.

In complying with this stipulation, the Project Officer shall have regard to any guidance
issued by the Minister for the Cabinet Office, which may include guidance on how to
establish and assess, without using PQQs, whether applicants meet requirements or
minimum standards relating to suitability, capability, legal status and financial standing.

5

Such as a European Procurement Passport or equivalent
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(d)

Getting Tenders and Quotations
Where Quotations or Tenders are required, the documentation comprising the ITT or
the ITQ shall be based on relevant model documents available from the Procurement
Manager.
In either case, the competitive procedure the Project Officer has determined to follow
(and which, for openness and transparency, should be recorded in the ITT or ITQ)
must be sufficiently structured to ensure the Quotations or Tenders received can be
properly compared and evaluated in accordance with Value for Money requirements.
A Tender contest may be conducted by the Project Officer using either the open or
restricted procedure. Open tendering means that the opportunity to bid for the
Council’s Contract shall be open to any supplier who can Tender for the Works,
Supplies or Services in accordance with the Council’s advertised requirements. In
such cases, the Council must consider and evaluate all qualifying bids received. The
restricted procedure involves a tender process in which the Council limits the number
of prospective tenderers to those who have been shortlisted by it in accordance with
the pre-qualification procedure prescribed at section 10(c).
No departure from either the open or restricted tendering procedure in favour of
another procurement procedure permitted by Public Procurement Legislation, including
the Negotiated Procedure, the Competitive Dialogue Procedure, the Competitive
Procedure with Negotiation or the Innovation Partnership Procedure, shall be permitted
without the authorisation of JPSG – Core Group.

(e)

Evaluation Criteria
Any ITT or ITQ must contain details as to the criteria for awarding the Contract to
which it relates. Those criteria must be robust, fair, auditable, compliant with any
relevant Public Procurement Legislation and, for any ITT, weighted wherever possible.
The award criteria may be based on price alone or on that which represents the Most
Economically Advantageous Offer received. In relation to Contracts above the EU
Procurement Thresholds, any award must be based on the Most Economically
Advantageous Offer.
Lowest Price
Awards based on price alone do not permit Value for Money considerations and so will
only ever be suitable for Supply Contracts of very low value where the Supplies
required can be specified in significant detail at the outset and no after sales service or
other special requirements are needed in connection with that Supply.
Most Economically Advantageous Offer
Where the Council intends to award a Contract on the basis of the proposal which is
the Most Economically Advantageous Offer received, the criteria (and any sub-criteria)
to be used in the evaluation shall, as a minimum:




be pre-determined,
be listed (in the ITQ) in order of importance,
be weighted (in the ITT) according to their respective importance (unless, on
objective grounds, it is not possible to provide any such weightings),
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be strictly observed at all times throughout the competition for the Contract,
be framed so as to best achieve any Social Value reported under section 8
reflect the principles of Best Value,
include price,
be capable of objective assessment, and
have regard to environmental impact and sustainability considerations relevant to
the Works, Supplies or Services being procured.

Where it is possible to apply a scoring matrix to the proposed evaluation criteria, the
Contract must be awarded to the tenderer obtaining the highest overall score (i.e., the
Most Economically Advantageous Offer) from the evaluation process.
The evaluation must be carried out by a panel consisting of the Project Officer and at
least one other officer of appropriate seniority, supported by the Procurement
Manager.
Full and complete written records of the evaluation process must be maintained by the
Procurement Manager.
(f)

Award
(Note that if the project budget is not sufficient to meet a preferred supplier’s tendered
rates and prices ahead of Contract award then the Project Officer must secure
additional project funds before accepting the relevant tender. The Project Officer
should therefore refer to the Finance Procedure Rules for relevant and appropriate
guidance on project budget increases. Further advice can be provided by the Head of
Finance and Procurement).
Value

Authority to Award

Up to £150,000

Relevant Head of Service to approve Project Officer’s award
recommendation, detailed reasons for such award to be noted in
writing on the Project Officer’s project file for audit purposes.

Between
£150,000 and
£500,000

Unanimous decision of the JPSG – Core Group following the
Procurement Manager’s submission of a report to it on the
outcome of the competition, including the Project Officer’s
recommendation on Contract award.

Principal
Procurement
Decision

Cherwell District Council
Executive decision unless delegated by Executive to JPSG –
Core Group.
South Northamptonshire Council
Cabinet decision unless delegated by Cabinet to JPSG – Core
Group.

All unsuccessful bidders submitting Tenders or Quotations for evaluation by the
Council must be informed of the outcome of the competition, including the name of the
winning bidder and a brief explanation as to why they were unsuccessful on that
particular occasion (for further guidance on Debriefing, see section 10(g) below).
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(g)

Standstill (‘Alcatel’) Period and Award Notices
Acceptance of any tender governed by EU Procurement Law is subject to a standstill
period before any Contract with the preferred tenderer can be concluded. The standstill
period (also known as the ‘Alcatel’ period for the case (Alcatel Austria and Others v
Bundesministerium für Wissenschaft und Verkehr (C-81/98)) from which the law
emerged) describes the period between communication of the outcome of the tender
process to all those who participated in it and the formal conclusion of the Contract and
is intended to provide such participants with an opportunity to challenge the award of a
Contract (e.g., because the Council has failed to follow the stated/prescribed tender
procedure) before the Contract is finally concluded at the end of the standstill. The
period is 10 days if the Council’s decision is communicated electronically or 15 days
from despatch if sent by any other means. In either case the standstill must end on a
working day.
Project Officers are recommended to send decision notices
electronically.
The standstill period is triggered only by sending an award decision notice to all those
who bid for the Contract which contains an explanation of:







the criteria used to make the award
the reasons for the Council’s decision, including the characteristics and relative
advantages of the successful tenderer
the scores of both the successful tenderer and the recipient of the notice
the reasons why the recipient did not meet any technical specification (where
applicable)
the name of the bidder awarded the Contract and
the date on which the standstill period is expected to end

The requirement to notify bidders in this way, coupled with the sanctions available to
them which may arise from any failure by the Council to follow EU Procurement Law
(see Section 6), highlights the need for a robust, fair and auditable evaluation process.
11

INSURANCE
At the commencement of any procurement exercise, the Project Officer and the Head
of Finance and Procurement shall together determine the type and level of insurance
cover required in relation to a particular procurement. The Project Officer shall ensure
the successful bidder has any required insurance cover in place before performance of
the Contract begins, and shall further ensure, at appropriate intervals, that such cover
is maintained by the supplier throughout the Contract period.

12

PARENT COMPANY GUARANTEES AND PERFORMANCE BONDS
Before commencing any tendering exercise for a Contract exceeding £150,000 in
value of amount, the Project Officer and the Head of Finance and Procurement shall
together determine the need for, and value of, any parent company guarantee and/or
performance bond necessary in relation to that procurement.
The Head of Finance and Procurement may also require any Contract below £150,000
to be supported by a parent company guarantee and/or performance bond for such
amount as the Head of Finance and Procurement may consider necessary or
appropriate in all the circumstances.
In determining the need for appropriate guarantees, regard should be had to using
performance bond and/or a parent company guarantee only in specific and justified
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circumstances where the contract is judged to be at high risk of supplier or
performance failure. Key points include: is the contract with the ultimate parent
company; is the balance sheet commensurate with the liabilities in the contract; what
proportion of the net assets are represented by the maximum liability under the
contract; and are you confident that the assets are tied to the contracting party?
The Project Officer shall ensure the successful tenderer has any required parent
company guarantee and/or performance bond in place before the Contract is
commenced.
13

TENDER ADMINISTRATION: PROCEDURE FOR ISSUING, SUBMISSION AND
OPENING OF TENDERS

(a)

Issuing of tenders
The Project Officer must inform the Procurement Manager of the closing date for the
receipt of tenders so that all necessary and appropriate arrangements can be made in
respect of their opening (see section 13c).
All Tenders must be returned by tenderers using the Council’s standard Tender return
label, which the Project Officer can obtain from the Procurement Manager.

(b)

Submitting tenders
All Tenders must be returned to the Procurement Manager in an envelope provided for
the purpose. Tenders must not be returned to the Project Officer, a Council Member or
to any consultant acting on the Council’s behalf.
Every ITT shall state that no Tender shall be considered unless it is returned to the
Procurement Manager in the envelope provided by the date and time specified in the
ITT.
Tenderers shall be responsible for ensuring their Tender is physically received by the
Council by the specified time and date ~ late Tenders cannot be considered for
evaluation or acceptance by the Council in any circumstances, even if the Tenderer
asserts their Tender was placed in the post before the return date.
If late tenders are received then these must be retained and endorsed to that effect by
the Procurement Manager who will then open them in the presence of the Project
Officer. The Project Officer must advise the tenderer concerned that their Tender was
received or delivered late to the Council thereby preventing its consideration, and
inform them that, unless they require it to be returned to them, the Tender shall be
destroyed by the Council after a period of 14 days.
There must be no name or mark on the Tender return envelope indicating the
tenderer’s identity, otherwise the Tender will be deemed to be invalid.

(c)

Opening tenders
Tenders shall be kept secure by the Procurement Manager until they are ready to be
opened.
All Tenders for a particular Contract shall be opened together at one time by the
Procurement Manager in the presence of the Project Officer and at least one other
Council officer of appropriate seniority.
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Appropriate Council Members may attend the opening of Tenders on the Council’s
premises.
No other persons other than those herein specified shall be permitted to attend the
opening of Tenders.
Details of all valid Tenders received, and the prices and other pertinent details
connected therewith, shall be recorded in the register kept for that purpose by the
Procurement Manager, and the register shall be signed by both the Procurement
Manager, the Project Officer and all other attendee(s) present at Tender opening.
(d)

Abnormally Low Tenders
Where the rates and price(s) submitted by one or more tenderers is prima facie
abnormally low or otherwise unrealistic, the Procurement Manager has a legal duty to
ask the tenderers concerned in writing to clarify their Tender proposals within the
parameters prescribed by Regulation 69 of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and
shall, with the Project Officer, assess the merits or otherwise of the explanations given
before making any recommendation as to approval or rejection of those Tenders as
appropriate.

14

POST TENDER NEGOTIATIONS
The following provisions apply to negotiations with bidders for any Council Contract,
and the consequential amendments to Tenders and Quotations, otherwise than in
accordance with any formal process permitted by the Public Procurement Legislation.
Any negotiation with any bidder between receipt of formal Tenders/Quotations and the
award of a Contract which has the effect of materially modifying essential aspects of
the Tender or of the procurement, including the needs and requirements set out in the
contract notice/advert or the in the descriptive document, or which otherwise risks
distorting competition or causing discrimination, is prohibited.
However, certain post Tender discussions with tenderers are permitted if these are
conducted for the purpose of:


clarifying with a tenderer details of any errors of arithmetic discovered in their
Tender in order that they may either confirm or withdraw the Tender or amend it
in order to correct those errors; or



clarifying or supplementing the content of a Tender or the requirements of the
Council, and providing that this does not involve discrimination or unfairness to
any other entity participating, or who participated, in the Tender exercise.

Further, the Project Officer may negotiate with the bidder submitting the Most
Financially Advantageous Offer to confirm financial commitments or other terms
contained in the Tender/Quotation by finalising the terms of the Contract, including
terms as to price, delivery or content, provided this does not have the distortive or
discriminatory effect referred to above.
Amendments to Tenders and Quotations, once agreed, shall be put in writing and
signed by the tenderer.
15

QUALIFIED SUBMISSIONS
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Tenders or Quotations must not be qualified or accompanied by statements that might
be construed as rendering them equivocal. Any bidder whose submission is found to
contain a qualification which would give that organisation an unfair advantage over
other participants in the competitive process must be asked either to withdraw the
qualification or withdraw the bid. The Monitoring Officer’s decision as to whether or not
a submission is in an acceptable form will be final.
16

VARIANT BIDS
A variant bid is a modified or alternative Tender or Quotation. A bidder may submit a
variant proposal in addition to one that conforms to the requirements of the original
specification provided:




express provision is made for this in the ITT/ITQ documentation and any notice or
advertisement relating thereto;
the variant bid is free of qualifications, states all cost implications, identifies all
deviations from the project specification or brief and all risks and contingencies
and nevertheless complies with the Council’s minimum core requirements; and
the Project Officer does not commit the Council to considering any such bid
received.

If a variant bid is considered, it must be evaluated in accordance with the award criteria
specified in the ITT or ITQ, and a tenderer may be awarded a Contract on the basis of
a variant bid if this meets the Council’s minimum core requirements.

17

WAIVERS
The Council does not have the power to waive the applicability of Public Procurement
Legislation.
Subject to Public Procurement Legislation, therefore, and in particular to EU
Procurement Law (see further section 6), the requirement to seek Tenders or
Quotations may be waived as follows:
Value
Below £10,000
Above £10,000

Authority to Waive
Head of Service
Monitoring Officer and Section 151 Officer

Exceptions where the rules can be waived are set out in Appendix 3.
18

e-PROCUREMENT
Under EU Procurement Law, the Council must, in relation to Contracts above the EU
Procurement Thresholds, offer by electronic means unrestricted, full and direct access
free of charge to the procurement documents from the date of publication of the OJEU
Notice, including the invitation to tender, specification, project brief, conditions of
contract and other supporting documentation intended to describe or determine the
various elements of the procurement or the procedure.
Further, all such
documentation must be drafted and readily available electronically to potential bidders
before the relevant contract notice is submitted to OJEU.
While electronic availability of contract documents is mandatory in relation to contracts
the award of which is governed by EU Procurement Law, the Project Officer should, in
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liaison with the Procurement Manager, consider applying the benefits of electronic
procurement to contract opportunities that fall below the EU Procurement Thresholds.

19

COUNCIL TERMS OF CONTRACT
Wherever practicable, model forms of Contract developed or approved for use by the
Council must be used as the basis for contracting with any entity to whom is awarded a
Contract by the Council.
Where Quotations are to be invited (see section 10a) and a model Contract is not
readily available, and nor has one been prepared by the Head of Law and Governance
specifically for use in connection with the relevant procurement, then any Contract
entered into by the Council shall be placed on a Council Purchase Order or otherwise
approved by the Head of Law and Governance.
Where Tenders are to be invited (see section 10a) and a model Contract is not readily
available, or the Project Officer considers the relevant model is not appropriate given
the nature, value and/or complexity of the Works, Supplies or Services wishing to be
acquired, then such a Contract shall be in a form prepared and/or approved by the
Head of Law and Governance.

20

EXECUTION OF CONTRACTS
Every Contract which exceeds £150,000 in value or amount shall be executed under
seal.
Every Contract below £150,000 in value or amount may be executed under seal or
may be signed on behalf of the Council by a signatory authorised to do so by the
Council’s constitution.

21

CONTRACT COMMENCEMENT
As a general rule, the Project Officer shall not authorise performance of any Contract,
nor raise any Purchase Order in connection with it, unless and until all of the
documents comprising the Contract have been executed by all of the parties to it,
unless the Purchase Order itself comprises the Contract (see section 19).
However, where there are exceptional circumstances requiring a successful tenderer
to commence performance of a Contract prior to its execution as a matter of urgency
(to avoid delay and increased costs on the Contract), the Project Officer must satisfy
the Monitoring Officer and the Section 151 Officer before authorising such
commencement that:




the supplier has confirmed in writing its unequivocal commitment to:
o
perform the Contract in accordance with the established terms, and
o
execute the document comprising those terms when it is available
and to indemnify the Council against any breach of such undertakings;
any performance bond or parent company guarantee required under the terms
of the Contract has been received from the supplier’s surety or parent company
or the surety or parent company has written to the Project Officer confirming the
relevant organisation’s agreement to be bound by the terms of such
performance bond or parent company guarantee from the date of such
communication;
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a certificate of insurance has been received from the supplier’s insurers to
confirm all requisite insurance cover is in place; and
the Head of Finance and Procurement has undertaken appropriate financial
checks on the supplier to establish its financial capability to undertake the
Contract.

RECORD RETENTION
All Contracts executed under seal (including the winning Tender and any
documentation supplementary thereto) shall be held by the Head of Law and
Governance for safe keeping.
All other procurement documentation, including all expressions of interest, Prequalification Questionnaires, ITTs, unsuccessful Tenders, Quotations and Contracts
executed under hand, shall be held by the relevant Head of Service in accordance with
any relevant records management and/or records retention policy adopted by the
Council.
For the avoidance of doubt, all unsuccessful Tenders and Quotations and any
documentation ancillary thereto shall be kept safe and secure by the relevant Head of
Service for a period of 12 months from the date of Contract award whereupon such
documents shall be destroyed.

23

PUBLISHING CONTRACT AWARDS
The Contracts Register comprises a corporate record of all “live” Contracts over
£10,000 entered into by the Council.
Compilation of a Contracts Register satisfies a key component of the Government’s
transparency agenda and conforms to its Code on Data Transparency.
Accordingly, all Heads of Service must ensure that details of all the Contracts in their
service area over £10,000 are entered promptly and accurately on:



24

the Contracts Register and
Contracts Finder

CONTRACT ASSIGNMENTS/ NOVATION
There may be occasions when the supplier to whom an award of Contract was
originally made gives notice to the Council that it has transferred responsibility for
performance of the Contract to another organisation. Alternatively, that other
organisation may give notice to the Council that it has taken on the responsibility for
the Contract from the original supplier. Or the Council may itself wish to transfer any
responsibilities it may have under a Contract to another organisation. In any such
circumstances, the Project Officer must seek assurance from the Head of Law and
Governance on whether the transfer (i) is compatible with EU Procurement Law (ii) is
otherwise permitted under the terms of the relevant Contract and, if so, (iii) the binding
documentation needed to formalise the proposed arrangement; and must also arrange
for the Head of Finance and Procurement to undertake (in relation to Contracts
transferred by an existing supplier) appropriate financial checks on the new supplier to
establish its financial capability to undertake the Contract.
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PARTNERSHIPS AND PARTNERING
Whilst the CPR does not apply to the creation of any Partnership, the CPR will apply
to:




the creation of any other type of collaborative working arrangement which the
Council does not define as a Partnership within the meaning set out in the CPR but
which may nevertheless embody an ethos of partnership by, for example, the
sharing of risk and/or open book accounting; and
the procurement of any Works, Supplies or Services arising out of or connected
with any Partnership with which the Council is involved or such other collaborative
working arrangement.

Where the Council is acting jointly with another public body for the procurement of
Works, Supplies and/or Services the procurement rules and procedures of the lead
organisation effecting that procurement (where that is not the Council) shall apply
rather than the CPR. The lead organisation must accordingly confirm that it does have
relevant procurement procedure rules that are commensurate with the CPR and that it
will ensure these are adhered to. Any such Contract awarded by such lead
organisation must however be ratified by the Council in accordance with section 10(f).
26

REFERENCES
References are important for suppliers, especially for SME suppliers seeking to grow
their businesses. Often a successful contract with the public sector is a valuable
potential reference for a small firm, and refusing to provide references can act as a
barrier to the growth for business, having a negative impact on the marketplace and
the overall economy.
Where, therefore, a supplier has or has previously entered into a Contract with the
Council for Works, Supplies or Services, any request from that supplier for a reference
in relation to that Contract should be accepted by the Project Officer, especially if that
supplier has performed well and/or has exceeded the Council’s expectations.
There is no legal impediment to providing references but any opinions offered by the
Project Officer must be backed by contemporaneous records. For example if
commenting on supplier performance, such evidence might include the achievement
(or not) of delivery milestones or performance against KPIs. Subjective assessments,
for example of customer satisfaction, suppliers’ performance, aptitude, helpfulness,
cultural fit with the authority, etc. should, however, be avoided by the Project Officer.

27

CONTRACT VARIATIONS
Any variation to a concluded Contract for Works, Supplies or Services (including an
extension to the length of any such Contract or a replacement of the original supplier)
(‘the Variation’) is only permissible if the Variation IN PRINCIPLE:




demonstrably represents Value For Money or is otherwise in the Council’s best
interest to progress, and
can be funded from an approved budget, and
entails no diminution in any Social Value identified at the commencement of the
Contract, and
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does not affect a Service in relation to which an expression of interest has been
received under the Right to Challenge which either remains to be considered by
the Council or which the Relevant Body does not intend to revive

and that Variation IN PRACTICE:











is (irrespective of its monetary value) evidenced in writing, authorised in
accordance with a clear, precise and unequivocal review clause or option that
stated in the original contract the nature and scope of possible modifications or
options available to the Council and which does not alter the overall nature of the
contract, or
entails the necessary procurement of additional Works, Services or Supplies that
were not included in the original procurement but where a change of supplier
cannot be made for economic/technical reasons and would cause significant
inconvenience or substantial duplication of costs for the Council provided any
price increase is not higher than 50% of the price of the original Contract, or
arises from circumstances which the Council acting diligently could not foresee,
does not alter the overall nature or scope of the original requirement, and does
not increase the price by more than 50% of the value of the original contract or
is intended to give effect to a universal or partial succession to the position of the
original supplier by a new supplier following corporate restructuring, including
takeover, merger, acquisition or insolvency, provided the new supplier fulfils all
qualitative selection criteria initially established, the succession does not entail
other substantial modifications to the original contract and is not otherwise aimed
at circumventing Public Procurement Legislation; or
does not (irrespective of its monetary value) (i) render the original contract
materially different in character nor (ii) introduce conditions which would have
allowed for the admission of other candidates, the acceptance of other tenders or
attracted additional participants nor (iii) change the economic balance of the
contract in favour of the contractor nor (iv) extend the scope of the contract
considerably; or
has a price value below the EU Procurement Thresholds and the cost of the
change represents no more than 10% of the Contract’s initial value for Service
and Supply contracts (15% of the Contract’s initial value for Works contracts)
provided the change does not alter the overall nature of the contract.

Any variation outside these requirements would require the conduct of a tender
process for a new contract unless an exception referred to in Section 17 would apply.
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CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Heads of Service shall be responsible for the management of all Contracts within their
service area (and, for the purpose of this and the following paragraphs in section 28,
“Contract” shall include all and any collaborative working arrangements of the type
described in section 25).
Contract management is the active monitoring and control of all aspects of the
relationship between a supplier and the Council, the aim of which is to ensure the
effective delivery of the Works, Supplies and/or Services the subject of the Contract to
the agreed price and standard and which is consistent with all legal requirements and
financial propriety.
For Contracts within their service area exceeding £100,000 in value or amount
(including any such Contract let in connection with a Partnership with which the Council
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is involved, whether or not the Council let that Contract) Heads of Service shall
produce a report to the Procurement Manager at the end of each financial year
documenting:







the quality of any Supplies or Service provided under any such Contract;
any problems, issues or disputes (whether in relation to non-performance or
otherwise) that arose or which have arisen in respect of any such Contract during
the previous financial year;
whether the supplier has performed the Contract on time and within budget,
giving reasons for any delays or cost overruns;
whether any Social Value perceived at the outset of the procurement has been
realised;
any variations and/or changes to the Contract effected during the previous
financial year; and
where appropriate, proposals for managing the end of the Contract.

Such report shall be considered by the Head of Law and Governance and the
Head of Finance and Procurement who may make appropriate recommendations
on the subject matter of or matters arising from such report.
The Project Officer shall have day to day responsibility for the administration of a
particular Contract.
A résumé of the roles and responsibilities of Project Officers, Heads of Service and
Directors is set out in Appendix 2.
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TERMINATION
No dispute shall be settled, and no Contract shall be cancelled, without the advice of
the Head of Law and Governance and the Head of Finance and Procurement having
first been sought as to the legality of any such step and the financial implications
arising therefrom.

DISPOSAL OF ASSETS
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PROCEDURE FOR THE DISPOSAL OF COUNCIL ASSETS
Where the estimated value of an asset is £50,000 or more, or where the full Council or
Cabinet/Executive so determines, disposal of that asset shall, unless a valuer with
relevant qualifications has certified that an alternative method of disposal would better
achieve the Council's aims and objectives, be conducted in one of the following ways
using approved agents if appropriate:

Sale by Tender
o

o

Ad-hoc Tenders - At least 14 days notice to be given in such local
newspapers circulating in the Council’s area and/or in such national
journals as the relevant Head of Service considers desirable stating the
nature of the asset and inviting tenders for its purchase and stating the
last date when tenders will be accepted; or
Approved List - Public notice to be given in respect of a particular
transaction in the same manner as that described in Ad-hoc Tenders
above inviting applications from interested persons to be placed on a list
to be approved by the full Council or Cabinet from which prospective
purchasers shall be selected and invited to submit tenders.
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Sale at a Named Figure
An assessment of the value of the asset shall be made by a valuer with relevant
qualifications. The relevant Head of Service shall issue particulars of the asset
and the price to all enquiring persons. Details of the asset shall be publicly
advertised on at least one occasion and, in the case of land or property, a sign
board erected upon the site.
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Invited Offers
The asset shall be advertised in accordance with the rules for Sale by Tender but
no figure shall be placed in the particulars and interested parties shall be asked
to make offers for consideration by the Council. In order to give guidance to
prospective purchasers a minimum figure may be quoted where appropriate.



Sale by Public Auction
Properly qualified and experienced auctioneers shall be commissioned to act on
behalf of the Council in offering for sale by auction assets in the Council's
ownership.

COMPLIANCE
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STANDARDS OF CONDUCT AND OBSERVANCE OF RULES
All employees involved in the award or the potential award of any Contract or the
disposal or potential disposal of any asset shall:






act with integrity and honesty; and
exercise all fairness and impartiality; and
comply with these Contract Procedure Rules; and
respect the Officer’s Code of Conduct; and
observe any policy adopted by the Council on measures to combat bribery and
corruption

and shall report instances of suspected fraud and other irregular activity connected
with such award or disposal under any whistleblowing policy adopted by the Council.
ANY MANIFEST OR MATERIAL DEPARTURE FROM THESE RULES OR THE
OFFICER’S CODE OF CONDUCT OR ADOPTED ANTI-BRIBERY POLICY IS A
DISCIPLINARY OFFENCE.
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APPENDIX 1
PROCUREMENT STEERING GROUP
TERMS OF REFERENCE
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

JPSG means the Joint Procurement Steering Group comprising a Core Group of:




The Section 151 Officer (as Chair)
The Monitoring Officer
The Head of Finance and Procurement (unless represented as Section 151
Officer)

or their nominees, and a Strategy Group comprising:






The Chief Executive
The JPSG - Core Group and
Heads of Service invited from those who have undertaken substantial
procurement activity over the period since the last Strategy Group meeting.
The relevant Council Member(s) responsible for procurement (to be invited as
appropriate and at least annually) and
Such other Council Members as any of the Core Group may invite on a case by
case basis

or their nominees.
1.2

The JPSG – Core Group may transact its business electronically.
The JPSG – Strategy Group shall meet quarterly.
business electronically.

2.

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE JPSG

2.1

The function of the JPSG – Core Group is to:

2.2

It may otherwise transact its



Consider and, if appropriate, authorise the undertaking of any procurement
between £150,000 and £500,000 in estimated value or amount, and



Consider and, if appropriate, approve the award of all Contracts between
£150,000 and £500,000 in value or amount.

The function of the JPSG – Strategy Group is to:


Perform a strategic and scrutiny role in relation to the Council's
commissioning programme and all matters relating to the Council’s
contracting policy,



Provide a forum for Project Officers to discuss policy development, seek
strategic advice and raise questions, issues and problems with Contract
policy,



Define and spread best-practice as it relates to contracting and Contract
management and monitoring,
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Provide advice to Officers as appropriate on contracting issues, and



Advise Members and the Chief Executive on the need for any revision to the
CPR, including changes to financial thresholds.

3.

PROCEDURES FOR THE JPSG

3.1

The JPSG – Core Group and the JPSG – Strategy Group shall both be chaired by
the Monitoring Officer or his/her nominee.

3.2

The Procurement Manager shall convene all meetings of the JPSG – Core Group
and the JPSG – Strategy Group, and at least two working days before such meeting
the Procurement Manager shall send to every member an agenda and copies of all
reports.

3.3

Members of the JPSG – Core Group and the JPSG – Strategy Group, or their
nominees, shall attend any meeting of them when requested to do so.

3.4

Minutes shall be made by the Procurement Manager of the proceedings of the JPSG
– Core Group and the JPSG – Strategy Group.

3.5

Any business of the JPSG – Core Group and the JPSG – Strategy Group may be
transacted electronically.

4.

PERSONNEL, PROPERTY AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MATTERS

4.1

Every report to the JPSG – Core Group which has information technology
implications shall be referred to the Head of Finance and Procurement before the
report is considered.

4.2

Every report to the JPSG – Core Group which has staffing implications shall be
referred to the Head of Transformation before the report is considered.

4.3

Every report to the JPSG – Core Group which has land and property implications
shall be referred to the Head of Regeneration and Housing before the report is
considered.
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APPENDIX 2
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Directors:



Oversee procurement activity within their Directorate and;
Ensure the requirements of the CPR are upheld at all times.

Heads of Service












Ensure there is sufficient budget available for the Works, Supplies and/or Services to
be acquired by their Project Officer;
Ensure that the procurement proceeds in all respects in conformity with the CPR;
Authorise procurement projects and Contract awards affecting their service with a
value below £150,000 (excepting any such project authorisations or Contract awards
as may arise from the Right to Challenge, which shall fall to be made by the Council’s
Executive or Cabinet, as appropriate);
Respond to expressions of interest received under the Right to Challenge, and issue
relevant notifications as appropriate;
Report to the Executive or Cabinet as appropriate seeking recommendation to
approve, reject or modify any expression of interest received under the Right to
Challenge;
Publish in Contracts Finder and record on the Council’s Contracts Register the detail
of all Contracts exceeding £10,000 that are awarded in connection with their service
area;
Manage all Contracts within their service area;
Waive the call for competition (in accordance with the procedure prescribed in
section 17) in relation to procurements below £10,000;
Produce yearly Contract management reports to the Procurement Manager in
accordance with section 28;
Sign Contracts below £150,000 on the Council’s behalf; and

Project Officers












Plan and co-ordinate specific procurement projects;
Obtain all necessary authorisations (whether from their Head of Service, the JPSG –
Core Group, Cabinet or Executive, as the case may be) prior to progressing any
stage of a procurement project;
Draw up or revise Contract specifications;
Ensure the Contract forms chosen for use in connection with the procurement are fit
for their intended purpose;
Collate and assemble all tender documentation;
Preserve the confidentiality inherent in any competitive process, particularly in
relation to tender evaluation reports, working papers and minutes of meetings;
Undertake competitive processes, particularly bid evaluations, in such a way as to
ensure all bidders are treated fairly and equally;
Prepare reports to Cabinet or Executive (as the case may be), the JPSG – Core
Group, the JPSG – Strategy Group or Service Heads as appropriate;
Ensure all necessary permissions are concluded before their Contract begins;
Administer and monitor their Contracts on a day to day basis to ensure compliance
with the specified standards;
Ensure from time to time that information held on Contracts Finder the Contracts
Register is fully up-to-date; and
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APPENDIX 3

GROUNDS ON WHICH COMPETITION CAN BE WAIVED
1.

The rules respecting the requirement to run a competition for Works, Supplies or
Services in this CPR may be waived, and a Contract may be awarded directly to a
supplier of such Works, Supplies or Services without competition, in any of the
specific cases and circumstances laid down in paragraphs (2) to (9) of this Appendix
3. In any other cases, the use of this procedure is not allowed.
Competition can generally be waived:

2.

Where no tenders, no suitable tenders, no requests to participate or no suitable
requests to participate have been received in response to an open or restricted
procedure, provided the original conditions of the contract are not substantially
altered.

3.

Where the contract can only be performed by a particular supplier because (i) the
contract is for a unique work of art or artistic performance (ii) competition is absent
for technical reasons or (iii) the Works, Supplies or Services required are protected
by exclusive rights including intellectual property rights BUT ONLY in the case of (ii)
and (iii) above where no reasonable alternative exists and the absence of
competition is not due to an artificial narrowing down of the parameters of the
procurement.

4.

In cases of extreme urgency brought about by events unforeseen by the Council
where the time limits applicable to other procedures cannot be complied with, as long
as such circumstances are not in any event attributable to the Council.
Competition can also be waived for supply contracts:

5.

Where the products involved are manufactured purely for the purposes of research,
experimentation, study or development and the contract does not include quantity
production to establish commercial viability or to recover research and development
costs.

6.

For additional deliveries by the original supplier which are intended either as a partial
replacement of supplies or installations or as the extension of existing supplies or
installations where a change of supplier would oblige the contracting authority to
acquire supplies having different technical characteristics which would result in
incompatibility or disproportionate technical difficulties in operation and maintenance
PROVIDED contracts let in reliance on this ground, and any recurrent contracts, do
not exceed 3 years.

7.

For supplies quoted and purchased on a commodity market.

8.

For the purchase of supplies or services on particularly advantageous terms, from
either a supplier which is definitively winding up its business activities, or the
liquidator in an insolvency procedure, an arrangement with creditors, or a similar
procedure under national laws or regulations.
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Competition can also be waived for new works and services which repeat
similar works or services already entrusted to the current supplier Provided:







such works or services are in conformity with a basic project for which the
original contract was awarded in accordance with one of the other
procurement procedures; and
the basic project indicated the extent of possible additional works or services
and the conditions under which they would be awarded; and
as soon as the first project was put up for tender, the possible use of this
procedure was disclosed and the total estimated cost of subsequent works or
services were taken into consideration when determining the contract value;
and
the order for such new works or services is issued within the period of 3 years
following the conclusion of the original contract.
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